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COLORADO R IVER WORKSHOP

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26
9:00 AM - NOON: Registration
12:30 PM O PENING R EMARKS: David Getches,
University of Colorado, School of Law
1:00 PM INTRODUCTION: Overview of Grand Canyon
Trust's Colorado River Basin Study, with
introductory remarks by authors of the seven
discussion papers
Tom Moody, Grand Canyon Trust
Kurt Dongoske, consultant
Robert Wigington/Dale Pontius,
The Nature Conservancy
Jim Dyer, consultant
Ken Maxey, Western Area Power
Administration, DOE
Steven W. Carothers, SWCA
Rodney T. Smith, Stratecon
Larry MacDonnell/Bruce Driver,
Sustainability Initiatives
3:00 PM B REAK
3:30PM M EETING NEW DEMANDS (Concurrent sessions)
STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION: THE NATNE
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
Law$ such as the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and the Grand Canyon Protection Act
retjuire inclusion of a broad range of stakeholders in
Colorado River ba.sitt manogemwt decisions. What
are the advantages and pitfalls of more inclusive
decision processes? What lessons can be draw11 from
the experience of Native Americans in the Colorado
River basin?
PA~ELISTS:

Kurt Dongoske, consultant
Jeff Fassett, Wyoming State Engineer
Maggie Fox, Sierra Club
Vernon Masayesva, former Hopi Tribal
Chairman
LeGrande Neilson, Bureau of Reclamation

ENDANGERED SPECIES:
NATIVE FISH RECOVERY EFFORTS
Federal laws arzd policies demand aggressive
protection efforts when species are listed under the
Endangered Species Act. What's working; what's not
working; what can we do better in the Colorado
River basin?
PANELISTS:

Robert Wigington, The Nature Conservancy
. Dale Pontius, consultant
George Arthur, Navajo Nation
Dan Luecke, Environmental Defense Fund
Chris Harris, Arizona Department of Water
Resources
6:00 PM SOCIAL H OUR
6:30 PM D LNNER (provided)

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
7:00 - 8:00 AM ComlNENTAL BREAKFAST
8:00AM OLD FRJ.E..~Ds, Ntw FACES (Concurrent sessions)
WATER EFFICIENCIES:
Y.lHO BENEFITS? VVHO PAYS?
Water efficiency improvements are often touted as
the solution to meet ir1creasing water demands. How
do we define the goals of water efficiency? What
interests are tl1reatened wl1en water is saved in one
sector for use in another? Why are there obstacles to
water efficiency?
PAN ELISTS:

Jim Dyer, comultant
Ted Lyon, Imperial Irrigation District
Chips Barry, Denver Water Department
Chelsea Congdon, Environmental Defense Fund
Tom Carr, Arizorw Department of Water
Resources
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HYDROPOWER: NEW DlRECTIONS IN
FlNANClNG AND REGULATION
Federal hydropower operations in the Colorado River
basin are facing changes in response to deregulation,
new financing arrangeme11ts, and environmental
protectio1z efforts. What are the implications for
basin manageme11t given the current trends, and
how may we best respond to these developments?
PAKEL!STS:

Ken Maxey, Western Area Power
Admi11istration
Bruce Driver, Sustai11ability Initiatives
Joe Hunter, Colorado River Energy Distributors
Association
Mike Brown, Dixie/Escalante Rural
Electrification Association
10:30 AM BREAK
11:00 AM BEYOND THE C OLORADO: LESSONS FROM THE
SACRAME.'IITO - SAN JOAQUIN D ELTA

how should science be incorporated into basin
management? What are the roles of scientists
a11d managers?
PANEUSTS:

Steven W. Carothers, SWCA
Jeff Fassett, Wyoming State Engineer
David Wegner, Glen Canyon Environmental
Studies, Bureau of Reclamation
Pam Hyde, Americarz Rivers
4:00 PM B REAK

4:30 PM B EYOND TlfE COLORADO: L ESSONS FROM THE
Cou;~tBIA RivER B ASIN

John Volkman, Northwest Power Planning Council
5:30 PM SOCiAL HOUR
6:30 PM D IN!';ER
After dinner, a visit witlz John Wesley Powell. Actor
Earll Kingston portrays the father of reclamation
and the first white man to explore the canyotts of the
Colorado River.

Chelsea Congdon, Environmental Defense Fund
NOONWNCH

1:30 PM NEw TooLS (Concurrent sessions)
WATER MARKETING: BUILDING FLEXlBILlTY
INTO WATER ALLOCATIONS
Various water marketing and water banking
proposals are under consideration in the Colorado
River basin. What principles should guide
considerations of these and future proposals? What
interests need to be protected in water transfers? Who
should be involved it1 the decisions?
PA)."f.USTS:

Rodney T. Smith, Stratecon
Larry Anderson, Utah Division of Water
Resources
Pat Mulroy, Las Vegas Valley
Water District
Dan Israel, Hualapai Tribe
Eric Kuhn, Colorado Water
Conservation Board
ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT: WHAT ROLE FOR
SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT?
Given that science is playing art increasingly
important role in understanding natural systems,
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
7:00 - 8:00 AM CoNTINENTAL BREAKFAST
8:00 AM INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS

Many suggestions have been made for improving
Colorado River basin management, including such
options as new governing bodies, changes to the Law
of the River, and voluntary intergovernmental
arrangements. This session will examirze the current
system and explore strategies for successful basin
management.
Larry MacDonncll/ Bruce Driver,
Sustainability Initiatives
10:30 AM B REAK
11:00 AM ELEMENTS TO GUIDE BASIN MANAGEME.'IT
Discussion paper authors will commetlt on the key
messages drawn from earlier sessions. and will
provide summary remarks on their topics.
12:30 PM C LOSING REMARKS:
Eluid L. Martinez, Commissioner, Bureau of
Reclamation
1:00PM ADJOURN

The Colorado River basin, stretching from Wyoming to

The Law of the River is a compilation of laws, decrees,

Mexico, has been the focus of epic resource conflicts

treaties, compacts, and regulations that administer the

during the past century. Although basin states and

waters of the Colorado River across the seven Colorado

Native American tribes hold and administer a majority

River basin states. lt has evolved, beginning with the

of rights to use the water from the Colorado River, the

Colorado River Compact of 1922, to encompass new

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation plays a key role in manage-

information and changing values. It continues to change

ment processes by helping develop long-range manage-

to address the emerging trends and management issues

ment criteria and by preparing an annual operating

of today and tomorrow. The water users, managers and

plan for the river and its reservoirs. What challenges

other stakeholders of the basin provide an appropriate

and opportunities face the Bureau of Reclamation in

constituency to discuss these changes and to identify

the Colorado River basin in the ne.'\'t several decades?

important elements to basin management.

How can Colorado River water users, resource managers, and other stakeholders better work together in

The objective of the Colorado River Workshop was to

the future? Participants in the Colorado River Workshop,

identify important elements that can help to guide

organized by Grand Canyon Trust in cooperation with

management of the Colorado River basin by provid-

the Bureau of

ing an interactive,

Reclamation, tackled

open forum for discus-

these questions.

Who attended the workshop? Anyone concerned

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
BY INTEREST GROUP
Consulting fim1s and individuals
Federal agencies
State agencies

with the management of

Environmenta1/R~crcation

water and related

Municipal/Industry
Agricultural/Rural
Tribal
Utilities, power users
OiliH

resources in the Colorado
River basin - federal,
state, tribal, and local

19%
17%
12%
11 o/o
10%
10%
1Oo/o
7o/o
5%

sion of present and
future management
issues. Through a
series of panel discussions and small group
breakout sessions,
workshop participants
discussed the values of
the river, present

officials; representatives

approaches to issues,

of agricultural and

integration of new

municipal water development, public power, environ-

information, and emerging trends in management.

mental, recreation and other interests; scientists, stu-

A set of case studies explored examples from other

dents and academics concerned wiili the Colorado

river basins. The Workshop provided a basin-wide

River; and members of the public who wanted to learn

forum for the free and open discussion of issues by

about and contribute perspectives on the river.

stakeholders.
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The Workshop was, by all accounts, a success. One hun-

will lead to solutions. Bridges were built across the

dred and eighty-two individuals from across the basin

political boundries of the basin; successes, hopes and

attended and participated in spirited and constructive

frustrations shared. Time will measure the success of

discussions. In some cases more questions were identi-

the effort.

fied than answers, but strong common elements ran
through each set of sessions. Concerns such as future

This document presents the results of the Workshop.

funding mechanisms; appropriate, meaningful partici-

During the meeting, each of seven sessions was intro-

pation and responsibility; the assumption of risk and

duced by the briefing paper author followed by a short

acceptable levels of uncertainty; resolution of Native

panel discussion. Then smaller facilitated breakout

American reserved rights and environmental issues

groups discussed some aspects of the issue presented.

rose repeated. The group discussion on institutional

This document is divided into 8 sections; the first

options (Session 7) seemed to bring out the general

seven pertain to Workshop sessions and include general

feeling that, whether with present institutions or

observations, the discussion paper, and flip chart notes

through their evolution, there were important issues to

from the individual breakout groups. The document's

be solwd and that the people in the room, and their

final section contains presentations on the San

counterparts across the basin, must solve them.

Fransisco Bay Delta, the Columbia River basin and
remarks by Eluid Martinez, Commissioner of the

The Colorado River Workshop \-\'as not meant to solve
these complex issues but rather promote dialog that
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Bureau of Reclamation.

David Getches

Although it is true, as Tom Moody said in his introduc-

not in the context of some particular problem or pro-

tion, that I have had an opportunity to look at

ject, but with an eye to finding a better way to do aU

Colorado River matters from a perspective of a state

that we do. This is a workshop in the fullest sense of the

official, a lawyer for water users, a representative of

word. It is not an educational exercise or a negotiating

Indian Tribes, and as an environmentalist, today I wel-

session. And it is future oriented: "issues, ideas, and

come you on behalf of the Board of Trustees of the

directions," as the title of this workshop tells us. So we

Grand Canyon Trust. The welcome is as personal as it

are here to work on how to do a better job of resource

is formal; I know about half of the people here from

management in the Colorado River Basin, not just to

working together on issues over the years. And I know

exchange information uncritically or to champion the

that this is truly a group of experts - a diverse and

cause of a particular interest.

highly motivated group capable of looking critically
and constructively at the past and future of the

In that spirit, let me share with you my perception of

Colorado River.

why we may all feel dissatisfied to some degree with
how resources of the Colorado River Basin are now

Meetings about the Colorado River are not unique, or

managed.! think that the history of resources manage-

even rare. We have all been to many. What is unusual

menl in the basin has followed three themes:

here is the breadth of the issues that we will tackle:
Indian water rights, endangered species, efficient water

A We have solved problems piecemeal, one at a time.

use, hydropower, water marketing, science, public par-

A We have made commitments without enough

ticipation, and institutions for river management. And

information.

what is nearly unique is that we address these issues

A We have addressed issues in a spirit of competition

rather than cooperation.

JChair,
DAVID GETCHES
Board of Trustees, Grand Canyon Trust
1 and

1 Raphael). Moses Professor of Natural Resources Law,

University of Colorado School of Law,
Boulder Colorado

These themes are well-documented in the rich history
of the Colorado River Basin. And they emerge explicitly or implicitly in most of the seven discussion papers
prepared for this workshop. Let me say a few words
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about each of these themes- the piecemeal approach,

region. Hoover Dam, constructed under the Boulder

the inadequacy of information, and elevating competi-

Canyon Project Act primarily as a source for agricul-

tion over cooperation.

tural water, was also authorized for flood control of the
once wild river. It was outfitted with power generating

I will conclude that we are not doomed to repeating

turbines, too. After all, boosters from a young and

history but actually may be moving, perhaps in fits and

growing Los Angeles gave their political support to fed-

starts, toward a fuller consideration of issues instead of

eral funding of the project largely because of the

addressing them one at a time. We are assembling and

potential for a large, inexpensive source of electricity.

at least capable of basing decisions on better facts. And
we are discovering that cooperative dialogue can solve

Inspired by Hoover's potential for performing multiple

more problems than competition and combat.

functions, Congress began to authorize reclamation
projects throughout the West for multiple purposes.

SOLVING PROBLEMS ONE AT A TIME

That was the case with the 1956 Colorado River
Storage Project Act that authorized Glen Canyon and

The history of the Colorado River- at least for us

several upper basin projects to generate power "as an

lawyers, begins with the 1922 seven-state compact.

incident of' the primary purposes of water supply and

Though we celebrate it as a breakthrough in interstate

flood control.

relations, all it addressed was one question: how to
carve up the rights to consume water among the seven

The power-generating capacity of these facilities soon

states that touched it. What it actually did was even

eclipsed the importance of the system for delivering

less. Crudely, it divided the river into two sub-basins

water to the states according to the compact.

and said that the states of each sub-basin would share

Ultimately, power sales have the capacity of producing

collectively about half the water. That's it.

income to pay off project costs, reducing the burdens
on irrigators. So the srates and irrigators uneasily sup-
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Problem solved? To be sure, we reached agreement on a

ported the elevation of power generation as paramount

compact, but not even all the seven states that negotiat-

function of the Colorado River system. So we set out to

ed it ended up ratifying it. Arizona held out for

develop the river and did, using whatever justifications

decades. States within the two basins barely talked to

and resources were available. It was not a program for

one another, let alone figured out how to use their

distributing benefits allocated by the compact and

respective "halves" of the river's resources.

other laws.

Then we moved into development of the river. The

As water development in the basin moved forward, we

motive was how to enable each basin to make the con-

began to discover how much we had addressed.

sumptive uses authorized by the compact. But develop-

Mexico had to be reckoned with. At the tail of the

ment became a purpose in itself. Early development on

river, it could take only what water was left over after

the river was consistent with the 1902 Reclamation Act

uses in the United States. And that amount diminished

- a law written to help settle the West with small fam-

with each dam and diversion upstream. Finally, in

ily farms by enabling them to grow crops in an arid

1944 the treaty with Mexico was negotiated and we

guaranteed 1.5 million acre-feet to be delivered at the

picked up and returned to the river, or another way

border each year.

would have to be found to reduce salt loading. The
government assumed responsibility. Congress eventual-

ft also remained for the states within the upper and

ly appropriated hundreds of millions of dollars to con-

lower basins to carve up among themselves the ostensi-

struct a project to intercept and prevent salts from

bly equal shares of water allocated to those basins in

getting into the river from human and natural sources.

the 1922 compact. In 1948 the upper basin states of

Problem solved ...almost.

Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming (plus
Arizona for a tiny piece of its territory) signed the

In times of low water flows in the river, the big returns

Upper Colorado River Compact more than two

of salty water from Wellton-Mohawk would not be

decades after the original compact was negotiated.

diluted by the meager stream flow. So the federal government found a solution. They would build an enor-

No anecdote better tells how we have insisted on deal-

mous desalination plant in Yuma- the biggest in the

ing with only one issue at a time in the basin than the

United States- to clean up the Wellton-Mohawk

story of the Wellton-Mohawk District. frrigators, assist-

River, then dump it back in the river before it flowed

ed by the Bureau of Reclamation, found their soils get-

into Mexico. Problem solved, right?

ting saltier. Reclamation's solution to the salt problem
was to flush the land with more water, so they built a

Not quite. After twelve years of planning, and construc-

project to bring in larger amounts of Colorado River

tion, and public expenditures of one-quarter billion dol-

water. Problem solved.

lars, the plant started up in 1992. It ran for a few months.
Then came higher river flows, so there was already

Then the accumulated groundwater in what turned out

enough good water to dilute salts in the river. And the

to be a contained aquifer built up to the root zone of

plant was shut down. For the laSt three years it has been

Lhe plants, killing them. The government again came to

mothballed. The Arizona Republic calls it "the biggest

the rescue, building pumps to lower the salty ground-

laughing stock of all." It is sure the capstone in a series of

water, and canals to carry it back to the Colorado River.

problems solved one at a time, with simple solutions.

Problem solved.
The single-minded development thrust that dominated
Then Mexico, downstream, complained that the river

river management for the first fifty years after the com-

had become so salty that it was unusable. The United

pact allowed almost all else to be ignored. Recreational

States moved in to solve this problem. This interna-

fishing eventually appeared as a value and the problem

tional incident led to diplomatic negotiations and sup-

was how to establish it. Like other issues it was dealt

plemental agreements to the U.S. - Mexico treaty on

with apart from any other question. In their paper,

the Colorado River that capped the amount of salinity

Steven Carothers and Dorothy House tell of the specta-

to be delivered to Mexico. Problem solved.

cle of poisoning aU the native "trash fish" in the upper
river and stocking it with non-native fish to create a

But to make the solutions work, irrigators would either

lively sport fishery. So the problem of recreational fish-

have to cut back their use or reduce the salt being

ing was "solved."

II

We discovered the value of genetic diversity many
years later, almost too late to rescue the formerly

MAKING COMMITMENTS WITHOUT ENOUGH
INFORMATION

"trash"- now endangered- squawfish from extinction. To solve that problem we had to halt further

The second theme through the history of the Colorado

water development. And now, Dale Pontius and

River Basin is a serious dearth of reliable information.

Robert Wigington tell us, the flaw in our multiple

The most notorious example was the compact itself,

plans to deal with endangered fish species is that they

which allocated the consumptive use of the river on the

lack coordination. They say that we have failed to rec-

assumption that there was 16 to 17 million acre feet a

oncile planning for the recovery of the bonytail and

year available. In fact, we now know that the long-term

razorback suckers in the lower basin, the endangered

average flow is only about 13.5 million acre feet- an

species recovery program for squawfish in the San

error of 1.5 to 3.5 million acre feet per year.

Juan, and the programs to recover squawfish, bonytail,
and humpbacks in the upper basin. They argue, logi-

The story of the Colorado River is often told as if the

cally, for a range-wide recovery program and point out

discovery of a salinity problem was a surprise. If we

that it should relate to other non-endangered species

bad asked, we surely could have anticipated the salinity

as well. And, at risk of adding unnecessary complica-

problem. Ancient Sumeria, Mesopotamia, and other

tion, I'm tempted to ask, "What about the endangered

civilizations of the arid world had experience the perils

totuaba down in the delta?

of irrigation and drainage and salt build-up. But we
proceeded with development, casting a blind eye

Jim Dyer stresses the importance of basin-wide plan-

towards such consequences.

ning so that we can better understand and cope with
the costs of energy, labor, and environmental mitiga-

From John Wesley Powell's early warnings about the

tion. He makes the case that true efficiency will elude

limits of aridity, the need for cooperative institutions,

us until we are willing to look more holistically at all

for land tenure that reflected the capacity lo produce,

these issues with a long-term vision.

we have ignored science and warnings to shape our
human institutions to reflect physical reality whenever

Our failure to look broadly at solving problems is

the warnings conflicted with our goals. Carothers and

shown in the realm of Indian water rights issues as

House write of how science was used in the develop-

well. We have quantified the rights of some tribes,

ment of the Colorado River to remove obstacles to

thinking that perhaps we have "solved" the problem.

devdopment decisions that had already been made.

Of course we did not, since the tribes were left without

Scientists were asked specific questions and to solve

means of using any "wet water." Paper rights have pro-

particular problems, but not to predict the short and

vided little more than theoretical satisfaction.

long-term consequences of development decisions

Furthermore, the quantjfications that were made were

already made.

based on erroneous and inadequate claims of irrigable
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acreage that were made by the federal government on

Even as we accept the need to consider and accommo-

the tribes' behalf. And over a dozen tribes have no t

date the interrelationship of natural resources, we

even had their rights quantified.

move ahead with sometimes shaky factual bases.

Wigington's and Pontius's paper show the many

saw California and Arizona alternately fighting against

unknowns that are tolerated to allow commitments to

one another's development plans as it did the upper

be made while there are major fundamental unan-

basin and lower basin scrapping about their piece of

swered questions about endangered species. For

the pie. Ultimately, tenuous alliances were reached

instance, in the lower basin endangered species pro-

among states in an aura of mutual suspicion, just long

grams' memorandum of agreement we have not

enough to get agreement to legislation loaded with

defined the ecosyl>tem of the species in question is, nor

enough pork to justify an alliance of convenience.

have we defined "recovery." And Ken Maxey warns that
we may be on the verge of sacrificing "two-thirds of the

Litigation and negotiation of Indian water rights did

operational capacity of Glen Canyon Dam in exchange

not catch fire until fifty or sixty years after the com-

for nebulous benefits to endangered fish ....."

pact, which merely nodded toward the existence of
those rights. These significant battles were repressed

COMPETITION RATHER THAN COOPERATION

until most of the basin's water was developed and
divided up by non-Indians.

No feature of Colorado River Basin history is better
known than our legendary battles with one another. I

Today the focal point of contention over the river's

have traveled to Europe and Central Asia and found

water is between urban and rural interests. All of the

water experts there who know anecdotes of our

papers for this workshop suggest the tension created as

Colorado River wars.

growing cities covet the copious supplies of water allocated to agriculture.

Political competition among the states motivated tbe
compact. The negotiations that preceded Thanksgiving

Over all, the imagery suggested by Sarah Bates' descrip-

Day, 1922 were not cozy family affair, fuJI of trust and

tion in Searching Our the Headwaters of "a pack of

good will. Only Herbert Hoover's Solomonic idea of

thirsty dogs aU pulling on a wet towel, each gaining a

dividing the river in two was able to produce agree-

few drops to slake its thirst but growing more famished

ment on anything. And then Arizona held out for

with the effort of defeating the others," is apt. Every use

decades. This state's resistance was so entrenched that it

of the Colorado potentially detracts from another. This

once mobilized the National Guard against the incur-

point is made by Carothers and House and by

sions of California's Davis Dam on the shores of

MacDonnell and Driver. Even if only conswnptive uses

Arizona.

are considered, Rod Smith shows in his paper that the
river will soon- in the lifetimes of most of us here -

The epic fight in the landmark Ariznna v. California

be fully used.

still bristles from the pages of the Supreme Court
Reports. There are four major Supreme Court deci-

But we need not continue in this competitive mentali-

sions in litigation spread over half a century.

ty. It is not necessarily a zero sum game. Aren't there

solutions that can leave some interests and areas better
Fights for federal money to build projects occupied the

off and others no worse offi Economists certainty urge

states when they weren't in court. Hard-ball politio;

that there are. How do we find solutions?
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The conclusion may be irresistible that the big flaw in

Of course, our information is not complete, but we

our present institutions is that they grew out of an

have invented adaptive management and are beginning

adversaria1 process. It is true that our legal system is

to take the risk of little uncertainty in exchange for

staked on making expenditures of time and resources,

much greater prospects of successful management.

of pressing extremes to produce the truth. But in the

Significantly, that adaptive management approach

end, the legal system also depends on having a judge

employs an advisory group with multiple interests rep-

or jury reach a decision which the parties must

resented on it so that scientific experts, recreational

accept. That has not worked on the Colorado. Are the

and environmental interests and sovereigns, all will

planning and management for the diverse and multi-

have a voice. These are voices- with information and

ple resources of the Colorado River basin best left to

ideas not heard before.

adversaries to fight over? Will we accept the mandate
of a single decision maker? If not, we must find a way

There are different views about the prospects for

to entice, even coerce cooperation, collaboration,

bringing people together to find collaborative solu-

compromise.

tions. Ken Maxey sees an advantage in having a dialogue but believes "complete resolution of these issues

CONCLUSION

is unlikely," holding little hope out for a long-term (or
permanent), comprehensive program." Other papers

The history of the Colorado River is not a happy one.

insist that we must move toward that kind of a pro-

But history need not repeat itself. How can I reach this

gram. Dyer argues that the goal of more efficient water

upbeat conclusion?

use in the basin depends on collaborative efforts
among different water use sectors. Perhaps the most
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There has never before been a greater convergence

optimistic of all the authors, Rod Smith discusses

around finding solutions to the problems of the

interstate negotiations. Though he is upbeat, be, too,

Colorado River Basin, to developing the factual basis

must concede that water marketing -even intrastate

for those solutions, and to solving the wide array of

-

interconnected problems jointly. People are coming

result of lengthy negotiations. And the crown jewel -

together to address more than an issue at a time. The

the Imperial Irrigation District -

agenda of the Colorado River Water Users Association's

District trade- was just about water. It did not have

meeting are broader than ever before. The seven states-

to deal with endangered species or other environmen-

ten tribes forum brings tribes to a table of sovereigns

tal questions, making it relatively simple in the scheme

for the first time in river history. We certainly are more

of things. The latest chapter, involving marketing to

in command of the facts- scientific, economic, and

Las Vegas some of the water saved by MWD's invest-

hydrologic information -than ever before. For

ment in lining 11D's All-American Canal, has not yet

instance, the Glen Canyon Environmental Studies and

been completed. The MWD-JID relationship proved

the environmental impact statement provide volumes

to be as fragile as the relationship between Israel and

of new information. The question is whether it will be

Palestine. Harsh words were spoken just a few weeks

the basis of better decisions or whether it will be

ago and the parties are reluctantly returning to the

ignored or merely selectively used.

table for facilitated discussions.

bas been acrimonious. The few successes arc the

Metropolitan Water

Maybe we would do well to concede that the business of

generation, water releases, and getting and using

managing the Colorado River involves issues as sensitive

power revenues. As one who has championed a similar

to the parties as the issues that characterize international

idea in the past, I know how controversial it is. But

diplomacy. This means that success will only be possible

this workshop could be a breakthrough in getting peo-

and only be lasting if we are free to discuss all the vari-

ple to talk with one another. Who knows, the last ses-

ous, related interests of the parties instead of dealing

sion on Wednesday, when the MacDonneli-Driver idea

with them piecemeal; and if we have the benefit of full,

is discussed, may see us all coalescing around the con-

reliable facts. We must accept that a long-range coopera-

cept of a new institution. And as Commissioner

tive solution is possible only if it is left open to continual

Martinez arrives, he will be here just in time to sign a

tinkering. So we have a need for a big table, we must

new compact setting up a Colorado River Basin com-

tackle a complex agenda, and we have to be flexible.

mission. Maybe.

Perhaps, as MacDonnell and Driver suggest, the best

But whether or not we all can embrace a single idea, we

way to approach this problem is with a permanent

will deserve to declare success at the end of the work-

Colorado River basin institution charged with multi-

shop if we only have reached a new plateau of under-

ple responsibilities and with reconciling multiple

standing that enables us to talk to one another about

interests, such as river management, recreation, power

the future of the river, creatively, respectfully.
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STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION
THE NATIVE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

Author
Kurt Dongoske
Panelists
Jeff Fassett, Wyoming State Engineer
Maggie Fox, Sierra Club
Vernon Masayesva, former Hopi Tribal Chairman
LeGrande Neilson, Bureau of Reclamation

OBSERVATIONS
The following observations serve as a general srmrmary provided by the conjere11ce conveners and do not represellt any
"consensus" of the workshop participarrts. The full (verbatim) notes from each breakout session are provided in this
report f()l/owing the text of each discussion paper.
The session began with a panel discussion focused on

stakeholders and Native Americans in Colorado River

Native Americans' experiences as stakeholders in the

management processes.

Colorado River basin. Paper preparer Kurt Dongoske
urged recognition of tribes as "primary stakeholders"

Follov.'ing the panel, audience members divided into

in the basin, and challenged federal agencies to do a

three groups for facilitated discussion of how to

better job of carrying out their trust responsibilities.

encourage meaningful participation by Colorado River

Responding to thes~: remarks, panelists discussed their

stakeholders. They were encouraged to draw upon the

own experiences as stakeholders (and, in several

~ative

instances, as managers attempting to involve various

bers, but also to address a broader range of stakehold-

stakeholders) in the basin. Although their comments

ers. Accordingly, each group drew up a list of

varied, each urged better cooperation among other

individuals or groups of individuals wilh interests in

American experiences discussed by panel mem-
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Colorado River basin management. These lists included

common inhibiting forces as including economic bur-

diverse categories of people (including future genera-

dens (i.e., the cost of participating), cultural differ-

tions), political entities, and non-human communities

ences, and a perceived lack of urgency. Finally, the

dependent on water. Each group then considered the

groups discussed ways to ensure more meaningful par-

factors that encourage and inhibit participation by

ticipation, and again they all came up with some com-

stakeholders. Common driving forces for participation

mon suggestions: improve informational outreach and

include growing demands for water, concerns for the

educational efforts appropriate for the audience;

environment, and recognized needs to defend or assert

improve institutions to ensure that participation will

rights through institutional channels such as litigation

make a difference; and provide financial resources to

or legislation. On the other hand, the groups identified

enable all stakeholders to participate.

INTEGRATING NATIVE AMERICAN
ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL INTERESTS
INTO THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN
Kurt E. Dongoske

Prepared for discussion purposes for the Colorado River Workshop. The paper is the work of the individual
author and does not represent the opinion of Grand Canyon Trust or the Bureau of Reclamation.

Like the miller's canary, the Indian marks the shifts from fresh air to
poison gas in our political atmosphere; and our treatment of Indians,
even more than our treatment of other mir1orities, reflects the rise and
fall in our democratic faith ...
Felix S. Cohen ( 1953)

INTRODUCTION

Reclamation plays a crucial role in the management of
the many resources of the Colorado River for eli verse,

The Grand Canyon Trust, under contract to the Bureau

often competing, and sometimes directly conflicting

of Reclamation (Reclamation), is conducting a study to

federal, state, private, public and Native American

assist Reclamation and the Department of the lnterior

needs. In its unique role as water master for the main-

in acquiring information that may be of usc in fulfill-

stream Colorado River water, Reclamation is charged

ing Interior agencies' duties relating to present and

with developing long-range management criteria for

future water resource needs in the Colorado River

the river system and its reservoirs. There is a critical

Basin. On behalf of the Secretary of the Interior,

need to explore innovative, flexible, and adaptive
strategies in order to responsibly adjust to changing
long-term demands on these valuable resources. The

KURT E. DONGOSKE has seventeen years of professional experience in archaeology and cultural resource
management, including fiv.e years as the Tribal
Archaeologist with the Cultural Preservation Office
of the Hopi Tribe.
Hopi
217 West Mahoney
Winslow, AZ 86047

Grand Canyon Trust's objective for this project is to
identify critical management issues and provide a
basin-wide forum for the free and open discussion of
these management issues by stakeholders. The stakeholders have been broadly defined, by the Grand
Canyon Trust, as federal and state agencies with
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Native American Reservation

State

Ethnographic Affiliation

Uintah and Ouray indian

Utah

Ute

Paiute Indian

Utah

Paiute

Paiute Indian

Utah

Paiute

Southern Ute Indian

Colorado

Ute

Ute Mountain Utt:: Indian

Colorado/Utah

Ute

Las Vega~ Colony Indi::tn

Nevada

Southern P3iute

Moapa Indian

Nevada

Southern Paiute

Kaibab Indian

Arizona

Southern Paiute

Hopi Indian

Arizona

Western Pueblo

Kavajo Indian

Arizona

Navajo

Hualapai Indian

Arizona

Hualapai

HavJSupai Indian

Arizona

I

Colorado River Indian

California/Arizona

I

Cocopah Indian

Arizona

Cocopah

Tohono O'odham Indian

Arizona

Tohono O'odham

San Xavier Indian

Arizona

Tohono O'odham

Gila Bend Indian

Arizona

Pima

Maricopa Indian

Arizona

Pima/Maricopa

Gila River Indian

Arizona

Pima

Yavapai Indian

Arizona

Yavapai

Salt River Indian

Arizona

Pima

Fort JvtcDowell Indian

Arizona

Pima/Weswrn Apache

Papago Indian

Arizona

Tohono O'odham

Pascua Yaqui Indian

Arizona

Yaqui

Hava,upai
~iohaves

and others

San Carlos Indian

Arizona

Western Apache

Fort Apache Indian

Arizona

Western Apache

P3yson Community Indian

Arizona

Western Apache

Camp Verde Indian

Arizona

Yavapai/ Apache

Fort Mojave Indian

California

:V1ojave

Chemehuevi indian

California

Halchidhoma

Fort Yuma Indian

California

Quechan

Zuni Indian

New Mexico/Arizona

Western Pueblo

Ramah Navajo Indian

New Mexico

Navnjo

Jicarilla Apache Indian

New Mexico

Jicarilla Apache

Table 1. NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES THAT HAVE RESERVATION LANDS WITHIN THE COLORADO RIVER
BASIN (Source: Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1989, Indian Land Area Map and Ha11dbook of North Am~ican Indians,
Volumes 9 & 10).
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Native American Reservation

State

Canoncito Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Navajo

Isleta indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Sandia Indian Reservation

NewMtxico

Eastern Pueblo

Santa Ana Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

San Felipe Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

S<mto Domingo Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Cochiti Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Zia Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Jemez Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Tesuque Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Nambe Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Pojoaque Indian Reservation

New Me:cico

Eastern Pueblo

San Ildefonso Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Santn Clara Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

S<1n Juan Indian Reso:rvation

New Mexico

Eastern Pueblo

Taos Indian Reservation

New Mo:xico

Eastern Pueblo

Mescalero Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Mescalero Apache

Wind River Indian Reservation

Wyoming

Eastern Shoshone

Alamo Navajo Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Navajo

Acoma Indian Reservation

New Mexico

Western Pueblo

Laguna Indian Rest:rvation

1'\ew Mexico

Western Pueblo

Skull Vallt:y Indian

Utah

Western Shoshone

Picuris Indian Rescrvarion

New Mexico

~t~rn

Ethnographic Affiliation

Pueblo

Table 2. Other Indian Tribes that may have traditional and aboriginal interests in the Colorado River Basin
(Source:Bureau oflndian Affairs, 1989, Indian Land Area Map and Htmdbook ofNorth American Tudinns, Volumes 9 & 10).

resource management responsibilities, local public offi-

Basin. Historically, Native American tribes have not

cials, representatives of water development, public

been regarded as important stak~holders within the

power, environmental organizations, and Native

Colorado River Basin. Rather, the federal government,

American tribes.

primarily through the actions of the Bureau of
Reclamation, has tended to focus its attention on the

The Native American tribes within the Colorado River

needs of the basin states and their respective water

Basin represent the original stakeholders of the

demands for agriculture, energy, and increasing popu-

Colorado River Basin. The ancestors of these contem-

lation growth.

porary Native American tribes were the first to respect,
utilize, and in many instances manage the natural and

This paper specifically examines the role of Native

cultural resources that comprise the Colorado River

American tribes, as distinct sovereign governments. as
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one of the major stakeholders in the management of

American tribes as potential stakeholders in the man-

the resources of the Colorado River Basin. Within this

agement of the Colorado River Basin. Each of these 54

major stakeholder role, the Native American tribes are

Native American tribes represents a unique and

defined as sovereigns, of equal status with federal and

autonomous cultural and political entity with its own

state governments, which maintain property rights to

specific issues and concerns regarding the management

water, land, mineral, cultural and religious resources.

of the resources that comprise the Colorado River

Additionally, the associated concerns of these tribes to

Basin. Moreover, because each of these 54 Native

protect and preserve their traditional religious practices

American tribes are considered a unique cultural and

and culturallifeways in terms of an ever changing and

political entity that have developed their own specific

inconsistent relationship with federal and state govern-

political and legal relationships, regarding land, water,

ments coupled with the increasing pressures associated

mineral and other resource issues, it is impossible

with an over allocated Colorado River water system.

within the scope of this discussion paper to appropriately address each of these tribes individual concerns

The entire Colorado River Basin study area, comprising

regarding the management of the Colorado River with-

approximately 240,000 square miles, encompasses por-

in the context of the broader parameters of the

tions of seven (7) states and a small portion of Mexico.

Colorado River Basin. Rather, this paper will examine,

Specifically, the study area comprises the southwestern

from a very general perspective, the economic and

quarter ofWyoming, the eastern half of Utah, the west-

resource management issues of potential concern to

ern half of Colorado, the western third of New Mexico,

the Native American stakeholders within the Colorado

principally the entire state of Arizona, the southeastern

River Basin.

point of Nevada, and the extreme southeastern portion
of California (Figure 1). Within the basin area there are

In order to fully comprehend the unique stakeholder

approximately 34 Native American reservations which

role that these Native American Tribes play in the man-

are represented by 33 Native American tribes (Figure

agement of the Colorado River Basin it is important to

2). Table 1 lists the reservations and the states in which

understand the historical relationship between the fed-

they are located.

eral government and Native Americans.

Additionally, there are 23 Native American

American tribes, that are within sufficiently dose prox-

TRUST RESPON SIBILITY OF THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMEN T AND NATIVE
AMERICAN RELATION S

imity to the Colorado River Basin to have utilized por-

Federal policy with respect to Native Americans has

tions of the basin historically and/or have potential

shifted during the past hvo hundred years from regard-

traditional cultural interests and concerns relative to

ing tribes as sovereign equals, to relocating tribes, to

the management of the natural and cultural resources.

attempts to exterminate or assimilate them, and cur-

Reservations (see Table 2), representing 21 Native

rently, to encouraging tribal self-determination. A cen-
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Hence, there arc 33 Native American tribes that should

tral problem that Native Americans face today is the

be considered major stakeholders, because their reser-

complex and confusing pattern of laws, especially fed-

vations are located within the basin, and 21 Native

eral, that dominate their lives. No other ethnic or cui-

tural group in the United States is so heavily regulated.

These treaties, during the first decades of the United

This extensive regulation is in part a result of the ever

States existence, embodied the premise that Native

shifting relations between Native American tribes and

American tribes were sovereigns (Cohen 1982: 69).

the federal government. Yet, throughout this relationship the concept of the federal government's trust

By the end of the treaty making period, however, both

responsibility to Native Americans has been central

treaties and statutes reflected a trend toward federal

aspect of their relations. The antecedents of this trust

control over matters involving Native American inter-

responsibility is rooted in the early treaty making era.

actions with Euroamericans, and away from tribal
autonomy. Basic principles developed during this peri-

In the early years immediately following the

od, however, have survived. Most notable are the gener-

Revolutionary War, the United States government

al tenets that Native American tribes are governments,

regarded Native American tribes as having the same

that the United States has broad powers over Native

status as foreign nations and every effort was made to

American affairs, that matters affecting tribal self-gov-

obtain their allegiance. The necessity of getting along

ernment are normally reserved to the tribes, that states

with powerful Native American tribes, who outnum-

have very limited jurisdiction over Native American

bered the inhabitants of this new nation, dictated this

lands, that the United States has a special trust obliga-

policy as a matter of prudence and self preservation

tion to Native Americans and that treaties and statutes

(Cohen 1982: 55). The treaties that the United States

affecting Native Americans are construed according to

entered into with Native American tribes differed from

rules of construction that favor Native Americans

foreign treaties in at least two important respects.

(Cohen 1982: 70).

Through the application of special canons of construction, Native American treaties were construed in favor

Federal policy toward Native Americans abruptly

of the tribes. Further, the courts would not find that

changed in 1828 when Andrew Jackson became

Native American treaties had been abrogated by later

President of the United States. Jackson, well known for

treaties or legislation unless there was a clear and spe-

his military campaigns against Native Americans,

cific demonstration that abrogation was intended

implemented a policy of removing eastern tribes to the

(Cohen 1982: 63).

west. This removal policy became "the dominant
Federal Native American policy" of the nineteenth cen-

An overriding goal of the United States during the treaty

tury (Pcvar 1992: 4). During this time the Federal gov-

making era was to obtain Native American lands, partic-

ernment abolished treaty making, because it was felt

ularly after such lands became encircled by

that Native American affairs should be dealt with

Euroamerican settlements. In order to compensate

through Federal legislation. Even though treaties

tribes for the loss of traditional land base, tribes were

memorialized formal consent to land cessions, the

often guaranteed the retention of inherent sovereign

Federal government determined that the Native

authority including the right to fish, hunt, or gather at

Americans would "..have yielded to a necessity [west-

usual and accustomed places, water rights, and protec-

ward expansion] which they could not resist" and a

tion, by the United States, from the encroachment, alien-

"radical" change in policy was implemented whereby

ation, or abrogation of these rights (Cohen 1982: 66).

the Native Americans "... should be regarded as wards
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of the government, entitled to its fostering care and

The central tenet of this unique relationship is one of

protection."(Cohen 1982:106). This federal policy

trust: the Native Americans trust the United States to

embodied the philosophical precept of mm!ifest des-

fulfill the promises which were given in exchange for

tilly that was so integral to the westward expansion

their land. The federal government's obligation to

movement.

honor this trust relationship and to fulfill its treaty
commitments is know as its trust responsibility (Pevar

On March 3, 1849, Congress passed legislation that

1992:26 ). This relationship and trust responsibility

established a new executive department of the gov-

should be thought of not only in the terms of a moral

ernment of the United States, the Department of the

and legal duty, but also as a partnership agreement to

Interior, and created the position of the Secretary of

insure that l'\ative American tribes have availabl~ to

the Interior. Section 5 of this Act declared in part:

them the tools and resources to survive as distinct

"[T] he Secretary of the Interior shall exercise the

political and cultural groups (Pevar 1992:31 ). Yet, the

supervisory and appellate powers now exercised by

United States government has been notoriously

the Secretary of the War Department in relation to

unfaithful in observing its commitments to Native

all the acts of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs...".

American tribes (Pevar 1992:32).

This transfer of authority over Indian affairs to the
Department of Interior m arked the termination of

Federal Indian trust law, as e.xpresscd by both Congress

direct War Department control over Native

and the courts, calls for federal protection, not domi-

American affairs (Cohen 1982:11 9). It also implied

nation of Native American tribal lands or affairs. The

that the Department of the Interior was the exten-

protection of tribal lands, natural resources, and rights,

sion of the federal government to fulfill the trust

and the fulfillment of the trust responsibility, is also

responsibility of the United States to the Native

furthered by the rule that treaties and statutes affecting

American tribes.

Native American interests are to be liberally construed
in favor of the Native Americans. For example, any

The Supreme Court first recognized the existence of

Federal activity off reservation lands that would dimin-

this trust relationship between the federal government

ish on-reservation water supplies or pollute reservation

and Native Americans in its early decisions interpreting

property have been determined to violate this trust

treaties. As stated above, in almost all of these treaties,

doctrine (Pevar 1992:30). The Court has, however, only

the Native Americans gave up land in exchange for

rarely said what consequences follow from the govern-

promises. These promises included a guarantee that the

menfs failure to fulfill its trust obligations.

United States would create a permanent reservation for
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the tribe and would protect the safety and well-being

The Federal government's trust responsibility to Native

of all tribal members. The Supreme Court has held

Americans is not limited in application to only the

that such promises create a trust relationship and a

Department of the Interior. The Ni nlh Circuit upheld

duty of protection toward the Native Americans. This

the application of the trust responsibility to the United

relationship is marked by peculiar and cardinal distinc-

States Navy, Pyrrmid Lake Paiute Tribe v. U.S. Dept. of

tions which exist nowhere else in government and

~898

resembles that of a ward to his guardian.

applies to "any federal government action" and has also

F.2d 1410, 1420 (9th Cir. 1990) stating that it

upheld its application to the Environmental Protection

not be owned outright, but could be some other type

Agency, Nance v. Environmental Protection Agency, 645

of property interest, such as a lease or a right to use

F.2d 701,711 (9th Cir. 1981), (Enderson 1992:9-10).

something. Assets can be real property, physical assets
or intangible property rights" (Reclamation 1994).

In a memorandum, dated April29, 1994, President

Examples of resources that can be Indian Trust Assets

Clinton reiterated this trust responsibility by specifical-

are lands, mineral, water rights, hunting and fishing

ly mandating "...all executive departments and agencies,

rights, other natural resources, money, or claims.

including every component bureau and office... to
ensure that the rights of sovereign tribal governments

This narrowly focused interpretation falls dramatically

are fully respected.." through operating within a gov-

short of the intended application of the trust relation-

ernment-to-government relationship; consulting with

ship which, defined through treaties, Executive Orders,

tribal governments prior to taking actions that affect

and court decisions, is a responsibility of the United

tribal governments; assessing the impact of federal

States to protect and preserve the traditional cultures

plans, projects, programs, and activities on tribal trust

and lifeways of the Native American tribes as "denomi-

resources and assuring that tribal governmental rights

nated domestic dependent nations"(Cohen 1982:220).

and concerns are considered during the development
of such plans, projects, programs and activities; and

By far, the foremost "trust asset" and resource issue,

remove any procedural impediments to working

both economically and culturally, for Native American

directly and effectively with tribal governments on

stakeholders within the Colorado River Basin is their

activities that affect the trust property and/or govern-

ability to have their portion of the Colorado River

mental rights of the tribes.

waters quantified and allocated. Thus, the issue of
water rights is central to the discussion of Native

Subsequent to the Presidential Memorandum, all

American economic and cultural interest in the

Interior federal agencies were ordered, through

Colorado River Basin.

Secretarial Order 3175, to "ensure that the trust
resources of federally recognized Indian tribes and

WATER RIGHTS

their members that may be affected by activities of
those bureaus and offices are identified, conserved and

Increased population growth in the west coupled with

protected."

fuU appropriation of dependable surface water supplies, declining ground water levels, and increased envi-

Currently, the trust relationship is implemented

ronmental opposition to new water projects have

through government to government relationships and

collectively led to the competition for water supplies

procedures, consultation, and through administrative

and interests in the Colorado River waters (Checchio

reforms at the agency level to specifically incorporate

and Colby 1993:1)

tribal resources and issues. According to the Bureau of
Reclamation's policy, this trust relationship is interpret-

The historical failure of the federal government to

ed in terms of trust assets which are defined as "... any-

uphold its trust responsibility to Native Americans is

tiling owned that has a monetary value. The asset need

clearly demonstrated in its deep-seated institutional
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ambivalence as guardian over Native American water

treaties, Executive Orders, and other agreements made

resources. As the National Water Commission observed

between Native American tribes and the federal govern-

in 1973, federal policies to establish irrigated agricul-

ment (Burton 1989:157). This conflict bet\veen state

ture and settle the West "were pursued with little or no

water law and federal treaty rights came to a head

regard for Indian water rights and the Winters doc-

around the turn of the century, on the Fort Belknap

trine." The Commission concluded that: "With few

Reservation in Montana. In 1888 Congress enacted an

exceptions the projects were planned and built by the

agreement with the Gros Ventre, Piegan, Blood,

federal government without any artcmpt to define, let

Blackfeet, and River Crow tribes, in which the Indians

alone protect, prior rights that :--Jative American tribes

relinquished all but 600,000 acres of their 17.S million-

might have had in the waters used for the projects

acre range in return for the supplies and support neces-

(Checchio and Colby 1993:19).

sary to transform the Fort Belknap Reservation from
buffalo range to productive farmland (Burton 1989:157;

From 1908 to 1963 the federal government built an

Gctches et al 1993:779). The Milk River, which borders

e>..'tensive system of agrarian water distribution parceling

the reservation, was the intended water source for an

out the waters of the west to agricultural interests and

Indian irrigation project and proved to be insufficient

ranchers in keeping with state prior appropriation doc-

due to large diversions by non-Indians upstream from

trine. During this same fifty-five year period, it obtained

the reservation which seriously depleted the river's flow

federal court decisions enforcing Native American

(Checchio and Colby 1993: 8).

reserved water rights against state prior appropriations
doctrine only four times (Burton 1989:158).

The US Supreme Court confirmed this understanding, in 1908, when it handed down its historic

Congressional recognition of prior appropriation doc-

"Winters" decision. In Winters vs United States, the

trine came first in the Desert Land Act of 1877, but

Supreme Court held that when Ithe Fort Belknap J

more eA']>licitJy in the 1902 Reclamation Act, which

reservation(s) were established, Indian tribes and the

called for federal compliance with state water rights

United States implicitly reserved, along with the land,

doctrine in distributing federal project water. Under

sufficient water to fulfill the purposes of the reserva-

this doctrine, based on the concept of"f1rst in time,

tions (Checchio and Colby 1993:8). Since these

first in right," a water right is granted to those who first

reserved rights are not created by state Jaw, Winters

appropriate surface waters with the understanding that

rights retain their validity and seniority, making them

the right provides pern1anent access to the water

some of the most reliable, and valuable rights and

source only so long as the water is put to a "beneficial

creating a great deal of uncertainty over the many

use" on a regular basis (Checchio and Colby 1993:7).

western water rights perfected under state law
(Checchio and Colby 1993:10).

At the heart of the conflict over Native American water
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rights lies the fact that tribal claims and those of the

In 1952 a states' rights-oriented Congress enacted legis-

non-Native American majority in the west are based on

lation mandating that under certain circumstances the

two entirely different systems of law. Tribal water rights

federal government's water rights must be adjudicated

stem mostly from federal court interpretations of

in state courts. Popularly cited as the "McCarran

Amendment" to the Reclamation Act, this policy holds

Under the PIA standard for quantification, tribes are

that whenever a state water rights commission or state

legally entitled to the amount of water needed to irri-

court is engaged in a "general stream adjudication," a

gate all practicably irrigable acreage within their reser-

proceeding in which all the water rights claims in a

vation boundaries. This standard compels tribes to

given watershed are adjudicated simultaneously, the

devote enormous resources to analyze the costs and

water rights of any federal property in that watershed

benefits of new tribal irrigation development and

must be determined in that forum (Burton 1989:161).

detracts attention from a broader evaluation of the

The McCarran Amendment and related court rulings,

many potential beneficial uses of tribal water.

however, does not mean that Winters rights are quanti-

Moreover, tribal land subjugation for agricultural pur-

fied according to state law, but only that the extent of

poses may disrupt wildlife habitat, archaeological sites,

the federal reserved water rights can be determined in

air and water quality, and other reservation resources

state courts (Checchio and Colby 1993:15).

(Checchio and Colby 1993:13). Further, the PIA stan-

Nevertheless, the Supreme Court, in 1976, maintained

dard does not encourage tribes to examine other water

that the McCarren Amendment applied to Native

uses that may yield higher economic returns, provide

American reservations, as well, in

it.~

Akins decision. In

better employment opportunities. or are more compat-

1983, when the Navajos and San Carlos Apaches tried

ible with tribal values and protection of the reservation

to get the Supreme Comt to reconsider or at least nar-

environment.

row the Akins ruling, the Court thoroughly rejected the
Native Americans' arguments and reaffirmed its earlier

The Arizona v. California resulted in the quantification

decision (Burton 1989:161 ).

of the water rights of five lower basin tribes (Colorado
River, Chemehuevi, Ft. Mojave, Quechan, and Cocopah

In a 1963 decision, the U.S. Supreme Court, in

Indian tribes). Four other tribes (Southern Ute, Ute

Arizona vs California, reaffirmed the Wi11ters doctrine

Mountain Ute, Jicarilla Apache, and Northern Ute)

and established "practicably irrigabte acreage" (PIA)

have had their water rights, to the mainstem Colorado

as a standard for quantifying reserved Welter rights on

River, recognized through settlements enacted by

a reservation set aside with the intent that its inhabi-

Congress and one tribe, the )ilavajo Nation, possess

tants pursue agriculture. This litigation was prompted

statutory right to Colorado River water for the Navajo

by Arizona's need for a determination of its share of

lndian Irrigation Project (Checchio and Colby

water from the Colorado River in order to obtain fed-

1993:25). These ten tribes formed the Colorado Riwr

eral appropriations for the Central Arizona Project.

Basin Tribes Partnership in 1992. This Partnership

The Unjted States intervened to assert, among other

attempts to protect and develop tribal water resources,

things, the reserved water rights for five Native

advance tribal influence over the numerous aspects of

American tribes, who had traditionally been farmers,

river management that affect tribal interests, and stim-

and their respective reservations located on the lower

ulate dialogue with states, federal agencies, and non-

portion of the Colorado River (Burton 1989:162).

Native American water users on matters of concern to

This was the first time the Supreme Court had set

tribes. Moreover, the Partnership has observed that the

forth generalized criteria for the quantification of

economic benefits associated with the Colorado River

reserved Indian water rights.

are not going to the tribes in proportions consistent
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with the tribes' large and senior rights to the river and

are beginning to negotiate rather than litigate the

that leasing arrangements would help to address this

extent of reserved rights and then petition Congress or

inequity (Checchio and Colby 1993:25).

the courts to approve their agreements (Getches et al
1993:775 ). However, negotiated paper water alloca-

Currently, non-Native American land owners are con-

tions do not always mean that the Native American

fronted with the possibility that the water they have

reservation will see "wet" water. Compounding this

been using, and to which they believe they have a legit-

issue, is that courts in different states have dispensed

imate entitlement, was in fact reserved for Native

conflicting rulings on whether tribes possess instream,

American tribes. Some observers (Checchio and Colby

noncomsumptive rights for fisheries and religious pur-

1993:1-3) have calculated that the water entitlements of

poses (Getches et all993: 775).

Arizona tribes, many of which remain to be quantified,
will easily surpass the state's surface water supplies;

Another important and as yet unresolved question is

most of which presently are used by other parties.

whether tribes or states control non-Native American

Therefore, the quantification of water rights for the

use of water within Native American reservations.

many Native American tribes that have a claim to the

Several tribes have established their own water admin-

Colorado River waters may dramatically effect the cur-

istration agencies, and tribal water codes that include

rent heavily appropriated distribution of those waters.

comprehensive water management schemes which are
coming into conflict with state water laws (Getches et

The real issue is how will Tribes, as sovereign govern-

al1993:775).

ments, have their water concerns integrated into the
broader management of the Colorado River Basin;

Another issue concerning Native American water rights,

inspite of existing water compacts, agreements, and

within the conte:ll.1: of discussing management issues in

appropriations that do not represent Native American

relation to the broader Colorado River Basin, is whether

tribal water rights, sovereignty or participation. For

they extend to groundwater as well as surface waters. As

example, if tribal water rights had been quantified in the

stated above, Winters rights extend to streams, lakes,

Colorado River, the amount of revenue generated

and springs which arise upon, border, or traverse the

through the use of tribal water for hydropower genera-

reservation (Getches et al 1993: 787). The United States

tion would have been enormous and the tribes would

Supreme Court has not ruled on whether the Wimers

have benefited directly from the use of their water. This

rights also extend to groundwater that underlie tl1e

issue raises important questions regarding the basis for

reservation. In Cappaert v. United States, 426 U.S. 128

tribal water rights quantification in an over-appropriat-

(1976), the Supreme Court for the first time extended

ed basin and may provide important economic oppor-

federal reserved rights to groundwater whenever a

tunities for tribes in the future (Vandemoer 1996:4).

"hydrological connection" between surface and ground-

This issue is difficult to answer but it remains central to

waters can be shown (Burton 1989:159). Therefore,

the consideration of a basin wide management plan.

development and/or resource procurement activities
(e.g., mining) by Federal agencies, state agencies, private
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Due to the high costs and the inflexibility in judicial

industry, within the Colorado Riwr Basin, could have a

quantification of reserved water, many states and tribes

potential effect on the Winters Doctrine rights of tribes

to subsurface water quantities and qualities present

is often implemented in terms of a legally mandated,

within their reservation. For example, the Hopi Tribe

government to government, consultation process.

currently contends that Peabody's Black Mesa coal slurry line is depleting the aquifers that support economically and religiously important springs on the
reservation and is in violation of their Winters rights.

FEDERAL LEGISLATION IN WHICH
NATIVE AMERICANS HAVE A
CONSULTATIVE ROLE
Of the many legislations identifying a Native American

The important management issue for the Colorado River

consultative role, six are specifically oriented towards

Basin is how the federal government will meet its trust

Federal undertakings that may have some form of

responsibility, in terms of water rights, to all 33 tribal

environmental consequence. These are considered as

governments within the Basin and ensure that these

one avenue through which Native American tribes can

water rights are not compromised or diminished in spite

voice their concerns and issues in the management of

of the current over allocation of Colorado River waters.

the Colorado River Basin and the Colorado River.

Since neither the current Congress nor the Administra-

These federal laws are briefly presented below.

tion are demonstrating any intent to negotiate or address
these water rights issues, but rather seem to be insensi-

National Environmental Policy Act

tively and myopicly focused on cutting budgets to most

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), enact-

Native American programs and the associated federal

ed by Congress in 1969, requires that federal agencies

agencies, the reality of developing an integrated, equi-

give consideration to the environmental impacts of

table management scenario for the Colorado River and

their actions. Judge Skelly Wright, in a case that was

the larger basin seems overly optimistic.

decided soon after NEPA was adopted, succinctly summarized NEP.A:s principal objective. "NEPA, first of all,

As demonstrated, water rights and the federal govern-

makes environmental protection a part of the mandate

ment's trust responsibility to Native Americans is the

of every federal agency and department .... Perhaps the

centra1 issue in terms of managing the Colorado River

greatest importance of NEPA is to require . . . agencies

within the context of the greater Colorado River Basin.

to consider environmental issues just as they consider

However, Federal agencies, in carrying out their trust

other matters within their mandates:' I

responsibility, must also consider the direct and indirect effects of their actions on the respective Native

Implementing regulations for NEPA (40 CFR Part

American reservation lands located within the

1502), issued by the Council on Environmental Quality

Colorado River Basin area, and also on those non-

(CEQ), specifically stipulate that the consequences of

reservation areas that are identified as exhibiting a tra-

federal undertakings on historic and cultural resources

ditional use and/or concern by the .54 Native American

be analyLed. These regulations encourage agencies to

tribes identified above. The identification and consid-

coordinate preparation of environmental assessments

eration of these traditional concerns and issues, and

and impact statements with the environmental review

the fulfillment of a federal agency's trust responsibility,

and consultation requirements of other federal laws

1 Calvert Cliffs'

Coordinating Committee, lnc. V. Atomic Energy Commission, 449 F.2nc 1109 (D.C. Cir. l9il ).
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such as the :'-Jational Historic Preservation Act and the

Religious Freedom Restoration Act

Archaeological Resources Protection Act; both also

The Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (P.L

mandate comultation with ~ative American tribes.

103-141 ) was enacted to protect the free exercise of

religion. It mandates that the federal government shall

Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act

even if the burden results from a rule of general applic-

The ~ative American Graves Protection and

ability unless it can demonstrate a compelling govern-

Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 1990 (P.L I01-601)

mental interest. The act restores the compelling interest

establishes the criteria by which Native Americans own

test as set forth in Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398

the human remains, associated funerary objects, sacred

( 1963) and Wisconsin v Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 ( 1972).

objects and objects of cultural patrimony that are

The application of the compelling interest test places

located on federal or tribal lands. NAGPRA mandates

the burden on rhe federal (or state) government to

that federal agencies consult and negotiate \vith Native

prove a compelling interest and goal for implementing

American tribes to manage the intentional excavation

a particular law or regulation and that there is a one to

and inadvertent discovery of these classes of Native

one relationship of the law being directly related to

American property on federal and tribal lands. The law

that goal. However, in Wisconsin v. Yoder the Supreme

rl!quires consultation with traditionall':ati,·e American

Court ruled that, even though the state of\\'isconsin

rclig1ous leaders as well as secular tribal governments.

had a compelling interest to educate its citizens, the

not substantially burden a person's exercise of religion

statt! compulsory attendance laws could not be applied

American Indian Religious Freedom Act

to Amish children, who were receiving a comparable

The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AlRFA)

education at home, because the requirement of attend-

established a federal policy to protect and preserve for

ing public schools might "undermine the Amish com-

American Indians, Eskimos. Aleuts, and Native

munity and religious practice" (Getches, et al

Hawaiians, their right to believe, express, and exercise

1993:767).

their traditional religions. In this law, Congress recognized
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that there are fundamental differences between traditional

National Historic Preservation Act

tribal religions and the more common religions of the

National Historic Preservation Act (P.L. 89-665;

larger American society. One of the most important char-

NHPA) of 1966 includes a declaration of congressional

acteristics of traditional tribal religions is the integral rela-

findings that "... the spirit and direction of the Nation

tionship between humans and the natural world upon

are founded upon and reflected in its historic heritages

\,hkh traditional tribal cultures depend. Specific places

and that the historical and cultural foundations of the

may have cultural and religious significance because of

~ation should be preserved as a lhring part of our

their rol~ as shrines, cemeteries, or resource locations for

community life and development in order to give a

plants and animals. In enacting AIRFA, Congress recog-

sense of orientation to the American people." Section

nized that infringements on the religious freedom of tra-

106 of the NHPA specifically charges that,

ditional Native Americans have resulted, in part, from a

... the head of any Federal agency having direct

lack of knowledge and from insensitive and inflexible

or indirect jurisdiction over a proposed Federal

enforc~ml!nt

or federally assisted uudertaking in any Stare

of federal policies and regulations.

and t1Je head of any Federal deparnnent or

in age; (1) it is tangible, Le., it is embedded in specific

independetlt agency having authority to license

lands that can be identified in terms of conventional

any undertaking shal~ prior to rhe approval of

provenience and legallocational systems, (3) it has

the expenditure of any Federal funds on the

integrity in its relationship to cultural beliefs and prac-

undertaking or prior to the issuance of arzy

tices; (s cultural importance to more than a single indi-

license, as the case may be, take into account the

vidual, i.e., it is important to a clan, a religious society,

effect of the undertaking on atly district, site,

or to an entire community; and (S) it has integrity of

building, structure, or object that is included or

location, setting, design, or materials.

eligible for i11clusion in the National Register.

Traditional cultural properties are integral to the retention and transmission of beliefs and/or in the perfor-

On October 28, 1992, President George Bush signed into

mance of specific ceremonial practices.

law important amendments to the NHPA (P.L. 102-575).
These amendments formally recognize that properties of

Archaeological Resources Protection Act

traditional religious and cultural importance to a Native

The Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979

American tribe or Native Hawaiian organization may be

(P.L. 96-95) was passed to protect archaeological

determined to be eligible for inclusion in the National

resources on public and Indian lands. The federal regu-

Register of Historic Places. Moreover, the amendments

lations that implement this law require that Native

direct federal agencies, in carrying out their responsibili-

American tribes be notified of possible harm to, or

ties under Section 106, to consult with Native American

destruction of, archaeological sites on public lands if

tribes that attach religious and cultural significance to

these sites have religious or cultural importance to the

these traditional properties.

tribe (43 CFR Part 7). These regulations require federal
land managers to notify Native American tribes at least

Pending issuance of federal regulations to implement

30 days prior to issuance of a permit that may result in

the NHPA amendments, "properties of traditional reli-

harm to or destruction of such archaeological sites. It is

gious and cultural importance" are defined using the

incumbent upon the federal land manger to identify

guidelines set forth in National Register Bulletin 38.

and consult with all Native American tribes having abo-

"Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting

riginal or historic ties to the lands under the federal

Traditional Cultural Properties" (Parker and King

land manager's jurisdiction to determine the location

n.d.). This document defines a traditional cultural

and nature of specific sites of religious or cultural

property as a historic site that "...is eligible for inclusion

imponance. During the consultation, the federal land

in the National Register because of its association with

manager needs to consider ways to avoid or mitigate

cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that

potential harm to or destruction of archaeological sites.

(a) are rooted in the community's history, and (b) arc

ARPA requires issuance of permits to excavate or

important in maintaining the continuing cultural iden-

remove archaeological resources located on Native

tity of the community"(Parker and King, n.d: 1).

American lands. These permits may be granted only
after obtaining the consent of the Native American tribe

Five specific guidelines define a historic site as a tradi-

having jurisdtction over these lands, and must include

tional cultural property: ( 1) it is older than fifty years

the terms and conditions requested by the tribe.
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OTHER NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES FOR
CONSIDERATION IN THE MANAGEMENT

Another leading management issue for the basin is

OF THE BASIN

is affordable and meaningful to the traditional values

The lands over which Native American tribes, located

of all 54 t\ative American tribes, and concurrently

within the Colorado River Basin, have jurisdictions

diminishes the perception and tendency of pitting

have been essentially established by the United States

states, irrigation districts, power marketing entities,

Government without regard to the original extent of

the power purchasing public, private industry and

these tribes' traditional use and therefore, likely do not

grass roots environmental organizations against

reflect the limits of their contemporary concerns. As a

Native Americans.

how to facilitate the tribal involvement in a way that

result, many places of traditional cultural importance
that play a central role in the continuance of tribal cul-

HUMAN REMAINS

tural identity and religious practices within the

Human remains and associated funerary objects, which

Colorado River Basin are located on lands that are

are usually associated with archaeological sites, have

under the jurisdiction of federal agencies, state agen-

been customarily viewed by archaeologists ns sources

cies, and/or private landholders.

of scientific data and by federal land managing agencies as another class of manageable resource. Generally,
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Generally speaking, because Native American tradition-

when human remains are identified, either in an isolat-

al cultures and religions are integrally linked to the nat-

ed situation or during the course of archaeological data

ural environment, the exerci~t' of these Native American

recov~ry,

religions and the contentment experienced by the prac-

scientifically excavated, analyzed, and curated in a

titioner is most often integrally tied to a geographic

museum or within the federal agency. For approxi-

location. Thus, the preservation, protection, and unre-

mately a century this was the standard federal land

stricted and non-harassed access to these places are fun-

managing agency method of dealing with Native

damental concerns to Native American tribes.

American human remains.

Additional issues of concern to Native American

This method of human remains management has been

tribes identified in this discussion paper include the

disputed by Native American tribes for many reasons,

protection and appropriate treatment of human

but one of the fundamental reasons is directly associat-

remains and the preservation of historic places and

ed with concepts of death and dying. For many Native

traditional cultural places of significance to tribal

Americans the moment of death initiates two separate

groups. While these issues arc discussed in more

but related journeys; the return of the physical body to

depth below, the one common key element to aU

a oneness with the earth and the journey of the spirit

these issues is a meaningful, government to govern-

to its final resting place. A disruption, through excava-

ment, consultation with Native American tribes by

tion and curation in a museum, in the physical remains

federal and state land managing agencies and the

return to the earth dramatically disrupts the journey of

integration of Native American concerns and tradi-

the spirit. The cumulative effect of halting or disrupt-

tional values in an equitable manner into the man-

ing these processes, creates disharmony within the spir-

agement decision-making process.

itual world. The disharmony created in the spiritual

they are, similar to any other class of artifact,

world will have dir~ct and serious negative conse-

perceptions of significance and associated values con-

quences in the contemporary physical world.

cerning the appropriate methods for management and
preservation of archaeological sites and traditional cul-

These disparate cultural perspectives regarding the treat-

tural properties.

ment of human remains continues to create disagreement and management conflicts between Native

For many Native Americans, archaeological sites are

Americans tribes and federal agencies. However, with

perceived as physical manifestations that validate their

the passage of the Native American Graves Protection

traditional histories and, in many instances, also serve

and Repatriation Act in 1990, Congress recognized that

as spiritually sacred places. Often, these historic places

Native American human remains and associated funer-

are not conceptually differentiated from the present,

ary objects should be considered the property of either

but are viewed as important living spiritual places that

the lineal descendant, in the case of historic or recent

maintain an intrinsic and vital role in the continuing

remains, or the Native American tribe with a demon-

Native American culture and lifeways.

strated claim of cultural affiliation, in the case of prehis-

Federal agencies, however, tend to view historic proper-

toric remains, and not the federal land managing agency.

ties, including archaeological sites and traditional cultural properties, from a Euroamerican perspective of

Moreover, there are many Basin states (e.g., Arizona,

history. That is, as important historic properties, they

New Mexico, Colorado) that have passed burial Jaws

represent significant events, places, and/or person(s)

that recognize tribal ownership of Native American

that have comributed to the broad patterns of our

human remains when they are inadvertently or inten-

nation's heritage. Moreover, in the case of archaeologi-

tionally unearthed on state or private lands.

cal sites, their importance stems from their ability to
yield important scientific information that contributes

The recognition of Native American ownership to a

to our understanding of past human lifeways and

property, whether it is located on federal, state, or pri-

adaptation. This is very objective, non-emotional per-

vate lands, is a positive acknowledgment that Native

spective and dearly separates the past from the present.

American tribal governments within the Colorado
River Basin have a direct legal interest and manage-

Cultural and spiritual values that are embodied in the

ment role. Thus, any Basin wide management plan

Native American perspectives of these historic places

must incorporate this aspect of tribal ownership and

are generally not apart of the federal agencies' evalua-

recognize the intrinsic major stakeholder role that

tion of significance of these important places nor do

Native Americans play.

these become a variable in the federal agencies management decision-making equation. This creates poten-

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AND
TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PROPERTIES

tial conflicts in the management of these cultural and

As is the case with human remains, similar issues exist

Basin wide management p1an.

historic resources when considering a Colorado River

concerning the management of archaeological sites and
properties of traditional cultural importance. The pri-

Some of the management needs surrounding this issue

mary issue centers around the conflict in the cultural

is devising a plan that best protects the past human
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imprint and also equitably integrates the preservation

given equal t reatment. Therefore, each federal agency

perspectives and philosophies of a multi-cultural envi-

should promote this integration with various state,

ronment. This will necessitate a concerted and

local, and private interests within the Colorado River

Integrated preservation approach that is equitable to all

Basin and develop consultation protocol through the

the major stakeholders within the Colorado River Basin.

development of Memorandum of Understandings.
This Memorandum of Understanding should stress

SUMMARY AND RECOMMEN DATIONS

the importance of early and continuous participa-

This paper has attempted to present a variety of man-

tion by Native American governments in the plan-

agement issues that are of concern to Native American

ning and management of natural and cultural

tribes, as major stakeholders, in the management of the

resources. Additionally, the Memorandum of

diverse resources that comprise the Colorado River

Understanding should direct the advancement of t he

Basin. A central principle to the development of a

Colorado River Basin management plan to develop

management plan for the Colorado River Basin is the

cooperatjve efforts and innovative approaches to

recognition that each Native American tribe is a distinct

Basin-wide conflict resolution which incorporates

sovereign government and as such maintains a unique

the philosophies and perspectives of the various

relationship with the ft!deral government. This relation-

Native American tribes.

ship is expressed in a trust obligation of the federal government to each Native American tribe. In order to

~ative

successfully implement this trust obligation, with respect

Colorado River are presented as a major management

to the development of a management plan for the

issue and how the tribes have their water concerns

Colorado River Basin, federal and state agencies must

integrated into the broader management of the

recognize Native American tribes as sovereign govern-

Colorado River Basin; inspite of existing water com-

ments and cooperatively develop criteria and procedures

pacts, agreements, and appropriations that do not rep-

for successfully implementing a meaningfi..Jl government

resent Native American tribal water rights, sovereignty

to government consultation process which results in the

or participation. The example was presented that if

devdopment of a resource management plan that suc-

tribal water rights had been quantified in the Colorado

cessfully integrates Native American participation.

River, the amount of revenue generated through the

Moreover, the cultural and economic interests of the

use of tribal water for hydropower generation would

Native American tribes in resource management (e.g.,

have been enormous and the tribes would have benefit-

cultural uses, values, and protection, economic develop-

ed directly from the use of their water. This issue raises

ment, recreation, and region-wide resource depletion)

important questions regarding the basis for tribal water

need to be incorporated into any and all economic,

rights quantification in an over-appropriated basin and

social, and physical models of the Colorado River Basin

may provide imporrant economic opportunities for

and the associated management of the Colorado River.

tribes in the future. Perhaps one means of addressing

American water rights in regards to the

this issue is to develop the concept of a tribal economic
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The federal government is viewed as one of principal

development bank, to be capitalized by hydropower

integrating mechanism for insuring that Native

funds generated through years of using tribal water to

American interests and perspectives are considered and

generate electricity and off-reservation development.

The purpose of this bank and its funds would be for

integrated, with respective federal and state laws and

investments in tribal infrastructures at the direction of

guidelines, as framing principles for the development

the respective tribe.

of a Colorado River Basin management plan. This
management plan should also identify tribal water and

Additionally, individual tribal water quality, wildlife

economic development needs, and explore innovative

preservation, and cultural and natural resource man-

methods to develop, reallocate, conserve, market, and

agement laws and regulations must be considered and

otherwise manage water resources for tribal benefit.
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I
STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION
THE N ATI VE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

SESSION NOTES

SESSION l b

Monday 3:30 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Question
Laws as the :"Jational Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Grand Canyon Protection Act
require inclusion of a broad range of stakeholders in Colorado River basin management decisions.
What are the advantages and pitfalls of more inclusive decision processes? What lessons can be
drawn from the experience of Native Americans in the Colorado River basin?

Process
L Brainstorm a list of stakeholders who are in basin decision-making.

2. Ask what forces are driving or preventing these voices from being heard?

3. How have participants addressed the need for meaningful involvement?

Comments
GROUP I - Martha Hunter

I. list of Stakeholders

2. Driving Forces

•
•
•
...

... Endangered Species
.& Diminishing supply and

Users of the Colorado River
1\on-mainstem tribes
Under represented tribes
"7th generation"- past, present
and future generations

increasing demand
,. Economics

• Economically dependent groups
• Plants and animals
• Water rights holders

•
,.
...
...

Environment
Education/awareness
Changing values
Representation of tribal values

• Federal government

• Respect, recognition and

preservation of tribal values &
beliefs
• Federal trust responsibility
towards tribes
• Some tribal resources are
increasing
,. Legislation
• Bureau of Reclamation
administrative processes
• Congressional chan1pions
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• Agency champions
• Long term erosion of trust
treaties
• Litigation/settlement/negotiation

3. Restricting Forces
• Tribal resources are decreasing
• Money for settlement difficult to
acquire
.& Endangered species - impacts
tribes & increases competition
• Token participation with federal
agencies, state agencies
• Geographic constraints of the
region
• Politics - internal, tribal, party
• Conflict

• Anti-Indian forces
• Lack of official representation,
other than tribal governments
• Judicial constraints on nonIndian participation($)
.& Paradigm differences (world view
differences)
.& Lack of inclusion within states seen as a federal obligation
• Focus on western scientific
process only
• Lack of understanding of Native
American views vs. academics

4. Strategies for Meaningful
Participation
• Direct participation

Change of political structure
• Futility of litigation
.& Articulation of goals & objectives
- then negotiate
.& Shared responsibility
• Win/win solutions
• Willingness of agencies to com
promise
• Increase financial resources - for
studies, for participation, for
communication, for media
(videos, tele-communications, aU
technologies), for regional planning.
for technical information sharing
• Time to build trust among all
parties
• RepCL-sentatives educate, share
information with communities
.&

GROUP 2- Kris Jacober

I. list of Stakeholders
.&

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.&

•
.&

States
Water users
Tribes
Power users
People that eat
Environmental
Recreationist
Taxpayers
Mexico
Agriculture
US Government
Future water users
Non-use values

2. Driving Forces
• Economics
Philanthropy
• Politics
• Climate variability
• Growth
• Sustainability
• Law
• Quality of life
• Institutional tradition
• Religious beliefs
• Federal dollars
.&
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• Personal responsibility
• Ecology
.& Survivability- to not run out of
resources
• Federal legislation - Endangered
Species Act, Clean Water Act

3. Restricting Forces
• Different perspectives
• Economics
• Ignorance of sponsor
.& Rational ignorance/feeling of
powerlessness
• Time
• Tradition
• Knowledge/education
• Professional risk/politics
• Alienation
• Some people do not go to
meetings
• Government
• Complexity - issues forum
• Conflictinglunshared values
.& Current water law
.& No urgency
• 1'\o recognized threat to property
rights

Well-defined communication
network/processes
• Contract processes not open to
the public
• Non-existent communication
processes
• Adversarial nature of water
politics
.& Shift in stakeholders
• Too many people
• Too general
• No current proposal
.& Processes are formal. Most stake
holders are not part of the process
• Nature of common/individual
interest
.&

4. How to Encourage
Meaningful Participation
• Have a proposal
• Carefully define the problem
• Broad bast:d education for stake
holders, better understanding
• Structure for better access
.& Representative access
.&

Process more transparent

Technology e.g. Internet
.& Insured impact
.& Individual research/responsibility
.& Courts/lawsuits
.& Media-based forum
.&

.&

.&
.&

Structure for people to respond to
each other's interest
Continuity
Develop an action plan to let those
who are affected be aware of

what's being done
• Educate the media
.& Legal right, influence, ability of
granting or restricting forces
.& Clout

GROUP 3- Joan Grace
.& Outreach - culture
• Free food
.& Fear

.&

Future availability
Comity
Certainty/reliability
Continued or additional supply
Philosophy

.&

Greed
Profit

• Diversify (group participation)
.& Engagement (commitment)

I. list of Stakeholders

.&

• Consumptive/Non Consumptive
water users
.& Tribes
• All Americans

.&

• Water rights holders

.&
.&

.&

Power users

.&

.&

Mexico

.&

Environmental

• Use of resource
.& Scarcity

• Future generations
.& States
.& Federal
... Fish
.& Utilities
.& County & Local Government
.& Recreational users (competing)
• Irrigators

1. Driving Forces
.&

Economic

• Moral beliefs
• Cultural presentation
• Empower
.& Litigation
.& Sustainability
.& Defense of water rights
.& Control & power
.&
.&

Drive for hydropower
Defense

... Pleasure & enjoyment of
continued use
.& Survival & self direction/self
determination
• Knowledge
.& Private property on the river
.& Protection of
Treaty/legislative/tribal

• Nature
.& Jurisdiction
.& Authority - Institutional

3. Restricting Forces
• Bureaucracy
• Each other
.& Law of the River
.& limitation of resources
.& Lack of time
.& Lack of patience
.& Cultural differences
.& Language
.& Lack of understanding
• Change in societaJ values
• Lack of communication
• Lack of representation
.& Risk
• Lack of interest
• Intimidation
.& Racism/ bias
.& Conflicting views
• Lack of information

4. Strategies to Encourage
Participation

• Offer hope
.& Educate (culturally)

.&

Trust

Simplify information
Seck commonality
• Prospect of action
• Develop friendly atmosphere
.& Leverage
.& Prospect of gain
• Advisory vote of affected
constituents
.& Offer empowermen t
.&
.&

5. Strategies fo r Meaningful
Participation
• Prospect of success
.& Fear of failure or loss
• Sense of ownership
.& Document viewpoints (feeling of
being heard)
• Hope of conflict resolution
.& Incentives
.& Respect for different views
.&

Fulfillment of legal requirement

• Collaborative solutions
.& Feeling of sincere listening for
input
.& Fear of litigation
.& Meetings more focused

• Subsidize education
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II
ENDANGERED SPECIES
NATIVE FISH RECOVERY EFFORTS

Authors

Robert Wigington & Dale Pontius
The Nature Conservancy

Panelists
George Arthur, Navajo Nation
Dan Luecke, Environmental Defense Fund
Chris Harris, AZ Department of Water Resources

OBSERVATIONS
The following observations serve as a general summary pro,•ided by rite conference conveners and do not represetll any
aconsensus" of tlte workshop participams. Tile full (verbatim) notes from each breakout sessiotl are provided in this
report following the text of each discussion paper.

This session focused on the implementation of the fed-

to the paper, providing their own ideas for improve-

eral Endangered Species Act, a powerful tool aimed at

ment of the program.

protecting species from extinction. The paper preparers, Robert Wigington and Dale Pontius, presented a

After the panel discussion, participants broke into

comparison of native fish recovery efforts in three parts

three groups to consider these suggestions and to eval-

of the Colorado River basin, and used these examples

uate the federal endangered species program based on

to critique the effectiveness of endangered species pro-

their experiences. The groups began by listing the areas

tection. A panel of speakers from tribal, state, and

in which endangered species protection is working,

environmental advocacy perspectives then responded

pointing out, for example, that we now have more
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information on the problem of species decline and

and there is little agreement on the program's goals or

its economic implications, and that the program has

appropriate recovery areas. How can the program be

resulted in additional funds being made available to

improved? Suggestions focused on developing a strate-

restore species and their habitat. On the other hand,

gic approach to endangered species recovery, with bet-

as the groups identified in listing its shortcomings, the

ter-articulated goals, more meaningful participation

program has failed to establish secure populations of

from affected interests and related jurisdictions, and a

listed species in most areas, funding still is not secure,

broader, longer-term vision.

TOWARD RANGE- WIDE INTEGRATION
OF RECOVERY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMS
FOR THE ENDANGERED FISHES
OF THE COLORADO RIVER
Robert Wigington
and
Dale Pontius

Prepared for discussion purposes for the Colorado River Workshop. The paper is the work of the individual
author and does not represent the opinion of Grand Canyon Trust or the Bureau of Reclamation.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, the Colorado squawfish has been extirpated
from the Lower Basin, except for any remnants of re-

The Colorado River is home to some of the most

introduced, experimental populations, but natural

unique fresh water fishes in the world. Four of these

populations still persist in the Upper Basin. The

native "big river fishes" are now dangerously dose to

squawfish populations in the Yampa and Green Rivers

extinction- the Colorado squawfish, the humpback

of the Upper Basin have been greatly reduced but may

and bonytail chubs, and the razorback sucker.

be fairly stable. The bonytail is the rarest, with very

Historically, these four fishes were found in abundance

few captures in the wild in the last decade. The hump-

throughout the Colorado River and its major tribu-

back chub, which was not described as a separate

taries, which are legally divided into Upper and Lower

species untill946, may be most numerous in the

Basins at Lee Ferry on the Colorado River mainstem

Lower Basin, in and near the confluence of the

just below Glen Canyon Dam.

Colorado and Little Colorado Rivers in the Grand
Canyon. Humpback populations persist in the Upper

ROBERT WIGINGTON is an in-house water
attorney for The Nature Conservancy at its Western
Regional Office in Boulder, CO.
Western Regional Office
The Nature Conservancy
2060 Broadway, Suite 230
Boulder, CO 80302

Basin in the Yampa, Desolation, Gray, Cataract, Black
Rocks, and Westwater Canyons. The razorback sucker
was once widely distributed, but today its populations
are mostly older fish, concentrated in the mainstem
reservoirs on the lower Colorado River, most notably
Lake Mohave, and in the lower Yampa and Green

DALE PONTIUS is an experienced western water
and natural resources attorney and is currently a
consultant for The Nature Conservancy.

Rivers of the Upper Basin. Five other native fishes

7990 E Snyder Rd, Apt # 11202
Tucson, A2 85750

that inhabits the deeper and warmer habitats of the

might be included with these four in a community

Colorado River system- the round tail chub, the fan-
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nelmouth sucker, the bluehead sucker, the woundfin,

recovery implementation programs and is not a com-

and the speckled dace. Each of these big river fishes is

plete history.

also in serious decline.
This paper's main concern is that the recovery of the
Two major reasons are cited for the decline of these

listed fishes may be frustrated by the split in the

fishes. First, dam construction over the past century

regional jurisdictions of the most responsible federal

has fragmented their habitat and has reduced or altered

agencies, by the inattention to the recovery goals set for

flows for significant reaches of river, which has disrupt-

the full geographic range of these fishes, or the absence

ed their natural life cycles. See Figure l. Second, the

of such goals in the case of the razorback, and by a

introduction of a wide variety of non-native fishes into

consequent but not always apparent divergence of

the system and their proliferation in reservoirs and

opinion as to how recovery should be ddined. This

warm water habitats is also thought to be a very signifi-

paper's most important conclusion is that the range-

cant factor in the decline of the native, big river fishes.

wide recovery planning and goal setting for these fishes

The introduced non-natives both compete with and

should be invigorated, reconciled and consolidated.

prey on the native fishes.

Such recovery planning then should guide the implementation and compliance programs in the subbasins,

This paper will first review the principal features of the

which can stili be customized.

Endangered Species Act (ESA) which have been applied
to the squawfish, razorback, and the two chubs. Many
of these features are currently being scrutinized by

LEGAL FRAMEWORK:
THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

Congress and could be amended in the near future.
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This paper will then examine the two programs that

SECTION4

have been developed in the Upper Colorado River

listing and Critical Habitat Designation

Basin, and the one that is emerging in the Lower Basin,

The complex process and criteria for listing species as

for implementing the recovery of the Colorado River

threatened or endangered, which triggers the protec-

fishes that have been listed under the ESA and for com-

tions of the ESA. are governed by its Section 4. The

plying with the regulatory features of the ESA. These

Colorado squa\\rfish and humpback chub were listed by

programs are organized around the regional jurisdic-

the passage of the ESA in 1973, and the bonytail was

tions of the most responsible federal agencies -

listed in 1980. Since 1978, the critical habitat for an

the

Upper Basin Program falls within the purview of

endangered species is to be designated under Section 4

Region 6 of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

within 2 years of its listing, but the FWS had been

and the Upper Colorado Region of the U.S. Bureau of

unable or unwilling to designate critical habitat for the

Reclamation (BOR); the San Juan Program is the con-

squawfish and the t\vo chubs, and had held back on

cern of Regions 2 and 6 of the FWS and the Upper

listing the razorback sucker. The final listing of the

Colorado Region of the BOR; and the Lower Basin is

razorback sucker was published in October 1991 in

mostly within Region 2 of the FWS and the Lower

response to a petition and subsequent lawsuit filed by

Colorado Region of the BOR. This paper addresses the

the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund (SCLDF) on behalf

relatively recent development and policies of these

of a number of conservation groups. Once the razor-

back sucker was listed, the SCLDF filed another lawsuit

A Biological environment including food and nutrient

and compelled the FWS to designate its critical habitat.

supply and freedom from competition with and preda-

The FWS then decided to combine the designation for

tion by non-native fishes.

the razorback with designations for the other three listed fish species. The final designation of critical habitat

The FWS did not quantify these elements or specify

for all four fishes was published in March 1994.

their location but designated critical habitat as wherev-

er such constituent elements occurred for each of the
Critical habitat is defined as a "geographic area" with

four listed fishes within 1,980 river and reservoir miles

the physical and biological features that are "essential"

throughout the Colorado River Basin and the 100 year

to the conservation of a listed species, whether currently

floodplain for those reaches. The designation was

occupied by that species or not. Under the ESA, con-

bounded by some river reaches that may not be

serving a listed species means bringing it back to the

presently occupied by the listed fishes, but fell well

point at which it no longer needs to be protected by the

short of their historic range. For example, no critical

ESA- to the point of recovery and de-listing. The

habitat for the Colorado squawfish was designated in

geographic area designated as critical habitat may there-

the Lower Basin. Several reaches were dropped from

fore be greater than what is needed for survival. The

the designation in the Lower Basin for biological rea-

FWS may exclude areas from the designation if the eco-

sons: the Colorado River from Davis Dam downstream

nomic impacts of the designation outweigh the benefits

to Top rock Marsh for the bonytail, and several tribu-

of designation, but only where such an exclusion will

taries to the upper Salt, Verde, and Gila Rivers and the

not undermine species survival. Where the economic

mainstem of the Verde River from Sullivan Lake to

impacts do not outweigh the benefits to the listed

Perkinsville for the razorback. But no reaches were

species, the designation must not only include areas to

eliminated based on the economic or other impacts of

avoid e.xtinction, but also those needed for recovery.

the designation. The FWS concluded that most of the
economic impacts were generated by the listing of the

In designating critical habitat for the listed fishes of the

fishes a1ld the consequent protections under the ESA

Colorado River, the FWS identified the following phys-

other than critical habitat designation. The finally des-

ical and biological attributes or "constituent elements"

ignated river reaches are shown in Figures 2-5.

as essential to recovery:
The FWS was clear that the designation was not meant
A Water in sufficient quantity and quality delivered to

to include all land within the 100 year floodplain- it

a specific location and in a hydrologic regime as need-

only covered those areas in which the identified con-

ed for any life stage of the listed fishes.

stituent elements were present, which could e.xclude
most developed areas of the floodplain, and much of

A Physical habitat needed for spawning, nursery, feed-

the shoreline for the designated reaches was publicly

ing, and rearing, including the river corridors between

owned. Nor does the designation imply that any reser-

such areas and bottomlands, side channels, secondary

voirs along the specified river reaches have to be con-

channels, oxbows, backwaters, and other such habitat

tinuously maintained at their full pool elevations-

within the 100 year floodplain.

the reservoirs and their pool elevations in the Lower
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Basin were also designated only to the extent that the

they cover. To the maximum extent practical, these

constituent elements were present.

plans are to include site-specific management actions,
objective and measurable criteria for de-listing, and

The designation of critical habitat must be based on

estimates of the time frame and cost of carrying out

the best scientific evidence available at the time of des-

those actions. The FWS may appoint a team of experts

ignation. If more is subsequently learned about the

on the listed species from state and federal agencies

listed species or their habitat needs, the designation can

and private institutions to help develop these plans.

be revised. The FWS is therefore left \vith some discre-

Before approving a recovery plan, the FWS must offer

tion about how specifically the constituent elements of

it for public comment and consider those comments.

critical habitat are described. Where the best scientific

Recovery plans are to be adaptive and their goals are

evidence does not support a specific prescription of

continually subject to revision based on new informa-

instream flows or other habitat attributes, such con-

tion. The plans are supposed to be reviewed annually,

stituent elements can only be generally described,

and revisions approved by the FWS in the same fashion

which has been the practice for most designations of

as the original plan. Where a listed species occurs in

aquatic habitat. Of the 41 designations of aquatic, crit-

two or more regions of the FWS, these regions are to

ical habitat on record as of 1994 for the U.S., only one

agree officially on which should be the lead region for

included a specific instrt::am flow prescription.

recovery planning (often it is the region that was
responsible for listing a species). The lead region must

The designation for the Colorado River's listed fishes is

thl-n coordinate the recovery planning with the other

typical in that it does not prescribe any specific flow

regions.

regimes or where any of the constituent elements occur
within the designated river reaches and floodplain or

Recovery plans should identify the habitat needed for

how these elements should be managed. The support-

recovery as specifically as possible, but cannot charac-

ing documents do discuss some specific flow or habitat

terize it as "critical" habitat until it has been officially

prescriptions, but these prescriptions are not consistent

designated as such by the FWS in a separate regu]ation.

or complete and are not incorporated into the actual

Similarly, these plans may recommend the establish-

habitat designation. This generalized approach makes

ment of experimental populations of listed species, but

the question of what constitutes an adverse modifica-

not whether such experimental populations are essen-

tion of critical habitat or what habitat should be pro-

tial or non-essential to species survival. The FWS must

tected or relttored to recover the listed fishes

again issue a separate regulation making that determi-

judgmental and difficult to answer quantitatively.

nation. Recovery plans are fundamental guidance documents under the ESA, but they do not commit funds

Recovery planning

or manpower. Recovery implementation is a matter

The FWS is directed under Section 4 of the ESA to

for annual budgeting and action by the FWS and coop-

develop plans for the recovery of listed species. Once

erating agencies.

approved by the FWS, these plans are the most official
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definition of what constitutes recovery under the ESA

The current recovery plans for the humpback and

throughout the geographic range of the species that

bonytail chubs were last revised in 1990; the plan for

the Colorado squawfish was last revised in l 991.

ing populations" and their habitat. This plan recog-

Region 6 of the FWS was given the lead for the devel-

nizes five primary recovery areas which are currently

opment of these plans, but was supported by an

occupied by humpback chub, all in the Upper Basin or

appointed team of experts on these fishes from

the Grand Canyon- 1) the confluence of the

throughout the Colorado River Basin. While these

Colorado and Little Colorado Rivers in the Grand

plans address the recovery of the listed fishes in both

Canyon, 2) the Black Rocks/Westwater Canyon reaches

the Upper and Lower Basins, they preceded the critical

of the upper Colorado River, 3) the Green and Yampa

habitat designations, are otherwise out of date, and do

Rivers in Dinosaur National Monument, 4) Gray and

not offer specific prescriptions on where or how habi-

Desolation Canyons along the Green River, and 5)

tats should be protected, restored, or managed. Region

Cataract Canyon along the Colorado River just above

6 also has the lead for the razorback recovery plan,

Lake Powell, and mentions that the humpback might

whose initial technical draft is scheduled to be circulat-

be re-introduced into another area of the Grand

ed soon to a basin-wide recovery team. The FWS has

Canyon. Thls plan neither suggests that the humpback

asked for an ecosystem framework for the razorback

can be recovered independently in each of these areas,

plan into which updated recovery plans for the other

nor defines what constitutes a viable, self-sustaining

three fishes may be integrated.

population.

The goal of the current recovery plan for the Colorado

The immediate goal of the recovery plan for the bony-

squawfish is generally stated in terms of protecting

tail chub is to prevent its extinction by establishing

"naturally self-sustaining populations" in three major

genetically diverse, captive populations in at least two

recovery areas: the Green and upper Colorado River

refugia. The highest priority sites for re-introducing

subbasins, the San Juan River subbasin, and the Lower

the bonytail suggested by this plan are all in the Upper

Basin. The plan does not define what constitutes a

Basin: 1) the Green and Yampa Rivers in Dinosaur

self-sustaining population. Since the Colorado squaw-

National Monument, 2) the Green River in Gray and

fish populations in the Green/upper Colorado and San

Desolation Canyons, and the San Juan River. The plan

Juan subbasins are separated by Lake Powell, this

characterizes the Lake Mohave bonytail population in

recovery plan assumes that these populations are "dis-

the Lower Basin as a "wild refugium", and calls for the

tinct" under Section 3(16) of the ESA and may be

evaluation of other Lower Basin areas for their poten-

independently recovered and down or de-listed in one

tial as recovery sites for this fish.

of these areas and not the other. The Colorado squawfish no longer occurs naturally in the Lower Basin, and

All of these recovery plans include monitoring of exist-

the importance of recovery sites in the Lower Basin

ing populations and research on their life histories, the

depends on whether self-sustaining populations can be

control of non-native fishes that may be limiting the

re-established and the needed stream flows can be legal-

survival or recruitment of the listed fishes, and the arti-

ly protected in that basin.

ficial propagation of listed fishes for research and possible augmentation of wild populalions.

The general recovery goal for the humpback chub is

Re-introduction and population augmentation is to be

defined in terms of protecting five "viable, self-sustain-

preceded by habitat protection or restoration in all of
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the plans, but the amount of artificial propagation or

Biological consultation

preceding habitat restoration is not specified. A major

Compliance with Section 7{a)(2) has been a central

step in the recovery of the humpback chub is to resolve

concern of each of the programs discussed in this

its taxonomic status, which now overlaps to some

paper. Under this section of the ESA, all federal agen-

degree with the bonytail and more common roundtail

cies must consult with the FWS about whether any

chub. This ta:'<onomic confusion may be symptomatic

funding, permitting or other action by an agency is

of habitat stress and hybridization.

likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a listed
species or adversely modify its designated critical habi-
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The process for formulating and implementing

tat. The federal action must also not appreciably

recovery plans was broadened in policy statements

reduce the likelihood of species recovery. Section

published by the FWS in July 1994. Returning to

7(a)(2) can apply to the operation of federal water and

one of the basic purposes of the ESA, the FWS

power projects that were constructed prior the enact-

emphasized that recovery plans should seek to

ment of the ESA in 1973 because the continuing feder-

restore the ''eco)ystem" on which listed species

al action in operating such projectS may affect a listed

depend and to conserve the biodiversity of that

species or its critical habitat. There is a set time frame

ecosystem by protecting non-listed species and

for biological consultations under Section 7(a)(2) and

unique biotic communities that depend on the same

no provision for public involvement, although federal

ecosystem. Multi-species recovery plans are to be

agenc1es and their permittees will frequently agree to

developed when possible. At the same, the social

extensions until a mutually acceptable set of alterna-

and economic impacts of implementing recovery

tives can be developed and will sometimes agree to

plans are to be minimized, and parties outside the

make draft biological opinions available for outside

FWS that could be socially and economically affected

comment. State and private actions will be scrutinized

by plan implementation may be invited to panici-

in consultations to the extent that they have a nexus

pate in the plan's formulation.

with any federal action.

SECTION 7

If, after this consultation, the FWS issues a biological

Affirmative conservation duty

opinion that the proposed federal action is likely to

Under Section 7(a)( I) of the ESA, all federal agencies

jeopardize the listed species or adversely modify critical

have an affirmative duty to utilize their authorities to

habitat, then the FWS must also suggest what reason-

conserve a listed species, even when the agencies are

able and prudent alternatives can be taken to avoid the

not being asked to approve any kind of a permit. This

likelihood of jeopardy or udversely modifying critical

affirmative duty can be the legal basis for changing the

habitat, and without appreciably reducing the likeli-

operation of federal dams and reservoirs in the

hood of species recovery. No irreversible or irretriev-

Colorado River Basin for the benefit of the listed fishes.

able commitment of resources can be made during the

If the water supply or flow regulation from such pro-

consultation that would foreclose any such alternatives.

jects is not already committed to another authorized

The suggested alternatives must also stay within the

purpose. Section 7(a)( I ) implies that the flows should

scope of the proposed federaJ action and within the

be committed to the listed fishes.

legal authority of the consulting agency, and be eco-

nomically and technologically feasible. It is conceiv-

habitat conservation plan (HCP). The applicant for

able, however, that there is no reasonable and prudent

such a permit must submit a plan that specifies the

alternative that meets these standards. In this case the

impact of the taking, the steps that will be taken to

federal agency action could be enjoined altogether

minimize that impact, the funding available to imple-

u nless it is exempted by a special committee of high

ment those steps, the alternatives to the taking, and

level, federal officials -the "God Squad". In practice,

why those alternatives were rejected. After public com-

a reasonable and prudent alternative meeting these

ment on this plan, the FWS must issue the permit if:

standards has almost always been suggested and

the taking of the listed species is incidental, the appli-

appeals to the God Squad are rare. Exemptions by the

cant will minimize and mitigate the impact of the tak-

God Squad are even rarer.

ing and will fund the HCP, and the taking will nor
appreciably reduce the likelihood of species survival or

In some cases, a federal action will incidentally "take" a

recovery. There is no set time frame in Section 10 for

listed species, but still not jeopardize its continued exis-

development nnd approval of HCPs.

tence or adversely modify its critical habitat. In these
cases, the FWS can authorize such an incidental taking

Interrelationship with designated critical habitat

whenever it issues a biological opinion under Section

The approval of an HCP would not seem to authorize

7(a)(2). Any harming or harassing of a listed species is

the adverse modification of critical habitat, because

defined as a taking. The extension of this definition to

critical habitat is essential to recovery. Moreover, a

include any '"significant habitat modification" that

protective measure or habitat restoration action that

injures a listed species by impairing its essential behav-

mitigated a taking under an HCP may not be equiva-

iors has recently been upheld by the U.S. Supreme

lent to a reasonable and prudent alternative that avoid-

Court in the Sweet Home case. If a taking will be inci-

ed the adverse modification of critical habitat. The

dental to a federal action that docs not jeopardize a

HCP would have to go beyond minimizing th~ impact

listed species or adversely modify its critical habitat, the

of a taking, replace the critical habitat or its function,

authorization by the FWS must specify the impact of

and enable recovery, if the HCP is to also qualify as a

the incidental taking, the measures that ·will minimize

reasonable and prudent alternative to the adverse mod-

that impact, and the terms and conditions for imple-

ification of critical habitat.

menting those mitigating measures. These measures
mitigating the specified impact of an incidental take

Experimental populations

are legally distinct from any reasonable and prudent

Under Section 10 of the ESA a population of a listed

alternatives to avoid jeopardy or adverse modification.

species may be designated as "experimental" by the
FWS and may be released outside the current range of

SECTION 10

that species, if such a introduction would further its

Habitat conservation plans

recovery. Before authorizing any release, the rWS must

Even where a listed species will be taken by private or

determine whether the population is "essential" to

state action without any nexus to federal action, the

species survival. If the experimental population is

FWS can issue a permit and authorize an incidental

deemed

taking under Section lO of the ESA upon approval of a

or wildlife refuge system, it will still enjoy most of the

~ssential

or is released into the national park
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protections of the ESA. If not, the ex-perimental popu-

Water Act. In consulting on federal water projects in

lation will only be protected to the same extent as a

the Upper Basin, the FWS concluded that these pro-

species that is proposed for listing, its taking is not pro-

jects would be likely to jeopardize the continued exis-

hibited, and no critical habitat may be designated.

tence of the listed fishes unless water was released from
these projects to offset their depletions. ln these con-

Colorado squawfish were re-introduced to the upper

sultations, the BOR agreed to fund a three year study

Salt and Verde Rivers in the Lower Basin as experimen-

by the FWS, which would be the first attempt to specify

tal/non-essential populations from 1985-1989. Under

the instream flows needed to avoid jeopardizing these

the approved recovery plan for the squawfish, the

fishes. In consulting on federal permits for state and

importance of these river reaches as recovery areas for

private water projects, the FWS took the position that

the squawfish in the Lower Basin is to be re-evaluated

any flow depletion would likely jeopardize the listed

based on the success of these re-introductions. From

fishes, bul began accepting a prorata contribution

1981-1989 razorback suckers from the Lake Mohave

toward an estimated cost of specifying and meeting the

stock were re-introduced to their historic habitat on

habitat needs of these fishes. This approach was first

the Gila, Salt, and Verde Rivers in the Lower Basin not

taken in 1980 with the Windy Gap project on the

as experimental populations, but under an agreement

upper reaches of the Colorado River, and was applied

between the Arizona Game and Fish Department

to a number of other projects while the instream flow

(through its Commission) to forgo listing of the razor-

prescriptions were being developed.

back while this re-introduction program was implemented. Also prior to listing, razorbacks were released

In June 1983, the FWS tendered a draft conservation

into the lower Colorado River mainstem in 1987 and

plan which prescribed the instrearn flows throughout

1990 and into the upper Green River in 1988 and 1990.

the Upper Basin thought necessary to recover the listed

Bonytail from the Lake Mohave stock have been

fishes. These first flow prescriptions would have limited

returned to the lake and re-introduced to national

some water development and were vigorously ques-

wildlife refuges on the lower Colorado River mainstem

tioned by the states of Colorado. Utah. and Wyoming

and to the Green River in Dinosaur National

and by traditional water users and developers, who

~onument

were also concerned that the FWS method for account-

in the Upper Basin. The success of most of

these re-introduction:. has been limited.

ing for cumulative and related impacts in Section 7
consultations would abrogate water right priorities

UPPER BASIN PROGRAM

established under state law. By 1984, the FWS had
decided to withdraw the draft conservation plan and

BACKGROUND

its flow prescriptions and respond to an initiative from

After its Section 7 regulations were finalized in 1978,

the states of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah to discuss

the FWS began conducting biological consultations on

the organization of a mutually acceptable program for

projects authorized under federal reclamation law and

conducting Section 7 consultations on water projects

on any other water development in the Upper Basin

and for \..rorking cooperatively tow:lrd the recovery of

that needed some kind of federal permit, often a

the listed fishes in the Upper Basin.

dredge and fill permit under Section 404 of the Clean

so

These parties, plus the BOR, formed an Upper

The Blue Book explained that one of the primary goals

Colorado River Coordinating Committee, and sketched

for the Upper Basin Program was to coordinate the

out the concepts for such a program. The core con-

implementation of the range-wide recovery plans for

cepts were that this program would serve as the reason-

the squawfish and two chubs, as these plans applied to

able and prudent alternative in Section 7 consultations

the Upper Basin outside of the San Juan River sub-

on water projects, allow the development of interstate

basin, and to manage the razorback sucker to avoid its

water compact entitlements in compliance with the

listing. The Blue Book summarized the range-wide

ESA, and provide for fish recovery by comprehensively

recovery goals from the plans for the three listed fishes

addressing habitat needs and other limiting factors.

at that time as the maintenance and protection of"self-

The identification, protection, or restoration of

sustaining populations" and their "natural habitat",

insrream flows was to be only one, major element of

which may have put more emphasis on the protection

the program; it would be complemented by restoration

of natural habitat as a recovery goal, and suggested the

and protection of floodplain and bad..>-vater habitats,

same kind of range-wide recovery goals for the then

the construction of fish passages, better control of non-

unlisted razorback sucker. The Blue Book suggests that

native fishes, genetic conservation and re-stocking of

populations of all four fishes can be de listed just in the

the native fishes, and coordinated monitoring and

Upper Basin (again excluding the San Juan subbasin)

research. Another basic concept was that the instream

independently of the status of other populations of the

flows needed for recovery would be protected and

same fish elsewhere, but does not discuss why any of

administered under state law.

the Upper Basin populations can be considered "distinct" and therefore eligible to be delisted independent-

Water users and conservation groups were invited to

ly. To date only preliminary, interim management

the table, and after another three years of hard debate,

objectives for Upper Basin fish populations have been

the program was formulated in September 1987 as the

formulated, while the prescription of the natural habi-

"Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered

tats needed for recovery has remained controversial.

Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin" in
what later became k-now as the "Blue Book". The pro-

UPPER BASIN PROGRAM ELEMENTS

gram was officially initiated in January 1988 with the

Flow quantification and protection

execution of a short agreement committing the feder-

Under the new program the F\-VS was still responsible

al and state agencies to cooperate in program funding

for quantifying the instream flows needed for recovery

and implementation as set out io the Blue Book. The

that would be legally protected under state law. After

San Juan River subbasin was excluded from this pro-

the next round of flow recommendations issued by the

gram because this subbasin implicated another state

FWS were again challenged, a senior scientist from out-

(New Mexico), several Indian tribes, another region of

side the Recovery Program was asked to review them.

the FWS, somewhat different fish habitat, and the

That scientist, Dr. Jack Stanford, largely endorsed the

very controversial Animas-La Plata water project.

FWS flow recommendations in 1993 and offered a

Another recovery program was subsequently devel-

broader, ecosystem approach for refining them.

oped for the San Juan River subbasin, which will be

Stanford recommended experimenting with higher

discussed below.

peak flows and more stable base flows in river reaches
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regulated by large, federal reservoirs, and called for

between this quantity and the flows recommended by

protecting the ecosystem functions of relatively unreg-

the FWS would also be legally protected under a water

ulated or undepleted reaches. With this general

right appropriated by the CWCB, but that difference

endorsement and instruction, the FWS revised its flow

could be adjusted by the CWCB on a case-by-case basis

recommendations once more for two priority reaches

as water projects were actuaUy developed or as more

-the lower Yampa River and the 15 Mile Reach of the

research was done on the flow needs of the listed fishes.

Colorado River (between the major irrigation diver-

Another problem was how to express the complexity

sions in lhe Grand Valley and the confluence with the

and variability of the revised FWS flow recommenda-

Gunnison River). These

revi~ed

recommendations still

tions as definite water rights that were practical to

sought the protection of millions of acre feet per year

administer. Thi~ problem was addressed by legally

of flow in these downstream reaches, and were still

describing a level of allowable depletions and then pro-

adamantly questioned. At the same rime, the program

tecting the remaining instream flows for the benefit of

participants from Colorado recognized that there were

the listed fishes. A basic drawback of such converse

substantial uncertainties about when and where water

instream flow rights is that only the "top end" of the

development could occur in accordance with state law

flows are protected. The next innovation was to com-

and interstate water compacts.

bine this kind of top end flow protection with the conventional protection of basetlows. The allowance for

At this juncture, a group of specialists met for over a

water development under water rights junior to the

year to consider whether Colorado water law and poli-

instrcam rights would then be sandwiched in between.

cies could be applied to address the twin uncertainties

In December 1995 the CWCB filed water court appli-

about what instream flows were needed for fish recov-

cations for just such a configuration of in stream flow

ery and about when and where water development

rights. These filings meet a major milestone for the

could occur. That group developed a poticy on "modi-

Upper Basin Program, but the real test will be bow they

fiablen instream flow water rights to be appropriated by

hold up to challenge in Colorado's special water courts.

the Colorado Water Conservntion Board (CWCB).
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Under Colorado law, the CWCB has the exclusive

In Utah existing flows can be protected for fish recov·

authority to appropriate instream flow "''ater rights and

ery under state la\.'1' without establishing an instream

cannot establish instream water rights that would

water right. The Utah State Engineer has the authority

deprive Colorado of its water compact entitlements. In

to determine that it is not in the public interest to issue

structuring these modifiable instream flow water

new water diversion permits that would violate the

right~ the CWCB first

estimated Colorado's total com-

FWS flow recommendations. The Utah State Engineer

pact entitlement and allocation among subbasins. The

adopted such a policy in November 1994 for the Green

allocation among subbasins varied substantiaUy and

River from Flaming Gorge Dam to its confluence with

allowed for some margins of error in the estimate of

the Duchesne River. This policy excepts 20 csf and

the to tat entitlement, but indicated the quantity of

does not apply to any permits issued prior to

flows that would flow across the state line under most

November 1994. The legal protection of the flows

scenarios. That quantity would be permanently pro-

needed for recovery against their depletion in

tected instream for the listed fishes. The difference

Wyoming is an unresolved issue.

Reservoir and river operations/senior
water rights

those deliveries. The Colorado Division of Parks, the

The Upper Basin Program cannot rely entirely on the

CWCB and the FWS have just negotiated a similar lease

protection of existing, undeveloped tlows for fish

agreement to protect the instream use of up to 2,000

recovery. The reoperation of existing federal water

acre feet of storage water per year released from

projects under Section 7 of the ESA and the acquisition

Steamboat Lake to fish habitat on the Yampa River. In

of senior water rights and storage supplies for the fish -

both cases. the storage water leased for the fishes had not

es are also important program components.

been contractually committed to other project purposes.

• The 1992 biological opinion on the operation of

_. A river operation and management plan is bdng

Flaming Gorge Reservoir is the most prominent example.

actively considered for the Yampa River in Colorado.

This opinion recommended dampening the unnaturally

Under this plan, storage rele.1ses from the enlargement

high flow levels in nursery habitat downstream on the

of a fairly small, off mainstem reservoir could augment

Green River in the late summer and fall, and that a five

both the CWCB's recent baseAow filmg and new, junior

year research program be established to examine what

water development within the allowance left by the

reservoir operations would best stabilize winter flows and

CWCB's converse instream flow right. Another inter-

approximate more natural spring peaks. A similar

esting feature of this plan •s that the Colorado River

research program in preparation forth~ biological opinion

Water Conservation District would voluntarily retire a

on the operation of the Aspinall Unit reservoirs on the

number of senior conditional water rights that it holds

Gunnison River in Colorado is beginning its fourth year.

in the Yampa River subbasin, which would materially

with the CWCB to legally protect the instream use of

improve the relative priority and legal strength of the
_. Studies are nearing completion for saving and oper-

CWCB's instream filings.

ationally sharing canal seepage and administrative
spills in Colorado's Grand Valley. The emerging strate-

Restoration of fl oodplain habitat

gy is for the Upper Ba!>in Program to fund capital

In offering a broader perspective on quantifying the

improvements that would allow the same deliveries to

tlows needed for recovery, Stanford emphasized the

the Grand Valley farms with lower river diversions.

importance of re-connecting and restoring highly pro-

This abatement in some of the mo~t !>cnior diversions

ductive side channel and floodplain habitat for the list-

on the river would enable storage of water upstream at

ed fi~hl"l> and recommended that a set of hypotheses

Green Mountain Reservoir, which then could be

about the function of such habitat in a riverine ecosys-

released to improve fish habitat and generate

tem be tested. This element of the Upper Basin

hydropower along the way.

Program faced some difficult questions about how
much direct and continued manipulation of floodplain

_. Under the biological opinion for Rucdi Reservoir on

habitJt was needed, whether an objt:ctive should be:: to

Colorado's Fryingpan River, the BORis making deliv-

comtruct and operate ponds to grow out and augment

eries of about 20.000 acre feet per year out of this

fish populations, and whether the restoration of flood-

reservoir to the fish habitat in the Grand Valley and has

plain habitat without continued direct management

entered both short and long term lease agreements

would benefit non-native fishes more than listed ftshes.
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After nearly two years of deliberation and review, a

propagation and augmentation needed to stabilize or

working group of program scientists reached agree-

recover populations of listed fishes in the Upper Basin

ment on a framework for floodplain restoration that

is not known, is related to habitat restoration and the

recognized that the augmentation of fish populations

management of non-native fishes, and is being

in grow out ponds would be conducted under another

approached experimentally.

program element (discussed next). A set of hypotheses
about the natural function of floodplain habitat and

The construction and expansion of two primary refu-

about the response of non-native fishes to the restora-

gia for the listed fishes - one for the Colorado River

tion of such habitat will be initially tested by: selecting

subbasin, and one for the Green River subbasin, along

floodplain sites from a comprehensive inventory of the

with a set of back-up refugia and low cost grow out

Upper Basin, acquiring access to such sites, reconnect-

ponds, are now underway. Adaptive plans have also

ing them to the river by removing levees, and monitor-

recently been approved and undertaken for the aug-

ing the response of both native and non-native fishes.

mentation of the razorback population on the Green

The method is to re-connect selected floodplain sites

River, for the re-stocking razorbacks on the upper

sequentially and compare the biological response in

Colorado River and Gunnison Rivers, and for re-stock-

similar, naturally occurring habitats. Some hypotheses

ing bonytail chub on either the Colorado or Green

will also be tested at more controlled floodplain sites to

Rivers.

which the program already has access.

Management of non-native fishes
Fish refugia and population augmentation

The management of non-native fishes that prey on

A major element of the Upper Basin Program is to

and compete with the listed fishes is considered to be

bank genetic stocks of the listed fishes in refugia, and

as fundamental an element of the Upper Basin

to experiment with the artificial augmentation of wild

Program as flow protection, other habitat restoration,

populations and re-stocking. One threshold issue was

and population augmentation. A cooperative federal-

what stocks should be placed in refugia and managed

state procedure for the review of any proposals to stock

as broodstock, before a series of studies confirming

more non-native fishes in the Upper Basin was over-

their genetic distinctions were completed. Twelve "pre-

hauled and greatly strengthened at the end of 1993, but

sumptive" stocks of the squawfish, humpback and

was then withdrawn mostly at the urging of the

razorback were conservatively identified in the Upper

Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW).

Basin based on their geographic distribution, move-
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ment, and spawning sites (no presumptive bonytail

The CDOW is now proposing to eradicate non-native

stock was identified in the Upper Basin because it is so

ftshes in ponds with connections to habitat occupied

rare if not extirpated in this basin); guidelines for man-

by the listed fishes, but then ro promote the re-intro-

aging the genetic diversity of captive and wild stocks

duction of three non-native sportfishes (bluegill, black

were peer reviewed and accepted; and a "hatchery"

crappie, and largemouth bass) into some ,of those same

facilities plan \<las developed from an initial prioritiza-

ponds. The CDOW believes that the historic escape-

tion of the needs for captive broodstock and popula-

ment and survival of these three non-native fishes has

tion augmentation. The amount of artificial

been quite limited and does not pose a threat to the

listed fishes. Several conservation groups have ques-

The FWS agreed that there was significant uncertainty

tioned this premise and are unwilling to accept this

that the instream flows needed for recovery would be

CDOW proposal.

legally protected in a timely manner, and concluded
that its biological opinions could not rely solely on the

SECTION7

Upper Basin Program being in place or funded. In

Agreement and Recovery Action Plan

May 1989 the FWS was advised by its solicitor that
these opinions still had to guard against large new

A key to the Upper Basin Program is its agreement on

depletions until there was reasonable assurance that the

Section 7 consultations on water projects that are

requisite instream flows would be protected. The FWS

located entirely upstream from river reaches occupied

then made a judgement that new water projects that

by the listed fishes and whose impact on those fishes is

would deplete generally more than 3,000 acre feet per

limited to flow depletions. The water users and at least

year on average would only be assured of non-jeopardy

two of the Upper Basin states maintained that there

opinions if the FWS determined that "the progress to

was an agreement from the program's outset under

legally protect the instream flow needs of the endan-

which such water projects would be assured of non-

gered fishes has been sufficient to offset the impacts of

jeopardy opinions if a minimum of $10 million was

the proposed [water] project':

appropriated by Congress for the purchase of water
rights to protect instream flows for the listed fishes,

The FWS took this position in its February 1990 bio-

each new water project paid a one-time charge starting

logical opinion on the Muddy Creek reservoir which

at $10 per acre foot of average annual depletion, and

would deplete about 7,700 acre feet per year from the

the Upper Basin Program was in place.

upper reaches of the Colorado River. The FWS found
that progress on flow protection under the Upper

The participating conservation groups and the FWS

Basin Program up to that date had been insufficient to

asserted a different understanding of the program's

offset the depletion impacts of this project and condi-

Blue Book and cooperative agreement. In its 1989

tioned its biological opinion on the set aside of 3,000

resolution, for example, the Environmental Defense

acre feet of the project's non-firm yield for the listed

Fund supported the Upper Basin Program on the

fishes in the Colorado River just above its confluence

condition that non-jeopardy opinions not be guaran-

with the Gunnison. In issuing this biological opinion,

teed "prior to adequate assurance that the water

the FWS broadened its criteria for making "sufficient

rights or reservoir operations needed to recover and

progress" determinations to consider progress on other

maintain the endangered fishes in their natural habi-

recovery elements besides flow protection and in

tat will be acquired or established and enforced". The

drainages besides the one in which the depletion

conservation groups also declined to support the

impacts would occur.

water community's campaign in 1987 to obtain a $10
million appropriation to fund water rights acquisi-

Upper Basin water projects authorized under federal

tion without knowing how much flow protection it

reclamation law (e.g., the Flaming Gorge and Aspinall

would buy and whether it would be enough to recov-

Units of the Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP),

er the listed fishes.

and participating projects in the CRSP like the Central
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Utah, Dallas and Dolores, and Seedskadee projects)

towards recovery has been made, the FWS will issue

w~re

unconditional opinions under the agreement.

treated differently. These projects were exempted

from the depletion charge because the BOR had agreed
to fund at least $1.5 million each year of the program's

Program Organization and Funding

annual cost (it's now up to almost $2 million each year)

The Upper Basin Program is organized around several

and had committed to re-operate federal reclamation

large committees, starting with the Implementation

projects to provide instream flows for the listed fishes.

Committee composed of the regional directors for
Region 6 of the FWS, the Upper Colorado Region of

Soon after the Muddy Creek opinion was finalized, the

BOR, and the Western Area Power Administration; the

F\VS questioned whether non-federal, historic water

directors of natural resource or water management

projects (already depleting as of 198$} should be

agencies for Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming; and con-

exempted from both the depletion charge and any suf-

servation group, water user, and (nonvoting)

ficient progress determinations. Two years of negotia-

hydropower representatives. Each memb<.'r of the

tions over that issue culminated in the consolidation

Implementation Committee has appointed a represen-

and reform of FWS consultation poli<..)' for the Upper

tative to the Management Committee and three techni-

Basin in the Section 7 Agreement. This Agreement was

cal committees support the Management Committee

conditioned on the development and approval of a

-the Biology, Water Acquisition. and Information

more detailed and definite plan for flow protection and

and Education committees. The objective is to reach as

all other recovery actions- the Recovery

much consensus as possible at every level. This struc-

Implementation Program Recovery Action Plan or

ture is cumbersome and expensive, but has given a

RIPRAP. The initial RIPRAP was put in effect about 6

broad spectrum of interests a meaningful forum, has

months after the Section 7 Agreement was reached.

institutionalized ~:xtensive and open review of all program policies and actions, and been central to building

Under this agreement, the FWS wiU judge whether the

a supportive coalition within the Upper Basin.

progress towards recovery as measured by the RIPRAP
is keeping pace with the depletion impacts of water

The program's annual work plan and budget are

projects. The larger the depletion or the longer it takes

approved at the fall meeting of the £mplementation

to quantify and legally protect the instream flows need-

Committee. The total FY 96 budget approved last fall

ed for recovery, the bigger the risk that those flows can-

was about Sll million, which is broken down into

not be protected or replaced under even the RIP RAP,

about a $6.4 million appropriation to the BOR for cap-

and that the Upper Basin Program will not be able to

ital projects, about $2 million for annual projects that

serve as the reasonable and prudent alternative in con-

is charged as an operation and maintenance expense of

sultations on upstream, non-federal water projects.

the Upper Basin hydropower fund. and about $1.1 mil-

The agreement addresses this risk by aUowing the FWS

lion in appropriations to the FWS for annual projects.

to condition biological opinions for larger depletions

The balance is funded by the payment of water deple-

on the timely completion of flow protection or other

tion charges, contributions from the states of

recovery actions specified in the RIPRAP. For smaller

Colorado, Wyoming and Utah and from water users,

depletions, once the flows needed for recovery have

and some carryover from an earlier appropriation to

been legally protected, or once sufficient other progress
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the BOR for the purchase of water rights. Starting in

under Section 7 of the ESA is appropriate? What

1993, the BOR began charging its nearly $2 million per

stream reaches or systems in the Upper Basin are the

year funding of annual program projects as a non-reim-

most important habitats for recovery?

bursable expense of the power fund, which means that
this expense is no longer borne by the power rate payers

2. Can Upper Basin populations of the listed fishes be

and is indirectly taken out of the federal Treasury.

considered "distinct", and down or de-listed independently from populations elsewhere in the Colorado

The FY 96 budget is a high mark for the Upper Basin

River Basin?

Program, but it may not be possible to continue yearto-year appropriations to the FWS and the BOR at this

3. To what extent should the operation of reclamation

level, and the 130R's authorization for capital projects

projects in the Upper Basin be permanently changed to

and its decision to charge annual program funding as a

benefit the listed fishes?

non-reimbursable expense have been questioned. The
annual program costs are expected to inflate modestly,

4. Should the stocking of non-native fishes that com-

while the costs for capital projects like floodplain

pete with or prey on the listed fishes be continued? If

restoration, hatcheries and grow out ponds, fish pas-

so, how should such stocking be managed? Can the

sages, and water purchase are uncertain and have been

existing populations of such non-native fishes be effec-

projected to be between $60 and $100 million over the

tively reduced? Does the continued stocking of such

life of the program. Another working group of pro-

non-natives by state or private entities without a nexus

gram participants has therefore been meeting for the

to federal action constitute an incidental taking of the

last year to develop federal legislation to stabilize the

listed fishes and necessitate the approval of an HCP

long-term funding base for the Upper Basin Program.

under Section 10 of the ESA?

The two main concepts under consideration are to redirect hydropower revenues by taking out the "lumpi-

5. Once the appropriate presumptive stocks are

ness" of the current Congressional formula that

banked in refugia, to what extent should populations of

apportions such revenues for the development of recla-

listed the fishes be re-introduced or artificially aug-

mation projects in each of the Upper Basin states, or to

mented in the Upper Basin?

authorize the charging of both annual and capital costs
as non-reimbursable expenses of the Upper Basin

6. How should the funding needs of the Upper Basin

power fund. The long-term funding of the San Juan

Program be determined and met over the long term?

recovery program would also be covered.

Vvhar regulatory certainty is appropriate even if the
program's funding is stabilized?

Major Outstanding Issues
l. Can the Upper Basin habitats including instream

7. Is the organization of the Upper Basin Program

flows needed for recovery be more definitely pre-

workable and inclusive?

scribed? At what scale should the habitats be prescribed? If the habitat needed for recovery can only be

8. Should the Upper Basin Program be expanded to

prescribed adaptively, what level of regulatory certainty

address non-listed, native fishes and water quality?
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SAN JUAN PROGRAM

reaches and mouth of the Jan Juan River was documented and the razorback was listed.

ANIMAS LA PLAD\ BIOLOGICAL OPINION
The San Juan Program originated from the reasonable

The last element of this reasonable and prudent alterna-

and prudent alternative for the biological opinion on

tive was that the modified releases of water from Navajo

the Animas-La Plata Project (ALP), a federal reclama-

Reservoir be legally protected instream through the river

tion project that was planned to ultimately deplete

reaches occupied by the listed fishes

another 154,800 acre feet per year from the Animas

Juan River. Because such legal flow protection was under

and La Plata Rivers in Colorado and New Mexico, trib-

the jurisdiction of the states of New Mexico, Utah, and

utaries that join the San Juan River near Farmington.

Colorado, and the Navajo Nation, a Memorandum of

to mouth of the San

Understanding (MOU) between these parties, plus three
After surveys from 1987-1989 documented the sur-

?ther participating tribes (the Southern Ute, Ute

vival of a Colorado squawfish population in the

Mountain Ute, and }icarilla Apache) and the Department

mainstem of the San Juan River below Farmington,

oflnterior (DOl) was a material condition to the biolog-

the biological opinion for the ALP was re-opened and

ical opinion. Along with asserting their respective

an extensive reasonable and prudent alternative was

authorities to legally protect the Navajo Reservoir releases

adopted in October 1991. This alternative presumed

under this MOU, these parties were to develop a recovery

that if Navajo Reservoir, an existing federal water pro-

implementation program within one year for the listed

ject further upstream on the San Juan River main-

fishes in the San Juan River.

stem, was re-operated to mimic natural flow patterns,
especially during the spring run-off, all existin g deple-

SECTION7

tions in the subbasin totalling some 566,000 acre feet

Consultations

per year plus another 57,100 acre feet of ALP munici-

This MOU, which was signed by all parties except the

pal and industrial depletions would not jeopardize the

Navajo ~ation in October 1991 1, also outlined how

likelihood of the survival of the Colorado squawfish.

Section 7 consultations will be conducted on water

The BOR also agreed to fund seven years of research

projects in the San Juan subbasin. Like the Upper

on the factors limiting recovery of the squawfish in

Basin Program, making sufficient progress in the

the San Juan River, and on how best to modify the

implementation of the San Juan Program, as detailed

operation of Navajo Reservoir. Navajo Reservoir

in its Long Range Plan, will constitute the reasonable

operations were then to be permanently modified

and prudent alternative in these consultations, but the

based on this research. Despite a sharp protest from

question of what constitutes sufficient progress is ulti-

the SCLDF, this same reasonable and prudent alterna-

mately answered by the FWS. Like the Upper Basin

tive was extended to the razorback sucker in

Program, the magnitude of the impacts is an impor-

December 1991, after its persistence in the lower

tant factor and more progress is needed for larger

I When tht: Navajo Nation decided not to sign this MOU and cast the viability of the ALP biological opinion in doubt, a supplemental agreement was reached in among DOl, the state of Colorado, the two Ute Tribes in Colorado, two water district in
Colorado, and a water commission to guard against the diversion of the N:wajo Reservoir releases specified in the opinion or to

replace them.
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impacts. Unlike the Section 7 Agreement for the

both the ALP biological opinion and this MOU dis-

Upper Basin Program. this MOU does not make any

claim aoy effect on tribal or other water rights. the ALP

distinctions between depletion and non-depletion

opinion and any others dependent on its reasonable

impacts. This MOU has a lower threshold for minor

and prudent alternative could be re-opened if the

depletion impacts- total annual depletions cannot

assertion of tribal water rights frustrate that alternative.

exceed 3,000 acre feet over the seven year research peri-

The withdrawal of a governmental party from the San

od, and provides no explicit assurance that the progress

Juan Program that was central to its implementation

to date will be sufficient for depletions up to that

might also trigger the re-opening of these opinions.

threshold.
After this MOU was signed by all but the Navajo
During at least the seven year research period, a host of

Nation, a Section 7 consultation was completed on

additional "conservation measures" not yet implement-

Blocks 7 & 8 of the Navajo Indian Irrigation Project

ed by the San Juan Program can be imposed on new

(NllP), which may illustrate how such consultations on

water projects subject to Section 7 consultation that

large depletions will initially be conducted under the

could limit their yield. This MOU suggests that the

San Juan Program. These blocks of the NIIP would

reasonable and prudent alternative for the first 57,100

have increased its depletions from the 133,000 acre feet

acre feet of ALP depletions also covers all existing,

per year already in the ALP baseline by another 57,000

baseline depletions, but it does not clearly insulate

acre feet to a total of 190,000, and would have

existing water projects from the imposition of addi-

increased the selenium loading of return flows from

tional conservation measures. After the seven year

the project. While Navajo Reservoir could be operated

research period, this MOU contemplates a much better

to supply both the new depletions under Blocks 7 & 8

understanding of the flows needed for fish recovery

and about 300,000 acre feet almost every year to mimic

and of the basis for making determinations of suffi-

natural flow patterns during the spring run-off, flows

cient progress, but still allows for the imposition of

in the mainstem during the fall and early spring would

additional conservation measures that might limit

have dropped from 300 to 185 cubic feet per second,

water project yields. This MOU also anticipates anoth-

and there was no flexibility left in the operation of

er agreement on flow shortages once the flows needed

Navajo Reservoir to offset even half of the Block 7 & 8

for recovery are better established. Such a later agree-

depletions.

ment is anticipated because the water from Navajo
Reservoir for mimicking natural flow patterns bas been

The reasonable and prudent alternative was to reduce

projected to be far less available as water development

the allowable depletions for two existing Navajo Nation

in the San Juan subbasin approaches its limits under

projects already in the ALP baseline, to allocate the sav-

interstate compacts.

ings of 16,420 acre feet to Blocks 7 & 8, and to limit the
total depletions of the NIIP to about 150,000 acre feet

The biological opinions issued under this MOU can be

and not increase the overall baseline depletions until at

re-re-opened for a number of reasons. They could be

least the seven year research period for the San juan

re-opened if the issue of flow shortages cannot be

Program was completed. The U.S. Bureau of Indian

resolved after the seven year research period. While

Affairs also agreed to help fund that research and to
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assist in the protection of the water released from

the San Juan populations are to be established by the

Navajo Reservoir for the listed fishes and several mea-

respective recovery teams and approved by the FWS to

sures were included in the alternative for monitoring

reflect the contribution of these populations to range-

and controlling the selenium loading by the NIIP.

wide recovery. The coordination of the San Juan
Program with recovery planning and implementation

PROGRAM GOALS, ELEMENTS,
ORGANIZATION, AND FUNDIN G

elsewhere in the Colorado River Basin is left without
elaboration to the FWS.

The "San Tuan River Basin Recovery Implementation
Program" was adopted on schedule by the signing of

The main clements of the San Juan Program are simi-

cooperative agreement about a year after the MOU was

lar to the Upper Basin Program and are presented as a

signed. The cooperative agreement was effective in

problem statement and course of action for 1) develop-

November 1992 and will remain in force for 15 years.

ing subbasin specific recovery goals and a long range

Like the Upper Basin Program had assumed for the

action plan, 2) for genetic banking and augmentation

razorback, which was unlisted at the time that program

of the subbasin's existing squawfish and razorback

was adopted, the San Juan Program assumes that its

populations, 3) for restoring, managing, and protect-

implementation will benefit seven other native fish

ing tlow dependent and other habitat, 4) for protecting

species and avoid their listing. Also like the Upper

and enhancing water quality, 5) for controlling the

Basin Program, it has two basic goals:

stocking of non -native fishes, and 6) for biological

to

help recover

the Colorado squa\\rfish and razorback sucker, and to

monitoring and data management. The water quality

allow water development to proceed in compliance

element is an important difference from the Upper

with the ESA. The water development goal for the San

Basin Program; contaminants and other water quality

Juan subbasin is amplified by the federal trust respon-

limits on the recovery of the listed fishes elsewhere in

sibilities to the four affected tribes. The fish recovery

the Upper Basin arc addressed outside of that program.

goal for the San Juan Program was expressed in terms
of implementing the existing recovery plan for the

Participation in the San Juan Program is organized

squawfish and the recovery plan for the razorback once

around its Coordination, Biology, and Navajo

it was approved by the FWS.

Reservoir Operating committees. Membership on the
Coordinating Committee, which can make decisions by
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The existing recovery goal for the squawfish was sum-

a two-thjrds majority, was extended to the Upper

marized as "establishing and protecting self-sustaining

Colorado Region of the BOR, Regions 2 & 6 of the

populations in their natural habitat throughout their

FWS, the four affected tribes, the states of New Mexico,

current range", legally protecting that habitat, and

Colorado, and Utah, and to the water user and conser-

removing the threat of sigruficant fragmentation. The

vation commuruties. The Navajo Nation declined to

San Juan Program postulates that the goals of the

sign the cooperative agreement and formally partici-

razorback recovery plan will include the genetic bank-

pate in the program because it was slill not willing to

ing of presumptive stocks, the maintenance of wild

protect releases from Navajo Reservoir; Utah declined

populations in their natural habitat, and some aug-

to sign the cooperative agreement because I 0.000 acre

mentation of existing populations. Specific goals for

feet of water development in Utah was not guaranteed

to receive non-jeopardy opinions in Section 7 consulta-

to deal with the Nation on a government-to-govern-

tions; the conservation community has also declined to

ment basis in formulating this opinion.

participate. Other federal agencies with Section 7
responsibilities can be added to the Coordinating

MAJOR OUTSTANDING ISSUES

Committee.

The major outstanding issues for the San Juan Program
are similar to the issues listed above for the program

Largely pursuant to the ALP and NITP biological opin-

for the rest of the Upper Basin concerning: 1) the more

ions, the BOR and the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs have

definite prescription of the habitats needed for recov-

committed to fund $580,000 per year of the program's

ery, 2) the independent recovery of San Juan popula-

research costs through FY 97, while the two regions of

tions of the listed fishes, 3) the permanent change in

the FWS have committed another $200,000 per year, all

the operation of federal reclamation projects to benefit

in year-to-year appropriations. Substantial in-kind con-

the listed fishes, 4) the re-introduction and population

tributions and non-progran1 but related e).:penditures

augmentation of the listed fishes, 5) the programs's

are also expected from the other participants. After the

long term funding, and 6) the workability and inclu-

seven year research period, program funding should

siveness of the program's organization. The San Juan

shift to more on the ground recovery actions and capital

Program does not face the issue of controlling the con-

projects like fish passages, hatcheries, flood plain restora-

tinued stocking of non-native fishes, because such

tion, and contanlinants removal. Such capital projects

stocking has been largely discontinued in this subbasin.

could cost $15 million to build and $600,000 per year to

The San Juan Program also already covers water quality

operate. The federal legislation that is being discussed

degradation and seeks to avoid the listing of other

for the Upper Basin Program would include long-term

native fishes. The additional issues for the San Juan

funding for the San Juan Program.

Program arc the e.xtent to which the habitat needs of
the other natives fishes are coincident with those for

TRIBAL CONCERNS

the listed fishes, and whether the listing of other native

The biological opinion for the ALP was recently re-

tlshes can be avoided without addressing the status of

opened again to address whether this project would

these other natives throughout their geographic ranges.

adversely modify the critical habitat on the San Juan

Compliance with tribal rights is also a central issue for

River that was finally designated after the opinion was

the San Juan Program.

last revised in 1991. While the reasonable and prudent
alternative for the latest opinion is not much different,

LOWER BASIN PROGRAMS

the Navajo Nation is now strongly objecting that the

excludes the depletions for the full NIIP and that the

LOWER BASIN MANAGEMENT
PROSPECTUS

commitment of 300,000 acre feet of water in Navajo

After decades of extensive research and stocking of the

Reservoir to endangered fish recovery impinges on

listed fishes in the Lower Basin, Region 2 of the fWS

tribal water rights. The Navajo Nation is also asserting

initiated a management plan, now expressed in a docu-

that the ALP opinion breache:. the duty of trust that

ment called the "prospectus" for the listed, big river

the U.S. owt!:. to the Nation and that the U.S. has failed

fishes in that basin, which was circulated for review in

environmental baseline for this opinion in1properl)'
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February 1995. The prospectus cites the need to institu-

flows and connected floodplain habitat is proceeding

tionalize funding for research and recovery efforts in the

concurrently and adaptively with genetic banking,

Lower Basin and focuses primarily on the circumvention

hatchery propagation, and grow out of the listed fishes,

of recruitment failure by managing wild and hatchery

and with the control of non-native fishes. The

fishes in semi-natural and newly built habitats. The

prospectus does not put a priority on project re-opera-

prospectus explains: "this rationale differs considerably

tion and the protection of instream flows as essential

from those offered in existing recovery plans" and in the

for recovery, because the Lower Basin is largely devel-

"documents developed to guide the management of

oped and has little remaining natural flow regimes. It

these fishes in the upper Colorado River basin'~

instead is immediately concerned with preventing the
extinction of the razorback and bonytail and empha-

While its goal was stated as the ''stabilization and main-

sizes identifying, enhancing, and managing habitats in

tenance of self-perpetuating populations of all four big

the Lower Basin where recruitment and grow out of

river fishes in the Lower Colorado River basin': the

these fishes can occur.

prospectus concentrates on the hatchery propagation of
the L'lke Mohave stocks of razorbacks and bonytail, and

Indeed, the prospectus :.uggests that the habitat needed

the recruim1ent and maintenance of these stocks in con-

for recovery should be defined, at least in the Lower

trolled Lower Basin habitats from which predators can

Basin, in terms of the removal or exclusion of non-

be excluded. This emphasis for the Lower Basin is sub-

native predators and of refugias and isolated habitats

stantiated by years of study on Lake Mohave stocks by

for species survival, recruitment and maintenance.

Dr. W.L Minckley and others which indicated that pre-

This approach assumes long-term intervention to per-

dation by the non-native fishes was the single most likely

petuate these stocks, and it is not dear whether these

factor precluding recruitment of razorbacks in the

stocks might eventually be able to sustain themselves

Lower Basin's developed habitats. The more recent of

without the managed exclusion of non-native fishes.

these studies show that razorback larvae harvested from

Project re-operation or other types of habitat restora-

natural reproduction in Lake Mohave and held in pro-

tion arc not ruled out, but the document also does not

tected, predator free bad-water habitats, where they are

specify what, where, or how other recovery strategies

grown ro about 300 mm in length, can be tagged and

should be pursued in the Lower Basin.

returned to the reservoir and are large enough to avoid
most predators. A number of these grown out and

While it does not address the artificial propagation and

tagged razorbacks have been recaptured along with the

grow out of squawfish in the Lower Basin, the prospec-

older razorbacks. Razorbacks arc also being similarly

tus does recommend that the status of the re-intro-

reared in hatcheries and stocked in Lake Havasu and

duced squawfish populations in the Salt and Verde

downstream backwatcrs1 and there is some evidence that

Rivers be changed to "e:x.l'erimental, essential", which

they are also surviving.

would then invoke most of the regulatory protections
of the ESA and allow designation of critical habitat for
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The approach taken by the prospectus differs from that

such re-introduced populations. lt is not clear if this is

taken by the Upper Basin and San Juan Programs

a recommendation to amend the approved recovery

under which the restoration and protection of instream

plan and critical habitat designation for the squawfish.

The prospectus does not clearly explain how the exist-

on the Colorado River's lower mainstem were likely to

ing range-wide recovery plans for the squawfish and

affect any usted species or designated critical habitat.

the two chubs should be implemented in t he Lower

The BOR held several scoping workshops to obtain input

Basin, and does not relate its goal of maintaining self-

from stakeholders on this assessment, but then deferred

perpetuating populations of all four fishes in the Lower

completion of the biological assessment untill998 to

Basin to the populations that should be maintained

consider the development of a multi-species conserva-

throughout their geographic ranges. It does, however.

tion program for the lower Colorado River mainstem,

offer a different approach to recovery planning at least

discussed next. The BOR has since decided to complete

for the bonytail and razorback in the Lower Basin,

a draft biological assessment by March 1996.

which could complement the Upper Basin and San
Juan Programs and which should be reconciled with

LOWER COLORADO RIVER PROGRAM

the planning for the recovery of these fishes across

Concerned about the potential impacts of project re·

their range in both basins. The status of the prospec-

operation under Section 7. the Lower Basin states

tus is now unclear and it appears to have been dis·

formed a Steering Committee in October 1993 to

placed by the proposal to develop a multi-species

assess the alternatives and inquired about DOl's inter-

conservation program for the lower Colorado River

est in the development of a multi-species management

mainstem, discussed below.

plan for the lower Colorado River mainstem under
Section l 0 of the ESA. After encouraging meetings

BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT BY BOR OF
PROJECT OPERATIONS

with the FWS, the water management agencies for the

Following informal consultations through September

the alternatives in July 1994.

Lower Basin states commissioned a feasibility study on

1994, the FWS advised the BOR that the operation of
existing water and power projects in the Lower Basin,

Feasibility study

individually or cumulatively, would trigger formal con-

SWCA, Inc., a private consulting firm, was retained to

sultation under Section 7 of the ESA if listed species

conduct this feasibility study, which was completed in

were affected or their designated critical habitat could

December 1994. The SWCA report notes that 35 listed

be adversely modified. Most of these projects were

or candidate species presently occur in the corridor of

authorized under federal reclamation law, or have a

the lower Colorado River, and assumes that the applic·

strong federal nexus, and are located in the midst of

able ESA provisions regarding the protection and

the designated critical habitat for the bonytail and

recovery of listed species would survive Congressional

razorback on the lower mainstem of the Colorado

re-authorization, that the Law of the River would not

River. The operation of Glen Canyon Dam had already

change, and that the FWS would eventually conclude

been the subject of a Section 7 consultation before crit-

that existing \A,'ater and power operations would

ical habitat for the humpback chub was designated

adversely affect the listed species or Lheir critical habi-

downstream in the Grand Canyon.

tat 011 the lower Colorado River. The report maintains
that management of the listed fishes at least below the

The BOR then began the preparation of a biological

Grand Canyon should focus

assessment to determine if existing project operations

tion of the ra?.orback and bonytail ,vith artificially

011

population augmenta-
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enhanced or created habitats and that such manage-

tem1 "Lower Colorado River Species Conservation

ment did not require the re-operation of water and

Program': The MOA states that the purpose of this

power projects. The report's evaluation of nine alter-

program is to "accommodate current water diversions

natives favors an HCP approach because it would be

and power production and optimize opportunities for

the most proactive and would allow the states and

future water and power development, while working

water users to be more involved in designing and

toward the conservation of habitat and toward the

implementing a comprehensive program, and in ESA

recovery of included species, and reducing the likeli-

decision making.

hood of additional species listings." The MOA does
not offer a definition of what will constitute recovery

All of the management alternatives were assumed to be

of the listed fishes or any other species that would be

implemented over a 50 year period. The costs of

included, nor explain how the Lower River Program

implementing the more comprehensive recovery

will be integrated with existing recovery plans. The

implementation and HCP alternatives for just the listed

MOA also does not refer to a description of the

fishes were assumed to be less than the Upper Basin

"ecosystem" on which the managemenl of all the

programs (if these programs were implemented over

included species would be based.

the same 50 yc:ar time period) and were very roughly
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estimated to total $142.5 million; the estimated total

The planning area for the Lower Colorado River

for all species was Sl85 million. These estimate.s were

Program is from Glen Canyon Dam south to the

not based on any specific habitat or population aug-

International Border with Mexico and includes the

mentation projects, but assumed just for the listed fish -

mainstem, the 100 year floodplain and the reservoirs,

es a 5 year research period costing $5 million per year,

but excludes any squawfish or razorback habitat on Gila

a 10 year period for constructing capital projects cost-

River tributaries or any other habitat outside the main-

ing $10 million per year, and another 35 years of oper-

stem corridor regardless of its importance to any includ-

ations costing $.5 million per year. Another $32.S

ed species that ranges within the corridor. The goal

million was estimated over the 50 year period for listed

during the initial, three year planning period is to fund

species besides the fishes, and another S 10 million for

and implement Interim Conservation Measures (ICMs)

candidate species. The last alternative was termed a

and to meet agreed upon "mileposts" for program devel-

"modified HCP" by the report, combined elements

opment. The budget for this three year development

from them all, covered all species, and included an

period has been set at $1.5 million per year, which in

HCP, a programmatic Section 7 agreement, a recovery

concept would be funded equally between state and fed-

implementation program, funding under Section 6 of

eral agencies, while the Lower Basin states have worked

the ESA, and some unspecified federal legislation.

out an allocation of their share.

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)

Sufficient Progress Agreement

After the Steering Committee formally endorsed the

After the MOA was signed, the state parties and the

development of an "ecosystem based multi-species

DOT, along with four DOl agencies (the FWS, BOR,

HCP alternative.. in June 1995, the three states signed a

Bureau of Land Management, and National Park

MOA with the DOl in August 1995 to dt."vdop a long-

Service), began negotiating a Sufficient Progress

Agreement (SPA) for the program development period.

agreement, the proposed SPA anticipates that the long-

The proposed SPA indicates that the MOA will serve as

term program will be adequate to fulfill the regulatory

the reasonable prudent alternative for any Section 7

needs of both federal and non-federal participants.

consultation on any included species during the three

The expectation seems to be that the long-term pro-

year program development period as long as sufficient

gram will serve as the reasonable and prudent alterna-

progress is being made and habitat conditions on the

tive in all Section 7 consultations and as an HCP for

lower Colorado River did not have to be re-evaluated.

incidental takings without a federal nexus and will oth-

The included species list attached to the proposed SPA

erwise provide the basis for all ESA compliance and

now numbers 102, although some may be dropped

recovery planning for all species occurring in the lower

later. As proposed, sufficient progress was to be mea-

Colorado River corridor over a 50 year period.

sured by timely completion of specific program development and ICM mileposts. Any dispute between the

ICMs

FWS and the other members of the Steering Commillee

In November 1995 the Steering Committee approved a

about sufficient progress was to be first addressed by a

set of ICMs that give priority in the first year of pro-

subcommittee of the Steering Committee and ultimate-

gram development to preventing the extinction of the

ly to be resolved by the Secretary of the Interior in con-

razorback and bonytail and to preserving their genetic

sultation the Governors of the three Lower Basin states,

diversity, but the Committee has yet to decide how

or their designees. The Steering Committee as a whole

much of the estimated $l.S million annual budget \Viii

would also make assessments of whether sufficient

go toward such £CMs and how much to program

progress was being made.

development The ICM's for subsequent years will be
based on a forthcoming assessment of the needs of all

While the membership of the subcommittee for

listed species in the planning area, not just the razor-

addressing disputes over sufficient progress was spelled

back and bonytail, and on an annual as~essment of

out by the proposed SPA (at minimum one representa-

ICM effectiveness.

tive each from the FWS and the three states), the membership of the Steering Committee itself was not. As of

For the razorback, the recommended ICMs for the first

June 1995, the Steering Committee was self-appointed

year include adding more grow out facilities off the

and consisted of one representative from the DOI and

mainstem of the river, on tribal lands, on FWS refuges

representatives from each of the three states. In

and in isolated coves of Lakes Mead and Mohave. New

September 1995. this Steering Committee agreed to

hatcheries could be built and old ones renovated, and

add one representative each from the FWS, BOR, BLM,

there may be opportunities to help meet the objectives

~PS,

Colorado River Indian Tribes, and conservation

of re-stocking the aging Lake .:Vlohave razorback popu-

groups. The Tribes and the conservation groups have

lation with 50,000 young adult fish and of introducing

so far declined to join the Steering Committee.

30,000 razorbacks to Lake Havasu. These razorback
ICMs should supplement the population augmentation

While the proposed SPA asserts that it is not intended

projects on the lower Colorado River that are alreudy

to be a precedent for the long-term program and that

fi.mded by the BOR and FWS. For the bonytail, the

the long-term program will be controlled by a separate

FWS is committed to stocking 25,000 in Lake Mohave
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as a condition of the intra-FWS biological opinion on

consultation. Even though it will take much longer,

its stocking of non-native rainbow trout along the lower

several parties would like to see that consultation con-

Colorado River below Hoover Dam. The ICMs will

ducted openly and to have an opportunity to comment

increase the stocking of Lake Havasu with bonytail and

on a draft biological opinion and suggest reasonable

expand the grow out and hatchery facilities for this fish.

and prudent alternatives to any jeopardy opinion. The
state and federal parties may now be reluctant to make

CONSERVATION GROUP CONCERN S

significant new commitments to the development of

Three conservation organizations - American Rivers,

the lower River Program until this consultation is

the Environmental Defense Fund, and the Defenders of

completed.

Wildlife, sent letters to the FWS in October 1995
objecting to the MOA. These organi1..ations were all

GRAND CANYON POPULATIONS

concerned that the MOA did not give first priority to

The approved recovery plan for the humpback chub

species recovery. They criticized the adequacy of the

identifies the confluence of the Colorado and Linle

mileposts for measuring sufficient progress and the

Colorado Rivers in the Grand Canyon as one of the

lack of federal accountability and oversight by particu-

five primary recovery areas for this fish, and suggests

larly the FWS. They asserted that there had not been

that the humpback might be re-introduced Lo another

meaningful public involvement in the development of

area of the Canyon. The management of these habi-

the MOA and the interim program. They were espe-

tats has been the subject of extensive scientific research

cially concerned that the MOA authorized incidental

and monitoring under the Grand Canyon

takings without approval of an HCP, and had already

Environmental Studies, the 1992 Grand Canyon

"short circuited" the Section 7 consultation on the

Prot~:ction

operation of water and power projects on the lower

ment and draft biological opinion on the operation of

Colorado River. Two conservation groups -

Glen Canyon Dam. These studies and the resulting

Defenders of Wildlife and the Southwest Center for

adaptive management plan are apdy discussed by

Biological Diversity, issued 60 day notices of their

Carothers (1996), and may continue to be the most

intent to file a lawsuit challenging the MOA.

ambitious experimentation with the re-operation of a

Act, and the environmental impact st:~te

major water and power project on the Colorado River.
After these notices were issued, most of these groups
met with the state and federal parties to explore

The draft biological opinion on Glen Canyon operations

whether litigation could be avoided. At this moment,

also called for a study on the re-introduction and main-

there is some hope that a consensus can be reached on

tenance of a razorback population in the Grand Canyon.

a formal clarification of the ~tOA that will address the

A workshop on this issue was recently held and it is now

conservation group concerns. The SPA might then be

up to the FWS to recommend a course of action.

brought into line with the clarified MOA. At about
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the same time, the BOR decided not to defer the com-

MAJOR OUTSTANDING ISSUES

plt:tion of its biological assessment on the operation of

l. How should the Lower Basin habitats needed for

existing water and power projects below the Grand

recovery of the listed fishes be defined and integrated

Canyon, which could quickly lead to a full Section 7

into their range-wide recovery plans? Are there any

Lower Basin habitats that should be considered essen-

5. How should the ecosystem for the Lower Colorado

tial to the recovery of the squaw-fish? How can the

River Program be defined? How will this program

Lower Colorado River Program address such habitat

restore and protect the biotic and abiotic functions of

prescriptions and provide for the down or de-listing of

the ecosystem that is defined?

populations on the lower mainstem independently
from populations elsewhere? Should the scope of this

6. How will the Lower Colorado River Program

program be broadened to include Lower Basin habitat

account for the full range of the habitats needed for the

restoration and protection for the listed fishes off the

recovery or to avoid the listing of all of the species that

mainstem of the lower Colorado River?

it will cover besides the listed fishes? To what extent
can the program assure that any included species will

2. How should the habitats on the upper Salt and

not be listed?

Verde rivers designated as critical to the recoveqr of the
razorback be managed? To what extent can the Lower

7. What regulatory certainty is appropriate under the

Basin habitats needed for razorback recovery be

ESA before the Lower Basin habitats needed for recovery

defined in terms of the managed exclusion of predato-

of the listed big river fishes are more definitely prescribed?

ry non-native fishes during rawrback grow out? Can
the razorback or any of the other listed fishes ever be

CONCLUSIONS

expected to become self-sustaining in the Lower Basin
without the managed exclusion of non-natives. To

RANGE-WIDE RECOVERY PLANNING

what extent should this kind of habitat prescription

The recovery of the Colorado River's listed, big river

also be applied in the Upper Basin, including the San

fishes is being compartmentalized into implementation

Juan? Should razorbacks be re-introduced to Colorado

and compliance programs for the Upper Basin, San

River in the Grand Canyon?

Juan, Grand Canyon, and Lower Basin, which may
make sense politically and to accommodate the major

3. Can the re-operation of water and power projects

differences between these basins. It does not make

on the lower Colorado Rjver below the Grand Canyon

sense, however, as a substitute for recovery planning

contribute in any substantial way to recovery of the

across the geographic ranges of these fishes. Nor does

listed fishes?

it make sense for Regions 2 and 6 of the FWS to be
asserting divergent definitions of what constitutes

4. What is the basis for the current goals on augment-

recovery for these fishes and not be seeking to reconcile

ing the stocks of razorback sucker and bonytail chub in

these definitions across these basins.

the lower mainstem of the Colorado River and its
reservoirs and how do these population augmentation

Range-wide recovery goals and plans would seem to be

goals relate to the range-wide recovery of these fishes?

the foundation for coordinating these more cus-

To what extent should other populations of the listed

tomized programs and for getting them to complement

fishes be re-introduced in the Lower Basin? What kind

each other. The range-wide recovery plans for these

of habitat restoration should precede such population

fishes urgently need to be updated, or completed in the

augmentation or re-introduction?

first instance for the razorback, and related to each of
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tory compliance. Leaving such range-wide planning

REFORM OF THE ENDANGERED
SPECIES ACT (ESA)

unattended invites overlap or at worse counter-produc-

The compartmentalization of the recovery of the

tive competition between these programs.

Colorado River's listed fishes is rooted to some e::\."tent

the programs for recovery implementation and regula-

in the ESA which does not dearly integrate recovery

HABITAT PRESCRIPTION

planning with critical habitat designation, with consul-

Updated recovery planning for these fishes should

tation by federal agencies, or with habitat conservation

more clearly address how the habitats needed for

planning by private and state entities, and which does

recovery throughout their geographic ranges will be

not give recovery planning enough force. While sound

specified. For the most part, the official designation of

range-wide recovery planning, customized recovery

critical habitat failed to provide workable habitat pre-

implementation, and tailored regulatory complianc~

scriptions. It did not add any specificity to the quantity,

for the Colorado's listed fishes could be instituted

timing, and location of the flows or reservoir levels

under the current ESA, this law could be amended to

needed for recovery, or identify those areas within the

provide a more forceful and timely path for recovery

100 year floodplain that needed to be protected or how

planning that is directly tied to specific designations of

they should be protected. This generalization obscures

critical habitat, that guides cost effective recovery

rather than clarifies the regulatory questions of what

implementation across the geographic range of any

constitutes an adverse modification of critical habitat

listed species, and that is the basis for consistent and

and whether federal permitting or project operations

reasonably certain regulatory compliance.

will appreciably reduce the likelihood of recovery. Nor
does this habitat designation provide much insight into
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II
ENDANGERED SPECIES
N ATIVE FISH RECOVERY EFFORTS

SESSION NOTES

SESSION Ia
MONDAY 3:30P.M.- 6:00P.M.
Question
Federal laws and policies demand aggressive protection efforts when species are listed under the
Endangered Species Act. Assuming our national goals is recovery of all listed species to the point
that they can be removed from designation, what actions will now prove most productive in the
Colorado River Basin? The purpose of the discussion is to identify:

Process
L What's working

2. What's not working
3. \'\!hat we can do better in the Colorado River basin

Comments

GROUP I -Pam Ha it

I. list of what's working
• Greater knowledge about species
.a. Recognition of the problem

Greater knowledge about
economic implications
• Adaptive management as a concept
• Stakeholders' process happening
A

.A

Changes in dam operations
(Flaming Gorge) (Relates to #1 )

More money available
More knowledge re: impacts
caused by non-native fish
• More knowledge about humans,
other related species.
A

A

2. list of what>s not working
• More knowledge re: impacts
caused by non-native fish.

• Funding not secure
Population of fish not secure in
most areas
• Sti!J a debate on value of recovery
• Increasing polarization and
politicization
A Lack of information on cost
• No clearly defined recovery goals
A No clearly defined recovery areas
A
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A
A

Public complacency
Treat symptom of larger problem

3. List of what can be done
better
A

A

More knowledge of impacts
caused by non-native fish
Give meaning to recovery plan.

A

- SSS
- Equitable cost sharing
- More clearlr defined recO\·ery
goals - tells whether you
should try

A

- Stakeholders Role/
Communities- greater
certainty, greater participation
· Incentives needed in ESA to
facilitate
- Tie more closely to critical
habitat design and justify the
choices of critical habitat.
Define broader role for state, local,
tribal government.
Funding
- Look at what gets funded
- Get most bang for the buck
• Define beneficiaries (both

upper and lower sides)
- Have carrot and stick
incentives (measure of
impact on ecosystem )
A Basin-wide approach to recovery
(problem shared)
A Points of view - Issue - Need for
way to incorporate scientific input
to ecosystem wide approach to
recovery (science, fish)
A Tust do it!
A Federal to federal fiduciary role
A Preventive maintenance vs. "train
wreck" approach

GROUP 2- Sue Lofgren

I. Summary comments of
what's not working
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

The goal of how addressed by
ESA should be changed/improved
Species by species recovery is not
practical
Habitat approach would be better
than species to species
Critical habitat designation done
without full implication of
biological effect
Is recovery of self-sustaining
populauon possible in Colorado
River basin?
Are we ready to assess successes
- need to look at longer time
frames
Fish are long-lived - can not
make judgments in short time
frame
Can protect those we know that
are there now, by reaches (if

necessary) at least in certain areas.
At least must move forward
A Forced choices of when to allocate
resources with diminishing funding
A Interagency competition for funds
A 1'\o objective measure for recovery
A Recovery as defined is a train
wreck coming - if other states do
not buy into program/plan
• Acts/provisions can be reopened

2. List of what we can do
better
A

A

A

Crisis coming between river flow
manipulation and protecting water
allocation
Movement to get stakeholders to
work from divergent views for
common goals. Need forums to
achieve this.
Define what is needed to species
needs for recovery

• Need regional approaches & goals
- not national goals
A More involvement by )tate
wildlife agency & sports
constituency
A AJl needs, issues approaches need
to be on the table
A Need ability to plan/act on region
to region, not area to area basis
A Opportunities may be available
for marketing e.g. effluent that
would offset
A Recognition that there are some
things that exist now that won't
be changed e.g. Hoover Dam
A Agency spending monies does not
mean species recovery - need to
make sure that monies arc well
spent
A \-vhat is the environmental
baseline that is to be used?

GROUP 3- Eva Patton

I. Discussion of what is and
is not working.
A
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It is too early to draw many
conclusions about what is and is
not working

A

VVhat constitutes recovery?
• Natural habitat
- Self sustaining population
- \\'hole basin or small
portions

- Removal of introduced
species
- Is human intervention
(forever) acceptable
- Can human intervention be

A

A

A

A

part of rhe recovery
(continuous intervention)
- Fish and Wildlife has a
mandate to determine
"What constitutes recovery?"
Exotics (gamefish), very different
views
What is Equitable?
Where will the money come from
to finance the ESA?
Lots of money spent with very
little product
- how much has been learned
- many people are influenced
($)by the current operation

rules
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

What about other species (endangered or not). Priorities, one
species over another. How much
can you spend on a given species?
Lack of knowledge. Scientific
data is not available to determine
the critical recovery needs of the
fish. Some aspects are known,
many are not.
Are the species e>..'tinction natural
or anthropogenic?
13 native species (fish) in basin,
probably 3 times as many
introduced species.
\Vhat is most important to
species? Dam operations, exotics,
hatcheries.
Flows (darn releases) are related
to survival of non-native species
(much disagreement).
Data at Flaming Gorge indicate
flow changes help to recover
native species
How do you measure success?
What baseline is used?
Critical habitat. Great care
should be taken when identifying
critical habitat.
Reintroduction -What areas
should be designated as critical
habitat, when the species is extirpated. Use experimental designation of lands more often.
Communication is essential. All

parties must participate.
Responsibility should be taken by all.
A Stakeholders are removed from the
Endangered Species Act decisions.
A Indian Rights- Prior appropriation
(adverse effects on Indians). Late
development is punished more by
ESA.
A Upper Basin has more potential
for recovery due to degree of
recovery
A Is recovery possible in the lower
basin?
A Critical habitat designation greatly
limits the rights of individuals
• YIOA does not include the
recovery plan
A Is the Lower Basin willing to
compensate the Upper Basin for
bearing the brunt of the recovery
expenses (if Upper Basin is the
only viable recovery zone)?
A States own the water, Fed
responsible for ESA. Problem.
A Largest existing numbers of fish
occur within the Lower Basin
A Can lower locations be designated
as refuges - not recovery zones?
A What about non-indigenous
endangered species that have
moved in to the habitat of
indigenous endangered species?
What do you do?
A Numbers of fish are not what is
important
... The self-sustainability of
populations are the important pari
A Continued human interventions is
deemed acceptable by some, not
by others
A Lack of regulatory certainty is an
important factor for many
shareholders
A Recovery plans change OFTEN.
makes it difficult to manage future
needs and responsibilities
... A series of goals (small goals) might
be a realistic step to limit the uncertainty of regulatory responsibilities
A. Species by species nature of ESA

catL~es great

difficulty for managers
- Is another approach more
viable?
- Is a multi-species approach
more useful/valuable?
A Advance planning for multispecies approach would reduce
the amount of uncertainty that
managers face. Response - what
about money?
How do you pay for it?
• Can we really return anything to
a "natural" condition?
A We must recognize that "natural"
environments may not be
returned ever!
A Native American issues - Tribal
use of ESA has been pushing it ro
reach their own goals and opposing
it for accomplishing goals
A Discussion as to whether Indian
lands should even be subject to ESA
A Tribes often disagree with species
by species approach, but approve
of a more holistic approach
A Lack of consistency by US Fish
and Wildlife causes many problems
A Tribes would like to be able to
market their water
A Common goal for almost everyone is cerlainty
A We must do more than listing the
adversarial issues. We must take a
step toward suggestions/conclusions!

2. How might we do better
A.
A
A

A

A

A

A

Cooperation
Communication
USFW Service should be more
consistent when dealing with
groups I municipalities I
agencies, etc.
Achieve certainty
Better definitions - recovery,
certainty, baseline conditions
(when and what)
No one closed out of deliberations
and no one opting to drop out
Holistic approach for Endangered
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Species Act, including economics,
large scale integration and watershed scale
• Re-authorization of ESA to incorporate holistic approach
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• More flexibility must be included
in the ESA
• Take a more proactive approach
• Broaden our sphere of investigation

• All stakeholders recommend best
approach or species recovery, economics, and societal values. What
is the "best" approach?

III
WATER EFFICIENCIES
WHO BENEFITS? WHO PAYS?

Author
Jim Dyer

Panelists
Ted Lyon, Imperial Irrigation District
Chips Barry, Denver Water Department
Chelsea Congdon, Environmental Defense Fund
Tom Carr, AZ Department of Water Resources

OBSERVATIONS
The following observations serve as a general summary provided by the conference conveners a11d do not represent any
"comensus" of the workshop participants. The full (verbe~tim) notes from each breakout session are provided in this
report following the text of each discussion paper.

The panel discussion began with a presentation by

Each discussed experiences with water efficiency

papt:r preparer Jim Dyer, who described water efficien-

improvements, with a focus on the impac1s of saving

cy improvements as a strategic means to stretch exist-

water in one sector (e.g. agriculture) in order to meet

ing water resources among growing demands. He

demands in another sector (e.g. municipal).

urged broad education of all stakeholders about the
consequc:nces of water use decisions, and pointed out

Following the panel presentations the participants

the importance of defining the goals of saving water.

broke into four groups. Each started its discussion by

The panelists included representatives of an irrigation

addressing the goals of water efficiency. Some of the

district, an urban water district, an environmental

ideas common to all three groups included: maximiz-

organization, and a state water resources department.

ing resource availability; reducing costs; and improving
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environmental quality. Several participants pointed out

ety in general. This led to a discussion of the obstacles

that water efficiency should not be a goal in itself, but

to water efficiency improvements, with the groups

should be seen as a way to reach these other goals. The

describing political/cultural objections to changing

groups next considered how certain interests are

water use, high costs of implementing improvements,

impacted when water is saved in one sector for use in

and legal obstacles to change (including interstate allo-

another. Examples included instream water users (e.g.

cation issues and unresolved federal and Indian

fish and ,.,.-ildlife), other water rights holders, and soci-

reserved water rights).

EFFICIENT WATER USE IN THE
COLORADO RIVER BASIN:
OPPORTUNITIES AND IMPLICATIONS
Jim Dyer
Prepared for discussion purposes for the Colorado River Workshop. The paper is the work of the individual
author and does not represent the opinion of Grand Canyon Trust or the Bureau of Reclamation.

SUMMARY ABSTRACT

With the many interests competing for Colorado River water today, making more efficient use of that water is an obvious place to look for relief The technologies and often-overlooked management know-how to wring much more use out
ofeach drop of the Colorado already exist a11d can help turn this competition into collaboration between water use sectors. But important questions arise. Who will pay? What are the social implications of aggressive marketing of saved
water? What are the opportunities for collaboration between cities mzd agriculture? What is the future of agriculture
in the Colorado River Basin? Does the environment win or lose? What are tiJe limits of efficiency? How migl1t climate
change affect the picture? Lookhtg to the future of the Colorado Ri1•er, efficiency is essential, but so is a whole-system
view and the institutional ability to allow all stakeholders to consider the economic, environmental, and social implications of these meawres over the long term. Changes will happen. The question is whether they will be smooth transitions or result in unnecessary social, economic, and environmental disruptions. Foresight and a will to guide these
changes gracefully toward a desired future are essential.

INTRODUCTION

the basin for the next few decades. No attempt has
been made to provide a comprehensive background,

USERS' GUIDE TO THIS PAPER

but rather the views of a generalist attempting to look

This paper is designed to provide some background

at the big picture with particular attention to the

and suggest some discussion points for the Grand

processes involved in addressing the issues raised.

Canyon Trust's stakeholder workshop under their

Some opinions may have snuck in as well N the reader

cooperative agreement with the Bureau of

may not agree with them, but hopefully they will stim-

Reclamation . That workshop is to provide the Bureau

ulate discussion. Workshop participants have many

with stakeholder views on the water resource issues in

resources available- extensive literature and the com bined wealth of knowledge of the workshop attendees

JIM DYER presently is a consultant in water,

themselves. The references at the end of this paper are

sustainable agriculture and environmental issues.

primarily those familiar to the author that provide

360 County Road ll8

details on points made in this particular paper - a

Carbondale, CO 81623

comprehensive listing of sources is impractical here.
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The term efficiency is used in this paper to refer to

sound ways of managing our water resources.

practices that generally provide the same or better

Efficiency has an important role in such a system.

water-related services using fewer resources. This
might include getting a better shower, the same or better crop yield or better yet, farm profit, with technolo-

THE RISE OF EFFICIENCY AS AN ISSUE
Technology To The Rescue?

gies and techniques that use less water. The term
conservation is avoided here since it means so many

It can be argued that the path that has led to efficiency

different things to different people- it may include

becoming an issue in the Colorado River Basin can be

rationing and brown lawns or fields under the same

traced back to the water development projects in the

umbrella as improved yields from advanced irrigation

West over the last century. Many of these develop-

monitoring and scheduling schemes. Efficiency relates

ments were quite dependent on subsidie.s.

water use to end uses and the quality of the services

Governmental support of irrigation, municipal supply,

that water provides. Vvhen possible, it includes

and hydropower development as well as general farm

resources other than water used in providing those ser-

subsidies were key to initiating many of these projects.

vices- for c.xamplc, the energy savings from heating

These subsidies tended to hide the real cost of water,

less water for an efficient shower or pumping less water

and further a perception of abundance. The related

in a more efficient irrigation system.

development of the "beneficial use" approach to water
rights was a commonsense method of avoiding waste

Broader definitions of efficiency that look at maximiz-

of the resource.

ing, across all water use sectors, the benefit from a
given quantity of water are enticing, but must be used

With this historical background, several more recent

with great caution. In the author's opinion, the nar-

events further set the stage. Increasing demands within

rower definition given above works well within water

the traditional water use sectors of agriculture, munici-

use sectors, while the value judgements regarding the

pal supply, and hydropower and the increasing promi-

appropriateness of water use- especially between dif-

nence of environmental concerns, Native American

ferent sectors- are best left to stakeholders, informed

rights, and recreation interests has led to divisive com-

but not led by engineers and economists. In this sense

petition. The intensity of this competition made the

it is important to view efficiency and allocation of

development of new efficiency techniques quite wel-

water use as two distinct but intrinsically related con-

come, with most attention being given to the technolo-

cepts. Thus, the efficient and appropriate use of water

gies at the expense of better management and

is the two-pronged focus of this paper.

behavioral changes. The lack of cooperation betvveen
sectors, the continuing perception of abundance, subsi-
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This paper will look at why efficiency has become an

dies, and the "use it or lose it" concept all appear to

issue, what the opportunities and impediments are

have contributed to the present application of efficien-

now and will be into the future, and the broader con-

cy options in a rather piecemeal, short-sighted fashion,

te.xt in which many think efficiency should be viewed.

failing to take full advantage of efficiency's potential

The fundamental goal is sustainability in water man-

contribution to alleviating water scarcity and allocation

agement -economically, environmentally, and socially

problems.

Certain municipal water managers are implementing

any fixture that does not do the job well -

efficiency improvements aggressively, while others

don't - should not be called efficient. It may use less

ignore its promise. At times, the "saved" water goes

water, but it has not provided a satisfactory water-relat-

directly to new development with no question as to

ed service. Such poor performers typically undercut

whether that is in the community's interest. Others are

the credibility of residential efficiency programs.

tempted to avoid efficiency and prefer the scarcity that

Research and development efforts should focus on

they believe will stifle growth. Some farmers show

consumer satisfaction and job performance as much as

impressive and profitable irrigation savings, while oth-

on frugality of water use. The potential of industrial

ers see it as a good way to lose their valuable water

efficiency is very task-specific, but savings and cost-

rights and alienate their neighbors through third-party

effectiveness are equally impressive.

and some

effects. Some farm groups are fearful of the precedent
of saving water for cities to use -

literally opening the

floodgates.

Besides saving water, these efficiency measures have
many other benefits, several of which derive from the
fact that residential water is usually pumped, treated to

The issue surrounding efficiency seems to be in deter-

high quality, often heated, and treated again after use.

mining its real promise in helping resolve our scarcity

The hot water energy savings from showerheads and

and allocation problems and in how to replace the dis-

faucets can lead to payback periods measured in

incentives and impediments to its implementation with

months. The avoidance or deferral of major capital

cost-effective incentives. How can cross-sector collabo-

outlays for dams or other water supply projects and for

ration be achieved? Who should pay- those having

sewage treatment facilities can more than pay for effi-

benefited from the water for decades, new users, or

ciency. The environmental and social disruptions of

environmental advocates? To what uses should the

these projects and unnecessary energy use can be

saved water be put? Most importantly, who should

avoided as well.

make these decisions? Is efficiency the ultimate answer
as some think, or just a tool? These are the challenges

Opportunities for implementation of efficiency in

of efficiency now and most likely into the future.

urban areas are impressive, largely due to its cost-effectiveness. Scores of communities across the country

MUNICIPAL EFFICIENCY

have put together programs with high rates of savings.

An Undertapped But Finite Oasis

While fixture requirements and other ordinances are
etiective, greater savings and social acceptance can

Water efficiency in the municipal sector has great tech-

occur when incentives are put in place to reward con-

nical potential, some of which is being tapped by pro-

sumers for using less water. Progressive rate structures

gressive communities now. In the residential and

and sliding-scale hookup fees for new service encour-

light-commercial sector, water-etlicient fLxtures and

age innovation and savings that can go far beyond that

landscaping techniques can usually cut water use by a

from mandating uniformly efficient fixtures or other

third or more very cost-effectively. Highly efficient

measures. In many cases, the capital, operational, and

showerheads, faucets, and toilets are designed to pro-

maintenance savings lead water and energy utilities to

vide the same or better service using less water. In fact,

support rebates, giveaways, and other support for con-
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sumer efficiency as part of their demand management

AGRICULTURAL EFFICIENCY

programs. (Water Efficiency, Rock-y Mountain Institute,

Much Promise, Many Disincentives

1991 describes a multitude of implementation options
and case studies of successful programs. )

The technical potential to save water in irrigated agriculture appears enormous. Jn light of the huge quanti-

While the promise of efficiency for municipalities is

ties of water used, even a small percentage efficiency

great, challenges do exist. 'v\Then a supply or treatment

improvement is significant. Gated pipe, low pressure

crisis arises, efficiency is often not considered on a par

precision application ( LEPA) systems, and surge valves

with large construction projects. While efficiency may

all help reduce evaporative and seepage losses.

be cheaper, communities seem to find it easier and

Conversion from flood to sprinkler application or use

more comfortable to invest in large supply and treat-

of tailwater recovery can use much less water. Soil

ment projects with much, much longer payback peri-

moisture monitoring devices such as gypsum blocks

ods. Water use reductions can also cause revenue

can help with scheduling. Often overlooked are the

losses, at least temporarily, that can cause cash-flow

many non-technological management improvements

problems for utilities. Presumably, the implementation

such as more accurate scheduling that can bring about

of efficiency measures at the appropriate rate should

major water use reductions. In many cases, all these

allow utilities to benefit from the cost-effectivene~s of

improvements can increase yields and cut operating

their efforts. The challenge is to properly time efficien-

costs. Some changes can be inexpensive, while others

cy improvements and to find ways to finance them at

such as drip irrigation can entail high capital outlays,

least as easily as major construction.

which puts small farms at n relative disadvantage.

A second challenge is in determining the fate of the

Curiously, saving water is often not the reason for irri-

saved water. Where does it go? To the environment?

gation improvements. The many wider benefits of effi-

Why is the water being saved? Kew municipal devel-

ciency are illustrated by farmers who use efficiency to

opment will usually pay the most for the "saved

reduce pumping energy costs, alleviate salinity and

water", and utilities can avoid selling less water and

other water quality problems, reduce erosion and sedi-

be spared the associated fluctuations in revenue. The

mentation, and improve yields as mentioned above.

development interests themselves arc often the most

Government agencies lend technical and financial sup-

inclined to invest in efficiency -

it pays. Usually, the

port in order to reduce ground and surface water pol-

community does not consciously choose the fate of

lution and salinity. Energy utilities go beyond pump

the ~aved water- the question doesn't arise. The

efficiency assistance to rebates and other assistance to

well-being of the community as well as consumer

reduce water use as well as energy as part of their

resolve to use water more efficiently both depend on

demand-side management programs. (See the three

addressing this question. For the community that

RMI irrigation efficiency reports in the references sec-

has not yet determined how to plan for a sustainable

tion for more details on these programs.)

future, water efficiency can buy time to develop their
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vision, but since even efficiency is finite, so is the

However good the improvements may look on the field

time bought.

scale, it is in the broader context that impediments

arise. In many western states, the farmer may lose the

modest investment in irrigation efficiency and get its

rights to any water saved. He or she may not be able to

water at a reasonable price, hopefully leaving the

apply that water to other land on the farm or to sell it.

farmer with a more economical operation and more

What greater disincentive to efficiency could there be,

viable rural community. A healthy awareness of inter-

especially in areas where the inherent value of the land

dependence between the city with the market and the

may essentially be in the water rights. If the rights to

farms with the food supply could be fostered. The

saved water could be retained, how much engineering

environmental and social costs of a new supply project

and legal effort must be expended (paid for) to deter-

may be avoided as well. Agricultural reuse of munici-

mine the quantity of water actually freed up and any

pal wastewater and dry-year leases are other examples

third-party effects- injury to nearby farms, ground-

of collaboration between cities and farms.

water impacts, or environmental concerns. The question often comes down to determining the amount of

Other environmental benefits may result from com-

consumptive use avoided, which can be hard to agree

monsense efficiency improvements. Agricultural mea-

upon and in quantities much less than the reduction in

sures that free up water while reducing surface or

diversions. Impressive savings still exist. The challenge

groundwater pollution, erosion, or salinity buildup

here is to turn the formidable disincentives into incen-

should be priorities for possible investments from envi-

tives that reward the farmer and meet societal needs.

ronmental interests. Similarly, high leverage environmental gains could accrue from municipal efforts to

COllABORATIVE EFFORTS
"Win-Win" Possibilities

save water while reducing energy use and associated
pollution by using less heated water. lt should be
noted that in certain cases very real environmental

The real opportunities for creative and so-called "win-

benefits can result from reduced diversions even if only

win" solutions lie in collaborative efforts among the

a small portion represents a reduction in consumptive

various water use sectors. Cities want water and will

usc- the increased river flow between the point of

generally be able to pay whatever it takes to get it,

diversion and the original return flow location may be

although not without grumbling. Agriculture has

a net gain.

water. The least imaginative solutions are for cities to
"buy the ranch" and all the water that goes with it. At

Some have suggested programs that would move a set

best, the land may be revegetated after the farmer

fraction (perhaps 25o/o) of the water freed up by irriga-

leaves - often a weed patch is all the rural community

tion efficiency automatically to the state for instream

has left. Granted, irrigated agriculture may not be

flows or similar environmental interests. Farmers

appropriate in some areas, but that may be best made

would retain the original priority rights to their saved

as a conscious decision with input from all the stake-

water and would be free to use, sell, lease, or hold in

holders involved

stream for later use, the remaining portion of the saved
water. The original priority date would be maintained

A more appropriate solution might be for the city

for the water dedicated to instream flow so it has a real,

needing water (presumably after implementing all

rather than token, environmental benefit. This type of

more cost-effective efficiency measures) to make a

program would require some administrative changes in
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many states, but the potential benefits are promising.

the future as well as today. It's one of those "no-

The initial investment in irrigation improvements

regrets" strategies that should be a top priority in

could come from the farmer, environmental interests,

preparing for the future- coping directly with today's

the state, or a city needing water, but benefits would

problems in ways that prepare for the future.

accrue to all involved. (Sec "Moving Saved Water to the
Environment" in the references for details on Oregon

A look at the reconstructed natural Colorado River flow

and Washington initiatives.)

for the past hundred years shows strikingly that climate
is not static either. Tree rings indicate a climate over the

It often takes a step back from everyday crises to recog-

past few centuries closer to today's than to the higher

nize the opportunities for collaboration with other

flows of the 1920s when the compact divided up the

water use sectors, to change from a competitive to a

Colorado's water. Wby shouldn't the climate change?

cooperative rnindset. But in order to move beyond
wishful thinking to reality, it will be necessary to trans-

Most climatologists expect significant human-induced

form the bureaucratic and legal barriers -

climate change over the next century, bringing an

many of

which were designed to protect personal rights and the

unpredictable regional mosaic of most likely higher

environment- into efficient procedures that will pro-

temperatures and evapotranspiration, more or less pre-

mote economically, environmentally, and socially sus-

cipitation, and different snowfall and snowmelt pat-

tainable water management.

terns. Most likely this will occur at a rate that will
allow human adaption of agriculture and other activi-

FUTURE CHALLENGES

ties, avoiding catastrophes in most cases. There will be

«No-Regrets" Strategies

costs, social disruption, perhaps dramatic disturbances
of natural ecosystems, but adaption will be possible-

Change in the future is inevitable. In fact, the business

adaptions perhaps to increased floods, higher irrigation

of sustainability is one of pursuing a moving target.

requirements, earlier snowmelt regimes, and the like.

Wbat works today may well not tomorrow. Efficiency

Some, however, are more concerned with a much less

is one tool that can help meet tomorrow's challenges,

likely but potentially catastrophic scenario- a very

or it may be used without foresight and purpose leav-

rapid change in climatic conditions. Disconcerting

ing all available water resources fully allocated to highly

paleoclimatic evidence indicates that this is a very real,

efficient, but in some cases, inappropriate uses, and lit-

but small possibility. Preparing for such a climate

tle in reserve for future contingencies.

change surprise calls for even greater efforts to build
resiliency into our water use patterns and institutions.

It takes little imagination to picture a future with
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increasing demands for high quality in drinking water,

However fast these changes occur, "no-regrets" actions

greater calls for environmental protection, more

that make sense now and in any of several different

intense competition, continued financial struggles to

possible futures present real opportunities. The effi-

maintain infrastructures, increasing energy prices, and

cient use of water, coupled with attention to the fate of

tougher competition from foreign farmers. Efficiency

the saved water, agricultural practices that conserve soil

can play a role in addressing all of these problems in

moisture and require Jess irrigation, less energy wasted

on unnecessary heating and pumping, and similar

use patterns, appropriate scale and types of agricul-

actions will help present and future generations and

ture in arid regions.

actually help reduce some of the causes of climate
change.

Genuine public involvement in decisionmaking is
essential throughout this type of process. Many water

DECISIONMAKING PROCESSES
A long, Wide, Collective View

management agencies are making great strides in seeking public involvement at earlier stages of the planning
process, but involving the public from the very begin-

A least-cost, end-use approach is one commonsense

ning - as is the philosophy of true public involvement

way to address a resource need. ln its simplest form,

-can be very time-consuming and tedious. The chal-

one determines the real end-use, compares all of the

lenge is to find ways to include all appropriate stake-

ways to accomplish that end-use, and picks the cheap-

holders in a genuine but efficient manner.

est. If efficiency is evaluated on equal terms with other
options, it very often surfaces as the most cost-effective

Education of the public- both formal and informal-

measure. This approach can be refined and made

is essential in developing the ability of people to recog-

more rigorous and meaningful in a series of increas-

nize the far-reaching and long-lasting impacts of their

ingly difficult steps.

water use choices. It can also help increase the ability to
anticipate the challenges and opportunities that the

1) The easiest refinement is to shift the focus from

future will bring. In spite of the difficulty of measuring

water to water-related services - what is actually

immediate results of educational efforts, investments in

needed are flushed toilets, clean clothes, and prof-

high quality public education are critical to enabling

itable farms and ranches rather than water per se.

stakeholders to make wise, sustainable decisions.

2) Next, the cost analysis should be broadened to
encompass whole-system costs - things such as

CONCLUSION
What Questions Should Be Asked?

energy, labor, ana environmental mitigation. Basinwide planning helps here.

Asking the appropriate questions is essential in the
pursuit of Stlstainability. Some questions regarding

3) In a l>imilar way, the pia ruling horizon for costs and
end uses should be extended as far into the future as

efficiency and rhe context in which efficiency should be
addressed follow.

possible- a long-term view in spite of political
changes every tvvo to four years.

MUNICIPAL EFFICIENCY
1. How can we ensure that efficiency is considered as

4) Most difficult is the task of determining the desired

individual and community lifestyle or living condi-

an equal option whenever new or ex'Panded supply
and treatment facilities are suggested?

tions for which the water-related services are being
sought. Questions arise about the need for lawns in
desert cities, desirable human settlement and land-

2. Can we finance efficiency in the same ways as major
construction projects? If not, how else?
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3. What mechanism would allow us to decide the uses
to which saved water is put?

4. How can we promote behavioral changes in water

use (lawns & other habits) as effectively as we have

1. Will this action address one of today's most critical

needs? (eg., water quality)

2. Will this action help meet challenges we are quite
sure are in our future? (eg., higher energy prices)

with the use of new technologies, but without bdng
preachy?

3. Will this action play out well in an uncertain
future? (eg., a drier or wetter climate)

A GRICULTURAL EFFICIENCY
1. How can we strt!amline legal and engineering

4. Will this action help slow or stop trends that are

mechanisms to determine the actual amoun t of

leading to a less desirable future? (eg., greenhouse

water ''freed up" by irrigation efficiency and identify

gas emissions)

any third-party injuries?

DECISIONMA KING PROCESSES
2. How can irrigators be rewarded for efficiency by

1. How can we make genuine public involvement in

allowing them priority rights to the saved water? Docs

water management decisionmaking efficient

society want this? If so, what is standing in the way?

enough that it is readily adopted by utilities, governments, and others?

3. 'Nho stands to benefit from irrigation efficiency?
Will they invest in it?

2. Should we more deliberately answer the fundamen-

tal questions surrounding efficient water use such as

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS

what land use and human settlement patterns do we

1. Opportunities for collaboration abound: Do we

want, should we have lawns in deserts, where is irri-

have confidence in our institutions to ensure eco-

gation appropriate or not, how much water does the

nomic, environmental, and social sustainability of

environment need? If so, who decides and how?

moving saved water from farms to cities, or
between other uses? ff not, what changes are need-

FINAL QUESTIONS

ed to develop that confidence?

1. Do we want water priced at its real cost? If so, what

costs are included and how fast should we make the
2. Once we have sufficient confidence in our ability to

change?

make good decisions on water transfers, what legal
and bureaucratic barriers must be removed? How?

2. How do we best use the time "bought" by efficiency
to develop more sustainable water management

FUTURE CHALLENGES

strategies?

There is much to do - a priority system might help.
Based on the following questions, and giving higher
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3. \A.'hat longer-term education is needed to Jay the

marks to actions that me~t the greater number of crite-

foundation for sustainable water management in

ria, what should be our priority actions?

the future?
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III
WATER EFFICIENCIES
WHO BENEFITS? WHO PAYS?

SESSION NOTES

SESSION 2a

Tuesday 8:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Question
Water efficiency improvements are often touted as the solution to meet increasing demands. How
do we ddine the goals of water efficiency? What interests are threatened when water is saved in one
sector for use in another? Why are there obstacles to water efficiency?

Process
1. How do we define the goals of water efficiency?
2. What interests are threatened when water is saved in one sector for use in another?

3. What are the obstacles to water efficiency?

Comments

GROUP 1 -Joan Grace

I. Definition of Water Efficiency
• Low cost final product; ratio of service rendered and resource used.

2. Goals of Water Efficiency

•
•
•
•
•

Reduce costs
Avoid additional storage projects
Avoid forced reallocations
Improve stream flow (quantity)
Reduce bad effects from over
watering

• Maxim ize resou rces
• Greatest net benefits (including
broad values)
J.

Compete

3. Interests-Threatened/Protected
• Downstream users (- & +)

• May lose return flows (- & +)
• Junjor water rights may lose if
transferred (Arizona's saved water
goes to California)
• Environmental & all water users
• Municipal conservation- loses
revenue
• Self interest - motivnres
• State
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4. Obstacles to Water Efficiency
Uncertain future
.& Economic self-interest
.& Fear of loss
.& Short term vs. long term needs
and benefits vary
.& Benefits hard to measure
.&

• Conservation not always cost
effective
• Political
.& ).lot marketplace - social values
.& Legal
• Public attitudes, education & V"cllues
• Incentive structure doesn't match

technology
.& Current farmers trunk they are
being efficient
• Different views of efficiency
.& Water is viewed as an entitlement
.& Need for environmental efficiency

GROUP 2- Eva Patten

I. Goals of Water Efficiency
Stretching Supply/Maximize Use
• Accomplish same goals with less
water
• ~ot :ln end/religion - but a mt.-an:.
to an end
.A Reduce treatment costs
• Establish priorities (societal)
• Recognize importance of efficient
use of water - survival of
humans/all else
• Economic use/efficiency
.& More water made available for
areas that arc currently overlooked
.A Resolve conflicts
.& Tailor goals to specific geographic/use criteria
• Meet survival needs of society
.A

2. Interests-Threatened/Protected
.A

Protect agricultural interests -

communities/rural & farmers
.& Protect the conserving interest
• Municipal standard of living
.A Tribal interests
- Standard of living
- Compensation for efficient use
- Recognize differences
- Geograprudsite specific analysis
- Cultural/religious sensitivity
.& In-stream values (ESA mandate)
.& Societal needs - water allocated to
non-essential neecb may be needed
for survival in th~ future.

3. Obstacles to Water Efficiency
Politics of land use/planning
State laws/policies
.& Human behavior - change is difficult
.& Inflexibility
.A Fear about unknown future (if
water is given up)
.&

.A

Cultural attitudes/traditions water ownership
.A I low to re-allocate water
.& Cost/benefit analysis is difficult
• How to have those who benefit
bear the costs
• Economic barriers/past government policies
.& Education rl!garding benefits vs.
costs
• Concern that water conserved by
agriculture will be permanently lost
.& TribaJ rights must be resolved
- Lack of communication
(tribes to states)
- Recognition of past trihal
.&

con~l!rvation

• Education about benefits of conservation/wise planning
.& Human perceptions/expectations
.& Not a solution to all problems, so
why bother!

GROUP 3 - Pam Hait

I. Comments on Papers
• Habitnt and native vegetation riparian not addressed
• Effluent dominant source not
mentioned
• Cumulative effect of many
smaller uses
.& Fresh water not finite
resource- present & future attitudes/approach
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.&

Cost of source - financiaJ, environmental, resource

1. Goals of Water Effi ciency
.& Save water to use it elsewhere
• Preserve natural habitat
-Streams, riparian. ecological
process
A Processes that affect water quality

• EcologicaJ - hydrologic processes
-important to function
.& Maximize water availability
.A Improve water quality
.& Improve & sustain quality of life
.& Reach understanding
• Reduce (water treatment) coststreatment and delivery

3. Interests-Protected/Th reate ned 4. Obstacles to Water Efficiency
.a. Agriculture

• Fish & wildlife habitats
.a. People
.a. Recreation
.a. Hydropower and industry
.a. Cultural resources
.a. Spiritual value

• Greed
• Growth
A Short term vs. long term view
A. Legal (prior land use appropriation
& Law of the River/ Institutional inertia and constraints)
.a. Secondary impacts

• Non-use value

• Ignorance

A

•
•
•
A
A

.a.
A

Funding or lack thereof
Low cost of water
Lack of incentives or disincentives
Habits
Fatal at traction of water
Perception that water is abundant, free, right to use
Big picture - how you fit
Lack of consensus

.a. Differences of values

GROUP 4- Martha Hunter

I. Definition of Water
Efficiencies
.a. No more use than necessary for a

particular purpose
+ consumption =

.a. Withdrawals

use
.a. Who defines needs

& purposes?

.a. Who defines; purposes, necessary

needs?

2. Goals
Eliminate non beneficial use
.a. Redefine non beneficial usc
.a. Reaffirm beneficial uses
A Reduction of impairments caused
A

by use
.a. Maintain water quality
.a. Accommodate as many uses with
water supply
.a. Prioritization of uses - farm,

household
.a. Minimize effect of drought (con-

servation can offset effects of
drought)

-decision-making, governance
A

A

A

Water rights as property rights
Priority is affected by marketing,
money and costs
Temper market to include environ-

ment
• Water flows towards money
.a. Federal, state laws restrict water
movement with districts
• Lack of tribal rights quantification
A Development of upper basin states
and some lower basin states (difficulty in separating efficiency &
allocation)
• Different goals and values as to
water conservation
.a. Implementation location- legisla-

tion, political
.a. Consensus only where agreement -

no mechanism to come to agreement
.a. CVPIA - exemption, legislative
mandate
• Legislation - representative of
societal values
.a. McCarran Amendment - federal

3. Issues/Obstacles
.a. Volunteerism vs. mandates
.a. Central vs. decentralization issues

water rights administen:d through
state law
• Potential of public policy over
litigation

4. Strategies
Compromise from all stakeholders - mediation, joint solution,
consensus, win/win
• Incentives -"Jacuzzi club"

A

• Role of conservation to litigation
.a. Financial resources - critical to
cost of involvement
• Bureau of Reclamation/
Environmental impact Statement
- Role
- Conservation guidelines
-Mandates
- Volunteerism
- Priority of use (allocation
only determines point of use
not conservation)
A ;-..Jeed consensus
.a. Efficiency can provide for all uses
- need to define and agree on
goals for efficiency
A Consider timing & impacts of
efficient use & int:fficient delivery
system
• Need agreement on priority of
uses
.;. Economic forces will eventually
define
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IV
HYDROPOWER
N EW DIRECTIONS IN FINANCING AND R EGULATION

Author

Ken Maxey, Western Area Power Administration
Panelists
Br uce Driver, Sustainability Initiatives
Joe Hunter, Colorado River Energy Distributors Association
Mike Brown, Dixie/ Escalante Rural Electrification Association

OBSERVATIONS
The followitzg observations serve as a ge1zeral su1mnary provided by tlze conference conveners and do not represent any
"consensus" of the workshop participants. The full (verbatim) notes from eacll brwkour session are provided in this
report following the text of each discussion paper.
This discussion emphasized the substantial uncer-

release patterns and timing. Panel respondents

tainty now facing the hydropower industry in the

agreed that new environmental regulatio ns and

Colorado River basin. As the paper preparcr. Ken

changing social values arc important internal (within

Maxcy, pointed out m uch of t he uncertainty arises

the basiJl ) influences on hydropower, while regional

from changes in dam operations on the Colorado

and national trends toward decentralization and

River. Power generating interests are concerned

competition are increasingly influential. Participants

because these dams have until recently been operated

then broke into two discussion groups, both of which

primarily for power generation, but now arc expected

spent their time talking about these same national

to address a broader range of concerns through new

and regional trends.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN FINANCING AND REGULATION
Ken Maxey
Prepared for discussion purposes for the Colorado River Workshop. The paper is the work of the individual
author and docs not represent the opinion of Grand Canyon Trust or the Bureau of Reclamation.

A fundamental resource for support of the Nation's

Beyond this particular topic, a number of topics are cov-

modern economy is electricity. Electrical power, for

ered pertaining to current or potential future initiatives

the most part, i~ not directly useable by consumers.

revolving around the production and disposition of this

However, its availability makes possible a wide host of

resource, as well as the issues concerning the role of the

services a11d manufacturing processes- from basic

Federal Government in hydropower marketing.

household uses such as heat, lighting, and refrigeration
-

to major industrial processes.'

WESTERN AREA POWER ADMINISTRATION
The Western Area Power Administration (Western) is a

Electrical power can be produced in a variety of ways. For

power marketing administration under the U.S. Depart-

large-scale generation, three basic processes are available.

ment of Energy. Western's heritage is rooted in the

The most common is the use of either fossil or nuclear

Reclamation program, beginning with the Reclamation

fuel to produce heat which, in turn, drives turbines and

Act of 1902 and manifested through the construction

generators. The second most common way is production

programs of the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation).

through gravity - most commonly in the form of falling

Under the Department of Energy Organization Act of

water driving turbines and generators. The third method

1977, Western was formed and assumed the power mar-

is direct production of power through conversion of pho-

keting, transmission construction, operation, and main-

tovoltaic (solar) or climatological (wind) resources.

tenance responsibilities originally vested in Reclamation.
Wt!stern has avuilabli:! about 10,600 megawatts of capaci-

This paper primarily covers the production, distribu-

ty and delivers 35-40 billion kilowatthours of energy

tion, and marketing of hydropower produced by the

annually to over 600 entities in 15 Western States.~

resources of the Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP).
KEN MAXEY is with the Western Area Power
Admirustration. He has recently been d!!Signated as WAPA's
Chief Financial Officer in the Golden, Colorado office.
cstrrn Area Vower Administration
0 Box 3002, Mnil Code A-1000
olden, CO 8040 1·0098

COWRADO RIVER STORAGE PROJECT
CRSP was authorized by the Colorado River Storage
Project Act of 1956 3. The act directed the "... comprehensive development of the water resources of the

'National end-usc consumption of electricity in 1994 for residential, comm~rcial, and industrial uses was 30.8 quadrillion Htu
(i ncluding losses) out of a total energy usc in those sectors of 65.0 quadrillion Btu. (Source: Annual Energy Review 1995, Energy
Information Administration. U.S. Department of Energy).
1

Annual Report, Western Area Power Administration, 199-t

3

Colorado River Storage Project Act, Act of April 11 , 1956, 70 Stat. 105.
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Upper Colorado River Basin for the .. . generation of

and municipal water supply investment; and (4) irriga-

hydropower, as an incident to the foregoing purposes"

tion costs. 7

(i.e., river regulation, water storage, land reclamation,
and flood control)4; and to operate the CRSP power-

APPORTIONMENT

plants "to produce the greatest practicable amount of

CRSP revenues collected in excess of those necessary to

power and energy that can be sold at firm power and

repay the above costs are apportioned (not given) to

energy rates" so long as such operation did not

the four States of the Upper Division of the project in

interfere with specific law associated with the Colorado

particular percentages; i.e., Colorado ( 46 percent);

River, related contracts, and the appropriation of water

Utah (21.5 percent); Wyoming ( 15.5 percent); and New

for domestic or agricultural purposes 5 . Western is the

Mt:xico (17 percent). These revenues are collected and

marketing agency for the CRSP hydropower reso urces.

basically serve to repay the irrigation investment costs
of participating projects of CRSP; e.g, the Central Utah

TH E UPPER COLORADO
RIVER BASIN FUND

mula reflects the allocation of water to the Upper Basin

The CRSP Act also established the Upper Colorado

States and was intended to be a repayment mechanism

River Basin Fund (the Fund)n. The Fund is a revolving

for Federal investments in water resource development

fund established ·within the U.S. Department of the

project~.

Treasury (Treasury). Among other things, the Fund is a

made of all the investments that power revenues must

depository for all revenues collected from CRSP sources

cover over time, including projections for future invest-

(primarily power, with some water and miscellaneous

ments. The rate is set to fully recover the costs coming

revenues). These revenues can then, in turn, be used for

due in the year which has the highest dollar amount

financing operation, maintenance, replacement, and

due. Since the target is the year and the project which

emergency work (including, in recent history, signifi-

has the highest revenue requirement, there are many

cant environmental study and research work) on the

years in which additional revenue will be gen~:rated

CRSP without further appropriation by the Congress.

which can be credited against the costs of future pro-

Project, Dolores Project, etc.s The apportionment for-

In establishing flrm power rates, a schedule is

jects. This additional revenue is apportioned to the
After operation, maintenance, replacement, and emer-

credit of the Stares. This mechanism does not produce

gency needs are met, revenues are returned to the

cash accounts in the federal Treasury. Because of this

Treasury to repay, in order of priority, ( 1) investment

apportionment mechanism, an additional $1.26 billion

costs associated with power; (2) costs associated with

(beyond that for scheduled irrigation assistance) is to

municipal water supply; (3) interest charges on power

be collected from power users through year 2080.

4 Section

1. CRSP Act.

5 Section

6, CRSP Act.

6 Section 5, CRSP Act.
7 Section S(d).

CRSP Act. CRSP power revenues were inlended lobe the Mcash register" for irrigation development projects in the
Upper Colorado River Bn~in. As of 1995, CRSP power revenues are scheduled to repay about 51.26 billion of irrigation investment costs that are beyond the irrigation water users ability to repay. '!his represents O\'Cr 90 percent of the outstanding present
and future irrigation investment cost.
8 Section S(e), CRSP Act.
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HYDROPOWER AND TRANSMISSION
FACILITIES OF THE COLORADO RIVER
STORAGE PROJECT

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE UNDER THE
GLEN CANYON DAM ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS)

The base facilities of CRSP are comprised of a number

Contioversies over the operation of Glen Canyon Dam

of dams and associated hydropower generators, and an

have been brewing for nearly two decades. Studies

e>.1ensive high-voltag~ transmission system owned by

addressing certain environmental and technical aspects

the Federal Government and augmented by rights

of the Glen Canyon riverain corridor and dam pres-

acquired by the Government on privately owned

ence/operational issues were completed in 1988. Public

systems. The generation resources of the CRSP are

pressure for a comprehensive operational EIS continued

listed in the table below.

unabated and resulted in the Secretary of the Interior
committing to the production of that EIS in 1989. After

Generation Resource

Maximum Capacity (MW)

Gl~n

Canyon Dam
Flaming Gorge Darn
Aspinall Unit Dams
Marrow Point
Blue Mesa
Crystal

an extensive public process, the Glen Canyon Dam EIS
was released on March 20, 1995. The EIS primarily

1.356
153

addressed the effects and alternatives of short-term
(hourly. daily, monthly) operating criteria, and provid-

174
96
31

ed for further research into other management options.
The preferred alternative identified in the EIS. if adopted in a Record of Decision, will constrain the opera-

The CRSP transmission system e.:-.:tends about 2,600

tional flelCibility available for hydropower production in

miles, generally from northern Colorado and Utah,

a number of parameters (see chart).

down along the western side of Colorado, across northern Arizona, and then south into the Phoenix area. In

The restrictions have potential effects on the availabili·

addition, the Western Area Power Administration has

ty of capacity; the flexibility to meet (changes in ) load;

rights to over 300 megawatts of transmission capacity

and the cost of power to Western's customers.

from Pacificorp into Utah and 247 megawatts of transmission capacity from Public Service of New Mexico

One characteristic of hydropower, when it is supported

into New Mexico.

by reservoir storage, is that the generation can be varied

Operating Parameter
Minimum Release

Historical Flexibility
1,000 cfs, Labor Day-Easter

Preferred Alternative
8,000 cfs between 7 a.m. and

7p.m.
Maximum Release

31,500 cfs

25,000 cfs

Allowable daily change in
flow (cfs/24 hours)

30,500 cfs Labor Day-Easter
28,500 cfs Easter-Labor Day

5,000 cfs, 6,000 cfs or 7,000
cfs depending on monthly

Ramping Rates

Unrestricted

release volumes9
4,000 cfslhr increase
2,500 cfslhr decrease

9 Daily fluctuation limit of 5,000 cfs for monthly release volumes less than 600,000 AF; 6,000 cfs for monthly release
volumes of 600,000 to 1100,000 AF; and !1,000 cfs for monthly release volumes greater than 800,000 AF.
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significantly within seconds or minutes through

three aspects of power operations and provided flexi-

changes in water flow through the turbines. This is in

bility to Western to meet its customer and utility

contrast to coal-based powerplants which cannot

responsibilities:

respond as quickly due to the extensive thermal cycle
involved in loading fuel and eventually producing a

l. Power regulation - The electric power system to

different level of electrical generation. For that reason,

which Glen Canyon Dam and Western's transmiss-

hydropower is often used as a peaking resource; i.e., it

ion system is connected is one vast machine.

is more efficient to operate coal-based plants at rela-

Because of this interconnection, changes occurring

tively steady outputs and use quick-response power-

on one part of the system affect all parts of the sys-

plants to meet short-term peaks or changes in demand.

tem to some degree. Western has a responsibility to
constantly balance generation to meet load and

When the range of water releases, or the ability to

maintain voltage and frequency on the system as do

ramp (change release levels) up or down, is con-

other utilities wbjch operate a control area. Through

strained, the peaking capability is also constrained. The

careful monitoring and control of the interconnected

effect is to move generating capability from the time

system, the magnitude and duration of changes in gen-

period of highest demand and highest value (on-peak,

eration (and water releases) are kept relatively small

usually daytime) to the period of reduced demand and

and are unlikely to affect downstream resources.

reduced value (off-peak, usually nighttime). Because
demand (load) has not changed, other resources are

2. Emergency conditions - Emergency conditions on

needed to substitute for the inability for the hydropow-

the interconnected system (e.g., loss of a major gener-

er resource to meet its previous commitments. Most

ation unit) automatically cause changes in demand

often, nonfirm energy is used, primarily from fossil-

for other generation resources. The automatic

fired generation, to meet those commitments. Those

response of generation, including Glen Canyon, is fol-

resources are more expensive relative to CRSP

lowed by corrective action from system operators who

hydropower due to both higher fL'<ed and variable

work to restore balance to the system. This automatic

costs. Also, opportunities to sell short-term resources

response and requirement to participate in system

into the electricity market are diminished. These

restoration are critical to the reliability of electrical

restrictions make hydropower generation more ineffi-

power delivery.

cient and raise the real cost of power to Western's
customers.

3. Economic conditions - Because an absolute restriction on Glen Canyon operations could be construed by

EXCEPTION CRITERIA

others as a permanent loss of that generation, flt.:.x.ibili-

As interim operational restrictions were being put in

ty to exceed those parameters for up to 3 percent

place in 1991, Western and the Bureau of Reclamation

(about 22 hours) of a 30-day period was provided if

negotiated an agreement in the Glen Canyon Dam

the alternative was the purchase of an extraordinarily

Cooperating Agencies forum to mitigate potentially

expensive replacement resource. To date, rhis provision

adwrse power system and economic consequences of

of the exception criteria has never been exercised.

those restrictions. The agreement generally covered
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GCPA REPLACEMENT POWER

soon Western and its customers will actually have to

METHODOLOGY REPORT

replace capacity associated with operating restrictions

Section 1809 of the Grand Canyon Protection Act

at CRSP dams. Also, the need for and magnitude of

(GCPA) required the Secretary of Energy to investigate

potential replacement resources are related to the

"economic and technically feasible methods" of replac-

future nature and extent of exception criteria.

ing power impacted through environmental operating
restrictions at Glen Canyon Dam. This report is to be

POTENTIAL SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

submitted to the Congress no later than 2 years follow-

STEADY FLOW EXPERIMENTS

ing the record of decision in the Department of the

However, a critical question remains in those years in

Interior's Glen Canyon Dam EIS. Western has initiated

which experimental seasonally adjusted steady flows

the development of this report through a public

(SASF) are implemented. SASF call for a regimen of

process whkh is ongoing as of the publication of this

steady monthly releases which would attempt to mimic

paper. Western will examine a wide range of energy

the pre-dam historical pattern of flows through the

resources, document their attributes, and assess sample

Grand Canyon. The intent would be to determine if

resource mixes and selection criteria for replacement of

such flows would benefit the maintenance or reconvey

Glen Canyon power. The process involves consultation

of endangered fish species in the river.

with the Secretary of the Interior (primarily the Bureau
of Reclamation), CRSP power customers, environmen-

Under the expected parameters for the SASF experi-

tal organizations, and the seven basin States.

ment, it is unclear whether exception criteria would

Preliminary public comment and information meet-

remain intact. Based on operational experience during

ings have been held as of the date of this paper.

interim operating criteria, there

~hould

be little reason

not to leave exception criteria in place. On paper, the

POTENTIAL FOR

criteria offer Western the ability to exceed operating

REPLACEMENT POWER PROGRAM

parameters to meet the conditions discussed above. In

It is unclear at this point in time whether and how

practice, only the regulation and emergency provisions

0Jperatmg p arameter

Hi ston

ext

alitv

SASF Alternative

Minimum Release

1,000 cfs, Labor Day-Easter

Monthly releases range from
8,000 cfs in Oct-Nov to
18,000 cfs in May-iune 10

Maximum Release

31,500 cfs

18,000 cfs

Allowable daily change in
flow (cfs/24 hours)

30,500 cfs Labor Day-Easter
28,500 cfs Easter-Labor Day

± 1,000 cfs

Ramping Rates

Unrestricted

2,000 cfs/day to adjust
between different monthly
release levels

JO Based on a 8.23 million-acre:-foot release year. Higher monthly releases would occur in years with higher annual release volumes. up to a maximum of 18,000 c:fs.
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have been used -

and sparingly. With some difficulty,

of Glen Canyon Dam, there are both Federal and u tility

it is possible to remove Glen Canyon Dam from its reg-

industry issues which potentially have an effect on

ulating responsibilities. However, due to the intercon-

Western, and perhaps the future management of Glen

nected nature of the high-voltage electric power

Canyon Dam. One of these issues is the potential pri-

system, it is not possible to separate Glen Canyon Dam

vatization of Western.

from emergency conditions on the system. In emergency situations, the gent!rators at Glen Canyon Dam,

There are five power marketing administrations

and other generators on the system. will automatically

under the Department of Energy -

respond (change generation, and thus release levels) to

Southeastern, the Southwestern, the Bonneville, and

help stabilize the system. In all likelihood, these excur-

the Alaska Power Administrations. Debate has waxed

sions will last only minutes or hours, and the potential

and waned for decades on the question of whether

is minute for compromising whatever is being evaluat-

the Federal Government, through the PMAs, should

ed in the SASF experiment.

be in the business of marketing power, or whether

Western, the

that function should be turned over to the private

REALLOCATION OF GLEN

sector. Most recently, driven by ideology and the

CANYON DAM COSTS

search for cash to balance the Federal budget, both

Section 1804( e) of the Grand Canyon Protection Act

the Clinton Administration and the Congress actively

requires the Secretary of the Interior to reallocate the

considered this idea.

costs of Glen Canyon Dam among the old and new
purposesll served by the dam. Costs allocated to these

In 1994, the Clinton Administration formally proposed

new purposes are to be nonreimbursable. The actual

to sell the Southeastern, Southwestern, Western Area,

reallocation of costs will be a fairly formidable task.

and Alaska Power Administrations. 11 The Admin-istra-

Many of the "new purposes" added by the GCPA will

tion's proposal eventually evolved to one which reflect-

not lend themselves well to quantification under tradi-

ed a commitment to (l) allow the existing

tional Bureau of Reclamation allocation methodologies.

preference13 customers the first right of refusal to

PMA

purchase the PMA assets; (2) determine the price of

POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRKI'ION
(PMA) PRIVATIZATION INITIATIVES

of repayment to the Treasury; and (3) avoid adverse

Beyond the regional issues surrounding the operation

rate effects to existing preference customers.

the PMA's as the net present value of the future stream

II The "new purposes" are to "protect, mitigate adverse impacts to, and improve the values for which Grand Canyon National Park and
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area were esmblished. induding. but not limited to natural an<! cultural resources and vbitor use':
12 The salt: of the Alaska Power Administration ( APA) had been under active consideration for almost a decade. The APA sale
was authorized by P.L. I 04-5!! enacted on November 28, 1995. The Bonneville Power AdminiMration was not proposed for sale
for a number of reasons, induding arguments that its noncompetitivene:;s in its market made it an unattractive candidate for
bringing in significant revenues to the United States.
D "Preference" is a concept set out in section 9c of the Reclamation Project of 1939. It provide~ that in the "sale of electric power or
lease of power privileges ... preft:rence shall be given to municipalities and other public corporations or agencies; and also to cooperatives and other nonprofit organizations financed in whole or in part by loans made pursuant to the Rural Electrification Act of
1936." Preference entities generally indude rural electric cooperatives, municipalities, Indian reservations, Federal and State agencies.
Generally, investor-owned utilitit:s are excluded from receiving an alloc.~tion of Federal power unless otherwise provided for by law.
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In the Congress, particularly the House of Represent-

At the end of 1995, the privatization proposals are

atives, a number of proposals surfaced which advanced

dead. However, it is likely that the debate will

different concepts of privatization of the PMAs. Two

continue, and future effort) will again be made to

concepts were particularly controversial -

transfer Federal transmission, and perhaps generation

an open

auction of the PMA assets, and the proposed sale of

assets, to private control.

associated generation and water infrastructure facilities.

Some congressional interests advocated an open auc-

EVOLUTION IN THE
ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

tion approach to privatization of PMA assets. Driven

The staid, monopoly-dominated electric utility indus-

partially by ideology, the search for immediate rev-

try is undergoing fundamental change today. It is fast

enues, and political pres:.ure from the: investor-owned

departing from the structural plateau of protected

segment of the electric utility industry, an open auc-

monopolies to one of increasing competition.

tion of assets was seen as a way of maximizing imme-

A watershed event in the industry was the passage of

diate returns to the Federal Government.

the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978

The second controversy revolved around the potential

(PVRPA). PURPA required State utility commissions

sale of the Southeastern Power Administration (SEPA).

to establish procedures whereby power produced by

SF.PA is somewhat unique in that it has few physical

nonutilit:y generator:; (known as Qualifying Facilities)

assets. The power gcnt'ration is owned by the Corps of

would be sold to regulated utilities at the utilities'

Engineers. and transmission of power is accomplished

avoided cost. Designed to promote alternative and

through lease arrangements over other utilities' trans-

small generation resources, the significance of PURPA

mission systems. In order to enhance the potential

was that it opened the generation market to non-tradi-

value of a SEPA privatization, a proposal o,.,-as made to

tional suppliers.

also sell the supporting generation and water supply
infrastructure.

Another watershed event for the industry was the
enactment of the National Energy Policy Act of 1992

From the standpoint of preference power customers,

(EPAct). EPAct veMed the Federal Energy Regulatory

selling off the PMA systems to the highest bidders

Commission (FERC) with the authority to order trans-

would do nothing but raise their costs and rates to

mission owners to provide nondiscriminatory trans-

their consumers to the benefit of the stockholders of

mission service to electric utilities, PMAs, or other

those purchasing companies. This disenfranchisement

generators. In effect, this authority will act to open

was ardently opposed by the preference customers and

access to alternative markets for generators and pur-

opposition flared in the Congress, particularly in the

chasers of power at the wholesale level. For example,

Senate. More so, the proposal to sell the supporting

municipal customers who have bet:n locked in a rela-

infrastructure of SEPA ignited opposition from not

tionship with a local power supplier due to monopoly

only the preference customers, but a coalition of envi-

ownership of the servicing transmission system can

ronmental and recreational interests who balked at the

now work with alternative suppliers to secure cheaper

thought of these public resources being transferred to

generalion. The participants in the transaction must

private control.

pay a fair price for the transmission services, and can

lOS

request that the transmission utility build additional

FERC does not have the authority to order retail

transmission at the requester's cost.

wheeling -

the opening of transmission or distribu-

tion systems for others to sell to retail customers.
Because FERC stands to be overwhelmed with trans-

However, numerous State public utility commissions

mission access requests, it undertook a comprehensive

are actively considering such proposals. It is entirely

rulemaking process to establish general regulations for

possible that some day, consumers may be able to order

transmission access and market competition. In its

electrical service similar to how they choose long-dis-

March 29, 1995, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (com-

tance telephone service.

monly known as the "Mega-NOPR), FERC proposed,
among other things, that:

POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN

1. Transmission owners be required to provide point-

As with any complex set of issues, it is difficult, if not

to-point transmission service, network transmission

impossible, to predict the outcome of any set of ~:!vents.

service, and ancillary services to other generators

The author, however, makes these general observations

wishing such servicel4.

which solely represent his views.

2. Tariffs (rates and delivery conditions) must be filed

The current preferred alternative for operation of Glen

with FERC for nondiscriminatory transmission ser-

Canyon Dam will raise the cost of power to Western's

vice which reflect the costs and conditions under

customers relative to historical operational practices.

which the transmission owner uses its own system.

Generally, the tradeoffs involved are only partially sat-

This condition is designed to eliminate any monopoly

isfactory to the varied stakeholders in the process. As

ownership advantage the transmission owner may

one would expect, the groups which focus on environ-

presently enjoy.

mental, cultural, and recreational values were concerned that the preferred alternative may not have

3. Transmission owners be required to expand their

gone far enough to protect those resources (e.g., mov-

systems for others. so long as the requesting genera-

ing SASF into the Adaptive Management program;

tors pay for the cost of such ell:pansions.

providing more flexibility in the maximum and
upramping release constraints). The power user cus-

The Mega-NOPR is quite extensive in covering terms

tomers were concerned that the overwhelming focus

of delivery and access rights, and covers numerous

on constraining power operations overshadowed other

related topics in addition to the ones cited above.

serious management issues (e.g., sediment depravation;

Suffice to say that the intent of FERC is to create as

water temperature; predator control) that could have

much of an unconstrained market for wholesale power

significant impact on the natural and cultural resources

as it can within its authority.

in the canyon. If any balance has been reached on

1~

Point-to-point service reflectS receipt of power at a particular point on the transmission ~ystem for delivery at another particular point on the srstem. Network service reflects receipt and delivery at multiple points without the necessity of paying a separate transmission rate for use of ~eparate segments of the transmission system. Ancillary services relate to transaction and
operational services inherent to delivery of power over a transmission systt.>m.
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power operations, it will become unraveled if an SASF

Direct Federal appropriations for such work becomes

operational regime is permanently adopted. A potential

less likely as the Federal budget is constrained.

loss of two-thirds of the operational capacity of Glen
Canyon Dam in exchange for nebulous benefits to

A visible manifestation of a potentially successful pro-

endangered fish will engender a protracted fight of

gram is the current discussions surrounding the

unclear resolution.

endangered fish recovery program in the Upper
Colorado River Basin. The Federal Government,

At the beginning of the Glen Canyon Dam EIS process,

through the Bureau of Reclamation, is seeking greater

the relationship and interactions between the environ-

cost sharing from the upper basin States to continue

mental/recreational/cultural interest groups and agen-

the program. Power customers, traditionally as source

cies and the power customers/Western group was

for much of the program financing, are resistive to

unquestionably hostile. Much of that hostility dissipat-

being saddled with greater financial responsibility as

ed over time, and there are many instances of coopera-

Federal appropriations wane. Power interests are will-

tion and agreement. However, there still exists

ing to be flexible in an environment where monies can

significant rivalry as interest groups push their values

be redirected, so long as there is a neutral effect on

and agenda. The salient question is "how aligned can

power rates and that the money is used to produce real

the factions be in resolving the management issues of

environmental benefits. Success or failure in resolving

the Grand Canyon and the Glen Canyon Dam?" This

this nettlesome financing issue is greatly dependent on

author believes that complete resolution of these issues

the political climate relative to cost sharing, environ-

is unlikely. Competing values and the shifting political

mental values, power rate stability, and traditional

climate which translates those values into decisions will

water development.

undermine full consensus on river management.
Variable hydrology and the probable inability to realis-

Privatization of the Western Area Power

tically achieve many goals operate against a long-term

Administration has definite adverse consequences to

(or permanent), comprehensive program.

preference customers (with the possible exception of
the preference customers' purchase of Western), and no

Still, opportunities exist for cooperation on river man-

obvious benefits to environmental or recreational

agement issues. The engine for such cooperation is a

stakeholders. These latter stakeholders presently exert

function of how values get translated through the

their influence through the political process to achieve

political process, and the character of the leaders who

their goals. Transfer of the transmission and generating

are engaged in active debate and negotiations. From a

assets to non-Federal ownership effectively disassoci-

power manager's perspective, the author hopes that

ates these stakeholders from their traditional route of

others realize there is a "golden goose" aspect to power

influence, and forces them to deal in an environment

operations on the Colorado River. Power revenues

driven by market forces and corporate profit. In theory,

are what fueled the environmental research on the

such stakeholders may embrace this concept, since

Colorado River to date, and will do so in the future.J5

their agenda has been partially driven by a desire to

15 Through FY 1994, the cost to power customers to support environmental research and the Glen Canyon Dam EIS has been

$83.8 million. (Source: Western Area Power Administration financial records).
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raise Federal power rates and therefore decrease

rafter-days can the river support to provide a quality

demnnd for power. However, market forces drive prof-

experience? How many humpback chub are accept-

it-oriented utilities to maximize revenues. Unless

able to delist them as an endangered species? What

absolutely and rigidly protected through legislation

is an acceptable firm power rate which keeps

and/or regulation, the tendency will be for profit-maxi-

Western customers competitive with other electricity

mizing entities to operate resources to produce the

providers? Which cultural resources deserve long-

highest revenues- in the case of Glen Canyon, to

term protection, and which do not?

operate the power- plant as a peaking resource, with
the incentive to squeeze as much operational flexibility

B. Realistic management objectives - All wants cannot

out of the generation as possible.

be satisfied, even at the total expense of other objectives or resources. In the extreme, removal of Glen

Western plays a significant role in providing economi-

Canyon Dam is plainly infeasible and undesirable,

cal power to many rural communities in the Colorado

despite the potential for restoring some of the origi-

River Basin. As the people in the basin struggle with

nal naturalness to both Grand and Glen Canyons.

economic and environmental decisions in the future, it

Restoration of endangered fish populations in the

is well to remember that rising power rates do not ben-

Grand Canyon, other than humpback chub, may be

efit consumers. Operational parameters on the

infeasible for reasons of temperature, predation, or

Colorado River are being defined by scientific and

power operations. Plainly, what is a desirable man-

political processes. Changes which allow pure market

agement objective is a function of value systems.

forces to dominate or monopolize the distribution of

What is an achievable management objective is a

power can tend to transfer purchasing power out of the

function of the cost to other resources.

region and djstribute benefits to the disbursed shareholders of investor-owned utilities. This will limit the

C. Quality information - Research needs to continue

choices of the residents of the basin, with few compen-

in the Grand Canyon riverain corridor. However, it

sating benefits.

must be tied to the achievable management objectives that interest groups place as a priority.

Beyond the immediate issue of rhe fish recovery program, what are the prospects for supporting other

D. Continuous dialogue - Continuous dialogue leads

environmental (or other nontraditional programs) in

to understanding- not necessarily agreement.

the Colorado River Basin? The author offers these

However, without it, the potential is lost for achiev-

observations as some conditions for movement

ing anything that may come dose to balancing com-

towards sustainable programs:

peting goals and values. Nascent organizations such
as the Colorado Plateau Forum have the potential

A. Clear management objectives - Exactly what is to
be achieved? For this resource issue, vague goals are
increasingly unacceptable. Objectives need to be
quantified -

how many and what size trout in the

fishery immediately below the dam? How many
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for sustaining such dialogue.

SIDEBAR
OBSERVATIONS
Independent of th~ generating resource, electricity has

ond (60 hertz). .Electrical devices (clocks. computers,

a number of unique characteristics which define how it

motOr), etc.) are designed to operate at 60 hertz. lf

is transmitted and converted into a useable form.

power is not delivered at that frequency, the consequences range anywhere from clocks not running cor-

Non-Storability

rectly to physical damage m machines.

These is no economic method of storing large quantities of electricity similar to the storage of other

Flow and Control

resources such as gas, coal, or water. Wh~n electricity is

Electricity flows along the path ofleast resistance. In

"stored," it is usually the fuel source which is being

other words, if there arc two transmL~sion lines, and a

stored -

generator is connected to both. the output of the gen-

not electrons. Thus, reservoirs store water as

fuel; gas i) )tored in underground fidds; coal is stock-

erator will flow more heavily on the line which offers

piled adjacent to a generator. Electricity can sometimes

the least resistance to the flow. In practice, it is a com-

be stored as another form of ent.>rgy- as kinetic ener-

plex challenge to control the flow of power. Whereas a

gy in flywheels or as potential energy in compressed air

resource such as water can be directed and controlled

-

through valves in a pipeline system, conrrol of power is

but no one has figured out how to store electrons.

This unique characteristic means that the supply and

achieved by connecting and disconnecting transmis-

demand for electricity must be in exact balance at any

sion lines from the system, and changing the resistance:

given moment in time.

or other electrical characreristics of the lines through
special control devic~s.

Voltage and Frequency
Other unique characteristics of electricity are voltage

Control Areas

and frequency. Voltage is the "pressure'' at which elec-

Operational responsibility for transmission systems in

tricity is transmitted. For large amounts of power, it is

the United States is vested in "control areas." A control

more efficient to transmit electricity at high voltages -

area 15 an electrically defined section of the intercon-

345 kilovolts or 500 kilovolts arc not uncommon.

nected transmission system for which a urility has the

Transformers and other control equipment in the high-

responsibility for controlling generation and transmis-

voltage power system and local distribution systems

sion to meet it:. internal load, and to achieve a balance

either increase or decrease voltage. Households nor-

of electrical interchangl! (import and export) with

mally receive service at 120 volts or 240 volrs. In the

adjacent control areas. There are about 150 control

United States, industry convention has electricity being

areas in the continental United States.

delivered at an alternating current of 60 cycles per sec-
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IV
HYDROPOWER
NEW DIRECTIONS IN FINANCING AND REGULATION

SESSION NOTES

SESSION 2b
Tuesday 8:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Questions
Federal hydropower operations in the Colorado River basin are facing changes in response to deregulation, new financing arrangements, and environmental protection efforts. What are the implications
for basin management given the current trends, and how may we best respond to these developments?

Process
I. Brainstorm a list of current trends.

2. What trends have the most significant impact?
Participants place dots (3 green positive dote;, 1 black negative dot)
on the trends they feel are most significant.

Product
List of positive and negative trends related to hydropower operations
which group feels most impacts basin management.

Comments

GROUP 1 - Sue Lofgren

I. list Categories & Priorities
of Trends
• Change from regulatory monopoly

to competitive environment - 7 dots
- Increasing competition
- Multiple roles of responsibilities
- Environmental regulation
increasing
- Decentralization/mergers

- Decreasing prices
- Decreasing costs
- Temporary surplus generation
- Sacrifice long-term benefits for
short-term gains
-Decreasing certainty for utilitks
due to ongoing changes, rules
e.g. adaptive management
- Stranded investments
- increasing choices by

customers, utilities etc.
• Regulatory responsibilities changing social pressures/policy 6 dots
- Increasing impacts on small
utilities due to increasing
regulatory constraints

- Reaching environmental goals
by spreading the responsibility
to other stakeholders (other

III

than utilities)
• Impact on utilities in response to
first 2 trends- 3 dots
- Reduction in peaking
resources
- Increasing manipulation of
power resources

- Decreasing resources will
cause increase in prices
- Decreasing certainty for
utilities due to ongoing
changes, rules e.g. adaptive
management
• Changing political climate - 1 dot

- Decreasing federal resources
- Higher visibility of stakeholders
- Tribal role
- Political climate
• Siltation/climatic changes
- Siltation/climatic changes

GROUP 2- Kris Jacober

I. List of Trends
Addressing Native American
concerns
• Effects on consumers
• Accountability of costs/funding
.A ~ot everything can be funded
• Industry more accountable
• Industry rates falling
.A Industry-wide power rates
.A Environmental costs
• Hydro-power rates rising
• Salinity control
.A More and more betng a~ked of
hydropower
• Contracts, lines crossing
• 1:\o longer operating for
maximum power
• Dams less dependable
.A Adaptive management
• TraditionaVcultural values
• More educated people in the
region
.A Migration into the west
• Less economic/more environment
concerns
• New definition of quality of life
• New definition of the common
good
• Talk of region effects from a
number of dams
• Shifting of resources
• Shifting from development to
protection of quality
• Larger range of options to
operate dams
• Dams are being considered as
part of the solutions
.A Upper basin using more
water/loss of potential power/loss
of dowmtream flow
.A
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• Power revenues paying for upper
basin project
• More region wide effort
.A Need for more information
• Looking at solutions other than
the "easy" solution
• Hydropower becoming a lower
priority
• Error with single objective
• Temporal and spatial expanding
• Trendy occupations
• Some peaking is o.k. with ~cientific
ideas
• Changing science
• Park service units on River are playing a bigger role/more preservation
• Population increase
.A Philosophy of management
• Redefining the Law of the River
• Industry Trends
• Increasing pressure to control
costs
- Avoiding the headaches of the
Colorado River
- More economical/flexible

• Redefining the Law of the River
• Shifting from development to
protection of quality - 2 dots
• Dams are being considered as
part of the solutions - 2 dots
.a. Some peaking is o.k. with
scientific ideas - 2 dotS
• Changing science - 2 dots
• Industry rates falling - 1 dot
• Environmental costs - 1 dot
• Kew definition of quality of life I dot
• Talk of region effects from a
number of dams - 1 dot
.A More region wide effort - 1 dot
• Park service units on River are
playing a bigger role/more
preservation - 1 dot
• industry Trends
- Increasing pressure to control
costs- 1 dot
- Avoiding the headaches of the
Colorado River - 1 dot
- More economical/tlexible-1 dot

2. Most significant trends

3. Most significant negative
trends

• Larger range of options to operate
dams - 7 dots
• Accountability of costs/funding - 4
dots
• Addressing Native American
concerns - 3 dots
• Industry more accountable - 3 dots
• Adaptive management - 3 dots
• Looking at solutions other than
the "easy" solution - 3 dots
• Less economic/more environment
concerns - 3 dots

Population increase - 7 dots
More and more being asked of
hydropower - 4 dots
• Hydropower becoming a smaller
priority - 4 dots
.A Trendy occupations - 3 dots
.A Not everything can be funded - 1
dot
• Politics - 1 dot
• Upper basin using more
water/loss of potential power/loss
of downstream flow - 1 dot
.A

.A
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WATER MARKETING
B UILDING FLEXIBILITY INTO WATER ALLOCATIONS

Author:

Rodney T. Smith, Stratecon
Panelists
Larry Anderson, Utah Division of Water Resources
Pat Mulroy, Las Vegas Valley Water District
Dan Israel, Hualapai Tribe
Eric Kuhn, Colorado Water Comervancy Board

OBSERVATIONS
The followitzg obscrvntions $Crve ns n genunl summary provided by the conference ccmveners and do not represent any
"corrsens11s" of the workshop participnnts. The full (vcrbntim) notes from each breakout session are provided i11 this
report following tl1e text of each disntS$iOII paper.
This panel discussion started with a presentation by

the diverse interests impacted by and thus involved in

Rod Smith, who prepared a paper on the potential for

proposed water transfers in the basin.

water markets in the Colorado River basin. He
described several propo!>ed transactions and some of

Participants divided into three groups to discuss the

the obstacles facing those !.eeking to transfer water

principles that should guide evaluation water transfer

between states. Panelists included representatives from

proposals. Two of the groups began by reacting to the

an urban water supplier, a state water conservation

panel, considering whether the Law of the River should

board, and a state water department, as well as an

be changed and wh~th~r a basinwide authority of some

attorney who has represented Native American tribes

sort would be helpful in evaluating the potential

in water transactions. Their observations pointed to

impacts of water marketing. While there was no con-
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sensus on these issues, the concerns raised helped the

and inclusion of all relevant parties; flexibility to deal

groups consider the question of appropriate guidelines

with water shortages or surpluses; and fairness in dis-

for evaluating water transfers. Among the common

tributing proceeds or profits. There was quite a bit of

ideas among the three groups were: protection of

discussion of the need to protect existing state entitle-

stakeholders, including Native Americans and other

ments, with some participants suggesting that the best

water rights holders; clear definition of water rights

way to do this is to allow only temporary transfers.

EMERGING MARKETS IN
COLORADO RIVER WATER
Rodney T. Smith 1

Prepared for discussion purposes for the Colorado River Workshop. The paper is the work of the individual
author and does not represent the opinion of Grand Canyon Trust or the Bureau of Reclamation.

SUMMARY

for water allocation in the future. Like elsewhere in the

west, a primary issue involves the terms and conditions
The Colorado River is an over-apportioned river under
pressure from ever growing water demands.2 Especially
in the Lower Basin, the increasing demands on the
Colorado River challenge the various compacts, court
decrees, treaties and other instruments which, together,
govern the management and operations of the River's
limited water resources. Where these instruments have
controlled the allocation of Colorado River water in
the past, they may serve more as the "starting points"

under which water historically used by agriculture >vill
be reallocated to meet the growing demands of municipal users and environmental needs. More specific to
the Colorado River Basin, another key issue involves
the fact that, while some parties will soon fully utilize
their legal entitlements to Colorado River water, other
states have historically and will not for another decade
or longer fully utilize their legal apportionments.
Federal and state policy (especially in California) have
increasingly embraced voluntary water trades as the
best means to reallocate water. From a policy perspec-

RODNEY SMITH is Senior Vice President of

Stratecon, Inc. A strategic planning and economics
consulting firm specializing in the economics, law, and
finance of natural resources.

tive, voluntary water trades generate economic incentives for the conservation and reallocation of water to
new users and uses. If terms and conditions can be

Stratecon, Inc.
250 West First St, Suite 240
Claremont, CA 92501

found that participating parties find acceptable, then
the economic benefits from water trades can diffuse at

1 'J'he author acknowledgt:s the extremely hdpful comments received on an earlier draft from D. Larry Anderson (Utah
Dt!partmt!nt of Natural Resourct!S}, Chelsea Congdon (Environmental Defense Fund), Christopher Harris and Tim Henley

(Arizona Department of Water Resources), Janet Frasier-Rogers (Colorado River Commission of Nev-ada), and Stuart Somach
(DeCuir and Somach). The author is solely responsible for the views expressed in this paper.
The author defines the term "over-apportioned" as a condition in which the long-term reliable supplies of Colorado River
water are less than total system demand for reliable Colorado River water supplies.
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least some of the political controversy surrounding

ment of water resources. Given the pressing needs of

water reallocation. But voluntary water trades arc not

municipal water users, these issues can not be debated

be a panacea for all stakeholders in Colorado River

ad infinitim. Given recent announcements of proposals

water who do not perceive a direct benefit from a water

and agreements in the Lower Basin, it appears that the

transaction, or who fear that a reallocation will

rules of the road for emerging markets in Colorado

adversely affect the availability of Colorado River water

River water may ultimately occur in incremental steps

under their legal apportionments. Nor, for that matter,

as part of a "case-by-case" implementation and review

do parties concede that water trades are even suitable

of specific transactions.

for all circumstances. In the end, however, parties will
find voluntary transactions the most direct and quick-

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

est route to the acquisition of water for new uses and
users than from the available alternatives- realloca-

The future of the Colorado River will be a saga of man-

tion through protracted litigation or sustained, region-

aging water resources of an already over-apportioned

al political warfare.

river in the face of growing demands and with the
prospect of increasingly frequent and severe future

This paper considers the emerging markets for

water shortages} The "Law of the River'~ hydrologic

Colorado River water. It focuses on the potential scope

conditions, and the pattern of water use on the

of the market (e.g., conserved water vs. water available

Colorado River are key to understanding the challenges

from underutilized entitlements), market organization

confronting Colorado River water users. With smaller

(e.g., centralized versus decentralized trading), protec-

than anticipated supplies at the time the 1922 Colorado

tions offered third parties (e.g., other water right hold-

River Compact was negotiated and with the potential

ers and area-of-origin concerns), and criteria for

for long-periods of low river flow relative to growing

federal approval of transactions. The issues arise in

demands, the stakes in the allocation of Colorado River

four circumstances that, because of tradition and law,

water- the economic destinies of agricultural and

warrant separate discussion: (1) intrastate marketing in

urban areas as well as tribes in the Colorado River basin

the Lower Basin, (2) interstate marketing in the Lower

-

will increase considerably over time.

Basin, (3) Indian water marketing, and (4) Upper
Basin/Lower Basin marketing.

LAW OF TH E RNER
The 1922 Colorado River Compact resulted in a bene-

Unsurprisingly, the fundamental policy choices con-

ficial consumptive use apportionment of 7.5 million

front traditional themes concerning federalism (federal

acre feet per year (afy) of Colorado River water to the

vs. state/local control) and the respective role of market

Upper Basin (portions of northern Arizona, Colorado,

forces versus non-market institutions in the manage-

New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming) and 7.5 million afy

The author defines the term "water shortage" as a condition in which the actual amount of water available for use in ru1y year
is less than the amount demanded by parties with present perfected rights and contractual entitlements for Colorado River
water. The actual amount of water available in any year depends on annual runoff, the amount of water in storage, and the rules
governing reservoir operations. The amount demanded by parties depends on the economic circumstances of users of Colorado
River water and the degree of economic development in Colorado River basin states.
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to the Lower Hasin (remainder of Arizona, California,

Central Arizona Project (CAP}, Arizona agreed mar

and Nevada).4 The Lower Basin received an additional

diversions under its CAP entitlement would be junior

1 million afy apportionment of consumptive use of

to the diversions necessary to fulfill California's 4.4 mil-

water. A 1944 treaty between the United States and

lion afy entitlement, as well as present perfected rights

Mexico set the U.S. delivery obligation at 1.5 million

and pre-existing contracts in Arizona and Nevada.

afy, plus an additional 0.2 million afy when there exists
a surplus of waters in excess of the amount necessary

Another major component of the Law of the River

to supply uses in the United States.

involves the apportionment of California's 4.4 million
afy entitlement. Under the U.S. Supreme Court deci-

The basins' apportionments were divided in subse-

sion and subsequent court decree in Arizotza v.

quent agreements. In the Upper Basin, Arizona

California, four Colorado River tribes have present per-

received an apportionment of 50,000 afy, with the

fected rights for annual diversions of up to 131,000 afy

remaining waters divided among Colorado (51.75%),

that must be satisfied before any other California water

New Mex.ico ( 11.25% ), Utah (23% ), and Wyoming

entitlements (for further discussion, see sub-section on

(14%). ln the Lower Basin, the U.S. Supreme Court

Indian water marketing below). The Court also recog-

decision in Arizona v. California held that when

nized present perfected rights for three non-Indian,

Congress passed the Boulder Canyon Project Act, it

agricultural water districts (see Table 1). In addition,

apportioned 2.8 million afy of consumptive use for

the 1931 Seven Party Agreement established a priority

Arizona, 4.4 million afy for California, and 0.3 million

scheme for the allocation of available water, which

afy for Nevada. Any "surplus" Colorado River water

divides the first 3,850 thousand afy of available water

available in excess of 7.5 million afy would be divided as

for consumptive usc among the signers to agricultural

follows: Arizona (46%), California (SO%), and Nevada

contractors (in the order of the table), with the

(4%).5 The Court also recognized that, after the satis-

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

faction of all present perfected rights in the Lower

(MWD) receiving the residual of California's 4.4 mil-

Basin, the Secrdary of the Interior had discretion in

lion afy entitlement.~> Depending on whether the

allocating available waters during times of shortage.

reserved water rights of the Yuma Indian Reservation

With the passage of the Colorado River Basin Project

in California are within or outside the scope of the

Act of 1968, which funded the construction of the

Seven Party Agreement/ MWD's de facto Colorado

~

Consumptive use is defined as diversions less return flov>' to the Colorado River.

5 ~evada

has contracted with the United States for 4% of surplus water as provided in §11(8)(2) of the court decree in Arizona v.

<..alifomia.
The signatories to the Seven Party Agreement are the Palo Verde Irrigation District, the lmperial Irrigation District, Coachella
Valley Water District, MWD, the City of Los Angeles, the City of San Diego, and the County of San Diego.

6

The author is not aware of any legal proceeding that has addressed whether the reserved water rights of the Yuma Indian
Reservation in California were included in the Seven Party Agreement. In this regard, it is noteworthy that neither the tribe nor
the United States (acting as a trustee on behalf of the tribe) arc signatories to the Seven Party Agreement (see footnote 5 for list
of signatories). Consequently, it is unclear how non-Indian entities could act on behalf of the Yuma Indian Reservation in
California in quantifying the tribe's reser\'ed water right. In its decision in Arizona v. California, of course. the U.S. Supreme
Court recognized the tribe's water rights under the reserved rights doctrine to divert up to 51,616 afy. Historically. the trib~'s
diversions have been less than this amount (see sub-section on Indian water marke1ing. below).
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TABLE 1
Priority Scheme for Allocation of Cnlifornin's Colontdo River Entitlement
(l ,000 Acre feet Per YeRr)

Party

Palo Verde Irri('a!ion District
Yuma Project (Bard Unit)
Imperial Irri~ation District
Coachella Valley Water District
Sub- Total
Metropolitan Water District
Total

Present PeJjected
Rights
(Allowed Diversions)
220
38
2,600
0
2,858
0
2,858

River entitlement is either 445 thousand afy or 475
thousand afy,ll

HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS
The Compact drafters evidently believed that addition-

al flows would be available for future apportionment
(Articles III(f) and III(g) specify a procedure for future
apportionment of additional flows ). During the period
immediately preceding the 1922 Compact (1906-21),

Seven Party
Agreement
(Consumptive Use)

3,850
445 - 475
4,295 - 4,325

TABLE2
Avernge Estimn ted Annual N11tu r:~l Flow of
Colorado River at Lee Ferrv
Historic Period
M;!lion Acre Feet
1906-94
15.0
1906-50
16.0
1951-94
13.9
1906-20
17.8
1921-40
15. 1
194 I -60
14.3
1961-80
13.5
1981-94
14.8

for example, the estimated annual natural flow of the
Colorado River averaged 18.1 million acre feet. But

the 1906-94 period (see Table 2).9 "Natural flow" refers

rather than having more water to allocate than appor-

to the estimated river flow that would be occur at Lee

tioned, there is considerably less water than contem-

Ferry in the absence of Upper Basin diversions and

plated at th~ time the 1922 Compact was negotiated.

reservoir operations. Actual river flow at Lee Ferry, of
course, is considerably different than natural flow

Subsequent experience and recent tree-ring studies

because of the impact of Upper Basin diversions, evap-

confirm that the Colorado River is over-apportioned.

oration at Upper Basin reservoirs, and draw downs or

The estimated annual natural flow of the Colorado

increases in t he amount of water in storage at Upper

River at Lee Ferry averaged 15.0 million acre feet for

Basin reservoirs.

The California tribe's reserved rights are expressed in terms of allowed diversions, while California's Colorado River entitlement is
expressed in terms of consumptive use. To translate allowed diversions into consumptive use, it i~ ~~-umed that 40% of Indian
water use returns to the Colorado River. MWD's de facto Colorado River entitlement equals the California's 4.4 million afy entitlement, less 25,000 afr of senior federal establishment rights and miscellaneous pn:sent perfected right~. less th~ consumptive use of
California tribe's reserved rights outside the Se,•cn Party Agret.'ment,lcss me 3,850 thousand afy .:ntitlement of the California agricultural contractors. MWD'~ entitlement is approx.imatcl}' -146 thousand afy if all California tribes' reserved rights ( 131.4 thousand
afy) are ou~ide the scope of the Seven Party Agreement. MWIJ's entitlement is approximately ~77 thousand afy if all California
tribes' reserved rights other than Yuma Indian reservation (79.8 thousand afy) are outside the scope of the Seven Party Agreement.
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Data received from the Colorado River Board of California.

Tree ring studies conclude that the long-term annual

The three historic periods of low-flows illustrate the

flow of the Colorado River averages 13.5 million acre

susceptibility of the Colorado River to sustained peri-

feet, or 1.5 million acre feet less than the average for

ods of dry conditions (see table at the bottom of

the 1906-94 period. While many find tree ring studies

Attachment 1). During the ten-year period 1931-40,

controversial, the 20th century record supports the view

estimated annual natural flow was below 15.0 million

that river t1ows are returni11g to long-term hydrologic

acre feet in 80 percent of the years. There was a "cumu-

conditions. Consistent with the view that the 1922

lative deficit" of 24.8 million acre feet; that is, there was

Colorado River Compact \\laS negotiated during a peri-

a total of 24.8 million acre feet less estimated natural

od of abnormally-high flows, average annual flows for

flow for the period than if annual natural flow had

the later half of the period ( 195 1-94) were 13.9 million

averaged 15.0 million acre feet. The average annual

af, or 2.1 million af Jess than the earlier half of the

deficit was 2.5 million acre feet. Similarly, in the twelve

period ( 1906-1950). And, for all but the most recent

year period 1950-61, estimated annual natural flow was

1980-94 period, average annual flows for the consecu-

below I 5.0 million acre feet in 82 percent of the years.

tive twenty-year periods since 1920 have steadily

At 24.5 million acre feet. the cumulative deficit for this

declined towards the 13.5 million acre-foot average

period was slightly less than for the 1931-40 period.

measured by tree ring studies. Yet, the hydrology of the

The average annual deficit was 2.0 million acre feet.

1981-94 period is itself interesting. For the 1983-86

And, in the more recent 1972-77 period, estimated

period of extensive flooding, the annual natural Oow of

annual flow was below 15.0 million acre feet two-thirds

the Colorado River averaged 22.2 million acre feet.

of the time. While the duration of low flows during

During the other years in the 1981-94 period, the

1972-77 was shorter than in the two earlier periods of

annual natural flow averaged 11.8 million acre feet.

dry conditions in 1931-40 and 1950-61, the average
annual deficit at 2.3 million acre feet was about

Averages obscure the variable nature of estimated nntural

halfway betw~en the annual deficits experienced in the

flow. Attachment 1 plots (on the left vertical axis) annual

two earlier periods.

natural flow and (on the right vertical axis) cumulative
excess natural flow, defined as the cumulative amount, as

If the Colorado River is severely over-apportioned and

of any year. the natural flow exceeded the 15.0 million

subject to sustained periods of dry conditions, why has

acre-foot average for the 1906-94 period. For the 1906-30

there not yet be~n severe water shortages? There arc

period of unusually-high historic flows, annual flows

two reasons, but neither provides solace to Colorado

cumulatively exceeded average natural flow by almost 70

River watt•r users. First, historically, no Colorado River

million acre feet. Since then, there have been three sus-

basin state. other than California, has fully exercised its

tained periods of significant. below-average natural flows:

entitlement. In effect, therefore, the historical under-

1931-40, 1950-61, and 1972-77. As reflected by the nega-

utilization of Colorado River entitlements provided a

tive cumulative excess flow by 1978 (see Attachment 1),

cushion against fluctuations in the hydrologic condi-

these sustained periods of low-flows more than offset the

tions on the Colorado River. Second, and related to the

period of w1usually high flows for the pre-1930 period.

relatively low levels of historic demand, water storage

Since 1977, the high-flood years of 1983-86 mostly offset

was accumulated that could be drawn down to meet

the other years of significantly below-average natural flow.

demands despite periods of low river flow. With the
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growth in demands on the river, this cushion will

primarily Arizona and secondarily Nevada, Upper Basin

diminish and, ultimately, disappear.

states, and Indian tribes. During the past ten years,
MWD's consumptive use of Colorado River water on

THE GROWING DEMANDS ON THE RIVER

behalf of its member agencies has averaged 1.24 million

There are two plausible scenarios for the future demand

afy, 11 considerably above its Colorado River entitlement

for Colorado River water. Common to both scenarios,

of between 445 to 475 thousand afy (see discussion at

urban demand in California and Nevada will grow

footnote 7 on page 5).12 But municipal users require

briskly and Upper Basin development will proceed slow-

long-term reliable supplies, not short-term, non-firm

ly, but steadily. The key difference in these scenarios cen-

supplies. Therefore, to simply firm-up its existing

ters on Arizona: will the recently enacted polky

Colorado River water supplies, municipal users in

addressing weak agricultural demand for CAP water and

M WD's service area need additional firm entitlements

other proposed Arizona policies be successful in increas-

or long-term agreements for about 600,000 afy over the

ing the utilization of Arizona's entitlement? If the answer

intermediate tcrm, 1' and about an another 100,000 afy

is yes, then the underutilization of Arizona's entitlement

over the long-term for a total of 700,000 afy.H

will significantly diminish in the ne>.1 few years, confronting Lower Basin users reliant on unused entitlement

The South Coast basin's long-term demand for addi-

water with the prospect of increasingly frequent water

tional firm Colorado River supplies may exceed 600,000

shortages.IO If the answer is no, the cushion against the

afy to 700,000 afy. According to California's Department

fluctuations in hydrologic conditions on the Colorado

of\.Vater Resources (DWR) recent California Water Plan

River may remain for at most 20 years. Whichever sce-

Update, net water demands in the South Coast Region

nnrio emerges, voluntary water transactions could be a

(which includes MvVD's service area) are projected to

substantial bridge to resolve the discrepancy between

increase by about 1.5 million afy by the year 2020, after

exi~ting

taking into account demand reductions from water

water allocations and future water demands.

conservation programs. 1s To meet these demands,

Califomia.

As is widely known, MWD currently relies

on the unused entitlements of other Lmver Basin states,

DWR projects that the region will receive, by the year
2020, an additional l million afy from the State Water

Thc:sc entitlement holders wiU fuce water shortages, even if there is sufficient water to supply 7.5 million af to lower Basin
users. because the quantity of available Colorado Riwr water to them is less than their demand for Colorado River water.

JO

II

Calculated from decree records in Arizona v. Californin.

l2 Under a 35-year water conservation agreement with the Imperial Irrigation District, MWD has the right to take up to 109,000
afy once water conservation projects arc fully implemented. To date, implemented project• yield about 78,000 afy. Even if this
agreemc.>nt were renewed for another term, .\1WD's current long-term firm entitlement and contract~ 10 Colorado River water
would be less t11an half its current use of Colorado River water.
13 MWD's use of 1.24 million afy, less its current firm entitlement of between 445 and 475 thousand afy, Jess 177 thousand afy
from MWD's 35-year water conservMion agreement with liD and the potential yidd from the lining of the All American Canal,
assuming that Palo Verde irrigation District, Imperial Irrigation District, or Coachella Valley Water District do not exercise their
senior right to use the conserved water. M\VD's current Integrated Resource Plan calls for the acquisition of 400,000 afy through
long-term conservation and land fallowing programs by the year 2020.

14

Either through the renewal of the water conservation agreement with no or acquisition of replacement supplies.

I~ Calculated
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from California Wacer Plan Update, Volume 2. Bulletin 160-93, Octobc:r 1994, Table SC-10. page 116.

Project during average water years and 800,000 afy dur-

tion projects that will yield water at a cost in excess of

ing dry years and increase, by 2.7-fold, the yield from

$1,000/af.

reclaimed water projects. Even if these new supplies

Faced with these alternatives, water users in the South

materialize, the South Coast basin would still face

Coast basin will intensify the demand for increased use

shortages of 373,000 afy during normal water years and

of Colorado River water.

shortages of 848,000 afy during drought years. 16 Many
would be skeptical, however, about both sources of new

Nevada. The rapid growth in municipal water demand

supplies. Especially because of the long-standing envi-

in the Las Vegas area has been legendary. For the past

ronmental problems in the Bay-Delta and political

ten years, population in Clark County has grown at a

opposition to exporting Northern California water for

steady rate of 5 percent per annum, considerably faster

usc in Southern California, the South Coast basin may

than urban areas elsewhere in the United States. If pop-

not be able to effectively double its supply of State

ulation growth continues at the same rate (as many

Waler Project water.

expect), Nevada may fully uLilize its entitlement by the

TABLE3
In sum, California's municipal demands for Colorado
River water are substantial and will intensify. MWD
lacks long-term, firm entitlements for its existing use of
Colorado River water. It faces dramatic, long-term
water shortages. Especially if environmental regulation
and traditional state politics prevents the development
of significant new quantities of water in Northern
California for use in southern California, the South

Projected Ycnr Nevndn Exhaust
Colorndo River Entitlement
Year
Annual
Cumulative
Entitlement
Reduction in
Reduction in
Fully Utilized
Per Capita Use Per Capita Use
(%)

2006
2010
2015
2022

(%)

0

0

I

2

16
36

3

64

Coast region faces the following options:
• aggressively acquire additional supplies from the

year 2006, if per capita water use remains constant or

Colorado River through extraordinary conservation

by the year 2010 if per capita water use declines by 1

measures (land fallowing, alternate cropping pat-

percent per annum (see Table 3). While deeper cuts in

terns, new irrigation technologies and practices)

per capita use could delay when Nevada fully utilizes

and/or interbasin acquisitions

its entitlement, the implied reductions in per capita

• substantially increase water rates and impose manda-

water use would be draconian. Consistent with this

tory rationing to reduce per capita water use by 30 to

view, the Southern Nevada Water Authority projects

40 percent

that Nevada will exhaust its permanent resources in the

• forego a significant portion of the economic growth

latter half of the first decade of next century. 17

implicit in demand projections
• undertake extremely costly investments in new supply sources such as desalination and water redama-

Nevada officials, of course, have aggressively pursued
new supplies. In 1991, the Las Vegas Valley Water

16

Ibid, Table SC-11, page 119.

li

See Southem Nevada Water Authority Integrated Resource Plan, Phase 1 Progress Report, June 1995, figure I-1.

12 1

District filed applications for instate appropriations of
surface water and groundwater supplies in rural

are~.

Arizona. Unlike her sister Lower Basm states,
Arizona finds itself in the position of continued
und~r-utili7..ation

Predictably. thi!Sc applications proved controvcrsiaJ;

short-term

of its Colorado River

opponents feared the effects on local economies and the

entitlement (sec Attachment 2)." Until the com-

environment. Turning to attempted water acquisitions

mencement of CAP deliveries, Arizona's unused

in late 1993 and early 1994, state and local officials con-

entitlement fluctuated between 1.4 million afy and

ducted the Nevada Water Summit. The state solicited

1.8 million afy. Since the mid-1980s, the sizt of

presentation of any and aJl proposals to bring addition-

ArizonJ's unused entitlement steadily declined,

al water supplies to ~evada. In total, twenty-five pro-

reaching an historic low of 0.5 million afy in the

posaJs were received, including schemes to import water

year 1990. The subsequent jump in unused entitle-

from Ala.~ka, Canada, and the Columbia River, the pur-

m~:nt

chase of water from Arizona's Colorado River entitle-

acre feet in the year 1992, reflected a precipitous

ment, purchase of groundwater from Arizona and

decline in water deliveries to CAP agricultural water

~evada, exchange desalted water in Mexico for smaller

users. In 1993 and 1994, the two most recent years

deliveries of Colorado River water to Mexico, and pro-

for which court decree data are available, the

posals for the transfer of Upper Basin water.

amount of Arizona's unused entitlement has

in the early 1990s, reaching almost 1.0 million

declined to about 0.6 million afy.
Following the Water Summit, state and local water purveyors implemented programs for water conservation

Since the precipitous decline in water usc by CAP agri-

and also entertained proposals for conserving and real-

cultural contractorl>. the State of Artzona has vigorous-

locating the Virgin River, the only Colorado River trib-

ly acted to reverse the underutilization of its Colorado

utary running through the state. In addition, since

River entitlement. Arizona has passed legislation:

1991 )Outhern

~evada

has acquired over 125,000 acre-

• to encourage formation of Groundwater

feet of additiOnal water supplies for use in Clark

Replenishment Districts in Arizona's major areas of

County by three creative and innovative three water

municipal use in order to substitute CAP water for

management transactions, including increased return

groundw11ter

flow to the Colorado River from wastewater plants and

• to require the Central Arizona Water Conservation

acquisition of water rights from a coal-fired power

District (the CAP contractor) to create a groundwa-

plant near Laughlin and from Basic Management, Inc.

ter replenishment authority to replenish groundwater

in Henderson, 1'\evada. And most recently, Southern

basins w1th CAP water

l'evada Water Authority announced a \femorandum
ofl.Jnder)tanding with :VlWD for the intemate transfer

Jn addition, the Central Arizona Water Conservation

of 30,000 afy of water from MWD in e..'Cchange for par-

D1stnct adopted in late 1993 an agricultural water pric-

tial funding of the lining of the All American Canal in

ing policy in which CAP agricultural contractors

Imp~rial

received CAP water at reduced prices in exchange for

Valley (tor further discussion, l!ee sub-section

"Interstate Marketing in the Lower Basin").

Ill
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CJkularc:d from decree records in Arizona v. Califomia.

wa1vcr:. of their long-term rights to CAP water, which

will be transferred to municipal users or possibly

ceeds from a recently authorized levy by the Central

included in the settlement of numerous outstanding

Arizona Water Conservation District of a four cent

Indian water right claims. In 1994, the program's first

water storage ad valorem tax, and proposed state gen-

year, these contractors took the full amount ( 400,000

eral fund appropriations of up to $7.5 million per year.

acre feet) of CAP water available under the program's

The broader the revenue base and the fewer the costs

first two, lowest-priced "pools': When combined with

needed to be paid as part of the program, the greater

the other orders for CAP water, total CAP diversions

the amount of water that could be stored under the

increased to 731,598 acre feet (CAP's diversions in

proposed program. Over the 20-year life of the pro-

1992 were 592,081 af).

posed program, the cumulative amount of banked
water would range from a low of 1.48 million acre feet

In October 1995, Arizona Department of Water

to a high of 7.92 million acre feet (see table at bottom

Resources has released a discussion paper to further

of Attachment 3 ).

increase that state's use of Colorado River water. Under
the proposal, the Arizona Legislature would enact in

Implementation of the proposed program could signifi-

1996 a program that would store currently unused

cantly reduce further the amount of Arizona's unused

Colorado River water in groundwater recharge and

emitlement over the 20-year life of the proposed program

underground storage facilities for future use during

(see Attachment 3). Without a ban.king program,

times of CAP water shortages and to replace some

Arizona's unused entitlement is projected to decline

existing uses of groundwater by central Arizona agri-

steadily from 650,000 afy in 1995 until it disappears in the

cultural users with CAP water that would otherwise be

year 2029. If Arizona pursues a "moderate'' banking policy

unused or unstored on behalf of Arizona water users.

(average storage over all combined funding sources and

An Arizona State Water Bank would also be established

banking costs), its unused entitlement would fall by

as the mechanism through which California and

250,000 afy in the year 1996, reaching only 300,000 afy by

Nevada could store water in Arizona and subsequently

the year 2010 and 150,000 afy by the year 2016, the last

exchange that stored water for increased diversions

year water would be banked under the proposal. In con-

from the Colorado River. Arizona DWR estimates that

trast, if Arizona pursued an aggressive banking policy (all

there is a total of 869,000 acre feet of permitted or

funding sources other than state appropriation to pay

potential underground storage facilities and a total of

banking costs of CAP energy charge and operations,

684,800 acre feet of permitted or potential groundwa-

maintenance and replacement costs of recharge facilities),

ter savings facilities. In addition, total groundwater

its unused entitlement would fall to 300,000 afy by the

pumping in candidate areas for in lieu recharge activi-

year 1996, and become fully utilized by the year 2014. If

ties reached 1.4 million acre feet in 1994. Because of

the banking program were not extended beyond its 20-

summer canal capacity limitations in the Central

year life, a 300,000 acre foot block of unused Arizona

Arizona Project, any program for increased direct usc

water is projected to be available in the Y'-'<lr 2017, but

of CAP water may be limited to off-peak months.

would rapidly disappear as Arizona fully utilized its entitlement. After the year 2029, Arizona is projected to fully

The storage proposal considers the use of existing rev-

utilize its entitlement, whether or not the proposed stor-

enue sources from groundwater withdrawal fees, pro-

age program is, in fact, implemented.
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The DWR storage proposal has been well received by

Arizona's unused apportionment when it fully utilizes

the Arizona Legislature. After amendments concerning

its own Colorado River entitlement, which is projected

the make-up of a commission exercising decision-mak-

to occur around the year 2010. Under the conditions of

ing powers and a reduction in the levels of proposed

the early 1990s, as CAP diversions declined precipi-

funding sources, the bill has been adopted by both

tously because of economic problems faced by CAP

chambers. At initial funding levels, Arizona's banking

agricultural water users, such plans seemed to be a

activities will track the "moderate:'' banking policy

viable strategy for a decade or two. However, the State

shown in Attachment 3.

of Arizona has been aggressive in expanding the use of
its entitlement. With the implementation of new poli-

Upper Basin. As contemplated during negotiations of

cies toward CAP pricing, groundwater legislation, and

the 1922 Colorado River Compact, development in the

the recently-adopted storage program, water users in

Upper Basin has been slower than development in the

the other Lower Basin states can no longer rely on the

Lower Basin. In 1994, total Upper Basin use was about

cushion of water from unused Arizona entitlement. As

half of its apportionment. While the Upper Basin is not

a consequence, they will face a choice between

e.xpected to fully utilize its entitlement in the near

intrastate and interstate water reallocations or the reali-

future (see Table 4),19 projected growth in the Upper

ty of frequent and increasingly severe water shortages.

Basin's water use will steadily erode a portion of unused
entitlements that has historically cushioned water users

OPTIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

from the long-term overappropriation and sustained
periods of low natural flows on the Colorado River.

TABLE4
Upper Bnsin Demnnd (1,000 afy)
Year
Projected
Cumulative
Annual Use
Growth
1995
3,787
2000
3;910
123
2005
4,100
313
20 10
4,289
502
2020
4,506
71 9
2030
4,669
882
2040
4,858
1,071
2050
5,26 1
1,474

Few would deny the growing economic pressures on
the allocation of Colorado River water, although there
remains significant controversy over the implications
of long-term Colorado River hydrology for the magnitude, frequency. and timing of water shortages.
Generally. those involved in the management of
Colorado River water resources are keenly aware that
shortages will occur unless the water supply is augmented through water conservation and interbasin
transfers and t'xchanges. The "Law of the River'' provides a potentially complex setting for the reallocation

of Colorado River water.

A CASE FOR WATER MARKETING
In sum, MWD in California has historically diverted

Marketplace transactions are the most effective way to

Arizona's, Nevada's, Indian tribes', and Upper Basin

coordinate many water management decisions. They

unused apportionments. Nevada also plans to use

can guide individuals to voluntarily conserve and real-

19 Data taken from current base case assumptions in rhe CRSSez model. These :.1ssumprions have recently been u...cd in studies concerning Colorado R.ivcr issues conducted by Arizona Department of Water Resources and rhe Colorado Ri'"er Board of California.
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locate water resources in ways that increase the eco-

example, a long-term agreement with agricultural

nomic benefits society derives from water resources.

water users in which water is purchased every year will

They also provide compensation for those who relin-

have dramatically different effects than a short-term

quish water, in the sense that they voluntarily accept

agreement in which water is only periodically taken.

compensation in exchange for their water.

Under the former agreement, participants would have
an economic incentive to undertake capital investments

The prices established by negotiations among buyers

and undertake sustained changes in water usc and land

and sellers would encourage existing users to conserve

use practices to conserve water. By investing in agricul-

water and adopt water use practices consistent with

ture and keeping land in production, the former agree-

those prices. Market transactions would offer the fol-

ment will enhance the economic base of the local

lowing answers to the policy questions raised about

community. Under the latter agreement, participants

conservation and reallocation of existing supplies:

have an economic incentive to consider a more limited

1. How would crop patterns be changed to conserve

array of conservation measures, such as only taking

water? Farmers would shift crops to the extent that

land out-of-production. In this circumstance, the latter

the value of the water conserved exceeds any loss of

agreement could have a less positive or even negative

farming income.

indirect economic effect on the local economy.

2. How can investments in improved irrigation technology and practices be financed? They would be

In terms of the Law of the River, the easiest transac-

financed from the potential revenues received from

tions involve intra-state marketing of conserved water,

the sale of conserved water.

because such transactions, if properly-structured, sim-

3. Would growers invest in new irrigation and other

ply reallocate existing Colorado River water among

water-conserving projects? The would to the extent

users within the same state under the provisions of

that the revenues received from the sale of conserved

applicable state law. Interstate marketing in the Lower

water exceeded the capital and operating costs of the

Basin is probably the next most difficult transaction

conservation projects.

primarily because of issues related to the accounting

4. How would conserved water be allocated? The party

mechanisms specified in the court decree in Arizona v.

that bids the highest price would receive the water.

California. Perhaps tied in terms of highest degree of

5. Who benefits from conserved water? As established

difficulty, Indian water marketing and Upper

through voluntary negotiations, both the buyer and

Basin/Lower Basin marketing raise the most difficult

the seller would benefit. Otherwise, neither party

legal and policy questions. Indian water marketing

would participate in the a~;reement.

must confront restrictions under the reserved rights

6. How would individuals who forego their use of con-

doctrine and other federal law. Upper Basin/Lower

served water be compensated? The would be paid

Basin marketing must confront the problem that such

directly by whoever acquired the conserved water.

transactions allow water apportioned for future use in
one state to be used in another state and, as a conse-

But not all types of water transactions are equal in

quence, possibly retard the economic development of

terms of their potential impacts, policy issues, or per-

Upper Basin states. The specific aspects of these issues

ceived compatibility with the Law of the River. For

and the alternative proposals are considered below.
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RECENT FORUMS FOR MARKETING
POLICY PROPOSALS

accounting and possible changes in reservoir opera-

The past two years have witnessed a variety of policy

tions on the lower Colorado River. The potential ele-

proposals. In April 1994, the State of Nevada proposed

ments of a regional solution to the water supply needs

a publicly-controlled water bank to acquire and allo-

in the Lower Basin identified by the Committee includ-

cate all water entering into interstate transactions in

ed a role for intrastate and interstate transfers. The

the Lower Basin to meet the growing municipal

Committee's work was ended with the issuance of its

demands in California and Nevada. On May 6,1994,

Progress Report No. 4 when the "principals" decided

the Bureau of Reclamation released its long-awaited

that the Committee was not the proper forum to

draft "Regulations for Administering Entitlements to

address several of the unresolved issues. In its place, the

Colorado River Water in the Lower Colorado River

Secretary of the Interior and representatives from some

Basin." The proposed regulations addressed many of

Lower Basin states planned for continuation of negoti-

the key issues concerning the use of Colorado River

ations among "the principals".

lations to include provisions for ''inadvertent overrun"

water, including the marketing of Colorado River
water, banking of conserved water in Lake Mead,

The discussion helow contrasts the marketing issues

administration of the reasonable use standard, imposi-

raised by the Bureau of Reclamation's draft regulations,

tion of fees, and the wheeling of non project water.

water bank proposals by the states of Arizona and

After the draft's release, many parties protested the

Nevada, and proposals made during the "Tri-State

publication of the proposed regulations in the Federal

Process". Only the draft regulations expressly addressed

Register. In response to Nevada's proposal and the

intra-state marketing, which is supported in concept by

release of the draft regulations, the State of Arizona

proponents of all proposals. The draft regulations and

offered its own proposal for separate state water banks

the other proposals differ in how they address inter-

that would exclusively control interstate transactions of

state marketing in the Lower Basin and Indian water

water. In light of the numerous proposals and protests,

marketing. All proposals to date have kept

the Department of the Interior agreed to suspend pub-

Upper/Lower Basin marketing off their agendas

lication of the draft regulations to allow the Lower

because Colorado River Basin states believe that there

Basin states and Colorado River tribes to initiate a "Tri

are major Law of the River problems which may pre-

State Process" to find a "regional solution" that

clude inter-basin marketing schemes.

addresses the issues included in the draft regulations

process, Colorado River tribes developed their own

INTRA-STATE MARKETING IN THE
LOWER BASIN

marketing proposals.

The Bureau of Reclamation's draft regulations for

and the state water bank proposals. As part of this

"Administering Entitlements to Colorado River in the
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From the fall of 1994 until June l, 1995, a "Lower

Lower Colorado River Basin", issued on May 6, 1994,

Colorado River Basin Technical Committee" was the

represents the most comprehensive statement of

forum for discussions concerning the "goals", "needs",

Bureau of Reclamation policy toward intrastate mar-

and "elements" of a regional solution . The Committee

keting of Colorado River water in the Lower Basin. The

expanded the policy agenda defined by the draft regu-

federal role originates from the fact that, at least for

non-Indians, aU users of Colorado River water are

discontinued use" such as land fallowing. In addition,

required by law to have a contract for water delivery

the Regional Director would also consider "relevant

with the Secretary of the Interior. Therefore, the critical

information concerning the lessor's historic water use

issue involves the terms and conditions under whid1

pattern, terms of the lease, and the nature of the enti-

the Interior Secretary's approval for an intra-state mar-

tlement to be used for the lease.'' The availability of

keting transaction would be granted.

water from a transaction must be confirmed by a
newly-created "Veritication Committee," described

The Draft Regulations. The draft regulations contem-

below. For transfers or leasing involving land fallow-

plate five types of intrastate and interstate water trans-

ing, the Regional Director would require contractual

actions:

commitments providing for the permanent manage-

• Assignment: "the permanent conveyance of an enti-

ment of idled lands for purposes including, but not

tlement from an entitlement holder to another per-

limited to, vegetative management, dust abatement,

son for the same purposes as, and at the same

erosion control, and fire protection. Such commit-

locations";

ments may include ''direct management by the parties

• Exchange: "the exchange of Colorado River water for

to the (allowed transaction) at their expense, with

an agreed-upon amount of other Colorado River

oversight by the Regional Director," or "establishment

water or non-Colorado River water";

of a non-revocable interest-bearing account which

• Lease: "the temporary conveyance of use of an entitlement";

will provide sufficient annual revenues for management of idled lands."

• Transfer: "permanent change in the place of use of all
or part of an entitlement";

The transactions must be approved by the Regional

• Water Banking and Marketing of Banked Water: stor-

Director. In reviewing a transfer request, "the Regional

age of conserved water for later use or marketing.

Director shall consider, among other relevant factors,
• potential impacts on other entitlement holders;

The discussion focuses on the provisions concerning
leases and transfers, which are similar to those for
assignments and exchanges. Banking transactions are

• relevant law which may facilitate, constrain, or prohibit such transfers;
• applicable Departmental, Reclamation, or other

discussed later. Transfers are permitted only within the

Federal regulations, policies, or guidelines in effect at

State where the entitlement is located.

the time of the review;
• comments from interested parties, particularly par-

The amount of water eligible for inclusion in transfers

ties which may be affected by the proposed action."

or leases would be lin1ited to historic reasonable and

Comparable factors are listed for approval of leases. In

beneficial consumptive use for the previous five years,

addition, the Regional Director will consider:

or other appropriate period as determined by the

• applicable provisions of water service contracts;

Regional Director. For transfers, the approved amount

• potential economic impacts on the area of origin;

would be the average use during the period. For leases,

• effect on return flows or other water management

the approved amount would be the water made avail-

matters which may affect the overall operation of

able through conservation practices or "temporarily

the system.
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Transfers or leases also "will not be approved unless the

Regional Director would exercise discretion guided gen-

party or parties to the (transaction) commit in writing

erally by th~ factors governing the amount of water that

to mitigate or compensate for third-party impacts of

may be transferred or leased. As with a leasing transac-

such (transactions)," for transfers, "as required by the

tion, the Verification Committee must find (by majority

Regional Director," or for leases, "to tile satisfaction of

vote) the water savings identifiable, quantifiable, and

the R~:gional Director." While the purpose of the slight-

verifiable. For purposes of decree accounting,

ly different language for transfers and leases is unclear,

Reclamation would show the conserved water ''used" in

the general approach represents a significant improve-

the year that the water is conserved. The entitlement

ment over the earlier 1991 draft regulations. which had

holder will then have a "deposit" of banked water in

required compensation or mitigation to the "satisfac-

Lake );lead. The water could only be used or subse-

tion of the affected parties." Criteria for the Regional

quently marketed by the depositor. A fcc would be

Director's decisions are left unspecified.

assessed to recover reimbursable costs. By providing
greater flexibility in managing Colorado River water,

The draft regulations also proposed to create a new

the draft regulation's banking provisions would enhance

four-person Verification Committee as part of the

the economic incentive for parties to conserve water.

approval process. For lease or banking transactions
involving non-Indian water, the committee shaH have

The amount of water placed into the bank will be more

one representative from each Lower Division State and

than the amount available for subsequent use. First,

one representative from Reclamation designated by the

increased evaporation losses at Lake Mead would be

Regional Director. "A majority vote of the committee

charged reflecting the evaporation rate of Lake Mead as

members shall be sufficient to approve the amount of

estimated by the U.S. Geological Survey. Second,

water conserved by a proposed conservation action or

banked water would be assumed to sit "on top" of Lake

expected to be made available as a result of temporarily

Mead. Therefore, when water is spilled for purposes of

discontinued use of water within an entitlement hold-

flood control, banked water is assumed to be released

er's service area." The intent is to assure that transac-

before "system water" (stored water for delivery under

tions involve "identifiable, quantifiable, and verifiable"

existing contractual entitlements). The draft regula-

commit~

tions specify a "first in-last out" rule in determining

water savings. "If a proposal is rejected by the

tee, the proposal may be resubmitted to the committee

whose banked water is spilled. That is, the first party to

in modified form for review and approval." The draft

put water into the bank is the last to lose their deposit

regulations do not indicate whether proponents of the

due to flood control releases.

transaction can appeal the decision of the committee,
even in the case of a deadlocked 2-2 vote.

Discussion. Under state law, water rights and water may
generally be sold, leased, transferred, or exchanged.
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Finally, the draft regulations also included

When there is a change in a diversion point or purpose

Reclamation's long-awaited banking provisions. Any

of use of a water right, these changes may not disturb

user of Colorado River water may bank water conserved

the return flows relied upon by junior appropriators.

by extraordinary conservation measures or land fallow-

Therefore, changes in diversion points or purpose of

ing. In deciding how much water may be banked, the

use are generally limited to the con~umptive me of

water during a designated historic period. In effect,

measures that they will take to conserve water over the

therefore, most of the above draft regulations can be

life of the agreement. Putting aside the inevitable dis-

viewed as the Secretary of the Interior fulfilling the

putes concerning the details of measurement, the more

obligation to act as "watermaster'' for the Lower

fundamental problem is that the most economical way

Colorado River Basin, exercising traditional federal

to conserve water depends on many factors that will

deference to state law not inconsistent with federal

undoubtedly change over time. Must the verification

reclamation law. However, three aspects of the draft

committee investigate every time any grower, for exam-

regulations may warrant further consideration.

ple, decides to conserve water by crop-switching, install
a new irrigation technology, make a new investment in

First, do the draft regulations represent federal over-

land preparation, or train field laborers in improved

reaching of a state issue- the intrastate allocation of

irrigation techniques? Is not the verification committee

Colorado River water? If a proposed intrastate transac-

akin to discredited command and control techniques

tion is lawful under state law, not inconsistent with any

used in other forms of federal regulation, such as pol-

applicable federal law, does not interfere with the

lution control?

implementation of other federal contracts, consistent
with the state's Colorado River entitlement, and not

An alternative way to implement a transaction is equiva-

inconsistent with any other state apportionment,

lent to setting performance standards, where partici-

should not that end the scope of federal inquiry? From

pants in a transaction agree to reduce their actual

this perspective, many of the detailed findings and

consumptive use of Colorado River water below the

investigations called for in the draft regulations are

amount of water eligible for inclusion in a transaction.

properly within the scope of review by state authori-

The amount of water included in a transaction would

ties, not the Secretary of the Interior.

equal the difference between the amount of eligible
water and the limit the participant agrees to have placed

Second, even if federal policy will not fully defer to

on his future consumptive use of Colorado River water.

state administration of intrastate allocation of

The participant would decide the best way to use the

Colorado River water, are the proposed administrative

water available under the limit without the need for

mechanisms overly cumbersome? Two areas seem par-

extensive investigations by a verification committee.

ticularly ripe for streamlining: (l) quantification of

Under this approach, monitoring would focus on

conserved water, and (2) consideration of third party

whether the total water use by participants in a transac-

impacts.. Consider briefly each issue.

tion complied with the agreed limit on their water use.

The proposed verification committee may prove partic-

Arizona even questions whether the proposed

ularly cumbersome and ill-suited for long-term mar-

Verification Committee would conflict with the Federal

keting transactions. While the goal of"identifiable,

Advisory Committees Act as contract approval authority

quantifiable, and verifiable" water savings is laudable

solely resides with the Secretary of the Interior.

and necessary, the method of implementation is not.

Additionally, Arizona is not reassured that it could be

Under the draft regulations, for example, participants

outvoted 3:1, even on matters involving the state's own

in a long-term agreement must identify the specific

Colorado River entitlement.
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The method of consideration of third party impacts is

Lake Mead, Lake Mohave, Lake Havasu. and all other

a second potential area for cumbersome federal regu-

water in the mainstream below Lee Ferry and the

lation. According to Bureau of Reclamation's 1989

Southerly International Boundary with the Republic of

"Criteria and Guidance" for federa l policy toward the

Mexico. Therefore, any banking of Colorado River

marketing of federal project water, third parties are

water in Lake Mead outside the accounting system

identified as those entities who may have some identi-

would, according to Arizona's view, violate the appor-

fiable interest in the transaction and would have legal

tionment of water callt.>d for by the court decree. A

standing in an adj udication process in an appropriate

strong advocate of banking water for future use, how-

state forum. Would the Regional Director take into

ever, Arizona finds no legal problem with banking

account, or even defer to, any judgments by political-

done off the mainstream of the Colorado River.

ly-accountable local officials and state officials that
any third party impacts are acceptably mitigated? And

Proponents of banking generally want to increase the

if Reclamation and state and local officials have dif-

economic incentive ro conserve water. In general, the

ferent assessments of the needs for or the proper

argument has merit. \'\'hen a party conserves water, the

means of mitigation, water transactions could become

"return" from the investment in conservation is the

unduly complicated by yet another dispute over the

ability to use the water in another use. If the economic

nature of federalism in the allocation of western water

value of the conserved water in fut11re uses is greater

resources. In the end, federal deference to politically-

than in current uses, then the ability to bank conserved

accountable state and local officials may be necessary

water will enhance the economic return from the con-

to avoid marketing proposnls as becoming yet another

servation invcstmcnt.lO This argument certainly applies

forum for litigating the role of federalism in western

to a participant in a conservation program that only

water policy.

utilizes water available under its own firm Colorado
River entitlement.

Finally, concerns have arisen over whether
Reclamation's proposed banking provisions conform

The situation of MWD (a major banking proponent)

with the Law of the River and over whether the "top

under the Law of the River greatly complicates the

bank" provision~ of the draft regulations provide a

analysis. Before any conservation program, for exam-

framework for meaningful banking. The State of

ple, MVvD's diverts 1.3 million afy, or about 0.75 mil-

Arizona firmly believes that the U.S. Supreme Court's

lion afy more than its firm cntitlement.21 The 0.75

decree in Arizona v. California applies to all waters in

million afy is currently unused entitlement water pri-

20 Arizona questions whether the economic incentives promised by banking arc necessary for California, for example, to engage
in extra<>rdinary conservation measures within California to meet that state's growing demands for Colorado River water within
California's 4.4 million acre foot entitlement.
21 MWD's actual tlrm entitlement is either 0.445 million acre feet or 0.475 million acre feet, depending on whether the Yuma
Indian Reservation in California is outside or in the 3.85 million acre foot agricultural entitlement specified in the Seven Party
Agreement (for further discussion, see footnote 7 on page 5). Under its 35-ycar conservation agreement with the Imperial
Irrigation District, MWD receives the right to u~c in the current year about 78,000 acre feet. Therefore, the difference between
MWD diwrsions of 1.3 million acre feet and its de facto fourth priority and water availablt: under its water conservation agreement with the Imperial Irrigation District is 0.75 million acre feet or 0.777 million acre feet, depending on whether the Yuma
Indian Reservation in California is outside or included in the Seven Party Agreement.
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marily from Arizona and secondarily from Nevada. If

ceeded without adoption of formal federal regulations,

MWD did not use the unused entitlement water, the

evidence that the economic pressures for water reallo-

water would be stored as system water in Lake Mead

cation will not stand idle pending the outcome of pro-

and available to meet the future needs of iill_entitle-

tracted discussions concerning federal regulation of the

ment holders. Now, if MWD conserves 0.1 million afy

Colorado River.

but continues to divert 1.3 million afy, does MWD
bank the 0.1 million afy of conserved water, or docs it

In 1992, MWD negotiated the acquisition of 93,000 afy

use 0.1 million afy less of unused entitlement water?

during a two-year land fallowing program with the

The critical legal and policy question is: should a party

Palo Verde Irrigation District. MWD paid farmers

who uses unused entitlement water be able to bank

$620/acre per year not to irrigate lands which were pri-

conserved water and, as a result, effectively substitute

marily scheduled for alfalfa production. The fallowing

storage on its own account for what would otherwise

yielded water savings of 4.6 af/acre, the estimated con-

be stored system water? The current debate over bank-

sumptive usc of fallowed crops in Palo Verde. MWD

ing does not engage this critical issue.

entered into an agreement with the Bureau of
Reclamation to store water in Lake Mead until the year

As a practical matter, the opportunity to bank water in

2000 under the terms of a "top-water" bank, despite

Lake Mead may represent, at best, only a short-term

Arizona'!> and Nevada's opposition to the banking pro-

but costly storage opportunity. For example, assume

visions because, in their view, the contract allowed the

that annual evaporation loss equals 5 percent and flood

"banking" of unused lower basin apportionment. For

control releases occur, on average, every twelve years.

reasons already presented in the discussion of general

For each acre foot deposited, a banker may expect to

banking provisions, the merits appeared to have been

have 0.87 af available if banked water is stored for one

with Arizona's and Nevada's position.

year, 0.50 af available after five years, .25 af available
after ten years, and 0.06 af available after twenty years.

In August 1995, the City of Needles acquired from the

In an attempt to increase the viability of longer-term

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company a pre-

storage in Lake Mead, the Technical Committee for the

sent perfected right to divert 1,260 afy for the consun1p-

Three State process proposed the concept of a "Middle

tive use of 273 afy for domestic, municipal, and

Bank': Middle banked water would be exempt from the

industrial purposes. The $2.6 million purchase price

risk of loss during flood control releases and evapora-

includes the acquisition of land in San Bernardino

tion losses, but would face unspecified provisions for

County, California with all wells, equipment, and appur-

the "payback" of water (or indemnification of"harm")

tenant water rights, the purchase of a few acres in

in times of shortages. limitations on declared surpluses,

Topock, Arizona with the 2 wells used to pump Colorado

or when Lake Mead's elevation falls below some

River water, and a conditional option for the purchase of

unspecified level.

a hotel in Needles. Reclamation's approval of the assignment of the present perfected rights is pending.

Recent ltltra-state Agreements. Three completed or
pending agreements involving the intra-state market-

Finally, in September 1995, the Imperial Irrigation

ing of Colorado River water in Califomja have pro-

District (liD) and the San Diego County Water
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Authority signed a Memorandum of Understanding to

state banks for interstate leasing "may be appropriate':

complete negotiations of a long-term water conservation

leaving the specifics about the scope of operations and

and marketing agreement. The negotiations will address,

other matters to the respective states.

among other issues, the amount of conserved water, the
length of the agreement, financial terms, and the legal

The Draft Regulations. The draft regulations would allow

means necessary to assure the Authority that the amount

interstate leasing of water. According to the draft regula-

of conserved water it buys will be available for the term

tions, "the leasing of water by the entitlement holder

of the agreement According to the MOU, the Authority

shall be viewed and accounted as a beneficial consump-

anticipates a long-term need for an additional 500,000

tive use of Colorado River water in the state in which the

afy. The liD board has adopted the following principles

entitlement is held for the period of the lease:' Suppose,

for a transfer agreement. Ownership of water rights must

for example, Las Vegas leased water from an Arizona

stay with IID. Pricing must be based on fair market value.

agricultural district. The water used by Las Vegas would

Supply will be primarily created by on-farm conservation

be credited as beneficial consumptive use of the district's

efforts via voluntary participation by landowners.

entitlement and, therefore, charged against the State of

Revenues will be divided among participating

Arizona's 2.8 million af entitlement for Colorado River

growers/landowners and the district to cover its costs

water. As with previous versions of the draft regulations,

incurred during the transfer including any needed system

the permanent transfer of entitlements across state lines

improvements, and a fund for community purposes,

would not be allowed.

such as power rate reductions, economic development,
and addressing the rising level of the Salton Sea. San

Interstate leasing would be generally subject to the

Diego intends to gain a secure, long-term water supply

same regulations as intrastate leasing (see above). The

with cost-c~rtainty that would supplement the water it

term of a lease could not exceed 50 years. "A lease may

purchases from MWD. Negotiations are anticipated to be

be renewed, for a period not to exceed 50 years for

completed by summer 1996. If the parties reach a mutu-

each renewal, subject to approval by the Regional

ally beneficial agreement, Interior's approval of this his-

Director, if the water associated with the entitlement is

toric transaction would in effect establish the rules of the

not expected to be needed for beneficial consumptive

road for intrastate marketing of Colorado River water.

use within the lessor's State during the term of the
renewal of the lease and after the public is given an

IN TERSTATE MA RKETIN G IN THE

opportunity to comment on the proposed renewal."

LOWER BASIN
vVhile intra-state marketing can at least partly address

Nevada and Arizona Bank Proposals. The State of

municipal demands for Colorado River water in

~evada

California, interstate marketing is vital for addressing

sion papers outlining frameworks for the establishment

the growing demands of Nevada. The draft regulation:.,

of water banks to control interstate trading of

Arizona and Nevada water bank proposals, and the Tri-

Colorado River water in the Lower Basin.

and the State of Arizona have released discus-

State process all considered rules to govern interstate
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marketing. In the end, the Technical Committee of the

Nevada proposes that the Lower Basin states (Arizona,

Tri-State Process simply concluded that the proposed

California, and Nevada) form a water bank adminis-

tered by a newly-created commission. According to

conditional rights of renewal for an additional 50

Nevada's proposal, the "water bank would be the exclu-

years. Contracts with California will be available only if

sive instrument through which the beneficial use of

Arizona users may enter into similar contracts with a

surplus, excess, unused apportionment and acquired

California Water Bank or similar authority in

system or non-system waters would be allocated inter-

California. Like the Nevada proposal, acquisitions, con-

state within the Lower Basin."22 The purpose would be

tractual design, and pricing would be centralized.

to create "enforceable contractual or statutory assurances" for "a firm. long-term

augm~nted

water supply

Tri-Srare Process. The Technical Committee focused on

progressively available in Lake Mead" to meet the long-

the possibility of a specific forbearance agreement in

term water demands of the Southern Nevada Water

which Arizona would forbear up to 60,000 acre feet

Authority and the Metropolitan Water District of

annually when necessary to allow Nevada to meet its

Southern California. In addition, the effort would

demand in excess of its 300,000 afy Colorado River

develop a "workable shortage-sharing and drought

entitlement for a period of 99 years. Late in the discus-

mitigation program ... that will either legally or func-

sions, however, Arizona took the position that this was

tionally end the subordination of the Central Arizona

not a viable concept unless Nevada would finance the

Project contractors and Indian tribes:' To achieve these

transportation and underground storage of Central

ends, the bank may consider "centralized acquisition,

Arizona Project water and terminate its attempt to

pooling and administration of rights, options, priori-

"wheel" Virgin River water through Lake Mead -the

ties, and credits to water, and requisite storage capaci-

latter achieved by foregoing future development of

ty," and "centralized administrative pricing of raw

Virgin River water for use in Las Vegas Valley.

water." Tbe commission governing the bank would
have representation from all three states, which would

The deal fell apart. Nevada rejected this transaction as

have equal voting power.

too costly and inadequate. California was concerned
that the deal would adversely affect the quantity of

In response to Nevada's proposal and the release of the

Colorado River water available to California water

May 6 draft regulations, the State of Arizona released

users, which currently divert water available from

its own water bank proposal in July 1994. lt proposes

Arizona's unused entitlement.

to create an Arizona Water Bank which would control
within Arizona the marketing of the state's water to

The transaction's unraveling offers two lessons. When

California or Nevada. It would limit the water made

negotiations of a specific transaction replace discus-

available each year to 100,000 acre feet each to

sions convened to consider the general rules, negotia-

California and Kevada, but would not deliver water

tions drift without the benefit of "anchors" provided by

from land fallowing during years when a shortage has

general rules. And as anticipated by Reclamation when

been declared on the Colorado River. Long-term con-

it released its draft regulations, forbearance agreements

tracts would have a maximum 50-year duration with

based on entitlements without historical use raise more

22

The Secretary of the Interior would exercise his rule-making authority to define the tenns "excess': "acquired system" and

"non-system water':
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complex issues than transactions based on conserved

states" have two votes and the selling state have one. As

water with a record of historic use.

a seller. Arizona proposes to limit the volume of sales.

Discussion. Critical questions have been raised about

Both states partly base the case for their respective pro-

the legal mechanism for interstate leasing and the prac-

posals on the observation that significant issues about

tical consequences of the various proposals.

the Colorado River remain unresolved. While the unre-

While interstate leasing may at least partly serve the

solved statu~ of many critical issues concerning the

needs of municipal users in California and ;..Tevada, the

Colorado River offers a compelling case for reform, the

State of Arizona fmds formidable obstacles to interstate

case for the specific proposals is less clear.

transfers of Lower Division Colorado River water
which question the legal mechanisms for interstate

Consider, for example, a possible affirmative case for the

transactions. Article II of the court decree enjoins the

establishment of water banks: reduce the transaction

Secretary, under normal circumstances, from delivering

cost of water trading by establishing standardized forms

water except in accordance with a state's basic appor-

of contracts tailored to the objectives of buyers and sell-

tionment. The decree also states that only water used

ers. Why should hundreds of potential sellers and

within the state counts against a state's apportionment.

dozens of potential buyers independently rediscover the

Therefore, in Arizona's view, the draft regulation's pro-

terms and conditions of contracts needed to coordinate

posed accounting mechanism (crediting water use in

mutually beneficial water trades? Like centralized securi-

the lessor's state) would be inconsistent with the

ties markets, water banks may also perform the valuable

decree. Instead, Arizona finds Article II(B)(6), which

function of "matching" buyers and sellers. Otherwise,

allows unused entitlement from one state to be deliv-

buyers and sellers may have difficulty finding parties

ered for use in another state, as the only viable mecha-

interested in participating in water trades.23

nism for interstate leasing. In Arizona's view, this could
only be accomplished by state-to-state transactions.

A general case for state water banks for interstate trans-

actions is not compelling. The identity of many potenWhile Arizona's and Nevada's proposals differ in signif-

tial buyers and sellers is not a mystery. Therefore, a

icant ways, they share a significant common ground-

bank's role as "matchmaker" is minor. Would a few

centralized, state control of interstate transactions.

homogenous contractual instruments span the inter-

Where Nevada would coordinate state control through

ests of Likely participants? Unlikely, because there may

a new commission, Arizona would coordinate state

be considerable djfferences in the circumstances of par-

control through bank-to-bank negotiations.

ticipants in interstate transactions, induding ( l ) dura-

Interestingly, in comparison to decentralized trading,

tion of commitment, (2) contingent versus continual

each proposal would strengthen the state's bargaining

commitment, (3) reliable versus unreliable supply, (4)

position in transactions. Through equal representation

demand for reliable versus unreliable supply, (5) firm

on the new commission, Nevada proposes that "buying

versus intermittent commitments, (6) credit risk of

There is another potential affirmative case for a state bank- identification and protection of third party interests and rights.
This case depends on whether the substitution of state banks for existing state regulatory mechanisms offers any better protec·
tion of such interests without the erection of any unnecessary or burdensome impediments to water transactions.

:!3
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buyer, and (7) structure of financial payments. Given

Recellt Developments. On November 21, 1995, the

the broad array of potential activities and arrange-

Southern Nevada Water Authority and MWD

ments listed in both concept papers, even the propo-

announced complerion of negotiations of a "partner-

nents may not envision boilerplate contractual

ship" which includes joint funding of the lining of the

instruments and financing schemes that would repeti-

All American Canal. Under the terms of the announced

tively serve numerous transactions.

agreement, Southern Nevada will fund 44o/o of the construction cost ($53 million) of the p roject in exchange

A final consideration about state banks involves the

for 44% of the estimated amount of conserved water

nature of Colorado River contracts. Take the case of

(30,000 afy) for a period of 55 years. If the original

Arizona as an example. The State of Arizona has

funding agreement between liD and MWD is renewed,

entered into a contract with the Secretary of the

Southern Nevada could receive its share of water for a

Interior which imposes obligations on Arizona DWR

period of 110 years.

regarding the use of Colorado River water by holders
of subcontracts to which the state is a party. Any trans-

While the agreement represents a "first" for long-term

fer by a subcontractor requires the approval of Arizona

interstate transactions in the Lower Basin, it is unclear

DWR in any event. Since Arizona DWR must approve

whether the agreement complies with Title ll of Public

the transfer anyway, it is logical, it may be argued, to

Law 100-675, which Congress passed in 1988 establishing

have Arizona DWR administer the water transactions.

the financial terms and allocation of water from the project. Under section 204(b)(l ), water conserved by the

Undoubtedly, Arizona DWR has a critical role in the

project will be made available only to California

regulatory approval for any type of transaction

Contractors for use within their service areas according

involving Arizona water, intrastate or interstate.

to the priorities of the Seven Party Agreement. Can

Arizona water law and policy, of course, determines

MWD assign its junior priority to this conserved water to

the criteria for approval of any type of transaction.

Southern Nevada? Finding the answer should provide a

Presumably, the role for an Arizona :.tate: bank would

new forum for understanding the relation between

emerge if the State of Arizona, as a matter of water

California !>tate law, which allows for the general transfer-

policy, decides to adopt different procedures and cri-

ability of conserved water, and the narrow federal pre-

teria for approval of interstate transactions than for

emption of California Jaw related to the specific project

intrastate transactions. It

is unknown whether differ-

concerning the lining of the All American Canal. In this

ential regulation of intrastate and interstate transac-

regard, it is noteworthy that conserved water can be sold

tions could survive a legal challenge under the

under California law under terms negotiated between

"commerce clause" of the U.S. Constitution. Judging

anv willing buyers and willing sellers. Under the water

by how the U.S. Suprtmlt.' Court and federal courts

allocation and cost reimbursement provisions of the

have addressed the issue for state groundwater regula-

1988 act, rt!spectively, conserved water is made available

tion, state regulation must be non-discriminatory

according to the priorities of the Seven Party Agreement

between intrastate and interstate transactions and any

and the users of the conserved water must only reim-

differential regulation must be narrowly tailored to

burse the funding parry for the actual costs incurred in

protect the public health and welfare.

the construction and operation of the proje~.-1:.
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Even if Congress preempted California law for the

River water. In a recent speech, the Secretary of the

lining of the All American Canal, can MWD and

Interior generally endorsed the concept of interstate

Southern Nevada circumvent the restriction? For

transactions based on "land fallowing and conservation

example, MWD could deliver 30,000 acre feet per year

techniques" that are mutually agreed to in the selling

via a forbearance agreement concerning water MWD

and purchasing states and do not adversely affect the

has available under its fourth priority of the Seven

entitlements of other users. The challenge is to find the

Party Agreement. As a general matter of law, politics,

transaction and accounting mechanisms that comply

and public policy, the substance of a transaction, as

with the Law of the River and applicable federal and

well as its form, determines the viability of any propos-

state law, and that generate political support. In this

al. Applying this approach to the proposed interstate

regard. especially because of the statutory restrictions

transfer of conserved All American Canal water, the

in the 1988 act governing the All American Canal pro-

contemplated forbearance agreement would he viewed

ject and the lack of preparation of California political

as a thinly-veiled attempt to disregard the will of

constituencies, the apparent failure of an interstate

Congress when it passed the 1988 act.

transaction based un the All American Canal project
need not become the basis for sustained pessimism

On December 19, 1995, the Board of Directors of the

about the long-term viability of interstate marketing.

Imperial Irrigation District unanimously voted not to
extend its agreement with MWD concerning the lining

INDIAN WATER MARKETING

of the All American Canal. liD plans to defer any next

The potential scope of Indian water marketing has

steps concerning its status as the sole funder of the

received increased attention during the past year. The

project until the conclusion of recently started facilitat-

draft regulations would allow off-the-reservation mar-

ed discussions among si.x California agencies. 24 The

keting of reserved rights to Colorado River water.

discussions were prompted by an adverse statewide

Transactions would be limited to water conserved by

reaction in California to the MWD/Southern 1\'evada

"extraordinary" conservation measures or land fallow-

Memorandum of Undemanding. Critics included key

ing. Tribal transactions would be reviewed under the

state legislators, northern California and agricultural

same principles as non-Indian transactions; that is, the

interests, environmental groups, and other participants

amount of water eligible for trade would be limited to

and proponents of the 1994 Bay Delta accord and a

changes in the consumptive use of water historically

legislative initiative to fund the development of a new

applied to reasonable and beneficial use for the previ-

water transfer delta facility.

ous five years, or other appropriate period as determined by the Regional Director. Similarly, the Nevada

In sum, interstate marketing in the lower basin bas

water bank proposal specified a role for Jndian water

proved to be as legally and politically challenged as it is

marketing as part of the bank's transactions. The Tri-

critical for meeting the growing demands for Colorado

State process also contemplated limited off-the-reser-

24

Palo Verde Irrigation District. Imperial Irrigation District, Coachella Valley Water District, MWD, Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power, and the San Diego County Water Authority. These six agencies are the "surviving., parties of the 1931 Seven
Party Agreement. The San Diego County Water Authoril)' was formed in 1946 and took over the responsibility of the City of
San Diego and the County of San Diego on Colorado River matters.
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vation marketing of water available from Indian pre-

separate from land. Moreover, the l11dian

sent perfected rights without a historic record of use.

Nonintercourse Act forbids the conveyance of Indian
land or of any title or claim thereto without

Discussion. The draft regulations and subsequent pro-

Congressional approval. Reflecting this belief,

posals portend a broad and potentially contentious

Congressional approvals of Indian water rights settle-

debate. The impending debate will be over three major

ments have expressly addressed the degree to which

issues. Are reserved rights marketable for use off-the-

Indian water may be marketed off-the-reservation.

reservation? Must marketed water have a history of
use? Is marketing of Indian reserved rights consistent

Court actions and decisions since the 1909 U.S.

with the Indian Nonintercourse Act?

Supreme Court Winters decision confirm this under·
standing. In the 1979 court decree stipulated to by the

The first question has been at the center of numerous

parties in Arizona v. Califomia, Indian water was

legal disputes over Indian water rights. Non-Indians gen-

expressly allowed to be reallocated from agriculture to

erally argue that the reserved rights doctrine requires

other on-the-reservation uses. The decree is silent about

v.rater be used only on the reservation. After all, they

the authority of tribes to market water off-the-reserva-

argue, water rights were reserved for the purpose of the

tion. More recently, in its famous 3-2 decision concern-

reservation which, in the case of the relevant tribes in the

ing the Big Horn Adjudication, the Wyoming Supreme

Lower Basin, the U.S. Supreme Court held was agricul-

Court held that reserved rights water can not be mar-

tural. If tribes can not fully use their reserved rights, the

keted off-the-reservation. In 1989, an equally-divided

water becomes available for free for use by non-Indians.

U.S. Supreme Court affirmed this decision.

Indians generally argue that marketing water off-thereservation maximizes the economic value of their

In recent years, Congress has passed legislation approv-

reserved rights and, as such, may be viewed as consistent

ing the settlement of Indian water right claims

.._.ith the economic development of their reservations. [n

throughout the western states (see Attachment 4 for

the draft Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that would

description of rights awarded and marketing provi-

have been published with its proposed federal regula-

sions of nine settlements). \lo/hile the specifics of the

tions, Interior advances an interpretation of previous

settlements differ, a general theme emerges: to date,

supplemental decrees in Arizona v. California and federal

Congress has recognized a limited right of tribes to

statutes in favor of tribes. Since the draft regulations were

market water off-the-reservation. For the five settle-

not published, the Department of the Interior has not

ments in Arizona, for example, marketing powers have

formally solicited any input concerning its interpretation.

been generally limited to allocations of Central Arizona
Project water and restricted to specified geographic

At least prior to the release of the draft regulations and

areas. The Fort Hall Indian settlement in Idaho limits

the Tri-State Process, it was generally understood that

marketing powers to only a designated portion of trib-

federal law limits marketing water off-the-reservation.

al water sources for specified areas in Idaho.

With the approval of the Secretary of the Interior,
Indians may lease water appurtenant to their lands, but

The Congressional acts approving settlements of

no federal statute authorizes the sale or lease of water

Indian water right claims in Colorado, New Mexico,
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and Utah recognize broader tribal marketing powers.

The stakes of the debate are substantial. The U.S.

However, three aspectS of the federal legislation are

Supreme Court awarded five Lower Basin tribes

noteworthy. First, all three settlement acts expressly

reserved rights with annual diversions of up to 917,552

state that the restrictions imposed by the Indian

af for the irrigalion of 138,563 net acres. Between 1987

Nonintercourse Act do not apply to the settlement

to !994, total annual diversions averaged 776,385 af, or

water. .Either these exemptions were redundant, or

84.6 percent of maximum annual diversion rights (see

Congress and participants in the settlements perceived

Attachment 5 ). Most of this use is for leasing by non-

that Indians generally lacked legal authority to market

Indians for on-the-reservation irrigation. Reclamation

water off-the-reservation. Second, all three settlement

only estimates consumptive use for the Cocopah lndian

acts require off-the-reservation marketing to be subject

Reservation and the Colorado River Indian Reservation

to state law as well as any federal law, interstate com-

in Arizona and the Yuma Indian Reservation in

pacts, and international treaties. ln effect, as Indian

California. For the two largest diverters (Colorado River

water leaves the reservation, it enjoys the same oppor-

Indian Reservation in Arizona and the Yuma Indian

tunities and faces the same restrictions as non-Indian

Reservation in California), which account for 89 percent

water rights, especially those related to Upper/Lower

of total tribal diversions during the 1987-94 period, con-

Basin marketing. For these settlements, at least,

sumptive use equals about 60% of diversions. Under the

Congress sub-ordinated the distinctive elements of

draft regulations, the ma..ximum amount eligible for off-

reserved water rights to conform with the principles of

the-reservation leasing would be about 397,000 afy for

marketing under state law. Finally, all three settlement

the Colorado River Indian Reservation in Arizona and

acts include "disclaimers." The passage of the acts do

32,000 afy for the Yuma Reservation in California.

not constitute any authority on general legal issues

Therefore, a significant amount of water may be avail-

concerning the marketing of Indian water off-the-

able, even if fndian water marketing i~ limited to water

reservation, as well as interstate or interbasin market-

with a record of historic use.

ing of water under federal law.
Indian water marketing was also discussed by the
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The second question (must marketed water have a histo-

Technical Committee of the Tri-State Process. Two

ry of use) involves one of the major differences between

Lower Basin tribes have lands in more than one state

state water law and the reserved rights doctrine. Non-

and have expressed the need to transfer use of tribal

Indians must put a right to beneficial use before that

entitlements, primarily without a record of historic

right is perfected. Kon-u.c;e can result in loss of right.

use, from one state to another. (Under the court decree

Under the reserved right<; doctrine, Indians are not

in Arizorza v. California, use of lndian water rights is

required to put water to beneficial use before their right

charged against the apportionment of the state where

is perfected. Nor can they lose their right by non-use. In

the water is used.) Within the Technical Committee,

the draft Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Interior rec-

California expressed concern that there should be a

ognizes this distinction. As already mentioned, the draft

limit on transfers of undeveloped Indian water rights

regulations intended to "split" the difference by allowing

to avoid sanctioning large-scale marketing of unused

Indians to market water off-the-reservation, but requir-

Indian water rights or shifting use of those rights

ing a historic record of use.

among states. In response, the Tribes suggested, but did

not agree to, a possible initial limit of 30,000 afy off-

interested in the concept of Upper/Lower Basin mar-

the-reservation between states, with annual stepped

keting. The potential leasing of a portion of Utah's

increases if the approach proved workable.

unused Colorado River entitlement was addressed in
both the Republican proposal supported by Governor

Recent Developments. MWD's conditions under which

Michael 0. Leavitt and the Democratic proposal pre-

it proposed to fund the lining of the All American

pared for the Utah Growth Summit held in December

Canal would have also brought to the table the legal

1995. The parties considered interstate leasing as a pos-

questions concerning Indian water marketing. Under

sible means to generate revenues to fund water project

the San Luis Rey Indian Water Rights Settlement Act

development in Utah and to protect the state's

(Title 1 of Public Law 100-675), five Indian Bands

Colorado River entitlement. The watchword was pro-

received the right to 16,000 afy of supplemental water

ceed with caution.

from either the lining of the All American Canal or
water de\'elopment on public lands in California out-

Currently, Utah does not use about 500,000 af per year

side the Central Valley Project. Under section 106(c),

of the Colorado River water available under its entitle-

the water "shall be provided for use by the (tribe) on

ment. After completion of the Central Utah Project and

their reservation and the local entities (in San Diego

other anticipated projects in the nex1 10 to 15 years, the

County) in their service area." Unlike the other recent

state's unused Colorado River allocation will decline to

settlement act~ passed by Congress (see Attachment 4),

350,000 af per year. The state anticipates that a portion

the San Luis Rey Act does not explicitly address even a

of this water will be used for future water demands, such

qualified right to market the water off-the-reservntion.

as indian reserved water rights, growth in southeastern

Despite the absence of such provisions, MWD plans to

Utah and along the Wasatch Front, and energy and eco-

pay the tribe up to $4.9 million per year to forego

nomic development in eastern Utah. The remainder

deliveries of 16,000 afy for use on lands outside the

could be to leased for a period of 50 to 100 years to an

location restrictions imposed by Congress.

entity in the Lower Colorado River basin.

In sum, marketing of Indian water off-the-reservation

Utahns anticipate that interbasin marketing will be a

will undoubtedly involve litigation and politia~l con-

politically contentious policy. A Department of 1\atural

troversy concerning the reserved rights doctrine. The

Resources paper commented:

settlement of the many outstanding unresolved Indian

There is a high probability that any water

water claims (especially in Arizona) will provide an

leasing proposal will be challenged in court

opportunity for Congress to address yet again the over-

as a violation of the "Law of the River", and

riding legal issue. Judging by past Congressional

state water export laws. The litigation will be

actions, the safest bet would be that the issue will be

expensive, and will involve federal, state, and

confronted on a case-by-case basis, with a limited right

tribal parties, and will likely take 5-l 0 years

for off-the-reservation, intrastate marketing.

to conclude.
The paper also raised the possibility that serious dis-

UPPER/LOWER BASIN MARKETING

cussions of interbasin leasing could disrupt crnrent

To date, Utah has been the only Upper Basin state

efforts of Lower Basin states to meet their demands for
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Colorado River water within their 7.5 million af appor-

allocation of Colorado River water. Utah's marketing

tionment granted under the Colorado River Compact.

effort will confront many issues, including the following:

• economic issues: motivating a Lower Basin buyer or
Despite these negatives, the appeal of interbasin leasing

buyers to pay Utah for wnter which, in any event,

is sufficiently strong to warrant further consideration.

must flow to the Lower Basin under the terms of the

The Republican proposal comments that leasing"...

1922 Colorado River Compact because Utah may not

provides compensation to Utah for water development

lawfully withhold any of its Colorado River appor-

that is used by lower basin states for free; provides rev-

tionment for which it can not put to a beneficial use;

enues for funding other water development projects,

• Upper Basin Compact issues: other Upper Basin states

and benefits endangered fish, recreation, and water

have a right to any of Utah's unused apportionment

quality by ensuring maximum stream flows." "Based on

water and, as such, any lease to a Lower Basin buyer

these facts and with a full recognition of the legal,

or buyers must either be (1) subordinate to these

political, and economic concerns, the state should pro-

rights or (2) receive the consent of the other Upper

ceed with the necessary preparations and negotiations

Basin states;

to explore leasing a portion of (Utah's) rights to

• Lower Basin Apportionment Issue: since Utah's unused

Colorado River water. However, no decision to com-

apportionment water is clearly Colorado River water

mence leasing should occur until all facts are known

which flows into Lake Mead in the presence or in the

and the benefits and costs have been carefully weighed.

absence of a leasing agreement, the leasing of Utah's

In maki ng this recommendation, it is recognized that

unused apportionment water would be at the

there is a high possibility that any water leasing pro-

expense of the (most) junior Lower Basin entitlement

posal will be challenged in court."

holders
Unraveling the above issues may indeed rake the 5 to

The Democratic proposal suggests proceeding with

I 0 years of litigation predicted by the Utah

even greater caution. lt commented: "It is vital that

Department of Natural Resources.

Utah safeguard its right to water from the Colorado
River. The concept of leasing Utah's water allocation to

CONCLUSION

downstream users has received much attention. This
issue should be studied as a possible way to protect

Since the 1922 Colorado River Compact, tile history of

Utah's interest in the Colorado River. Additionally,

the Colorado River has been a story of lagging develop-

alternative strategies may exist to accomplish this criti-

ment in the Upper Basin and underutilization of enti-

cal objective. Whatever course is chosen, Utah must act

tlements in the Lower Basin in Arizona and Nevada.

quickly to protect its rights."'

Times are changing. Economic and environmental
pressures are about to confront historical methods of
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The Growth Summit lead to the adoption of a concur-

apportionment. Water resource managers understand

rent resolution H.C.R. 8, which urges the Executive

the imperative need to more effectively manage the

Director and others in the Utah Department of Natural ·

over-appropriated water resources of the Colorado

Resources and the Utah Attorney General to investigate

River on an interstate basis and have a better under-

the ft:'asibility of leasing a portion of Utah,s unused

standing of the need for managing these resources on

an interstate basis. This is becoming apparent as federal
and state policy shifts to market-based solutions.

"Draft Regulations for Admicistering Entitlements to
Colorado River Water in the Lower Colorado River
Basin': memorandum from then Acting Regional

For almost five years, federal policy toward the market-

Director Robert W. Johnson to Colorado River

ing of Colorado River water in the Lower Basin has

Water Users in the Lower Colorado River Basin,

been under development either through the drafting of

Known Interested Parties, and Parties Potentially

federal regulations or state-to-state discussions. As evi-

Interested in the Development of Draft Regulation,

denced by recent developments, the economic and

May 6, 1994 (proposed federal regulations and

public policy imperatives for marketing transactions

draft Notice of Proposed Rulemaking)

may not wait for the establishment of a comprehensive
framework. Instead, the institutional arrangements for

Tri-State Process

water marketing are likely to emerge as part of a caseby-case review of specific transactions. Judging by the

"Progress Report No.4", Lower Colorado River

B:~sin

recent developments of the past few months, there will

Technical Committee, June 1, 1995 (final summary

soon be substantial opportunity to e>.:plore in "real-

of activities and discussions Technical

time" the public policy toward intrastate and interstate

on Tri-State Process)

Committe~

marketing in the Lower Basin and the marketing of
Indian water for use off-the-reservation.

Arizona Water Policy
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Energy and Natural Resources, U.S. Senate, June 8-

ATTACHMENT 1
Recent Historic Record of Natural Colorado River Flows at Lee Ferry
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Annual Flow - Cumulative Excess Flows

I

Summary ofThree Dry Periods

Period

Years

% Below Average

Cumulative Deficit

'31 -'40

10

80

24.8 Million af

Average Annual
Deficit
2.5 Million af

'50-'61

12

82

24.5 Million af

2.0 Million af

'72-'77

6

67

13.7 Million af

2.3 Million af

Source: Colorado River Board of California for Annual Natural Colorado River Flows at Lee Ferry
Cum~tlatii'C excess }lows defined as the cumulative amount, as of any year, the natural tlow exceeded the 15.0 million
acre-foot average for the 1906-94 period.
Cumulatiw deficit ddined as total amount of flows for period les) than would ha'e bl~n available if annual natural
flow averaged 15.0 million acre fet't.
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ATTACHMENT 2

History of Unused Arizona Colorado River Entitlements
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ATTACHMENT 3

Projections of Arizona's Unused Colorado River Entitlement
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I

Moderate Bank: average storage over all combined funding sources and banking costs
Aggressive Bank: 4 cent tax, plus maximum pumping fee funds banking costs of CAP energy charge, plus recharg e

OM&R
Cumulative Banking under Alternative Storage Costs and Funding Sources Million Acre Feet)
CAP Energy & Recharge
Plus CAP Fixed OM&R and
Plus CAP M&l Capital

Funding Source

4 Cent Tax
Plus Maximum Pump Fee
Plus Appropriation

OM&R

Recharge Capital

5.63
7.17
7.92

2.36
3.02
4.60

I

Repayment Charge
1.48
1.89
2.88
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ATTACHMENT 4

Summary of Marketing Provisions for Nine Recent Settlements
Ak Chin Indian Community (Arizona): Congressional action in 1978, 1984. Awarded
75.000 af Central Arizona Project (CAP) water (85,000 af in wet years). In 1992, Congress authorized lease of unused CAP allocation to off-reservation users in Tucson, Pinal, and Phoenix Active
Management Areas (AMA).
Fort McDowell Indian Community (A rizona): Congressional action in 1990. Awarded
35.950 af from Verde River and CAP. May lease 18.233 af of CAP allocation for off-reservation
uses within Pima, Pinal, and Maricopa counties.
Tohono O ' odham Nation (Arizona): Congressional action in 1982. Awarded 37,800 af
CAP water and 28,200 af reclaimed water. May tease settlement water within area slightly larger than Tucson AMA. The settlement has not been implemented.
Salt River-Pima Maricopa Indian Community (Arizona): Congressional action in
1988. Awarded 122,400 af from Salt River, Verde River, groundwater, and CAP. May lease
13.000 af CAP allocation to Phoenix area cities from 2000 to 2099.
San Carlos Apache Tribe -Salt River side of Reservation (Arizona): Congressional
action in 1992. Awarded 71.435 af from Salt River, Gila River. Black River and CAP. May lease
64,135 af of CAP water for off-the-reservation uses within Pima. Yiaricopa. and Pinal Counties.
Ute Mountain Ute Indian Tribe and the Southern Ute Indian Tribe (Colorado):
Congressional action in 1988. Ute Mountain Ute awarded 33.000 af from the Animas Las Platas
Project. 23,500 af from the Delores Project, l ,600 af from the San Juan River, 21,000 af of junior
rights from the Mancos River, and 4,800 af of junior rights from the Navajo Wash. Southern Ute
Tribe awarded 11,000 af reserved direct flow rights from the San Juan. Florida, and Piedra (East
Side Streams) and 3,300 af agricultural and 26,500 af for M&l from the Animas Las Platas project. Tribes may voluntarily sell. exchange. lease. use or dispose of right for use off-the-reservation within Colorado. "As a condition precedent to such sale, exchange. lease, use, or other
disposition. that portion of the Tribe's water right shall be changed to a Colorado State water right.
but be such a State water right only during the use of that right off the reservation. and shall be
fully subject to State laws. Federal laws, interstate compacts. and international treaties applicable
to the Colorado River and its tributaries:· None of the waters may be sold, exchanged, lea<>ed,
used or otherwise disposed into Lower Colorado River basin unless rights held by non-Federal ,
non-Indian users in Colorado have same rights under State law, Federal law, interstate compacts,
or international treaties applicable to the Colorado River and its tributaries.
Fort Hall Indian Reservation(ldaho): Congressional action in 1990. Awarded 581,031
af diversions (354,239 af consumptive use) of surface. groundwater, and stored water in Upper
Snake River basin. Right to market water stored in Palisades Reservoir within Snake River basin
above Milner Dam and water stored in American Falls Reservoir anywhere in Idaho.
JicariJla Apache Tribe (New Mexico): Congressional action in 1992. Awarded 40.000
af diversions (32.000 af depletions) from Navajo Reservoir or Navajo River and San Juan-Chama
Project. May subcontract. including all renewals. for no more than 99 years for use off-reservation. subject to and not inconsistent with state law. and under ··any applicable Federal. law. interstate compact, and international law as apply to the exercise of water rights held by non-Federal,
non-Indian entities."
Ute Indian Tribe (Utah): Congressional action in 1992. Amount awarded not determined. pending approval of Revised Ute Indian Compact of 1990. Tribe proposes djversion rights
of 470.595 af (consumptive use of 248.943 af) from the Green River, the White River. Lake Fork,
and the Duchesne River. Marketing provisions comparable to those for Ute Mountain Ute Indian
Tribe and the Southern Ute Indian Tribe (Colorado).
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ATTACHMENT 5
Reserved Water Rights or Five Tribes and Recorrl of Historical Use

Court A\41C2rd
Annual NttAcru Avtragt
Divwions
Divtrsions
Arizona
Cocopah looian RestMtiolf
Colorado River looian ReseMti
Fort Mojave lmian Reservation
Sub-total

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994 C011JUmptivt
UstRatia

7,681
1,206
4,512
1,616
1,210
1,525
1,426
1,262
1,617 11,(..08 15,829
662,402 99,375 639,870 626,022 626,292 690,999 672,920 639,520 $86,360 ~3.372 673,473
103,S3S 16,018 56,859 51 ,916 62,204 59,244 58,764 59,556 44,775 59,573 58,843
713,618 116,599 701.241 679,554 6&9,706 751,76& 733,1 10 700,338 632,752 674,553 748,145

99.6%
61.3%

n.a

California
C~ehuevi lrdian RestMtion

7,743

~7.793

Colorado River looian Reservati
Fort Mojave lmian Reservation
SW.total

11,340
51,616
54,746
13,698
131,400

8,213
2,119
19,975

6,691
20,661
7$,144

Nevada
Fort Mojave Indian Resmation

12,534

1,989

Yuma ltxiian Re$moaliln

Total Lower Basin
aincludes

917,552

1,900
31,381
5,732
19,578
57,691

43,888
4,205
22,344
70,437

63,558
5,479
21,071
90,109

49,638
5,380
20,760

49,613
8,448
19.704

15,ns

n,765

49,571
9,793
20,604
79,969

45,475
7,787
18,725
71,987

48,210
6,701
21,497

58.9%
11.11
/1.11

n,418

138,563 776,385 737,245 760,143 841,8n 808,888 778,103 712,721 746,540 825,563

wen pumping

,. not available

Sourct : Decree Records in Arizona v. California
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v
WATER MARKETING
BUILDING FLEXIBILITY INTO WATER ALLOCATIONS

SESSION NOTES
SESSION 3a
Tuesday 1:30 p.m. - 4:00p.m.
Question
Various water marketing and water banking proposals are under consideration in the Colorado River basin.
1. What interests need to be protected in water transfers?
2. Who should be involved in the decisions?
3. \!Vhat principles should guide considerations of these and future proposals?

Product:
List of guiding principles which can be used to evaluate water marketing proposals.

Comments:
GROUP 1 - Martha Hunter

the authority to transact, prece-

2.List of principles, criteria
or questions for evaluating
water marketing proposals.

dence

A

I. Comments on Panel
A

State to state/sovereign - who has

est and best use
• Regional Board for entire Basin
(including Mexico) to addre!$S all
• Impact on land values/economy

A

(in opposition to above statement)
A

A

Inclusion of non-economic markets - tribal, in stream, can be

stakeholders is in the broad con-

quantified by CV
A

Ownership should be established

ment.

before sale/transaction (tribal

How will costs/externaijtics be dis-

rights) clear up title before the

(includes buyer & seller)
A

What is the market? (intrastate vs.
interstate)

sale

tributed to benefited parties?

Federal involvement to assist pub1ic interests

A

nomic interests) Definition of
text which includes the environ-

issues

protection of rights

Would stakeholders be harmed by
a transaction? (includes non-eco-

• Individual/market control - high-

tions of use/non-use; long term

Sales of rights vs. rentaJ - implica-

A

Ability/willingness to wheel water.
Convey water to where it is nerded
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Effect on power and flood control
• Should buyer/seller's water management practices be subject to
scrutiny to determine eligibility to

meet federal mandates
• Facilities (dams) ownership (public vs. private)/management - recognize difference between

• Temporary commitments to permanent needs
• Maintain priorities with sale or
rental

A

• What type of transaction is
allowed? (wet vs. paper) What
type of underlying right can be
transferred?

participate in transaction? Who
would scrutinize?
• Precise basis to determine consumptive water use

• How does the transaction accommodate shortages/surplus?
4 Define the responsibilities/powers. Structure should be defined.

• Consumptive history
• Efficiency of water use - buyer or
seller. Is there room for improvement?

• Is the proposal sustainable? finan-

• Water quality criteria- Is it

• How do you include the environ-

cial. habitat, address contingencies

included in the transaction?
Byproduct, externality

ment in the transaction?
• Third party impacts - mitigation,

facilities; funding/payment transfer of water
• How will proceeds be distributed?
• How will contributions be determined?
• How does the particular transaction fit into the overall plan?

A

Recognize the limited need (market) for transactions

GROUP 2- Sue Lofgren

!.Comments on Panel
• Lack of Indian participation
mentioned by panel

2.list of principles or criteria
for evaluating water marketing proposals.
• Honest brokers, no hidden agendas
• Special consideration for tribal
rights
A Idea of equity throughout - wherever water comes from
• States need to define their ground
rules in marketing. States need to
set ground rules for their own
state.
• Tribes and federal installations

with reserved rights brought to the
table
• Common information base essential basinwide, based on
methods/principles everyone
agrees on
• Common definitions/ground rules
4 Willingness to work within existing infrastructure
• Maintain principle of protection,
not allowing it to become an issue
of commerce
• Lower basin states establish baseline criteria
• Process to evaluate implications of
instream /environmental impacts
• Impact of ESA on water transfer

( +or - )
• Any change to Supreme Court
decree needs to be agreed upon
by all parties involved
• Education & increased understanding for members of tribes
about water marketing
• Technological assistance to tribes
• Increasing conservation in arid
environments
.A.

Some Indian rights clarification

(state by state)
..., Question of Indian rights ability
to be marketed
• Interstate transfers should be
intra basin

GROUP 3 - Eva Patten

!.list of principles or criteria • Right of transfer
for evaluating water market- • Terms, longevity, certainty of
ing proposals.
transfer

ISO

4

Wet water

• Third party effects

A

Consistent with the law

• Group consensus

• New, or changes to existing laws
• Weed, dust cont rol (eligibility 2
out of last 5 years; effective 1992 94; negotiate 1991 - 92. District
costs - flat amount; $500 K -

• Trust obligations

total; 100 K - computer, tracking

A

of water use)

2.Criteria

Lessons - change in agricultural

• Realistic proposal

attitudes; successful model; short

• Reliability of supply

term agreement; banking, wheeling

A

• Palo Verde model - proposed long

Verification

• Limitations of total land involved

term; farmers all involved; 2 year
test program; 25% set aside by

available
• Overcoming historic baggage
• Developing flexibility
• Get all parties to buy in
A

3. Challenges

Palo Verde; measured by commit-

• Consensus rather than litigation

tee; 4.6 acre feet used; $620

• Slightly modify or interpret Law of

acre/year - landowner; 33% maximum participation

• Uncertain of amount of water

the River

Perception of positive benefit by
all parties including 3rd parties

• Revisiting Ari1.0na priorities and
Nevada limitation
• Environmental impacts

• Uncertainty of Indian reserved rights

GROUP 4- Pam Hait

!.Comments on Panel

agricultural water basinwide

• Limited federal role in intrastate

• Recognition of Indian water rights

• Evaluate what should it be

• Voluntary buyer and seller
(intrastate)

• Limited role/facilitate between

• Preserve Compact within "family"

• Preserve power of eminent domain

• Trust responsibility to the tribes

• Maximum flexibility of Compact

• Drought leasing vs. permanent

• ESA, Clean Water Act

• Instit utions do not need to be
changed. Colorado River
Compact

transfer

• Tribes are part of family
• Crisis prompts decision/better
decisions without crisis
• Allocation in times of excess

A

Lift restrictions on tribal interstate
marketing

• Protected interests

• New Mexico permits transfer
with no 3rd party impact
• Definition of water market - pro-

• Consideration of 3rd party impact

tection of allocation, concern his-

• Protect state entitlement - no per-

tory of states view

manent transaction - state/state

2.list of principles or criteria
for evaluating water marketing proposals.

and within states

• Equitable fees & terms for water
moving in interstate market
• Intrastate market works (Yuma
conversion project - on-going,

• Players

rules and regulations, is a positive

• Per capita equalization of non-

and about to happen)

• Should we facilitate water going
to $$? Comment that water flows
to money and not downhill
• Growth issue
• Orderly flow of water to where it is
needed/lack of lead to reallocation

lSI
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ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
WHAT ROLE FOR S CIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

Authors
Steven Carothers & Dorothy H ouse

Panelists
Jeff Fassett, Wyoming State Engineer
David Wegner, Glen Canyon Environmental Studies, BOR
Pam Hyde, American Rivers

OBSERVATIONS
The following observations serve as a geneml s11mmary provided by the conference co11veners and do not represent any
"consensus" of the workshop participants. 71re full (verbatim) notes from each breakout sessio11 are provided irz this
report following the text of each diswssiorr paper.
Following the lead of paper preparers Steve Carothers

text. Credibility is essential and a method for peer

and Dorothy House. this discussion was divided into

review of study plans as well as final analysis is impor-

the responsibility of resource managers and scientists.

tant. Science should be able to analyze present situa-

Participants generally agreed that scientists and man-

tion as well as offer predictive insights into future

agers have very different roles. Scientists should pro-

courses of action.

vide credible information to assist managers and the
public. This includes the responsibility to set clear sci-

On the other hand effective resource management

entitic goals and objectives, identify costs, pose ques-

should include and support science, identifying and

tions, identify options, and provide conclusive results.

integrating management goals and objectives based on

It was recognized that when uncertainty exists, that

an array of social values. The role of managers is to ask

uncertainty should be identified and placed in context.

the right questions; identifying public concerns and

Scientists should operate in an interdisciplinary con-

setting priorities in order to give science direction.
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They should create an atmosphere conducive to the

responsibilities that helps give direction to the other.

inclusion of science. This includes good communica-

Management decisions guide science, scientific under-

tion, clear objectives, and adequate funding. They are

standing guides management. However, throughout

the accountable decision makers and must integrate

this partnership, managers and scientists must recog-

scientific understanding with social values. They

nize their independent responsibilities and remain

should educate the public and communicate the need

objective. The relationship must include good commu-

as well as the results of scientific inquiry.

nication and an element of trust. Managers and scientists should understand interdisciplinary links and

Both breakout sessions concluded that the roles of scientist and manager are not separate. Each has a set of
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integrate them in study design and decision making.

THE ROLE OF SCIENCE
IN COLORADO RIVER MANAGEMENT
Steven W. Carothers
and
Dorothy A. House

Prepared for discussion purposes for the Colorado River Workshop. The paper is the work of the individual
author and does not represent the opinion of Grand Canyon Trust or the Bureau of Reclamation.

THE PROBLEM

enviro11mental advocates fight for the preservation of natural river ecosystems (free-flowing,

No sirzgle reach of the Colorado River system, nor

sedimem-laden, variable-temperature rivers

the system in its entirety, can possibly meet all the

devoid of nomrative species) where they still

demands (oftetz mutually exclusive) made upon

exist, and the restoration of such ecosystems

it. The seven Colorado River Basin states and

where

Native Americnn interests compete for water

Environmentalists are aided in this struggle-

allocations; water diversio11 projects reduce

arid consumptive use is obstructed-by the very

instream flow; hydropower producers manipu-

costly clout of the Endartgered Species Act of

late discharge in response to demand; dams tum

1973. Every interest cannot have its way. Choices

flowing water into lakes, trap sediment, and cool

must be made. Choices will be mude. The prob-

downstream water temperatures in the interest of

lem before us is how this will be done.

tlrey

have

been

destroyed.

water storage mtd power production; and sportfishery managers stock nonnative fish species in

The Colorado River system, from its myriad headwa-

the man-made lakes and in the cold. clear waters

ters to the now mostly dry Mexican delta, is one of the

of the transformed rivers. In direct opposition,

most highly regulated, politically controversial, and
ecologically altered river systems in the world. With the
passage of time, the competing human demands on the

STEVEN CAROTHERS is President of SWCA,
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several offices throughout the Southwest.
DOROTHY A. HOUSE presently serves as Technical
Writer and Senior Editor for SWCA.

Colorado River and its tributaries have grown in complexity and magnitude. Management of this system has
often been characterized (and handicapped) by competition and conflict-first, just among the many consumptive users of riverine resources, and more
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recently, between consumptive ust:rs, environmental
advocates, and recreationists. In the last 20 years, the
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single most powerful element in Colorado River

B. The role of science in Colorado River management is to

management decisions has been the enforcement of

better illuminate the arena in which changing social forces

the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, particu-

operate, thereby facilitating well-informed decisions.

larly as applied to the preservation and recovery of
listed! native fish

sp~cies.

But the influence of the

C. Neither society in general, nor the scientific communi-

ESA may be short lived, because, as its power has

ty, nor agency personnel currently have a coherent vision

grown, so has its attendant social, economic, and

to guide river management into the future. Special inter-

political costs. As a result, the level of dissension over

est groups may have such visions, but their objectives are

Colorado River system management has escalated;

by definition narrowly focused, atzd the vision of one

pressure to revise, weaken, or even eliminate the ESA

group is ofterz at odds with thar of another.

has increased; and the direction of future management decisions remains unclear.

D. An integrated, basinwide, long-term vision of what
society wcmts rfte Colorado River system to be is needed to

No single reach of the Colorado River system, nor

develop em overarching management philosophy that will

the system in its entirety, can possibl)' meet all the

minimize conflict among divergent i11terests and best

demands (often mutually exclusive) made upon it.

serve the public good. A holistic view of Colorado River

Choices must be made. Choices will be made. The

Basin management would acknowledge that the river sys-

problem before us is how this will be done. Our

tem has been forever altered and that power and water

options lie along several cominuums. One continuum

projects are an imegral parr of that systern. It would also

measures the degree of cooperation that will take place

acknowledge that, in the long term, economic stability

among various interests and jurisdictions. Another

within human societies is dependent upon sustainable

measures the degree to which choices will be directed

ecosystems.

by conscious public policy. Yet another measures the
competency and wisdom of these choices in light of

E. A long-term vision and concomitant management plzi-

long-term human needs. This last continuum relates

losophy should be based on sound scientific knowledge of

directly to the central theme of this paper: the role of

how the physical and biological compor~erlts of the

science in Colorado River management.

Colorndo River system fimctiotl and interrelate.

Our discussion of where Colorado River Basin man-

F. To most effectively realiZI! long-term goals, evolving

agement is today and where the process might go in

management straregies should incorporate scientific

the future is based on the following assumptions:

processes in a continuous, dynamic, feedback relationslzip.
The widely accepted term for such a relationship is

A. The use of science in Colorado River management has

"adaptive ma11agement."

always been driven by social values and socioeconomic
and political pressures. This will continue to be tlze case

How can the role of science in Colorado River Basin

in the future.

management be intelligently discussed given the ambi-

l
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Byulisted species:· we mean species federaUy listed as endangered or threatened under provisions of the ESA.

guities of larger socaal, economic, and political forces?

debate. To aid the discussion, we organized the paper

Good question. We suggest that those concerned about

as follows. First we explore some of the conceptual

this issue first step back and play the critic. Try to

underpinnings of the problem, specifically the relation-

answer the following questions about recent scientific

ship of science, social values, socioeconomic and politi-

work in the Colorado River system:

cal p ressures, and resources management. \Ve then
sketch the historical evolution of this relationship in

A What has society received for an investment in sci-

the Colorado River Basin leading up to the t:xisting sit-

entific research and monitoring that now exceeds

uation and provide some examples. We end by looking

S60 million?

at some options for the future, focusing on the concept

A What has been accomplished?

of adaptive management and on the possibilities

A What have been the benefits and to whom?

offered by a bosinwide scientific perspective, particular-

A What have been the trade-offs and indirect costs?

ly as it relates to recovery possibilities for the system's

A Have the resources expended on scientific work

endangered native fish.

been used effectively, and have research opportunities been defined and pursued wisely?

Then look to the future and consider the following

RELATIONSHIP OF SCIENCE, SOCIAL VALUES,
SOCIOECONOMIC AND POLITICAL PRESSURES,
AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

questions:
Assumption A. The use of science in Colorado River
A Should the public continue to support scientific

management luts always been driven by social values and

work in the Colorado River Basin? If so, to meet

socioeconomic ar1d political pressures. This will continue

what objectives?

to be the case in the futtm:.

A To what degree is Basinwide coordination of management and scientific efforts necessary, desirable,

Today it is convenient for contending parties to blame

or possible? Is it possible for society to reach a con-

the failure to establish basinwide economic and ecolog-

sensus on what the Colorado River sy~tem should

ical goals on insufficient scientific understanding of

look like in the foreseeable and long-term future?

system components and interactions. While sound and

A How should science relate to ongoing management?

compatible economic and ecological goaJs must be

How should priorities be set and by whom? vVho

based on good scientific knowledge, science has never

should direct, fund, and perform the work?

governed how human societies have chosen to manage

A How do we determine if and when the work (e.g.,

natural resources. Rather, science has served (or been

species recovery) is a) completed or b) abandoned

used to justify) the objectives of larger socioeconomic

as impos:.ible? Should there be a "sunset clause" on

and political forces. These forces, in tum, have been

CA"Pend.itures in endangered species recovery programs?

functions of changing social values. The e>.'tent to
which growing knowledge about how our ecosystem

Suggesting possible answers to all these questions is

works can influence social values and associated

beyond the scope of this paper; we are simply present-

socioeconomic and political forces is an open question.

ing the questions as a framework for consideration and
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Assumption B: The role of science is to better illuminate

water rights, for rhere is not sufficient water to

the environment in which changing social forces operate.

supply tlze land.

John Wesley Powell to the National Trrigation
Scientific work can be seen as a process of illumina-

Congress, Los Angeles, 1893

tion; it casts a light on the world around us so that we
can better "see:' or understand, our environment and

Powell's concept of organizing development of the

ourselves. How we go about casting that light and what

West into specific watersheds and his recognition that

we do with the information revealed is variable and

both land and water were in limited supply were

depends on a plethora of limiting factors that fall out-

ignored almost from the start. But even Powell, with

side the realm of science.

his warnings about the limited potential and vulnerability of arid land, had no concept of the pressures that

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON COLORADO
RIVER MANAGEMENT

ultimately would be put on water resources in the
Colorado River Basin or of the resulting effect that
development would have on its natural ecological com-

MAKING THE DESERT BLOOM

munities.

For most of this century, development of water and
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power resources monopolized management decisions.

Significant alteration of the Colorado River drainage

Decisions affecting the region were forged from the

ecosystems began in 1892 with construction of the

communally held belief that arid lands have no intrin-

16.7-mile Colorado RocJ..-y Mountain Grand Ditch, a

sic value and making the "desert bloom" is an incon-

hand-dug water conveyance designed to transfer water

testable social goal. Proponents of Colorado River

across the Continental Divide. In 1928, with the enact-

Basin water development encouraged the assumption

ment of the Boulder Canyon Project Act (authorization

that land and water were in unlimited supply. From the

for Hoover Dam), a program that would eventually

earliest scientific exploration of the region with the his-

lead to major changes in Colorado River ecosystems

toric river trips of John Wesley Powell, major water

was launched. Legislative mandates which would inad-

projects, especially irrigation projects, were seen as pre-

vertently lead to what are essentially permanent

requisites to significant settlement. Tnterestingly,

changes in riverine environments reached their pinna-

Powell, a principal force behind the founding of the

de in 1956 with the enactment of the Colorado River

Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), as early as 1878

Storage Project (CRSP) Act. Triumphantly hailed as a

advocated treating aridland water development differ-

victory of mankind over nature, the CRSP Act proved

ently from the approaches used in the eastern United

to be an unwitting, but clear prescription for the

States. In 1893, he made the following prophetic state-

reduction, and in some cases, removal, of the Colorado

ment to a most unreceptive audience:

River Basin's native fishes and their habitats.

Gentlemen, it may be unpleasant for me to give

ERA OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ETHIC

you tlzese facts. I hesitated a good deal but firwlly

As the socioeconomic environment of the western

concluded to do so. I tell you genrlemen, you are

United States changed from the budding growth of the

pilir1g up a heritage of corlflict and litigation over

1930s to the continued development and near-full uti-

lization of land and water resources rhat exist today, envi-

a national commitment to protect and recover all

ronmental conflicts and questions relating to rhe long-

endangered species in the United States by passing the

term ecological healrh of rhe region have increasingly

Endangered Species Act (ESA). Their intention is stated

demanded attention and resolution. Resource manage-

in Section 2(b):

ment and rhe role of science in this evolving socioeconomic and political conte.xt have changed as well.

The purposes of this Act are to provide a moons
whereby the ecosystems upo11 wl1ich endangered

Concern for environmental protection in this country

species and threatened species depend may be con-

was eA'J>ressed b)' a few citizens as early as the late 1800s

served, to provide a program for the conservation of

when the passenger pigeon (Ectopistcs migratorius) was

such endangered species and threatened species,

hunted into extinction. Early efforts to stem the

and to take such steps as may be appropriate to

destruction of habitats and wildlife were evidenced in

achieve the purposes ofthe treaties and conventions

federal legislation like the River and Harbors Act

set forth itI subsection (a) of this section...

( 1899), and sporadic efforts continued through the
first half of the twentieth century; most notably rhe

Subsection (a) cited above references a variety of inter-

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act in 1934 (amended

national treaties all pledging to protect wildlife and

and strengthened in 1958). For the most part. however,

habitats. One of the more interesting provisions of the

the assumption that natural resources are limitless and

Act, Section 2(c)(2), is directly pertinent to Colorado

exist solely for human exploitation permeated

River Basin water development projects:

American social values and dominated management
strategies into the second half of this century. Concern

It is further declared to be the policy of Congress

for deteriorating natural habitats, wildlife, and other

that Federal Agencies shall cooperate with State

environmental resources did not receive broad public

and local agenctes to resolve water reso11rce issues in

attention and an effective constituency until well into

concert with cotL.<cn--ation of endangered species.

the 1960s. Beginning then, the United States Congress
responded to shifting public values by passing four

As a result of these changing social values and the con-

pieces of environmental legislation: the Wilderness Act

sequent political actions, federal management policy

(1964), Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1968), National

and practices in Lhe Colorado River Basin changed as

Environmental Policy Act ( 1969), and Clean Water Act

well. Agencies could no longer manage almost exclu-

( 1972). The legislative mandates in these laws clearly

sively for water use, hydropowt!r production, and

had a positi,•e impact on em;ronmental conditions.

sportfisheries. They had to take into account the

but they were especiaUy instrumental in sharpening the

impacts of their actions on the environment (per the

focus of public awareness on disruptions in the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA]), especially

nation's natural resource base.

on listed spec1es (pt!r the ESA). These compliance
needs opened the door to a far more active role for sci-

This was particularly true for rapidly declining, high-

entific investigation.

profile species (e.g., grizzly bear, bald eagle, peregrine
falcon. California condor etc.). In 1973, Congre~ made
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF SCIENCE IN
THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN REFLECTS
CHANGING SOCIAL VALUES AND THE
EVOLUTION OF MANAGEMENT ISSUES

During the 1930s, when Hoover Dam was built, the
unchallenged social ethiC toward a natural resource like
the Colorado River was to harness and ulilite it. States
were competing for water to develop agricultural
industries and support burgeoning urban growth.

SCIENCE USED TO IMPLEMENT ALREADY-

Communities on the Lower Colorado River wanted a

CONCEIVED MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

flood control structure up!>tream, developing cities and

From the earliest stages of Colorado River Basin devel-

towns wanted a source of electrical power, and recre-

opment to the implementation of the CRSP Act in the

ationim wanted a lake for water-related activities

1960s, science served as the handmaiden of water and

(including fishing). For decades after construction of

hydroelectric power projects. Its function was to help

the dam, fisheries biologists working for state agencies

implement already-conceived management strategies.

diligently stocked Lake Mead with many nonnative

Scientists were asked to provide specific, limited-vision

species of sportfish and, indeed, the lake became a suc-

responses to narrowly framed questions. For example,

cessful fishery.

dam builders would need information about a potential
damsite that only geologists could provide: Is this rock

Managers realized their immediate objectives, but over

structurally ~und? How much water from a proposed

the years they have had to deal with several unexpected

reservoir would be lost through cracks or by absorption?

developments as well. For example, as the reservoir

What would happen if the rock becomes saturated?

filled, it became apparent that it was silting in at a

What are the chances of an earthquake occurring?

totaJiy unpredicted rate. Sedimentologists were called
in to study the situation, and they determined that the

The illumination provided by scientific inquiry of this

life expectancy of Lake Mead could be as short as two

nature tended to be a narrow, sharply focused beam,

hundred years. Alarmed, river managers turned their

revealing little about the interconnectedness of natural

attention toward prolonging the life of the reservoir by

processes. As a result, management actions often result-

building a sediment trap upstream, thus adding impe-

ed in unanticipated consequences. Searching for reme-

tu~

for the authorization and construction of Glen

dies would then dictate new narrowly framed

C"..anyon Dam. (Of course, Glen Canyon Dam and other

questions, and the cycle would repeat itself. Both man-

components of the Colorado River Storage Project

agers and scientists found themselves operating in a

were already under consideration for altogether differ-

reactive mode. This pattern tended to reinforce short-

ent reasons.)

term management strategies.
Buildmg the second dam did indeed slow sediment
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accumulation in Lake ~lead, but it also contributed to

A TALE OF UNANTICIPATED
CONSEQUENCES

another management problem in Lake Mead. By the

The story of unanticipated consequences and reactive

late I 970s, wildlife managers were aware that Lake

managemeru decisions in the Colorado River Ba~in is

Mead's sportfishery was in steep decline. Academic

long and convoluted. Note, for example, one series of

biologists caUed in to study the situation determined

events related to the construction of Hoover Dam.

that the problem stemmed from low levels of phospho-

rus and nitrogen (vital nutnents) in the lake. The

are just beginning to be under:.tood. We do know that

problem was primarily a consequence of the natural

the legacy left by the action of building that dam in a

"aging" of Lake Mead, but was exacerbated by a reduc-

scientific vacuum has

tion of nutri~nt inflow due to presence of Glen Canyon

we struggle ''ith todar.

re~ulted

in the resources conflicts

Dam upstream. E,·entually, the sportfishcry was
improved by the artificial introduction of phosphorus.

CLEANSING THE GREEN RIVER OF
TRA SH FISH

But managing Lake Mead for sportfishing bas itself

The most stunning example of a short-sighted use of

contributed to a different kind of management prob-

science in the service of a limited management goal in

lem upstream in the Grand C'..anyon. The Lake was

the Colorado River system took place on the Green

stocked with nonn:llive species of fish, some of which

River in 1962. The actions that occurred that year epit-

have seriously contributed to the decline of native fish

omize the lack of understanding early wildlife man-

species by competition and predation. Today, fisheries

agers had for the concepts of systems ecology and the

biologists and managers working on the Colorado

consequences their actions would have on populations

River in Grand Canyon watch with dismay as nonna-

of endemic~ species.

tive fish predators from Lake Mead advance upstream,
seemingly farther and farther each year. Voracious pici-

A phenomenon that seems astomshing to us today was

vores, like striped ba~ present a threat to the Little

common practice just three decades ago. Managers and

Colorado River population of humpback chub, the

biologists collaborated to "improven (a value judgment,

largest population of this endangered native fish

not a scientific designation) fisheries by eliminating

remaining in existence. Preserving and recovering listed

native !>pecies and introducing man-preferred, nonna-

native species like the humpback chub is currently one

tive species. In the Colorado River Basin, preferred

of the highest management priorities in the Colorado

species were u!>ually trout, but the legacy of basinwide

River system.

introductions includes catfish, carp, and striped bass
(all predators on young fish and eggs) and a host of

Perhaps the best known example of an unanticipated

tiny ''baitfish," now infamous for their ability, once pre-

consequence of a management action was the transfor-

sent in a system. to fru~trate attempts to reintroduce or

mation of the Colorado River ecosystem in Grand

recover declining native species.

Canyon that resulted from the construction of Gl~n
Canyon Dam. The dam was authorized and built with-

The pervasiveness of management's early assault on the

out any thought given to its effects on the environment

native fish of the Colorado River Basin wa.-; frighten-

of the national park downstream, even though the park

ingly sophisticated. From 1952 to 1962, the U.S. Bureau

had been created in 1919 precisely to preserve that

of Spon Fisheries Wildlife (later renamed U.S. Fi11h and

environment. The complex:iry of changes wrought in

Wildlife Service), in conjunction with the state wildlife

the Grand Canyon and thtir consequences for riparian

management agenci~s of Wyoming, Colorado, New

and aquatic re!>ources O\'eT the short and the long term

Mexico, Utah, and Arizona, aggressively fostered a pro-

2

Endemic species are those that evolve in a specific an~a and are found nowhere else in nature.
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gram of poisoning streams. Their published intention

political attention to the plight of native fish that were

was to remove all the native "trash'' fish and then

already beginning to decline in Colorado River Basin

restock "cleansed" streams with "desirable" species.

habitats. There is no question that the efforts of Miller

Implementation of the management decision to

and Hubbs and their supporters in the scientific com-

remove native fishes wa~ aided by the best available sci-

munity, particularly the American Society of

entific information on how to eliminate fish, but sci-

Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, were instrumental in

ence was not asked to determine the short- or

focusing the Nation's interest on the fact that native

long-term consequences of fish elimination measures

species were declining.

on the larger ecosystem.

In the above examples, the traditional management
This program reached its apogee in a concerted effort to

approach and the role of science in that approach are

eliminate n ative fish from vast stretches of the Green

evident. Federal and state management agencies knew

River and its tributaries. From September 4 through 8,

that building Hoover Dam was a good thing to do; all

1962, over one hundred men, positioned at strategic

they needed scientists for was to tell them where and

locations throughout more than 500 miles of the Green

how to build it Later on, managers knew that slowing

River drainage, dumped 20,000 gallons of a poison,

silt accumulation in Lake Mead was a good thing to do;

rotenone,3 into the river and its tributaries. The poison

all they needed scientists for was to tell them how

was applied simultaneously at dozens of streamside

severe the problem was and how to solve it. The same

locations in Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado in order to

was true for building Glen C.anyon Dam and for estab-

subject the 500-mile stretch of river and its tributaries to

lishing a sportfishery in Lake Mead. Scientists were

a continuous flow of water containing a lethal concen-

employed to help managers implement policies that

tration of poison for no less than seventy-two hours. To

arose from socioeconomic and political goals by pro-

ensure the desired e.ffect, officials applied the poison in

viding specific technical solutions to immediate prob-

concentrations four to five times the dilution known to

lems. They were not asked to predict possible short-

kill the mo~t resistant of species. Given the magnitude of

and long-term consequences of management actions

direct reduction effort/;, combined with Colorado River

over a broad, interconnected system.

Basin development, it is a wonder any of these "trash"
fish persist today, even as endangered species.

SCIENCE USED TO HELP DEVELOP
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

While some fisheries scientists supported this action,

Today, the demand for scientific studies is driven pri-

and even participated in it, many did not. A group led

marily by the desire to reverse, or at least slow or stop,

by Dr. Robert Rush Miller and Carl Leavitt Hubbs, who

the trend of degrading "natural" ecological communi-

had studied fishes of the Colorado River Basin for

ties and dwindling endangered :.pedes populations.

many years, fought to stop the project but failed. They

Scientific proc~~>es are increasingly being used in the

were successful, however, in bringing scientific and

Colorado River Basin to illuminate the components

- -- -- - - - - - -

- -

3 Rotenone is a powerful toxic chemical that acts by interfering with gtll functions. When fish are subj~cted to water containing
even minute amounts of rotenone, death by .:.uffocation results.
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and workings of biological, physical, and chemical

to J 995, the studies coordinated and integrated

processes of ~cosystems, which are much more com-

research project!> conducted hy several federal and state

plex than previously imagined.

agencies, universities, Native American groups, and private consultants. The result has been seminal cientific

This came about because managers and private stake-

work in the fields of sedimentology, geomorphology,

holders, when faced with the need to understand the

hydrology, limnology, and aquatic and riparian ecolo-

consequences of particular actions on highly complex

gy. information derived from these studies eventually

ecosystems, quickly realized that they knew linle about

influenced the passage of the Grand Canyon Protection

th~:.e

Act ( 1992} and the EIS for the operation of Glen

systems and how their componc:nts interact. They

found themselves turning to the scientific community

Canyon Dam (GCDEIS) ( 1995). During the second

for information on a vastly wider scale. Gone was the

phase of their studies, from 1988 to J995, GCES coor-

"flashlight" approach, where scientists were asked to

dinated all the scientific studies needed for the

cast n limited, sharply focused beam to find specific

GCDEIS to evaluate the environmental changes result-

answers to narrowly defined questions. Instead, the

ing from alterations in river flow.

trend has been toward a "floodlight" approach. where
interdisciplinary teams of scientists are asked to design

While a large proportion of scientific studies in the

scientific inquiries that illuminate large segments of

Colorado River system have related to the effects of

ecosystems. Thb approach allows scientists and man-

Glen Canyon Dam water releases on riverine compo-

agers to bcner predict the effects of management

nents and processes and cultural elements in Grand

actions, thus reducing the likelihood of unanticipated

Canyon National Park, scientific studies are underway

and undesirable consequences. As a result, scientists

in many locations throughout the Upper and Lower

have more control over framing future scientific ques-

Colorado River Basins. With few exceptions, this work

tions, and managers are able to plan strategies that

has been spawned by legislative imperative. Most stud-

more effectively achieve their objectives. The most sig-

ies have related to efforts to comply on a project-by-

nificant outcome of this change is the increasing use of

project basis with provisions of NEPA and the ESA. As

science to help develop management strategies, rather

a result, both the management objectives and the

than just implement them.

accompanying scilmtific work have tended to be fragmented. Fragmentation, in turn, re:.ults in gaps in

The dominant example of intensively involving scien-

knowledge; an incomplete understanding of how eco-

tific research in Colorado River Basin management is

logical components relate; and a failure to identify

Reclamation's Glen Canyon Environmental Studies

ove:rall patterns, mteractive processes, and system link-

(GCE$). Their investigations began in 1982 with stud-

ages.

ies to ~valuate the influence of the operation of Glen

times) conflict in management and scientific efforts.

[t

also leads to redundancy, inefficiency, and (at

Canyon Dam on downstream natural component<> and
recreational resources in Glen and Grand Canyons.

There remains to be an owrall acceptance of resource

Eventually, their scope of interest broadened to include

management approaches that addres!> the whole rather

archaeology and economics. Divided into two phases,

than isolated parts (e.g., an emphasis on ecosystems

the first from 19R2 to 1987 and the second from 1988

rather than on individual endangered species).
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However, many interests throughout the Colorado

.. .for the purposes, among others, of regulating

River Basin, from federal and state resource managers

the flow of the Colorado River, storing water for

to private stakeholders in the water and power indus-

beneficial consumptive use, making it possible for

tries and in environmental organizations, are realizing

tile States of the Upper Basin to utilize, consistent-

the benefits of a more holistic, cooperative, basinwide

ly with the provisions of tl1e Colorado River

approach to river management. Unfortunately, the real-

Compact, the apportionments made to and among

ities of contending objectives and the legal constraints

tl!em in the Colorado River Compact and che

imposed by the "Law of the River 4" and by environ-

Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, respective-

mentallegislation present formidable obstacles to bas-

ly, providing for

inwide cooperation.

arid land, for the control of floods, and for the

reclamatior~

of arid emd semi-

generation of1rydroelectric power, as m1 incident

COlliSION OF FORCES IN THE COlORADO
RIVER BASIN

of the forgoing purposes... [emphasis added]
In the last few decades, biological and physical scien-

THE CRSP ACT VS. THE ESA

tists have empirically documented the ways that river-

Inevitably, strategies developed to manage segments of

ine ecosystems, both large and small, have been altered

the Colorado River system for NEPA and ESA compli-

to the extent that they are no longer sujtable as habitat

ance collided with traditional water and hydropower

for native species. In large part, much of the scientific

projects. Today, the overriding management issue in

data on this issue has become available by simply mon-

the Colorado River Basin is the confl ict between the

itoring the changes in rivers and streams resulting from

consumptive uses of riverine elements and the protec-

Colorado River Basin development 1bdar. we know

tion of these el~ments, with emphasis on the preserva-

that if one were to make a deliberate attempt to remove

tion and recovery of listed species, particularly

fish habitat from an existing aquatic ecosystem, the

endangered native fish. s

most effective techniques would be to:

The basis for the conflict between these forces is appar-

Regulate Flow and Control Floods, especially by

ent if we look at the provisions of the Colorado River

removing annual cycles of river rise and fail.

Storage Project (CRSP) Act of 1956 in light of current

Throughout the Colorado River system, flow regula-

knowledge about the habitat requirements of native

tion bas restricted formation of backwater habitats,

fish in the Colorado River system. The CnSP Act can

used by fishes as important nursery areas; altered pat-

be read as a formula for dramatically changing aquatic

terns of nutrient inflow; and interrupted or skewed

habitat. Consider that the project was authorized:

reproductive cycles in fish.

~ The Law of the River i. an infom1al designation for the body of laws, court decrees, treaty obligations. and contracts that govern water rights and uses of the Colorado River.

may seem that the emphasis placed here on native fish populations i~ misplaced, and that we should be focusing on the eco~ys
tem a~ a whole and itS interrelatedness to quantifiabh: changes in the independent varinbles of river flow, tt·mpcrature, sediment
transport, channel geometry, turbidity, etc. I Iowever. le~islation docs not exist which ~pccifically operates to protect, restore, or
enhance ecosystems. On the other hand.legislmion does ~xist, the ESA, to pn,>tl'Ct specit'S, and thus. by inference, the ecosystems
within which they live. So, scientist~ and managers alike tend to focus on the condition. distribution, and population trends of
species. A more appropri.ne paradigm for the future will he to focus on the restoration and protection of endangered <cosystems.
5 It
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Store Water behind dams. Dams create lakes from

uses. The actual wetted perimeter of a stream usually

streams, and fishes that have evolved in stream environ-

exerts strong control on fish popuJation size. The

ments, like the native species of the Colorado River sys-

extreme impact of dewatering is evidenced in the

tem, do not reproduce or survive as wcll6 in lakes.

Lower Colorado River Basin below Laguna Dam to the

Therefore, stretches of river that have been converted to

international boundary; where native fishes were once

reservoirs no longer support some species of native fish.

abundant, the river is now mostly dry.

Aquatic habitat~ downstream of reservoirs, below dams,
are altered as well. Because water released through dams

Reclaim Aridland. "Reclaiming" arid land, or making it

like Glen Canyon is drawn from cold layers deep below

more useful for human needs, has primarily meant

the reservoir surface, its temperatures are £1r colder

transporting water through irrigation systems to .land

throughout most of the year and less seasonally variable

previously unsuitable for agriculture or for raising par-

than was true of predam flows. The implications for

ticular high-value crops. In addition to the inherent

native fish are profound, primarily because their repro-

impacts of arid land irrigation on the indigenous terres-

ductive cycles, an evolutionary adaptation, are triggered

trial flora and fauna adapted to the aridland, and the

by temperature changes from one season to the next. As

impacts of dewatering as mentioned above, irrigation

a case in point, native fish can no longer successfully

projects have an impact on water quality. Onct: the

reproduce in the mainstem of the Colorado River below

water has irrigated crops and cycled back into the river

Glen Canyon Dam because water temperature is too

or watertable, the water quality usually declines, gener-

low. Colorado River Basin water storage projects also

ally because of high concentrations of salts leached

have altered the distribution of sediment and nutrients

from the soil. High concentrations of metals and irri-

in the river system, trapping large percentages of both

gation-related pesticides are a problems as welL The

in reservoirs. The native fishes of the Colorado River

degraded quality of Colorado River water is not only

system evolved in an aquatic environment of high vol-

detrimental for aquatic wildlife, but for consuming

umes of suspended sediments and dynamic patterns of

humnns as well.

deposition and erosion in both the riverbeds and channel margins. Their feeding and defensive behaviors and

Generate Hydroelectric Power. At its extreme,

habitat requirements at different life stages are very

hydropower production can compress into one day,

much tied to predam sediment conditions. And need-

and sometimes one-half day, the total discharg~: varia-

less to say, the depletion of vital nutrients below dams

tion normally experienced by the redevelopment

can have catastrophic effects on fish growth, reproduc-

stream or river in a year. Daily fluctuations in discharge

tive potential, health, and, ultimately, survival.

caused by changing power demands can destabilize
nearshore environments where young-of-the-year fish-

Utilize Water by diverting it from natural stream and

es ~t:ek protection from predation and swift currents.

river channels for agricultural and municipal water

Daily fluctuations in flow can also preclude establish-

----- -- -------Impacts of reservoirs on muive species of fish are species-dependent, and not all fishes of !otic (moving water) origin find
lcntic (standing water) habitats inimical to their survival. For example, razorback sm:kcrs and bonytails reproduce in Lake
6

Mohave. but are thwarted in recruitment by predation by sunfi)h, carp, and catfish. Archaeological evidence and direct observations of the Salton Sea filling after the turn of thl· century also indicate tbat ~orne hig river fishes can liw in lentic environments.
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ment of nearshore vegetation, a source of cover and

listing or have been extirpated over much of their for-

food for aquatic life in redevelopment systems.

mer range: Flannelmouth sucker ( Catosromus

latipinnis), bluehead sucker (C. discobolus), and roundThus, development of basin water resources, by defini-

tail chub (G. robusta).

tion, has been inimical to maintenance of habitats
required by native aquatic species. This is not to imply

A Colorado squawfish are extirpated from the Lower

that such development has been the sole cause of

Colorado River Basin, but small populations do

native fish population declines in the Colorado River

remain in the Colorado, Gunnison, Dolores, Green,

srstem over the last lOO years. On the contrary; many

Yampa. White, and San Juan Rivers of the Upper

fisheries biologists believe that competition and preda-

Basin.

tion on native fish by nonnative species constitutes the
single most important threat to endangered species

A Razorback suckers arc found in moderate numbers

recovery throughout the Basin. Early introductions of

in the Lower Basin in Lakes Mead and Havasu, and

nonnative species around the turn-of-the-century had

a few individuals may remain in the Colorado River

a catastrophic effect on endemic species, and, more

in Grand Canyon. The largest and apparently only

recently, managing the newly created reservoir and tail-

reproducing population in the entire Colorado

water habitats for sportfishing by introducing nonna-

River Basin lives in Lake Mohave. Razorback suckers

tive fish species has aggravated the problem. Some

continue to be found in small numbers in the

estimates of the comparative biomass of native vs. non-

Upper Basin in the Colorado, Gunnison, Green,

natiw t1shes within the Colorado River Basin are in the

Yampa. and San Juan Rivers.

range of I 0% vs. 90%, respectively. The relative harm
caused by habitat alteration as opposed to competition

A Bonytails appear to be hovering on the verge of

and predation pressures from introduced fish species is

extinction, with fewer than 50 individuals recovered

not fully understood, but it is abundantly dear that the

from throughout the Colorado River Basin between

nvo factors are interrelated. Together they have had a

the mid-l970s and 1988. Very few individuals have

significant effect on the fish species that evolved in the

been captured since then, and this species does not

Colorado River system- fish species that, for the most

appear to be reproducing outside of hatcheries. The

part, are found nowhere else.

largest concentration of bony1ails, composed of a
few individuals, occurs in Lake Mohave.

THE STATUS OF NATNE FISH
POPULATIONS
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A Humpback chub exist in six populations through-

Of fewer than a dozen fishes known to have originally

out the Colorado River Basin, with the largest popu-

inhabited the mainstem Colorado River from

lation centered in the Little Colorado River (LCR)

Wyoming to Mexico, four have been federally listed as

and in the Colorado River near its confluence with

endangered: Colorado squawfish (Ptychocheilus lucius),

the LCR. This is a healthy, self-sustaining popula-

bonytail (Gila clegans), humpback chub (G. cypl1a),

tion. The five remaining populations are much

and razorback sucker (Xyraucllen texm111s). At least

smaller and are found in the Upper B:~sin in the

three additional species are either being considered for

Colorado, Green, and Yampa Rivers.

Native fisheries in tributarie~ and in isolated springs

and the USFWS reached a final compromise position

have also declined dramatically throughout the Basin.

that incorporated experimental steady flows into a low

One species in particular, the speckled dace

fluctuating flow regime under the umbrella of"adap-

(Ritinichthys osculus), has fared relatively well in small-

tive management." (We will say more about this later. )

er tributaries, but mainstream populations of the
speckled dace are thought to be less abundant and

Two lel>sons ~tand out in this example. The first is the

more fragmented than they once were.

potency of the ESA, even in the context of a NEPA
deliberation. The crux of the entire NEPA process and

NEPA AND ESA COMPLIANCE IN THE
COLORADO RIVER BASIN

ferred alternative was how water releases were thought

Glen Canyon Dam Environmental Impact Statement.

to affect endangered fishes in Glen and Grand

The collision between conservation and development

Canyons. Effects on all other elements of the riverine

interests in the Colorado River Basin has recently been

ecosystem analyzed in the GCDEIS. including power

exemplified in the Glen Canyon Dam Environmental

generation and costs, assumed a subordinate role. The

Impact Statement (GCDEIS)i. The GCDEIS, released

second lesson is that-despite a gargantuan effort to

in March 1995, represents a compromise between dra-

reach consensus, an effort that involved a cast of hun-

matically opposing beliefs on how the river should be

dreds, cost several millions of dollars, and extended

managed. To effect this compromise, Reclamation (the

over five years-no constituency has been entirely

EIS lead agency) assembled a committee of cooperating

pleased with the outcome. Members of the environ-

agencies composed of representatives of several federal

mental community believe the compromise (the pre-

and

~tate

management agencies, power users. l"ative

the basis of the final conflict over selection of a pre-

ferred alternative) to be too little, too late, and water

American groups, and environmental organizations.

and power users believe that the compromise unneces-

This committee administratively advised the EIS Team

sarily restricts hydropower production flexibility. And,

and reviewed their work. After two years of often con-

last but not least, the USFWS still believes it \\fill ulti-

tentious debate, the EIS Team developed a compromise

mately get seasonally adjusted steady flows.

preferred alternative for operation of the dam that
called for a release regime of low fluctuating flows. The

Implementat ion of Recovery Plans for Endangered

compromise was between seasonally adjusted steady

Fish Species in the Upper Basin. The GCD£15 is just

flows (advocated by environmental groups and the U.S.

one instance of the clash between water and power

Fish and Wildlife Service IUSFWS)) and high fluctuat-

development and the ESA. Concern for endangered

ing flows (advocated by power user groups and the

fish~

U.S. Western Area Power Administration). All but one

river m:tnagers in the Upper Colorado River Basin. In

cooperating agency agreed to the compromise. The dis-

that region, attempb to comply with the ESA as effi-

senting agency was the USFWS, which subsequently

ciently as possible have taken the form of recovery

issued a jeopardy ruling on the preferred alternative in

implementation programs (RIPS), which are coopera-

their draft biological opinion. Eventually, Reclamation

tive efforts led by the USFWS to allow development to

il> also the most troublesome and costly issue for

7 An environmental impact statement (EIS) is a form ofKEPA complianle.
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move fonvard where endangered species conflicts

The second RIP, the San juan Recovery Implementation

either exist, or are perceived to exist, while providing

Program, initiated in 1992, grew out of jeopardy opin-

elements of conservation for listed species. The ideal

ion issued by the USFWS for the Animas-La Plata pro-

result of a RIP is to achieve healthy, self-sustaining

ject in southwestern Colorado and northwestern New

populations of endangered fish species, thereby causing

Mexico. This RIP is similar in intent and structure to

them to be removed them from federal and state lists

the Upper Basin RTP. Significant differences do exist,

of threatened and endangered species. Wat~r users sup-

however. The San Juan RIP's focus is restricted to the

port the concept of RIPS because removing species

San Juan River system; it does not serve as the reason-

from the endangered list would remove today's single

able and prudent alternative for water development

greatest hindrance to water project development.

activities; a two-thirds majority is required to make a
decision; and the program has a specified duration of

Two RIPS are currently underway in the Upper Basin.

IS years. The budget for the San Juan RIP has not been

Both plans use a determination of sufficient progress

finalized, but annual research and management costs

toward species recovery to evaluate and permit devel-

are likely to range from $1.3 to $1.9 million for the life

opment activities. The first of these Rf PS, the Recovery

of the program. Habitat restoration projects have not

Tmplementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in

been fully determined; however, approximately 20 mil-

the Upper Colorado River Basin, was formally estab-

lion dollars's worth of capital projects have been identi-

lished in 1988 as a way to comply with the ESA while

fied (pers. comm., Tim Brooks USFWS). The scientific

proceeding with appropriate water project develop-

research supporting the San Juan RIP has b~en orga-

ment. In the years immediately prior to establishing the

nized into six categories of investigation: I) essential

RJP, development in the Upper Basin was entwined in

research for long-range planning and program goal

a mt!sh of individual and controversial ESA Section 7

development; 2) protection of genetic integrity and

consultations with the USFWS (33 between 1981 and

management, and augmentation of populations; 3)

1985). This RIP, which serves as the reasonable and

protection, management and augmentation of habitat;

prudent alternative for water development activities, is

4) water quality protection and enhancement; 5) inter-

based on a cooperative agreement between the States of

actions between native and nonnativl' fish species; and

Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, the Department of the

6) monitoring and data management. A main emphasis

Interior, and the Western Area Power Administration.

of the research program is to examine and quantify

Several other stakeholders in the Upper Basin partici-

flow and habitat relationships in the San Juan River.

pate in the program as well. Voting by consensus; thus
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a single dissenting vote can derail any particular effort.

Proposed Lower Basin Habitat Conservation Plan.

Estimates of costs to implement the RIP in the 10-year

The Lower Basin states (Arizona, California. and

period beginning in 1993 range from $84 to S 134 mil-

Nevada), casting a wary eye upstream through the

lion. A supporting, mttltidisc1p1inary science program

Grand Canyon and into the Upper Basin, are conscious

focuses on propagation and genetics, life history, and

of the fact that endangered fishes issues drive river

habitat of the humpback chub, bonytail, Colorado

management in those areas. Taking a proactive stance,

squawfish, and razorback sucker in the Upper Basin.

they have joined forces in a spirit of confederation to

particularly as they relate to instream flow.

address their Colorado River endangered species prob-

managemt>nt priorities. Consequently, water, power,

GROWING PUBLIC RESISTANCE TO THE
ESA (KILLING THE GOOSE?)

and wildlife management interests in those states, both

When theE A was originally passed in 1973, public .sup-

public and p rivate, are exploring the possibility of

port was strong, if not universal. The average citizen

developing a habitat conservation plan for the Lower

probably bad endangered animals like bald eagles, song

Colorado River under Section lO(a) of the ESA.

birds, and grizzly bears in mind, not bottom-feeding

Theoretically, such a plan, if approved by the USFWS,

suckers and snails and the like. The implications of the

would allow water and power projects to proceed if

ESA for ordinary people, their livelihoods. and their per-

agreed-upon mitigation measures were in place and

sonal convenience and comfort (in some cases their very

those measure~ continued to meet specified perfor-

way:. of life and aspirations) were not widely apparent.

mance criteria. The mitigation measures could take the

Certainly the enormous monetary costs and broad

form of a RIP for the Lower Colorado Basin.

reaching effects of enforcement were unanticipated.

It should be pointed out that very different endan-

Once the reality of protecting species and their habitats

gered species management issues exist throughout

reached the local level, however, as it has for the past

most of the Lower Basin compared with the Upper

several years within the Colorado River Basin, public

Basin. In the form er, nearly full development of the

support for the ESA dwindled. The ~ I MBY phenome-

basin has taken place (the next major issue will most-

na ("Not in My Back Yard"), common to new develop-

ly focus on dewatering the mainstem). and thl' big

ment projects, seems equally pervasive when it comes

river fi~hes a re mostly extirpated. Recent effort~ have

to environmental preservation. Throughout the

centered around 1) protecting the razorback sucker

Colorado River Ba:.in, resistance to efforts to recover

population in Lake Mohave (by developing grow-out

habitats and species is increasing, especially if such

embayments free from predators) and, to a lesser

efforts conflict with perceived states rights, personal

extent, in Lake Mead, and 2) reintroducing the mostly

property rights, and financial entitlements granted

extirpated bonytail.

through the "Law of the River" and historical use.

While discuo;sion of any cooperative ESA compliance

Part of the problem of declining support for the ESA

action in the Lower Basin is only speculative at this

rests with tht! fact that rhe connection between the loss

point, impetus for some kind of action was provided

of specific habitat!> and spt>cies and the well-being of

by Reclamation's decision in 1994 to conduct a biologi-

individual people and their families is abstract at best

cal assessment of its dam operat1ons on the Lower

and rests primarily 10 the realm of subjt:ctive value

Colorado River. The biological assessmt.>nt is part of an

judgments. The p<JS'Sible long-term consequences of

ESA ection 7 consultation with the USFWS. Its pur-

habitat and species loss to human quality of life are dif-

pose

ficult to comprehend, and scientists have not been as

!ems in a way that best accommodates their other river

LS

to determine if the dam operations arc likely to

adversely affect listed or proposed species or designated

effective as they could be in communicating what tho~

or proposed critical habitat. A finding of adverse affect

consequences might be. It is much easier for the aver-

could result in mandatory changes in the operation of

age citizen to grasp and care about the immedi:lte

water and power projects.

rep~rcussions of a hike in the monthly t!lectric bill or
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the loss of a job or a business opportunity. The situa-

port in Congress for revising the Act when it undergoes

tion is exacerbated by the fact that some environmen-

deliberation for reauthorization. Many would like to

talists and agency operatives have been over-zealous in

eliminate it or at least destroy its effectiveness. While

their application and enforcement of the ESA in specific

revisions are needed, loss or emasculation of the ESA

situations. Some agency and consulting biologists have

could have profound negative repercussions for the

been known to be lax about basing their conclusions on

endangered fishes of the Colorado River system, their

data. As W. Dean Carrier, a wildlife biologist and con-

habitat, and any hope we might have of developing a

sultant, points out in his paper "The Killing of the

sustainable ecosystem in the Basin.

Goose:' it is not unheard of for people in authoritative
positions to abuse the power bequeathed by the ESA to

SUMMARY OF THE STATUS QUO

further agendas quite distinct from species preservation;
for example, preventing any or all development in a

Assumption C. Neither society in general, nor the scientif-

treasured natural environment--or in their own back-

ic community, nor agency personnel currently have a

yards, for that matter. In the case of some ESA consulta-

coherent vision to guide river management into the future.

tions with the USFWS, the mitigation required of a

Special interest groups may have such visions, but their

project for species recovery seems punitive in nature,

objectives are by definition narrowly focused, attd the

perhaps punishing project proponents for previous

vision ofone group is often at odds with that ofanother.

development sins with the attitude "you must do something, even if there's no reason to believe it would bene-

We can summarize the current status of science in

fit species recovery." On the other side of the issue,

resource management in the Colorado River Basin in

opponents of the ESA have been known to exaggerate,

the following terms: l) Scientific research and moni-

even fabricate, cases of enforcement abuse to further

toring have been on a steep upward trajectory in the

their own agendas. Such stories (the more outrageous

last two decades. 2) This work focuses on the compo-

the better) play well in the media and have been effec-

nents and workings of riverine ecosystems and is dri-

tive reinforcing negative public opinion.

ven by the need to comply with environmental
legislation (primarily federal). 3) Scientific work relat-

Also problematic, particularly in the West and especial-

ed to the protection and recovery of listed species and

ly within the religious right, is the fact that many peo-

species proposed for listing has the highest priority

ple believe that development and the consumption of

because the ESA is the strongest piece of federal envi-

natural resources is a God-given right, even a direc-

ronmental legislation. 4) Management programs and

tive-endangered species be damned. Those holding

the scientific studies that support them, like the Upper

this view are firmly convinced that the Lord and tech-

Basin RIP and the GCDEIS/GCES, are increasingly

nology will eventually deliver the righteous, regardless

cooperative, multidisciplinary, and regional in scope. 5)

of how spoiled our nest becomes. This is a tough atti-

Despite this trend, the various programs scattered

tude to overcome. It may not even be possible.

throughout the Basin are largely isolated from one
another, resulting in a fragmented and inefficient
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The consequence of this mounting public opposition

approach to management from a basinwide perspec-

to the ESA and its enforcement is vocal and broad sup-

tive. 6) Conflict between environmental legislation

compliance requirements (particularly the ESA) and

science objectively without intentional distortion or mis-

water and power development dominates management

representation. Above all, it requires a willingness to

activities throughout the Colorado River. 7) This conflict

e>..l'lore all possibilities and to accept compromise. We

has been enormously costly to both public and private

need to acknowledge that nothing is sacrosanct. Not any

interests. 8) A public backlash against the ESA now

single endangered species. Not the "Law of the River."

threatens its continued existence and/or effectiveness.

Not a narrow, partisan vision of "how it should be."

OPTIONS

Management of every component within the Colorado
River Basin must be viewed from a basinwide and

THE GOAL: LONG-TERM ECONOMIC
AND ECOLOGICAL STABILITY

ecosystem perspective. This is particularly true of

Assumption D. An integrated, basinwide, long-term

looking at the Basin as a whole and investing resources

vision of what society wants the Colorado River system to

in specific reaches that have the highest potential for

be is needed to develop an overarchitzg management phi-

recovery of a given species. We should consider discon-

losophy that will minimize conflict among divergent

tinuing or curtailing sportfishery management prac-

interests and best serve the public good. A holistic view of

tices at some locations. This could mean, for example,

Colorado River Basin management would acknowledge

concentrating all recovery efforts for the razorback

that the river system has been forever altered and that

sucker in Lake Mohave and limiting recreational use

power and water projects are an integral part of that sys-

there. It could also mean giving up all efforts to pre-

tem. It would also acknowledge that, in the long term,

serve bonytails in the wild. In short, we should consid-

economic stability within human societies is dependent

er all possibilities and make choices based on relative

upon sustainable ecosystems.

probabilities of success.

Economic and ecological stabi}jty within a region

Assumption E. A long-term vision and concomitarrt

implies that the human population can extract a por-

management philosophy should be based 011 sound scien-

tion of the renewable and nonrenewable natural

tific knowledge of how the physical and biological compo-

resources without destroying ecosystem processes

nents of the Colorado River system fimction and

and/or species. If achieving long-term economic and

interrelate.

endangered fish management. We should consider

ecological stability in the Colorado River system is
what the American people (specifically, the American

Scientific information must guide management deci-

electorate) want, we must work together to modify our

sions, and scientifically based processes must be inte-

approach to Colorado River management.

grated into management systems. Balancing the
requirements of sustainable ecosystem structure and

The several constituencies who have interests in the

function with economic stability means that careful

Colorado River System must be willing to cooperate in

choices and wise compromises must be made. Clearly,

the never-ending business of balancing management

this cannot be accomplished in an environment of

priorities and planning short- and long-term manage-

ignorance and guesswork. Using scientific information

ment objectives. This requires a good faith effort to use

to guide decisions applies not only to conservation of
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natural resources, but to how and why resource!> are

This approach is characreri1.ed by a feedback loop

developed and used.

between science and management based on a process
of experimentation. Managers must be willing to

Members of the public, their elected representatives,

design and implement management policies and prac-

teachers, media commentators-the whole spectrum of

tices as experiments, then measure the results against

society needs to be able to make informed decisions

predictors as predetermined performance criteria. Each

about how we should collectively address dwindling

"experiment'' must test a clearly defined and articulat -

species and natural habitats. Resource managers do not

ed hypothesis, and managers must be willing to follow

operate in a political vacuum. Quite the opposite. All

through with the experiment, learning from negative as

efforts to integrate science into management and to

well as positive results. This approach is fluid, directed,

balance ecological and development goals are moot if

and pragmatic and requires a relatively high tolerance

the weight of public sentiment does not support those

for risk and uncertainty. The payoff, theoretically, is

efforts. This brings us full circle to our original propo-

that managers and scientists work together to fin d o ut

sition. We maintain that social values drive science, but

what kinds of strategies best accomplish long-term

science can and should inform choices. This is simply

management goals. Halbert reported that adaptive

another way of saying that successful democracy

management has worked well in circumscribed man-

requires an informed electorate.

agement situations where the underlying principle.~ of
adaptive management have been understood and con-

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT: OUR BEST
OPTION?

gram participants have failed to agree on a definition

As!>umption F. To most effecti,•ely realize long-rerm goals.

of adaptive management (which appears to be an illu-

evolving management strategies should incorporate scien-

sive concept in practice), have failed to identify man-

tific processes in a continuo11s, dynomic, feedback rela-

agement goals, or have been unwilling or unable to

tiouship. The widely accepted term for such tl relationship

follow through when they begin to get negative results.

scientiously applied. It has not worked well when pro-

is "odaptive managemem.''
Adaptive management is on trial in the Colorado River
Students of resource management are increasingly pro-

Basin. An adaptive management program (AMP) for

moting the concept of adaptive management. Cindy L

the operation of Glen Canyon Dam was incorporated

Halbert, in her I993 article "How Adaptive is Adaptive

into the preferred alternative of the GCDEIS. Although

Management? Implementing Adaptive Management in

the program cannot formally begin until the Secretary

Washington State and British Columbia;' defines adap-

of the Interior signs a Record of Decision for the EIS. a

tive management as an:

Transition Technical Work Group, largely composed of
the GCDEIS Cooperating Agencies, is currently laying

... innovative technique that uses scientific informatiOI1
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to help formulate managemellt strategies itt

the structural foundation. The organization will eventually consist of an advisory/policy group that would

order to <learn' from programs so tlwt subsequent

ensure coordination between the scientific studies and

improvements ca11 be made in formulatillg both suc-

dam operations, a technical group that would develop

cessful policy and improved managemettt programs.

research objectives and criteria and standards for long-

term monitoring and research, and a monitoring and

managers in Grand Canyon and scientists) were con-

research center that would actually manage the work

cerned about potential for negatively influencing

and conduct the synthesis. During the current transi-

downstream riverine elements by releasing too much

tion period, the GCES is developing the AMP's first sci-

water in high-water years.

entifically based experimental programs.
Controversy also surrounds the seasonal steady flow
These programs include a short-term, high-flow release

experiments scheduled to begin in 1998. Power users,

from Glen Canyon Dam scheduled for spring 1996.

the Western Area Power Administration, and

The purpose of this eKperiment is to gather data on the

Reclamation are opposed to steady flows because they

flows needed to move sand from the river bottom onto

are costly in terms of lost power revenues. A hydroelec-

the channel margins and its eddies. Managers would

tric power operation is most profitable if it produces

like to be able to do this periodically in order to rebuild

electricity on demand by fluctuating the amount of

beaches and reconstruct backwater habitats for endan-

water that runs through the turbines. In fact, everyone

gered fish. The AMP also calls for a multi-year experi-

agrees that steady flows are an inefficient way to use a

mental regime of seasonal steady flows so that

hydroelectric power plant. However, some constituen-

scientists can study the effects of these flows on back-

cies, notably the USFWS and many environmental

water habitats and endangered fish. Depending on the

groups, believe that seasonal steady flows are beneficial

results of these experiments, "spike" flood flows and

to endangered fish, that fluctuating flows are harmful,

steady flows may or may not be incorporated into the

and that this concern must take precedence over all oth-

routine operation of Glen Canyon Dam.

ers. V\Thether or not their concern is justified by scientific
evidence is vigorously debated. Studies associated with

The AMP for Glen Canyon Dam will be a good test of

the eKperimental steady flows are being designed (it is

the effectiveness of this management approach in the

hoped) to provide data that will help clarify the situa-

Colorado River Basin. The road will not be a smooth

tion. Once managers have more substantive information

one. When first proposed, rhe experimental flow exper-

about the effects of !>'teady flows on endangered fish,

iment ran into heavy opposition from the basin states

they should have a better idea of how to operate the

and power users, who objected to water releases in

dam for the maximum benefit of endangered fish with-

excess of power plant capacity (33,200 cubic feet per

out incurring unnecessary revenue losses.

second). They did not remove their threat of litigation
until Reclamation, with the support of GCES scientist~

Theoretically, adaptive management is an attractive

and the Transition Technical Work Group, agreed to

option for management prO!,'Tams throughout the

schedule the experimental flow and any subsequent

Colorado River Basin, but the concept has proven diffi-

spike flows in high-water years rather than in low-

cult to put into practice elsewhere, particularly on a

water years as originally planned. This was a compro-

large scale. An AMP does provide a forum for the reso-

mise between two priorities. One set of constituents

lution of contending priorities, but it can only work if

(tht: basin states and power users) were concerned

participants are willing to cooperate, and when neces-

about depleting water from Lake Powell in low-water

sary, compromise. How effectively it will work in the

years. The other set of constituents (natural resource

case of Glen Canyon Dam remains to be seen.
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CONCLUSION

S UGGESTED DISCUSSION Q UESTIONS
A Should the public continue to support scientific

Existing l>cicntific data arc probably sufficient to

work in the Colorado River Basin? If so, to meet

describe the advantages of and options for a basinwide

what objectives?

and holistic river management framework. The politi-

A To what degree is Basinwide coordination of man-

cal and economic forces unleashed in 1922 with the

agement and scientific efforts necessary, desirable,

formalization of the Colorado River Compact have,

or pOS!>ible? Is it possible for society to reach a con-

until now, precluded serious discussion of such a plan.

sensus on what the Colorado River system should

The time has come to begin these discussions.

look like in the foreseeable and long-term future?
A How ~hould science relate to ongoing management?

A holistic view of Colorado River Basin management

How should priorities be set and by whom? Who

would acknowledge that the river system has been for-

should direct, fund, and perform the work?

ever altered and that power and water projects are an
integral part of that system. It would also acknowledge

species recovcrr) is a) completed or b) abandoned

that, in the long term, economic stability within

as impossible? Should there be a "sunset clause"

human societies is dependent on sustainable ecosys-

on expenditures in endangered species recovery

tems, and we cannot hope to achieve sustainable

programs?

ecosystems without :.cientifically based management
processes.
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A How do we determine if and when the work (e.g.,
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ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
WHAT ROLE FOR SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

SESSION NOTES

SESSION 3b
Tuesday 1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Question
Given that science is playing an increasingly important role in understanding natural
systems, how can Colorado River basin decision making processes best deal with scientific uncertainty? How should managers incorporate new information into their
planning?

Process:
L \A/hat are roles and responsibilities of scientists.

2. What are roles and responsibilities of managers.
3. Identify any areas of conflicr.

Comments

GROUP 1- Kris Jacober

I. Role of Scientists
• Develop and implement credible
science
• Unbiased facts
• Research clear goals and
objectives •
• Identify study costs
• Experiment!> with conclusive
results

• Provide information
• Ask managers what they want ..
• Assist managers in what questions
to ask

2. Role of Manager
• Interdisciplinary Jinks
• Provide sufficient money for
conclusive results
Communicate with public
Identify public concerns
Educate the public
Identify objectives of program
Clearly state goals/objectives *
Establish priorities/focus
Identify degree of certainty
and/or risk acceptable

• Collect data
• Provide objective analysis and
interpretation

• Programmatic Predictions
• Provide better understanding/assist
management
• Lobby for pet projects and policy
• Suggest questions that need action
... Commitment to resource
... Turn questions of management into
hypotheses that can be answered

•
...
•
•
•
...
•

• Identify options ..

• Interdisciplinary links

• Informed decision-making
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• Read reports
• Integrate science and social values
• Meet legal. and balance political,
obligations

• Did we accomplish what we wanted? - monitor
• Least certain predictions should be
evaluated more quickly

• Does change made justify money
spent?
• Partnerships may be inherently
bad. Research may be based on

• Answer public/be accountable

• Partnership between scientists and
managers

what decision is already wanted

• Predict outcomes of the
decisions
• Distinguish between scientiJic
model and social predictions
• Manager may e.xtrapolate
different results than scientists
• Manager...know thy scientists

3. Comments/Analysis
• Management decisions arc made
to correct a problem
• In addition to predicting, scientists ought to be able to evaluate
the performance of a particular
course of management action.

• Science often yield<~ unexpected
results

• Managers have an obligation to
remove perception of their

• How do we incorporate scientific
uncertainties and social values
that are unknown?

personal biases.
• Managers don't necessarily
represent the spectrum of
social values.
• Managers may be biased
• fdeologies of agencies differ

• Management translates scientific

• Researchers may be biased

• There will always be some level of
uncertainty

findings and uncertainties to the
public
• Determine success by public
feeling of what happened
• Did you do what the public
wanted you to?

• Need for publishing and peer
review
• Lots of information included in
decisions other than science
• Time constraints
• Managers owe an explanation for
decision

GROUP 2 -Joan Grace

I. Reaction to Panel

• Science is driven by social goals

• Clarification of relationship
between flow and exotic species
• Warm water species

• Managers need to get help from
scientist to define problems

2. Perspective on roles of
Managers and Scientists
• Science answers and poses
questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observation
Respond to questions
Pinpoint real problems
Find solutions
Scientists need to be heard
Management needs to give
science direction
• Communication between science
and management (early feedback)
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• How is science going to help
design solutions?

• Science inform1> management but
does not make decisions

• Need field and lab research
• Focus resources (don't spread too
thin)

• Managers need to use science
appropriately
• Managers need to be better at
managing science

• Territory problems need to be
overcome
~ Managers ne~d to ask the right
questions

• Trust between managers and
science

• Create atmosphere to enable good
science (publish, peer review)
• Scientific biases affect research

• What is sufficient data? ~eeds
background in science
• Changing social values nnd rules
• ESA works against science
• Deal with management and
scientific.: uncertainties
• Adaptive management has cost or
can relieve co1>ts

• Need peer review on study plan
• Peer review
• Global change of how we think
about planning
• Science should acknowledge
when a species can't be recovered
• Willingness to admit uncertainty

VII
INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS
Authors
Larry MacDonnell
and

Bruce Driver

OBSERVATIONS
The following observations serve as a general summary provided by the conference conveners and do not represent any
"consensus" of the workshop participants. The full (verbatim) notes from each breakout session are provided in this
report following the text of each discussion paper.
The final paper presentation from Larry MacDonnell

new institutions presented for discussion were: a water

and Bruce Driver examined options for improving the

trust to fund environmental restoration; an expanded

laws and policies guiding management of the Colorado

approach to water banking; and a new federal/inter-

River. The authors outlined their understancling of the

state water compact. Rather than breaking into smaller

Law of the River-its foundations and areas that could

groups for discussion, the workshop participants chose

be improved. They suggested that non-consumptive

to remain in a large session and interacted with the

uses of water are valuable too and presented several

paper preparers and each other for the remainder of

suggestions for change, set in the conte>..'t of new prin-

the session. This session thus served as a broad wrap-

ciples for water management in the basin. Among the

up for the topics arising throughout the workshop.
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RETHINKING COLORADO
RIVER GOVERNANCE
Larry MacDonnell
and
Bruce Driver 1

Prepared for discussion purposes for the Colorado River Workshop. The paper is the work of the individual
author and does not represent the opinion of Grand Canyon Trust or the Bureau of Reclamation.

This paper asks how well the guiding principles reflect-

costs of this development as a means of promoting the

ed in the laws and institutions which allocate and man-

regional economy. To protect its investment, the federal

age the waters of the Colorado River Basin now serve

government retained ownership and management of the

the basin's many water users and interests. We con -

facilities it constructed. But it was understood that the

clude that, while these principles and their implement-

central purpose of this management was to promote

ing institutions worked in an era characterized by

economic growth in the region. The states were interest-

water supplies generally adequate to meet all demands,

ed primarily in having water available for consumptive

they are less well suited to today's conditions and have

uses by their residents. The basic federal investment was

in fact already become an impediment to ensuring that

to be repaid with revenues from hydroelectric power

uses of the river meet contemporary basin needs. In

generation. We call this fundamental understanding the

our view, the next major step in the evolution of the

"unwritten" Colorado River Compact.

"Law of the River" may well be regional governance.
The factors supporting this tacit agreement have
For much of this century, the fundamental need in the

changed dramatically. There are few remaining eco-

basin was the development of water resources to make

nomically viable, environ mentally acceptable opportu-

them economically usable. A bargain was struck by

nities for additional development of water from the

which the federal government agreed to pay most of the

Colorado River, especially in the Lower Basin. The

BRUCE DRIVER is principal in "Sustainability Initiatives,"
a natural law and consulting firm in Boulder, Colorado.
LAWRENCE J. MACDONNELL is a lawyer and consultant in Boulder, Colorado, providing legal and consulting
services for conservation-based land and resources use.
Sustainability Initiatives
2260 Baseline Rd, Suite 101
Boulder, CO 80302

strong political consensus supporting subsidized development of water no longer exists, in the Colorado
River Basin or elsewhere in the West. Every additional
consumptive use of water in the basin comes at the
expense of other valuable uses of the water such as for
hydropower, recreation, or fish.

1 This paper benefitted greatly from the thorough and thoughtful review comments of Jo Clark, Jeff Fassett, David Getches, Jim
Lochhead, Richard Wahl, Gary Weatherford, and Jerry Zimmerman. The authors remain responsible for the contents of the paper.
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In addition, there has developed a "divide" of interests

these and other reasons, the unwritten compact is

between the federal government and the basin states

unravelling, raising legitimate questions about the

undermining the original relationship that is the basis

ongoing validity of a governance structure that

of the unwritten compact. As Congress authorized

emerged under different conditions.

appropriations over the years for the construction of
federal water projects to make Colorado Rjver water

In short, the nature of the issues confronting those

consumptively usable by the states, it added additional

with interests in the usc of water in the basin has

purposes for which the new projects were to be man-

changed from those predominantly concerned with

aged. Thus, for example, hydropower was to be an

allocation and development to those focused on reallo-

"incidental" use of Hoover Dam, a means by which the

cation and ecological restoration. So long as fedetal

federal treasury could be repaid some portion of the

money was available to expand the usable supply of

original federal funds used to construct the dam and

water, the states were more or less free to go their own

water delivery facilities.2 By 1956, Congress recognized

ways in realizing the fullest possible benefits from their

the substantial revenue-generating value of hydroelec-

shares of the basin's water. In a system as highly devel-

tric facilities and directed that new facilities be operat-

oped as the Colorado River in which every new (and

ed to maximize power

generation.3

Now as

existing) usc has implications for every other use,

environmental concerns associated with the dams

interdependence-not independence--is the reality.

themselves and the hydropower operations are gaining

The most critical questions facing the basin: under

attention, it is power generation that is being forced to

what circumstances, if at all, should water apportioned

adjust while consumptive uses of water remain protect-

for use in one state be available for use in another

ed.~

Moreover, the strong national commitment to

state? how will tribal reserved rights to use water in

environmental protection-especially regarding endan-

the basin be met? what must be done to restore and

gered species-forced federal agencies to balance eco-

maintain the desired level of ecological functionality

nomic development objectives with environmental

for water-dependent natural systems in the basin?-are

protection needs. To the traditional beneficiaries of

matters that must be addressed directly by the key

federal efforts in the basin this attention to environ -

interests within the basin. There is no existing mecha-

mental concerns seemed a betrayal of their fundamen-

nism, except perhaps through Congress, for reaching

tal bargain. ln addition, the determination by the U.S.

agreement regarding these central issues. It is possible

Supreme Court in 1963 that the mainstem Colorado

that, just as in times past, these matters will end up

River in the Lower Basin had been federalize.d5 gave

being addressed by Congress making federal funds

the Secretary of the interior a degree of authority over

available for implementation by federal agencies. A

water uses not previously understood to exist. For

major option is for the basin states, tribes within the

1 ln Section 1 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, Congress declared the purposes of what became Hoover Dam to include: "the
generation of electrical energy as a means of making the project herein authorized a self-supporting and financially solvent
undertaking...." 43 U.S.C. Section 617.

3

Colorado River Project Storage Act, Sect ion 7.

Ken Maxq, Hydropower Generation, Transmission and Marketing in the Colorado River, The Colorado Rivtr Workshop: issues,
Ideas, and Directiot!S, February 27, 1996.

4

s Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546 ( 1963 ).
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basin, and other interests to take the initiative and, in

areas as Los Angeles, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Salt Lake City,

consultation with federal agencies, create their own

and Denver as well as numerous other smaller commu-

system of governance for managing the basin.

nities_? The Colorado River and its tributaries provide
an important part of the drinking water supply for

To explore this option, part I of the paper sets out the

many of the people who Jive within the hydrocom-

necessary background in three steps. Section A pro-

mons. Water from this basin irrigates 3.5 million acres

vides an overview of the Law of the River. Section B

of productive farm land. The River also provides elec-

describes the uses of water that have emerged in the

tricity to meet a portion of the needs of the millions of

basin. Section 3 lays out the governance structures

customers served by the region's municipal, rural coop-

presently existing in the basin.

eratives, and investor-owned utilities. vVhitewater rafting and other recreational uses of the river and the

Drawing on Part I, Part II takes a critical look at the

surrounding area support an important commercial

existing system. We begin in Section A with a statement

business and serve an important human need. And the

of what we believe to be the fundamental policy choices

river basin supports populations of dozens of fish

underlaying the Law of the River. In Section B, we iden-

species, most introduced, but some native and found

tify and discuss changes that bring into question the

nowhere else. According to one source:

continuing validity of these policy choices. Part lil sets
out a proposed basis for meeting these challenges.

It has been said that no river is asked to do so

Section A presents principles for modernization of the

much with so little water as is the Colorado

Law of the River. Finally, Section B offers three new

River. Every drop of the river's average annu-

institutions that should be considered to make a mod-

al flow has been apportioned, and the river is

ernized Law of the River work: a trust to address public

so intensely used that in most years, it com-

values; water banks to manage changing consumptive

pletely dries up before reaching the Gulf of

use needs; and a federal/interstate compact creating an

California.a

integrated governance mechanism for the basin.

As the major source of water in largely arid portions of

7 western states and the Republic of Mexico, the

I. SETTING THE STAGE

Colorado River and its tributaries are the object of
intense competition for their control and use.

Relatively few people live within the hydrologic bound-

more people rely either directly or indirectly on the

A. OVERVIEW OF THE LAW OF THE
RIVER

uses of this source of water. Within the "hydrocom-

In an attempt to sort out competing claims to this

mons"6 of the Colorado River Basin live nearly 25 mil-

coveted but limited supply of water, a legal framework

lion people -located in such major metropolitan

referred to as the Law of the River ("LOR") has

aries of the mainstem of the Colorado River, but many

Gary D. Weatherford, "From Basin to 'Hydrocommons':lntegratcd Water Management Without Regional Governance;' Natural
Resources Law Center Western Water Policy Discussion Series, l 990.

6

7

Water Education Foundation. Layperson's Guide to the Colorado River. 1995 at 2. The other statistics cited in this paragraph arc

from this same source.
8

Jd.
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developed over the years.9 The foundation piece of the

tion of a dam on the mainsrem that would enable reg-

LOR is the Colorado River Compact, negotiated in I 922

ulation and control of the flows of the river. Congress

among the seven states under the chairmanship of

passed the Boulder Canyon Project Act (BCPA) in

Herbert Hoover, representing the U.S. Article ITI of the

1928, authorizing construction of what became Hoover

Compact apportions the "exclusive beneficial con-

Dam as well as the All American Canal. The BCPA

sumptive use" of 7.5 million acre-feet annually to each

provided for allocating the Lower Basin's basic 7.5 mil-

of the Lower and Upper Basins. to It also allocates an

lion acre-foot apportionment in the following manner:

additional million acre-feet for consumptive use in the

4.4 million acre-feet to California, 2.8 million acre-feet

Lower Basin. It then provides that the allocation of

to Arizon a, and 300,000 acre-feet to Nevada. I I It

water to Mexico under any subsequently negotiated

required California to specifically agree to limit its

agreement should come first from unallocated "sur-

annual consumptive uses of this basic apportionment

plus" water. Article III further obligates the states of

to 4.4 million acre-feet plus not more than one-half of

the Upper Division to deliver at least 75 million acre-

any unapportioned surplus, which it did in 1929. 11 In

feet to Lee Ferry in consecutive ten-year periods.

1931 southern California water interests negotiated the

Finally, Article III provides that Upper Division states

Seven-Party Agreement, allocating the fust 3.85 million

may not withhold water, and the states of the Lower

acre-feet to agricultural users, the next 550,000 acre-

Division may not require the delivery of water, which

feet to the Metropolitan Water District of Southern

cannot reasonably be applied to domestic and agricul-

California (MWD), with additional water available

tural uses.

beyond the basic 4.4 million acre-foot apportionment
going partly to MWD and the City and County of San

A driving force behind negotiation of the compact was

Diego and partly to agricultural users.

the desire of water users in California, particularly in
the Imperial Valley, to obtain federal fundin g support

In 1944, the U.S. and Mexic;o en tered a treaty settling

for the construction of an "All American Canal" to

their respective claims to both th e Colorado and the

bring Colorado River water to the valley and construe-

Rio Grande. For the Colorado, the U.S. agreed to pro-

For an overview of the major piece!> of the LOR see l.a\\fence }. MacDonnell and David H. Cctchcs, "Colorado River Basin," 7
Waters and Warer Righrs 5 • 55 (R. Beck. ed. 1994)(hereafter "Colorado River Basin"). Other recomm~nded sources include:
Charles J. Meyers, "The Colorado River,'' 19 Stan. L. Rev. I ( 1966); David H. Getches, "Competing Demands for the Colorado
River;' 56 U.Colo.L.Rev. 413 (1985); Norris T. Hundley, Jr., Wnter nnd the West: The Colorado River Compacr and the Politics of
\Vater in the American West ( 1975). The authors also drew from their previous \..Ork on the Colorado River and related issues:
Lawrence J. MacDonnell et ul., "The Law of the Colorado River: Coping With Severe Sustained Drought," 31 Warer Resource)
Bull. 825 ( 1995); MacDonnell, "New Options for the Lower Colorado River," Natural Resources Law Center W~.:stern Water
Policy Paper (1996); MacDonnell, "Managing Reclamation Facilities for Ecosystem Benefits;• U.Co/o.L.Rev. (forthcoming);
MacDonnell, "Water Banks: Unlocking the Gordian Knot of Western Water;' 41 Rorky Mt.Min.L.Inst. 22-1 (1995).
9

IO The Compact divides the Colorado River Basin into an Upper and a lower Basin. These areas arc defined in terms of the
drainage area~ of the Colorado River System above and below Lee ferry and areas served with water from these drainages. Art.
Tl. (f)& ( g). In addition, the Compact refers to the States of the Upper Division (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming)
and the Lower Division (Arizona, California, and Nevada). Art. II. (c)&(d). In this paper, we follow this usage established in the
Compact by u~ing ''basin" when referring to the geographic area and '"division" when referring to the states.

11 Section 4(a). In addition, California and Arizona were given the opportunity to consumptively use up to one-half of"any
excess or surplus waters unapportioned hy [thel compact...."

12 California Limitation Act, Stats. Cal. 1929, ch. 16.
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vide 1.5 million acre-feet of water to Mexico annually.

the BCPA had allocated the Lower Basin apportion-

In 1973 the U.S. and ~fexico negotiated Minute 242 of

ment of mainstem water, despite the fact that no agree-

the International Boundary and Water Commission,

ment among the states had ever been negotiated. The

under which the U.S. committed to provide water at

decision specifically recognized reserved water rights

the northerly international boundary with salinity con-

held by tribes living on reservations along the

centrations no more than 115 (+/- 30) parts per mil-

Colorado River, establishing the "practicably irrigable

lion higher than those measured at Imperial Dam in

acreage" standard as the basis for quantifying those

the U.S. In 1974, Congress passed the Colorado River

rights. The Court upheld Arizona's right to use Gila

Basin Sali11ity Co11trol Act under which federal funding

River tributary waters in addition to its 2.8 million

would be provided for the construction of a desalter

acre-foot basic apportionment. And the decision

and other salinity control projects intended to control

determined that the BCPA gave the Secretary of the

or reduce salinity loadings so that additional water

Interior considerable discretion in allocating use of

development could occur while maintaining salinity

water apportioned to the Lower Basin through his con-

levels in the river at or below the 1972 levels.J 3

tracting authority, IS as well as in determining how
shortages should be allocated.

In 1948, the states of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,

Utah, and Wyoming negotiated the Upper Colorado

Resolution of the Lower Basin aJlocation issue between

River Basit1 Compact. The primary purpose of the

Arizona and Caljfomia opened the way for passage of

compact was to allocate the Upper Basin's apportion-

the Colorado River Basin Project Act in 1968. This act

ment of 7.5 million acre-feet. Arizona, with only a

authorized construction of the Central Arizona Project,

small part of its Colorado River System watershed in

with Arizona agreeing to subordinate its diversions of

the Upper Basin, obtained rights to the consumptive

water for this project to California's basic apportion-

use of 50,000 acre-feet of water. The other four states

ment of 4.4 million acre-feet under shortage condi-

share the remainder on a percentage basis: Colorado

tions. In addition, smaller projects in the Upper Basin

with 51.75 %; New Mexico with 11.25 o/o; Utah with 23

were authorized for construction.

%; and Wyoming with 14%. Agreement on this com-

pact cleared the way for passage of the Colorado River

Federal environmental laws, particularly the

Storage Project Act of 1956. This law authorized the

Endangered Species Act, the National Environmental

construction of Glen Canyon Dam as well as several

Policy Act, and the Clean Water Act, now arc part of the

other major projects in the Upper Basin.

LOR There are four species of fish native to the
Colorado River that are listed for protection under the

In the 1963 decision in Arizona v. California and the

ESA. Virtually the entire mainstcm Colorado River a~

1964 decree,1 4 the U.S. Supreme Courl determined that

well as many of its tributaries have been designated as

13 Section 205(a)(2) provides for repayment of 25% of the costs of these projecrs from the Upper Colorado River Basin Fund
and the Lower Colorado River Development Fund.
14

373 U.S. 546 ( 1963); 376 U.S. 340 (1964 }.

15 uwe arc sati~fied that the Secretary's pow<'r must be construed to permit him, vrithin the boundaries set down in the Act. to
allocate and distribute the waters of the mainstrc..>am of the Colorado River." 373 U.S. 546, 590 ( 1963).
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critical habitat important for the recovery of at least

remains unsettled. There is ongoing uncertainty about

one of these species. A recovery implementation plan

the availability of"surplus" water in the river and how

has been in place in the Upper Basin since 1988, and

shortages, should they occur, would be allocated for

efforts are now underway to establish a multi-species

consumptive use. Tribal water rights, putatively left

conservation program in the Lower Basin.

unaffected by the 1922 and 1948 compacts, have not
been fully defined. And finally, there is confusion

In 1992, Congress passed the Grand Canyorr Protection

regariling the effect of federal environmental statutes,

Act (GCPA), elevating the recreational and environ-

especially the ESA, on uses of the river.

mental values of the Grand Canyon in relation to the
operation of Glen Canyon Dam for hydroelectric
power purposes. Essentially the codification of an

B. USES OF THE COWRADO RIVER

em'ironmental analysis process that had supported the

The uses of the waters of the Colorado River and many

need to change hydro operations, the GCPA directs

of its tributaries are determined by the LOR. One very

that operation of the dam protect the values for which

important effect of the LOR is its creation of a de facto

the Grand Canyon ~ational Park and the Glen Canyon

priority system with the most senior priority belonging

Recreational Area were reserved.

to the deliveries to Mexico, the next most senior
belonging to "present perfected rights,"17 the third pri-

While the LOR has been quite successful in aJiocating

ority for the deliveries of water to the Lower Basin for

river water to various uses, disputes remain. Thus,

consumptive uses (beyond present perfected rights),

some in the Upper Basin have asserted that the appor-

fourth priority to consumptive uses of water in the

tionment of water between the two basins under the

Upper Basin, fifth priority to other economic, non-

1922 Compact was based on a fundamental «mistake of

consumptive uses, and last, noneconomic, non-con-

fact" regarding the native supply of water that ought

sumptive ("public good") uses.l8 Another way to look

now to be corrected in some equitable way.Jti In addi-

at the priorities established under the LOR is to say

tion the Upper Division states question the amount of

that consumptive uses hold the highest priority (eSsen-

water they are obligated to provide to meet the

tially the first 4 priorities identified above), that eco-

Mexican Treaty commitment. The status of rights to

nomic, non-consumptive uses hold the second priority,

develop the water of rivers tributary to the Colorado

and that public good uses are most junior.

16 John U. Carlson & Alan E. Boles, "Contrary Views of the Law of the Colorado River: An Examination of Rivalries Between the
Upper and Lower Basins," 32 Rocky Mtn. Min. L. lnsr. 21-1 ( 1986). Records available to the negotiators in 1922 regarding native
flows suggested reliable annual flows of at least 16 million acre-feet and probably considerably more. See discussion in notes_
and accompanying text. infr:l.
11 The 1922 Compact provided that pr~~ent perfected rights were to be "unjmpaired" by the compact. Art. Vlll. ln its 1964
Decree in Arizona v. California the U.S. Supreme Court defined present perfected rights as ''a water right acqui red in accordance
with State law, which right has been exercised by the nctual diversion of a specific quantity of water that hos been applied to a
defined area of land. or to definite municipal or industrial works, and in addition shall include water rights created by the reservation of mainstream water for the use of Federal establishments under Federal law, whether or not the \V"dter has been applied
to beneficial use; ... !' 376 U.S. 340. 341 ( 1964). Water rights reserved for Indian reservations along the mainstream Colorado
River are included in this latter category.

ltl
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This basic hierarchy of rights is described in "Colorado River Basin;' supra, at 19-24.

In this section we divide the uses of Colorado River

two basins is described in terms of ubeneficial con-

water into the latter three categories: ( 1) economict9,

sumptive use." The Compact provides that the Upper

consumptive uses; (2) economic, non-consumptive

Basin may not withhold water (nor may the Lower

uses20; and (3) public good21 uses. Because of their dis-

Basin demand water) that is not needed for (consump-

tinct legal nature we treat tribal water rights

tive) domestic and agricultural uses. The Upper Basin

separately.22 We analyze these uses23 and present the

Compact and the 1963 Arizona v. California decision

major issues and problems presented by these uses in

focus on the apportionment of consumptive uses. The

the foreseeable future. We also briefly discuss the rela-

Salinity Control Act is predicated on the protection of

tive economic values of uses of Colorado River water.

consumptive uses. The Recovery Implementation Plan
(RIP) for endangered fish in the Upper Basin is intend-

I. Economic, consumptive uses

ed to allow full development of (consumptive use)

The LOR emphasizes consumptive uses of the river's

compact apportionments. It was the states that identi-

waters. This emphasis began with the 1922 Compact

fied consumptive use as their highest priority in 1922,

in which the basic apportionment of water between the

and today the states remain dedicated to this priority.

Ta.b le 1. Consumptive Wa ter Uses of the Col orado

River/TrLbu~aries

(1981 - 1985)
Type of Use

upper
Basin (1,000af / yrl

Lower
Basin (1,000af /yr)

Reservoi r
evaporation and
channel losses

812

1, 255

Agricul ture (w/i
basin )

2,312

5,1 01

203

841

M&I
Fish, wildlife and
recreational

0

Transbasin e xports

669

30
4 ,0 63

3,996
Totals
11,290
Source: Col.or ado Rl.ver Sy stem ConsumPtl.ve Uses and Los se s Re p crt

19 By "economic'' we refer to uses on which it is at least theoretically possible to earn a return on investment. In part, thl! ability
to earn a return depends on the feasibility of translating the value of the use into dollar terms. Agricultural and
municipal/industrial uses fall into this category.

20 The generation of electric power, flood control, certain kinds of recreation and navigation are examples of economic, nonconsumptive \'later uses.

By "public good:' we refer to water uses on which it is difficult to earn a rerurn on investment, in part, because it is difficult to
translate the wlue of the use into dollar terms. The use of water for fish spc:cies protection and recovery, for aesthetics and for
certain ecological values are examples of"public good" uses. Arguably, there are public good attributes of water that is used for
consumptive ltses, too, such as the community value of water used for agriculture.
2!

22 The tribes usc and seek to use water for the first three uses. We treat tribal water rights separately because of the special legal
context in which t11ese rights must be seen.
23

Of course, the water flowing down the Colorado may be used for all of these uses in sequence. Thus, water for fish in the
Upper Basin may be on its way to agricultural or M&l uses in the Lower Basin. Along the way it may be used for generating
electric power. It may also be providing flat water recreation in reservoirs or whitewater rafting in the river. It is this "multiattribute" nature of water that makes the analysis of its uses challenging.
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Table 1 shows the consumptive uses of the water of the

Project will make possible much greater consumptive

Colorado River Basin between 1981 and 1985.24

use of Colorado River water in that state. Using its

Irrigated agriculture dominates water uses in all

assumption that the Upper Basin has only 6 million

states.25 The second major source of consumption is

acre-feet of firm water supply available for total con-

from reservoir evaporation.

sumptive use, the Bureau of Reclamation expects
Utah to go from 65% depletion of its Colorado River

On its face the Law of the River provides for the annual

apportionment in 1990 to 89% depletion by 2010.2s

consumption of up to 17.5 million acre-feet of Colorado

Colorado and New Mexico now consume about 75%

River Basin water.16 In 1990, the three Lower Division

of their apportionmt.'ntS, with New Mexico':.

states diverted considerably more than their basic 7.5

ing share projected to be fu lly consumed sometime

million acre-foot share of mainstream water, apparently

after the year 2010 and Colorado's share fully con-

depleting about 7 million acre-feet.17 California long has

sumed sometime after 2050.29 Wyoming's consump-

consumed more than its basic apportionment of 4.4 mil-

tion is projected to increast.' from 59% in 1990 to 81%

lion acre-feet while Nevada is moving rapidly towards

by 2050.30

r~main 

fully consuming its 300,000 acre-foot share. With completion of the Central Arizona Project, Arizona now has

Ir has long been acknowledged that the apportioned

the physical ability to take its full 2.8 million acre-foot

consumptive uses in the basin exceed the long-term

basic apportionment. At present, it consumes about 2

average runoff available in the river system) I While

million acre-feet of mainstream Colorado River water

this long-term average amount of water is a matter of

annually as well as water from tributaries ro the river.

some debate, the Bureau of Reclamation sets the "average annual natural flow," measured at Lee Ferry, at 15

Development is proceeding more slowly in the Upper

million acre-feet31 Tree ring studies reaching back

Basin, but ongoing construction of the Central Utah

three centuries suggest an annual average flow of

14

Dep't of the Interior. Bun:au of Reclamation, Colorado River System CoiiSumptivc Use.s and Losses Report 1981-1985. The
of Reclamation ha:. not completed comparable reports for more recent periods.

Bur~au

~s

The greatest fraction of water identified as "transbnsin exports" is water used ultimately in agriculture.

The 1922 Colorado River Compact apportions the ''beneficial consumptive use" of 15 million acre-feet equally between the
Upper and Lower Basin. In addition, the Lower Basin is given the right to consume another one million acre-feet of water. By
treaty, Mexico is guaranteed the delivery of 1.5 million acre-feet of Colorado River water annually.

2!>

27

"Progress Report No. 17.'' supra, Table 3 at 23-24.

zg ld. at 22.
19

Id.

30 ld. at 23.
Jl The negotiators of the \.olorado River Compact in 1922 may have thCJught they were dividing as much as 21 million acre-feet
annually. David H. Gerchcs, "Competing Demands for the Colorado River," 656 U.Colo.L.Rev. 4 I 3, 4 19, n.13 ( 198S){hereafter
"Competing Demands").
32

U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Quality of Water, Colorado RivFr Basitz, Progress Report No. 17, January 1995 (hereafter "Progress
Report No. 17"). Of this amount, more than 5 million acre-feet arc ~xported out of the natural drainage basin t'~ch y~ar. This
.malr~is l~ves out nati\·e flows of \vater generated in Arizona rivers tributary to the Colorado River below Lee Ferry such ru; the
Gila River.
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something more like 13.5 million acre-feet.>> One

in some cases be more economically valuable than cer-

recent analysis estimated a 20-year average flow of

tain consumptive uses. Yet because of their secondary

10.95 million acre-feet occurred between 1579 and

status under the LOR, described next, they are not

1598.34 Moreover, it is a highly variable supply: flows

weighted evenly with consumptive uses in river basin

have ranged from as little as 6 million acre-feet to as

decision making.

much as 20 million acre-feet (or more) in a year, based
on historical records.3S

2. Economic, non-consumptive uses
The LOR also provides for various economic, non-con-

This fundamental disparity between the expectation of

sumptive uses of Colorado River water. To justify fed -

consuming up to 17.5 million acre-feet of water annu-

eral involvement in the construction and operation of

ally from a river system that does not provide this

Hoover Dam, the Boulder Canyon Project Act pro-

much water has not presented real problems until rela-

claimed the purposes of the dam to be "controlling the

tively recently. First, a massive system of storage facili-

floods" first. ''improving navigation" second. and "regu-

ties, capable of holding more than 60 million acre-feet

lating the flow" for delivery of water to irrigate public

of water, makes the delivery of water for consumptive

lands "and other beneficial uses" third. The last men-

uses almost immune from the short-term vagaries of

tioned purpose was for the generation of electricity "as

the natural supply. Second, the Upper Basin remains

a means fo r making the project herein authorized a

some time away from fully consuming its apportion-

self-supporting and financially solvent undertaking,...."

ment. And, until recently, even the Lower Basin had

Recreation first emerged as a purpose for the construc-

not pushed up against its basic 7.5 million acre-foot

tion and operation of federal facilities with the 1956

apportionment. The emergence of concerns about the

Colorado River Storage Project Act. Water quality

ecological needs for water now challenges the Upper

appeared as a purpose in the 1968 Colorado River

Division states' e..xpectations of developing its compact

Basin Project Act.

apportionm~ol

for consumptive use. Moreover, ever

increasing demands for consumptive usc in the Lower

Flood control was a major concern of many of the pro-

Division states are forcing attention to the source of

moters of the Boulder Canyon Project Act,~6 and U.S.

water for serving those demands. Finally, non-con-

Army Corps of Engineers flood control regulations

sumptive uses such as hydropower and recreation may

govern the management of Hoover Dam and Lake

33 Weatherford & jacoby, ulmpact of Energy Devclopm~nt on the Law of the Colorado River," 13 Nnt. Res. J. I 71, 183 - 85
( 1975 ); Stockton & Jacoby, Long Term Surface Water Supply arzd Streamflow uvl!ls iu the Upper Colorado River Basin, Lake Powell
Research Project, Bulletin No. 18, Jnst. of Geophysics and Planetary Physics. University of California Los Angeles, 1976.
34 Meko. Stockton, & Boggess, "The Tree Ring Records of Severe Sustained Drought," 31 Wat!'r Res. Bull. 789,800 (1995).
Whatever the long-term average annual runoff in the ba~in, it i~ ~mall in comparison with rivers like the Mississippi (which produces 440 million acre-feet annually) or the Columbia (which produces 180 million acre-feet annually).

"Progress Report No. 17': supra, at i. The Upper Colorado River Commission reports virgin flows ranging from a low of 5.6
million acre-feet in 1934 to a high of 24.5 million am•-feet in 1984.

35

36 Flooding of the Colorado River had washed away the original dh-crsion structure taking Colorado River water to the [mpcrial
Valley. Con~truction of a mainstem dam promised to control flood-rdated damage to valuable agricultural land along the rivl'r in
Arizona and California. Water cmd the West, sr1pra, at •• •. Now. considerable other development exists along the river that demands
flood control protection. These interests became quite vocll following the large releases from Hoover Dam in 1983 and 1984.
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Mead for this purpose. In addition, there is flood con-

resource planning so as to encourage the efficient use

trol space in other Reclamation storage facilities which

of the resource.

is managed by releasing carryover water as necessary to
enable the impoundment of projected runoff.

In an average year, sales of this energy raise over

Sl75,000,000. Even so, the average price of firm
The generation and sale of electric power from

power from the dams (not including transmission

Reclamation facilities are responsibilities coordinated

and distribution costs) is less than 2 cents per kilo-

between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Western

watt-hour, making this power one of the lowest cost

Area Power Administration (WAPA).37 In the Boulder

firm power resources in the region.>9 This cost

Canyon Project Act, Congress provided that the use of

includes partial repayment of costs attributable to

hydroelectric power facilities for Hoover Dam was

project agricultural water uses. In the Upper Basin,

"incidental" to other uses, but it was understood that

power rates include a contribution to the capital costs

revenues from hydropower would return much of the

of irrigation projects that are authorized but are not

construction cost of the dam and all of the operation

yet built as well as a contribution to the costs of the

and maintenance cost. In the 1956 Colorado River

Recovery Implementation Program for endangered

Storage Project Act, Congress directed the Secretary to

fish.40 In the Lower Basin revenues from power

operate hydroelectric power plants constructed under

return the entire cost of the dams, the cost of salinity

that act to "produce the greatest practicable amount of

control projects, visitor facilities, and flood control.

power and energy that can be sold at firm power and
energy rates...."38

In 1995, the Clinton Administration unveiled legislation to authorize the sale of federal power generation

WAPA markets the energy generated from water run-

(and associated transmission) facilities located at feder-

ning through federal hydroelectric plants with about

al dams from which power is marketed by WAPA,

4425 megawatts of capacity on the River and its tribu-

including Colorado River Basin dams. The impetus for

taries. The energy is sold pursuant to long-term con-

this legislation is purported savings to the federal

tracts primarily to municipal and rural cooperative

Treasury. Ideological objectives-the feeling that the

utilities for resale to their customers. Pursuant to sec-

federal government need not be involved in power pro-

tion 114 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, WAPA

duction and marketing- also play a role.

requires its customers to implement electric integrated

37

Congress established WAPA (an agency of the U.S. Department of Energy) in 1977, giving it responsibility for the sale of electricity from Reclamation hydro facilities in the Colorado River Basin and other parts of the West. 42 U.S.C. Sections 7102- 7152
(a).

Section 7. The question whether power uses of power facilities located in the Aspinall Unit of the Colorado River Storage
Project are incidental to certain in-state consumptive water uses is in litigation in Colorado. See In Re Board of County
Commissioners, 891 P. 2d 952 (Colo. 1995).
38

39

Power from these dams will almost certainly increase in value when the region, now nearing the end of a 15-year surplus of
power generating capacity, begins to construct new, higher cost capacity within five years.

40

See "Background and Analysis of Apportioned Revenue, Colorado River Storage Project," Bureau of Reclamation, Upper
Colorado Regional Office, 1994.
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The Clinton bill prompted the introduction of other

the Bureau of Reclamation direct the salinity control

bills, primarily by various utility interests. All such leg-

program in the basin.46

islation had been blocked at this writing, but is likely to
resurface. Many believe that it is only a matter of time

Recreational uses first gained legal recognition in the

before at least some federal power facilities will be sold.

Colorado River Storage Project Act in 1956 in which
Congress authorized the Secretary of the Interior to

Navigation traditionally is regarded as a federal func-

develop public recreational facilities in conjunction

tion but, while mentioned in the BCPA, is not signifi-

with new water storage projects as well as facilities to

cant in the Colorado River since there is very little

improve and protect fish and wildlifeY The 1965

commercial navigation along the river.41

Federal Water Project Recreation Act made outdoor
recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement a plan-

Water quality is not itself an economic use of water. It

ning purpose for aU new federal water development.4li

is regarded as important primarily because of the

In the 1968 Colorado River Basin Project Act, provid-

adverse effects that poor quality water has on many

ing public outdoor recreation facilities and improving

water uses.42 Salinity is the dominant water quality

conditions for fish and wildlife were included as among

concern in the Colorado River. It became an interna-

the basic purposes for projects authorized to be con-

tional concern in 1961 when the operation of an

structed.49 As discussed, above, in 1992 the Grand

expansion of the Wellton-Mohawk Division of the Gila

Canyon Protection Act required operation of Glen

Project in southwestern Arizona sharply increased the

Canyon Dam to protect recreational, ecological, and

flow of highly saline water into the Colorado just above

cultural values in the Grand Canyon.

the border with Mexico, more than doubling the total
dissolved solids in that water.43 Federal projects con-

In general, recreational uses at Reclamation facilities

structed with funds under the Colorado River Basin

and at other federally managed lands along the river

Salinity Control Act of 19744-l.are reducing the load-

are available without charge. Flat water boating and

ings of salt in several locations in the Colorado River

fishing on Lake Powell, Lake Mead, and the other fed-

Basin.45 The states (acting through the Forum) and

eral reservoirs in the basin have become enormously

41 Article IV (a) of the 1922 Compact states that the Colorado River "has ceased to be navigable for commerce." Thus, it
declares, "the use of its waters for purposes of navigation shall be subservient to the uses of such waters for domestic, agricultural, and power purposes." Nevertheless, as mentioned. the BCPA specifically state.~ the improvt:ment of navigation is one of the
purposes of Hoover Dam.
4 2 A 1988 study don~ for the Bureau of Reclamation estimated annual salinity d:unages in the basin between I 976 and 1985 to
be 5311 million. Loretta C. Lohman et al, Economic Impacts of Salinity of the Colorado River ( 1988).

43

See Taylor 0. Miller, Gary D. Weatherford, and John E. Thorson, The Salty Colorado (191:16) at 24.

44 Public Law 93-

320, as amended by Public Law 98- 569 ( 1984) and Public Law 104-20 ( 1995).

45 The Yuma Desalting Plant also was constructed under the authorization of this aci.
46 Since 1984 the Soil Conservation Service (now the Natural Resources Conservation Service) in the Department of Agriculture

has been actively involved in on-farm programs intended to reduce salinity loadings to the river.
47

Section 8, 43 U.S. C. Section 620 h.

48

Public Law 89-72. 79 Stat. 213, Section I. codified at 16 U.S.C. Section 4601-11.

49

43 U.S.C. Section 1501.
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popular. Rafting on the Colorado River is now the

3. Public good uses

basis for a major commercial business.

The ecological needs of the Colorado River have only
recently gained legal protection within the Law of the

Several clouds now dim the future of recreational uses

River. Traditionally, instream management of the river

in the basin. One is the very popularity of these uses.

focused on its value for sport fishing. Large numbers

\A/hen a valuable good is provided free it is certain to

of nonnative fish species have been introduced to the

be used. At some point this use can begin to diminish

basin. Efforts were made to eliminate native fish

the quality of the good. This is the familiar tragedy of

species regarded as undesirable. Changes in the hydro-

the commons. There is evidence of this problem in the

logic regime resulting from the construction and oper-

basin: crowded reservoirs, jetskier/boating accidents,

ation of dams along the river enhanced the river's

congested whitewater rafting segments, riparian areas

habitat qualities for nonnatives and diminished the

trampled by campers and anglers.

quality of the habitat for native fish species.

The issues raised by these economic, non-consumptive

Fourteen native species have been identified in the basin.

uses are many. They include competition among these

Four of these species are listed for protection under the

uses, and competition with continually increasing

Endangered Species Act, and 3 more are candidates for

demands for consumptive uses, some of which are of

listing. so In 1987, a Recovery Implementation Plan

relatively low value. Finally, they include how all uses

(RIP) for the Upper Colorado River Basin was coopera-

might be affected by defederalization of the power

tively developed by the Upper Division states of

facilities. At present, these uses are managed almost

Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, the FWS and the Bureau

totally by the federal government. Annual reservoir

of Reclamation, and water users and environmentalists.

operations are managed in large part to provide for

As amplified in 1993 the R1P combines measures to pro-

these uses (or their benefits) within the constraints

tect and improve instream flows, to restore habitat areas,

imposed by meeting consumptive use commitments.

and to reduce adverse effects of nonnative fish species,

The states are actively involved in developing the annu-

among other things. 51 Activities tmder the RIP planned

al operating plan for the river, but they are concerned

through 2003, when the plan expires, are estimated to

first and foremost with ensuring that consumptive use

require roughly $100 million.S2 The objective of the RIP

demands are met.

is to recover the listed species while allowing full devel-

Telephone interview with John Hamill, Director, Recovery Implementation Program, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Nov. 9,
1995.

50

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Section 7 Consultation, Sufficient Progress, arzd Historic Projects Agreemerzt and Recovery Action
Plan- Recovery Implemetltation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin, October 15, 1993.

51

5:>. Memorandum from John Hamill to Ad Hoc Committee on Funding Legislation, Dec. 2, 1994. It is not clear where money to
support this program will come from. The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, heretofore responsible for roughly 50% of RIP costs, has
said it may cut its contribution by half after 1995. Other contributors have included the three states (roughly 25%) and FWS
(roughly 25%). Water users also make a one-time payment, called a "depletion charge." Water users arc not required to make
water available to the RTP, but the RlP docs attempt to work out voluntary arrangements with operators of new projc:cts for
release of water for fish recovery. One such arrangc:ment is in place (on a temporary basis) for the Muddy Creek Project in
Colorado. The following table:, provided by the Wyoming State Engineer's Office based on information provided hy F\VS, shows
expected depletions from proposed new projects addressed through Section 7 consultation between 1988 and 1995.
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State

Historic
Depletions
(acre-feet)

Ne w(post 88)
Depletions
(acre -feet )

TOl: a l
Depletions
(acre -feet )

Funds
Contribute
(dollars)

Colorado

12,803

41,98 4

54 , 787

210,232

Utah

18

140, 614

140,631

336,149

Wyomi ng

3,316

5 ,0 82

8,39 8

38,141

3, 000

3 ,00 0

16,137

1 90,6 8 0

206,817

Regiona l
Totals

$584,522

opment of the water apportioned to the Upper Basin for

dams have been constructed on the mainstem

consumptive use.

and tributaries since 1913. Declines of native
fishes directly downstream from reservoirs arc

In 1994, FWS promulgated regulations designating 1,980

clearly related to colder water temperatures....

miles of the Colorado River and its tributaries as critical

Other, more subtle factors include changes in

habitat for the four native fish.5l Much of the mainstem

stream nutrients, altered seasonal and daily dis-

Colorado River and some of the tributaries in the Lower

charge

and Upper Basins were included as critical habitat. At pre-

~utrients

sent, the only naturally reproducing listed species in the

are retained in the phytoplankton and zoo-

Lower Basin is a population of humpback chubs found in

plankton populations of reservoirs. Water from

the Little Colorado River near its confluence with the

the hypolimnetic layer of deep reservoirs carries

mainstem.s1

FWS and the Lower Division states are early

far less dissolved materials and fine particulates

in the process of developing a multi-species conservation

to fertilize downstream rlvcr reaches. Sediments

program in the Lower Basin. There aJso are emerging

are trapped by reservoirs so that downstream

concerns about fish and wildJife values in the Colorado

channel bottoms transform from sand to

River delta and the Gulf of California in Mexico.ss

armored cobble and boulder. Channelization

patterns,

and

lowered

turbidity.

that once occurred in the rivers now

below dams has reduced the number and size of
The water-related needs of Colorado River endangered

backwaters and sloughs that are sought after by

fish are not well understood. It is clear that the native

Colorado squawfish and other native fishes for

fish species evolved in river conditions considerably

nursery and resting areas. The narural cycle of

different than those existing today:S6

flood and drought is replaced by stable discharges and water levels; seasonal fluctuations

53

The Colorado River has changed dramatically

are replaced by variable demands for irrigation

since the turn of the century. More than 20

water or hydroelectric power. 57

Fed. Reg., 13374- 13400 (March 21, 1994).

54

RichardS. Wydoski & John Hamill, ''Evolution of a Cooperative Recovery Program for Endangered Fish in the Upper
Colorado River Basin," ill Bnttle Agairrsr Extinction, Native Fish Management in the American West at 124 - 25 ( 1991 ).
For a glimpse of one of these issues sec FrankS. Wilson, "A Fish Out of Water: A Proposal for lnternationallnstream Flow
Rights in the Lower Colorado River," 5 Colo. f. Int'l L. & Pol'y 249 (1994).

55

56 Colorado River Fishes Recovery Team, Colorado Squawfislz Revised Recovery Plan, August 6. 1991, pp. 14·17.
57

Jd. at 15.
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The li.S. Fish and Wildlife Service geMrally assumes

apportionments. 59 The states with unu:.cd apportion-

that mon:: t:fforts must be made to operate the river in

ment water jealously guard their future right to use this

a manner that attempts to mimic the pre-development

water. In a very real s~nse the ~>tates are acting to pre-

system- that is, a river with high peak flowl> in the

~crve a

springtime and adequate flows in key habitat areas in

by this as yet unused water. As mentioned, however,

the summer and faJI.Sil In addition to water, recovery

the states tend to understand this value only in terms

of native fil>h spt·cies depends on reducing predation

of consumptive usc of the water.

public good value for their citizens represented

and competition by nonnative fish species.
Still another public good use of water is the communiThe ecological uses of the Colorado River are now rec-

ty and cultural values associated with water consump-

ognized to be an important and valuable function of its

tion, especially in irrigated agriculture. Viewed in this

water. Yet neither the RIP nor its funding is secured.

w:'ly, the full value to society of agricultural water use is

Moreover, fish are not the only V:'lluable ecological uses

not limited to its production of cash crops but includes

of the River. The cumulative effect of dams and con-

the value of maintaining communities centered on irri-

sumptive water u.~e on the basin's e~osystem is surely

gated agriculture.oo There is some irony in the opposi-

poorly understood. Yet there is limited attention paid

tion of ranchers and fam1ers to use of water to meet

to these matters. The commitment of resources neces-

growing public good, non-consumptive uses of river

sary to gain a better sense of the ecological needs of

water since the community value of water used for irri-

this river system is limited; even this amount of fund-

gation is, in type, the same as ecologkal uses of water

ing is rel>il>t<:d by some. The long-term commitment to

-that is, neither is valued through the market. The

restoration is even more problematic.

difference between these two uses, however. is that the

LOR has traditionally promoted agricultural water usc
Another important public good value associated with

(as a comumptive use), to which community values are

Colorado River water is the expected value for future

attached, whereas the LOR places much less value on

e'onomic development and
lif~:

maintcnan~e

of quality of

ecologicaltiSCs of the river's water.

inherent in the unused shares of state compact

5~ At Flnming Gorge Reservoir on the Green River, this objective has meant brger springtime rdeases than would have otherwise
oc,urrcd. for the 15-Mile Reach in thl' Grand Valley of Colorado it ha~ meant searching for sources of water that 'an he provided to this segment of the river during the summer months when local irrigation uses divert much of the Colorado's flow. In the
Y.1mpa River it has meant a concerted effort tO limit the construction of additional water storage and diversion facilities to preserve thi~ highly valuable 3lld largely undisturbed fish habitat.

From a stJte's perspccti,·e, there may even be a ~public good" aspect to water that is already in beneficial consumptive use
within a stnte. The economic and social hcndib of this water are enjoyed within the Sl:ltc. Thu::., for example. when proposals
are made to allow out-of-state lease.~ or salc:s of Colorado River water they arc uniform!}' resisted by the: state from which the
59

water would come. The compact appurtionm~nt
this patrimony is directly apportioned.

is <1 kind of patrimony, in thb view, to b~ enjoyed only by rhe citizens to whom

60 Water marketing is viewed by many as posing a thrc:at to the continuinR viability of irrigated agricultur~ in ~nme places. We
share this gt>neral concern but believe there are an increasing set of options for facilitating voluntary transfers of water in a manner that arc protective of, and could l'Ven strengthen, viable irrigated agricultural communities. See Lawrence J. MacDonnell and
Teresa A. Rice, "Movins Agricultural Water to Cities: The Search for Smarter Approaches." 2 Hastings West-Northwest]. bnv'tl L.
arut Po/icr 27 ( 1994 ); Lawrence J. MacDonnell. ''Water Banks: UnJocking the Gordian Knot of Western Water,~ 41 Rocky Mt. Min.

L Inst. 22-l (1995).
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4. Tribal water uses

some tribes have not vel sought qu,tntitication of their

The 1922 and 1948 compactl> deferred the question of

rights. The pnncipal is,ue associated with tribal water

the rights of tribes living on reservations in the

rights that have been estabhshed and qui!ntified is the

Colorado River Hasin to usc the water of the Colorado

use of the water to which the tribes are entitled under

River and its tributaric~. 1'\ot until 1963 were the rights

the rights. In particular, the question is whether this

of the tribes living along the mainstream of the Lower

water may only be used on-rl.'servation or whether it

Colorado River directly addressed. A~ mentioned, the

may be leased for usc off-reservation. l)oes off-reser-

U.S. Supreme Court

~xplicitly

hdd that water rights

were impliedly reserved along with the

rc~crvation

of

vation usc only apply to water that has been historically diverted and used on reservation; or does

lands as permanent homelands for tribes.6l ln its 1964

off-reservation use apply also to water to which tribes

Decree, the Court ch:tracterized the~ Indian reserved

arc entitled but whil..h thq have not yet divc.:rted and

rights as "present perfected rights."h~ For the most part

used on-reservation?

the reserved rights of the tribes with reservations along
the mainsrre:tm havt: now been quantified. and settle-

The ultimate answcrl> to these questions have huge

ments ha\·c been reached with some of the other tribes

implications, both for tribe~ in the basin as well as for

residing within the basin."' Tribal claims to main-

uses now benefiting from the avJil.lbilitv of undiverted

stream \Vater in the Lower 8.1sin are to be satisfied out

tribal water. For the tribe.:. the legal recognition of

of the apportionment of the l>Latc

reserved water

IJl

which the reserva-

right~ i~

based on a determination that

the availability of water is essential to the viability of

tion is located.t>4

permanent habitation of rrscrvation lands. ln Arizona
m~asured

There are 32 Indian reservations either totally or par-

v. California the U.S. Supreme Court

tially located within the Colorado River Basin.63

necessary quantity of water in terms of"practicably

These reservatlom encompasl> approximately 30 mil-

irrigable acreage"- the amount of water that would

lion acres t)f land, with an Indian population of about

be needed to irrigate all land<> on the reservation suit-

220,000."" The already quantified water rights associ-

able fo r irrigation."H

the

ated with these rese rvations Wt.tJ about 2.4 million
acre-feet of water.67 Roughly a quarter of this amount

There is little likelihood that the tribes will be able to

is bein g diverted for use on reservatiOn<> in the Lower

use anything like this amount of water on their reser-

Basin. There arc ~tdditional

vations. Few reservations were bendici:1rics of the

claim~

outstanding, and

61

Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. S46, 599-600 ( 1963).

62

Sec discussion accompanying note~- supra.
See "Colorado River Ba~in," supm at 30-36.

63
64

Arizona v. Califarma, 373 U.S. 546, 60 1 (1963 ).

65

"Colorado River Basin': supra, at Table 4, pp. 27 - 28.

66

!d. at 24 - 25.

67

Jd., tables 5, 6 & 7.

68

373 u.s. 546. 600 ( 1963 ).
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many Reclamation projects built in the basin to store

primarily as a means of paying the costs of the facili-

and deliver water for irrigation uses. Now irrigated

ties needed to make consumptive uses possible.

agriculture is stabilizing or declining in many parts of

Recreation and ecological values now figure into river

the West, with little indication of additional future

operation decisions but are subordinate to providing

demand for this use of water except on lands capable

water for consumptive uses. Indeed, ecological uses of

of growing high value crops.69 Reservation lands rarely

the river's water are viewed largely in terms of con-

contain such areas.

straining economic uses. At this point, it is hydroelectric uses that are most likely to be adjusted to

At the same time tribal claims to an already overallocat-

accommodate other values.

ed resource are substantial. Any new consumptive uses
of presently "unused" tribal water would come at some

Yet this view of the relative economic values of

loss of other values. Yet it hardly seems fair to expect

Colorado River water does not match well with avail-

the tribes to forego the economic benefits potentially

able information providing actual or estimated values

associated with controlling the use of this water.

fo r different water uses. Perhaps the best existing
source of information regarding the dollar value of

No easy resolution of this problem is apparent. It is

different water uses is provided by a recent report

clear that the tribes hold legal rights entitling their use

from Resources for the Future entitled EcOIJomic Value

on-reservation of far more water than they are presently

of Freshwater in tl1e United States.' I This exhaustive

cliverting and using. It is also dear that this is a valuable

analysis examined nearly 500 water value estimates

asset that the tribes intend to benefit from. Recent dis-

for fo ur withdrawal uses (domestic, irrigation, indus-

cussions in the Lower Basin concerning interstate mar-

trial processing,and thermoelectric power generation)

keting of Colorado River water have included some

and four instream uses (hydropower, recreation/fish &

consideration of tribal water.iO There can be no long-

wildlife habitat, navigation, and waste disposal) in all

term understanding of uses of the Colorado River with-

the major river basins in the country. Included are

out clarification or resolution of this issue.

estimates obtained for

th~:se

uses in the Upper

Colorado River and the Lower Colorado River. The

5. Comparing the value of Colorado River
water uses

RFF researchers found average water values for all

Implicit in the LOR is the assumption that consump-

compared to $122 per acre-foot in the Lower

tive uses are the most valuable uses of Colorado River

Colorado.72

uses in the Upper Colorado to be $32 per acre-foot,

water. Water is specifically allocated for this purpose,

and contract and property rights apply to protect these

Average values for particular classifications of water use

uses. Hydroelectric uses, by comparison, are treated

are shown for the two basins in the following table:

611

National Research Council, The Future of Irrigation (forthcoming 1996).

70 "New
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Options," supra at • ••.

71

Kenneth frederick, Tim VandenBerg, & Jean Hanson, Final Report, October 1995.

7l

/d. at table 3.3, p. 13.

Water use
classification

Upper Colorado
(average value in

Lower Colorado
(average value in,

$/AF)

$/AF)

0

0

51

597

hydropower

21

35

irrigation

c;

88

waste disposal
recreation/ fish
wildl ife habitat

&

-

The authors of the report caution against placing too

I. National-level Governance

much confidence in the specific values found in their

In many important respects, governance of the

studies and point out the wide variance in approaches

Colorado River begins with the U.S. Congress. The

taken to obtaining the estimates. Nevertheless, this

Boulder Canyon Project Act, the Colorado River

report contains the most complete effort to date to

Storage Project Act, and the Colorado River Basin

gather together the extensive work that has been done

Project Act have profoundly shaped and directed uses

in placing dollar values on water uses in different loca-

of the Colorado River. In passing these laws Congress

tions. Moreover, the average values of the various uses

served as the mechanism by which the basin states

are at least useful in providing a measure of relative

reached common agreement on water use objectives

worth and perhaps in providing some sense of the

for the Colorado River and mobilized federal support,

magnitude of the respective values.

primarily in the form of funding, to help achieve those
objectives. At the same time Congress was, in effect,

This report suggests that irrigation uses are the lowest

assuring that those basin objectives were consistent

value use of Colorado River water in the Upper Basin

with broader national objectives.

(except for waste disposal). By comparison, it suggests
that irrigation is a relatively high value use in the

There was some w1certainty in the early part of this

Lower Basin, higher in value per acre-foot, for exam-

century concerning the power of Congress to commit

ple, than hydropower. Estimated values for

the federal government to the large-scale water devel-

recreation/ fish and ·wildlife habitat in both basins are

opment sought for the Colorado RiverJ3 Water user

surprisingly high.

interests in the Lower Basin recognized that state and
local financial resources were simply inadequate to pay

C. BASIN GOVERNANCE

for the unparalleled construction project that was

There is no single decision-making forum governing

regarded as necessary if the waters of the Colorado

the allocation and use of the waters of the Colorado

River were to be reliably turned to human use.

River. Rather these decisions are made in a number of

Without question, it has been lhe need for federal

different forums, sometimes involving distinctively dif-

funding for water development in the Colorado River

ferent processes that are guided by different rules. This

Basin that historically has given Congress a dominant

section lays out the primary governing mechanisms at

position in decisionmaking respecting the Basin. In

the federal and state levels.

turn, Congress has designated the Secretary of the

73 A good discussion is provided in

Water and the West, supra.
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Interior to be the primary agent carrying out its autho-

basic apportionment by statute, despite the failure of

rizations, providing considerable control over basin

the states themselves to reach agreement. It found far-

governance in the process.

reaching authority in the Secretary of the Interior to
directly allocate state shares of Colorado River water to

The U.S. Supreme Court in its 1963 decision. Arizona v.

users in the states. It held that the Secretary could

California. provided this account of the conte>..'t in

determine how best to allocate shortages of water in

which this case 'l'.r'aS being considered:

the Lower Basin and that he need not follow state law,
including prior appropriation, in so doing_75 In short,

As we see this case, the question of each State's

it concluded that the waters of the Colorado River

share of the waters of the Colorado and its tribu-

mains tern in the Lower Basin had come under federal

taries turns on the meaning and scope of the

control and supervisionJ6

Boulder Canyon Project Act passed by Congress in
1928.

That meaning and scope can be better

The Endangered Species Act also places substantial

understood when the Act is set against its back-

authority in the hands of the Secretary of the Interior,

ground-the gravity of the Southwest's watt:r

particularly concerning federal actions that might jeop-

problems; the inability of local groups or individ-

ardize the continued e.xistence of protected species.77

ual States to deal with these enormous problems;

As applied in the Colorado River Basin, this statute has

the continued failure of the States to agree on how

resulted in the development of special programs intend-

to conserve and divide the waters; and the ultimate

ed to protect listed species in the basin while allowing

action by Congress at the request of the States cre-

historical and new consumptive uses of walt:r to occur.

ating a great system of dams and public works
nationally built, controlled, and operated for rhc

The Clean Water Act requires that water quality stan-

purpose of conserving and distributing the water.'~

dards be established for all waters of the U.S.78 For
salinity in the Colorado River, EPA has approved the

Thus, as described, the Court detem1ined that

creation of standards at three locations in the Lower

Congress had effected a division of the Lower Basin's

Basin -

7•1
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below Hoover Dam, below Parker Dam, and

u.s. 546, 552.

75

The Court's decision makes it clear that the BCPA was intended to fully displace state law in the allocation of water from Lake
Mead: "But where the Secretary's contracts, as here, carry out a congressional plan for the complete distribution of water to
users, state law has no place." 373 U.S. at 588.

76 This decision concerns only the Boulder Canyon Project Act. There is little to sugg~sl that Congress held a different view of
affairs when, 5 y~ars later, it enacted the Colorado River Basin Project Act. It is true that in Section 602 the Secretary is specifically directed to consult with the governors of the 7 basin states respecting his development of criteria (and any subsequent
modifications) for the "coordinated long-range operation of the reservoirs constructed and operated Lmder the authority of the
Colorado River Storage Project Act, the Boulder Canyon Project Act, and the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act." Section
602 (b). The Secretary is not bound by comments he might receive, however.
77 Section 7. Given the pervasive presence of the U.S. through the Bureau of Reclamation in the construction and operation of
facilities determined, at least in the Upper Basin, to have endangen::d the continu.:d existence of sev~ral native fish species, the:
Secretary has a legal duty to recover these fish that he must balance with his other legal responsibilities in project operations.
Should the Upper Basin recovery program be deemed inadequate for some reason, additional constraints may be: required on the
operation of facilities.
78
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33 U.S.C. Section 1313. States are to establish standards which arc to be submitted to the Administrator of EPA for approval.

at Imperial Dam, rather than requiring the setting

The Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum

of standards for each segment of the riverJ9

(Forum) is probably the single best example of interstate and state/federal cooperation in the basin. Il l The

Because it holds original jurisdiction in disputes

Forum was established by the basin states to coordinate

between the states, the U.S. Supreme Court itself has

the interests of the states regarding federally funded

been an important decision-making forum in the

salinity control projects.s~ Its members also generally

basin. The role of the Court is largely to act as arbiter

1.erve as the Colorado River Salinity Control Advisory

in deciding what existing agreements (e.g., compacts)

Council. authorized under the Colorado River Basin

and laws (e.g., the BCPA) mean. In addition, since

Salinity Control Act.

Supreme Court decisions now have become an important part of the Law of the River, amendments or addi-

Individually. the states have taken different approach-

tions to these decisions are likely to become another

es to organizing themselves to address Colorado Riwr

vehicle through which d1anges in the management and

issues. California and Nevada have created special

decision-making processes regarding the Colorado

entities to represent state interests related to the

River can be made.so

Colorado River and in negotiation and communication with other states and the federal government.

2. State Participation in Governance

The other state:. tend to approach Colorado River

The states are organized in relation to the Colorado River

issues through their departments of water or natural

in a variety of ways.

Perhap~

the most fom1ally consti-

resources. The governors are actively involved in

tuted entity is the Upper Colorado River Commission,

many issues, as arc the major users of Colorado River

established under the Upper Basin Compact. It acts as a

water (those holding contracts for water in the lower

forum for the Upper Division states to collect informa-

Basin and those with state-based appropriative water

tion. Commission members from the four states meet

rights in the Upper Basin ). The Secretary of the

on a regular basis and discuss issues. The Commission

Interior, in connection \vith his responsibilities under

produces an annual report. Should there be a shortage

Section 602 of the Colorado River Basin Project Acl,

of Colorado River water in the Upper Basin, the

has established a Colorado River Management Work

Commission is authorized to sort out allocation issues

Group to prepare an initial draft of the Annual

according to general guidelines. 1n some matters the

Operating Plan for the Reclamation facilities.

Commission serves as a collective voice for the Upper

Representatives of each of the states are members

Division states in Colorado River matters.

of this work group.

The Environmental Defense Fund brought suit agaimt th~: EPA in the 1970s seeking to fore~: it to sd Mate-by-state standards
for salinity on the Colorado River. The District of Columbia Circuit Court upheld approval by the AdministrJtor of the existing
approach. Envt'J Defense Fund v. Castle, 657 F.2d 275 (D.C. Cir. 1981 ).

'N

so A contemporary example is the proposal to go to the Court to change language in its 1964 Arizona v. Ca/if(Jmia decree to
facilitate interstate trading of Colorado River watl'r in the lower Division. Se~· ">.lew Options," supra, at 40.
!II

"Competing Demands," s11pra. at 467.

The co~l ~ffectiven~ of these salinity control programs ha.~ been the subjc:oct of continuing controversy over the years. The
1973 Salinity Control Act was amended in 1984 and 1995 to emphasize the importance of cost effc.:tivt:ne!>~ in selecting projrct~.
With shrinking federal funds generally it seems likely thot there will be considerably less money for these projects in the future.
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Periodic efforts by the states to reach agreement on

have viewed their interests almost wholly in terms of

matters relating to the Colorado River have occurred

maximizing consumptive usc of the basin's water. They

over the years. A prominent recent example is the for-

have worked together when necessary to obtain federal

mation of the ad hoc 7 state forum that began in the

funding to make possible additional consumptive uses.

early 1990s.s3 Now known as the 7/10 meetings since

They have also worked together to avoid federal sanc-

the inclusion of representatives from I0 of the

tions that might limit their consumptive uses. They

Colorado River Basin tribes, these periodic sessions are

have shown little inclination, however, to develop a com-

perhaps the closest thing that has emerged to date

mon vision for the basin that might suggest ways for the

attempting to convene the principals from the major

basin's waters to provide enhanced benefits, preferring

sovereigns in the basin to discuss common issues.84

instead to expend their energies protecting their existing
individual situations under the LOR. Long-term plan-

3. Basin governance: a summary

ning and management in the basin, such as it is, is done

Fundamental decisionmaking respecting the Colorado

by the Bureau of Reclamation. Incorporation of emerg-

River, since the Boulder Canyon Project Act, has resided

ing values in the recognized uses of the basin's water has

with Congress and the Secretary of the Interior. In part,

been left largely to Congress and federal agencies.

this federal dominance resulted from the scale of the

Broader public involvement in Colorado River decisions

effort required to "harness" the river and make it more

was effectively nonexistent until the National

usable for economic development in the basin's hydro-

Environmental Policy Act opened up federal decision-

commons. No single state, or even combination of

making. The public process associated with reviewing

basin states, was capable of making the necessary invest-

the operations of the Glen Canyon Dam represents the

ments to construct Hoover Dam. National financing

most extensive effort to date to open up the decision-

was necessary. \A/hen the states in the basin proved inca-

making process in the Colorado River. With the Grand

pable of reaching agreement on fundamental matters

Canyon Protection Act, Congress has directed continued

relating to the apportionment of water, federal authority

public involvement in this matter.

filled the void to protect the increasingly substantial federal investment in the basin. Perhaps the high point of

In sum, there is de facto federal management of the

federal control of the river is marked by the U.S.

Colorado River, closely monitored and controlled as

Supreme Court's 1963 Arizona v. California decision.

much as possible by the states. We explore the implications of this arrangement at greater length in Part II in

For their part the states have focused largely on pursu-

our discussion of the central policy choices now

ing their O\VO individual interests. As discussed, they

reflected in the LOR.

83

These meetings emerged out of the Lower Basin's diversions less measured return flows of more than 7.5 million acre-feet in

1990 and the expectation that its uses would exceed this amount again in 1991. Colorado's Governor Roy Romer sent a letter to
California Governor Pete Wilson urging that California determine how it would reduce its net diversions of Colorado River

water. These:! events triggt!red a whole series of actions that are described in "Options for the Lower Basin,'' supra. Subsequent
analysis suggests that when subsurface return flows are accounted for, total depletions in the Lowr.:r Basin of Colorado River
water did not in fact exceed 7.5 million acre-feet in 1990.
84 It was out of one of these meetings that the Lower Basin Technical Committee was formed in 1994 to attempt to develop

options for a Lower Basin-focused approach to meeting water supply concerns among the three Lower Division states and five
Indian tribes with reservations along the mainstream in the Lower Basin.
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II. FUNDAMENTAl POliCY CHOICES IN THE
lAW OF THE RIVER

Implementation Program is premised on allowing
Upper Basin states to develop their compact apportionments for additional consumptive uses. In short.

In this part of the paper, drawing on Part I, we describe

the Compact and succeeding additions to the LOR

what we believe to be the core policies of the Law of the

favor consumptive use.

River as well as why these policies need to be revisited.

A. GUIDIN G POLICIES

2. Federal funding is to be used to develop
the basin s water supply and make it economically usable.

I. Consumptive use of Colorado River Basin
water is favored.

Federal involvement in the Colorado River Basin

Negotiation of the 1922 Compact took place within the

became central as a m eans of obtaining the funding

culture of a deeply-rooted belief that regional econom-

necessary to construct large-scale storage. diversion,

ic growth and prosperity in th1s arid region depended

and ddivcr)' facilities on the m.tinstem. To varying

on placing the waters of the river to consumptive use.

degrees, all of the basin states now have taken advan-

As a result, the Compact divides the water of the river

tage of federal financing as a means of capturing some

exclusively among the nvo basins on the basis of "bene-

portion of Colorado River Basin water for the benefit

ficial consumpti1•e use."

of their users.

fulfillment of the objective of putting water to con-

All of the mainstem storage and diversion facilities and

sumptive usc depended on the construction of large,

many of the important facilities on the tributaries were

mainstcm water storage projecb. The statutes autho-

built with federal funds. Major water delivery systems,

ri7ing the construction and use of these federal projects

including the All American Canal and the Central

provide for additional purposes, but river operating

Arizona aqueduct, were constructed with federal funds.

plans are designed, first, to meet consumptive uses and,

The hydroelectric generating facilities at federal dams

then, non-consumptive uscs.s~ Additionally, power rev-

throughout the basin were constructed with federal

enues from the projects subsidi:Gt: the cost of water

money. Operation and maintenance of these dams and

delivered from federal facilitie for agricultural con-

hydro facilities are paid for by federal appropriations.

sumptive use.

Salinity control projects in the ba)in, including the
Yuma de)alination plant, have been funded largely by

Moreover, measures to protect environmental values

the federal government as has been the recovery pro-

are designed primarily to protect existing and even

gram for endangered fish in the Upper Basin.

future consumptive uses. Thus, the one-half billion
dollar Yuma desalination plant was built to enable con-

Over the rears. federal funding has been the carrot that

tinued consumptive uses by irrigated agriculture. And

has brought together the many competing interests in

state commitment to the Upper Basin Recovery

the basin. Individual states have been able to persuade

ss fn part, the management of lhe nver to favor consumptive uses derives from the fact that consumptive uses of river water are
prot~:cted Jnd bolstered by property rights whereas certain non-consumptive uses often arc not.
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internally competing interests to work out differences

ticular, salinity control projects and recovery programs

in order to get funding, and differences between and

for endangered species.

among the states have been worked out in order to

Congress to fund Glen Canyon Dam. And Arizona and

4. The federal government, particularly the
Secretary of the Interior and the Bureau of
Reclamation, is to be responsible for operating
federal water projects and for managing the river.

California had to settle their differences (through liti-

The need for federal funding brought with it federal

gation) before Congress would fund the Central

supervision and control of the multiple facilities con-

Arizona Project.

structed throughout the basin. Thus, the Bureau of

obtain federal money. For example, the Upper
Division states had to work out state shares of the
Upper Basin apportionment before they could get

Reclamation develops annual operating plans for the

3. Hydropower revenues are the primary
means to repay the federal appropriations
used to construct basin water projects.

In the Lower Basin, diversions cannot be made from

From the outset, it was understood that consumptive

the mainstem e.xcept under contract with the Secretary

water users (especially agricultural)- the primary

of the Interior.

river, albeit with input from the states. And Western
markets power from the river's hydroelectric facilities.

intended beneficiaries in the Colorado River Basinwould not be able to repay the costs of the massive

B. WHY THESE POLICIES SHOULD BE

facilities necessary to control the large flows of water

REVISITED

on t he mainstem of the river. lnstead, hydropower rev-

Yesterday's wisdom can become today's problem. That

enues would return most of the federal outlays.

appears to be the case in the Colorado River Basin. In

Moreover, the project costs associated with providing

this section we identify six realities that, in our view,

other nonconsumptive benefits of the projects, such as

suggest the need for a reassessment of basin governance.

recreation, were made non-reimbursabJe.86

that seemed to make it possible to satisfy all demands

I. The average annual native yield of water
in the Colorado River Basin is considerably
less than originally believed, and the consumptively usable supply of water is reaching
full development, indeed, may have already
been exceeded in some parts of the basin.

in the basin. Not only were the two basin funds

As e.xplained in Section I, agreement on the fixed and

accounting for hydropower revenues earmarked as

permanent apportionment of the basin's water betv•een

funding sources for water storage projects in the basin,

the two regions resulted, in part, from a belief that the

they also offered a funding vehicle for projects and

basin yielded more water than it actually does. This

activities needed to protect existing water uses- in par-

fundamental misunderstanding has been recognized

As

the substantial value of the hydropower resource in

the basin became more evident, Congress found it easier to justify additional appropriations for stiU more
facilities. Hydropower reven ues became the "cash cow"

None of this was unique to the Colorado River Basin, of course. It was the basis on which federal water projects around the
West were authorized and constructed. Sec Richard W. Wahl, Markets far Federal Water 27-46 (1989).
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for many years, but the problems it presents have only

tern based on meeting consumptive uses had at last

become of immediate concern in recent years.s7

come face to face with its limits. The upshot is that
new consumptive uses, especially in the Lower basin,

1990 can be seen as a pivotal year because, for the first

will have to be met primarily by reallocation of entitle-

time ever, it appeared that consumptive use of

ments to use water consumptively.

Colorado River water in the Lower Basin exceeded 7.5

nearing completion, water users in Arizona were finally

2. Nonconsumptive uses have increased
nomic value and importance.

capable of diverting that state's full apportionment.

At the time of the 1922 Compact, the states saw their

Skyrocketing growth in Las Vegas made it certain that

primary interest as maximizing withdrawals from the

Nevada would fully consume its apportionment in the

river and its tributaries for consumptive, economic

not-too-distant future, and water users in the southern

uses such as irrigation. At this time, all of the states

part of the state were aggressively demanding an

would have understood their economic well-being to

enlarged apportionment. Tribes in the Lower Basin

be directly tied to their ability to put water to con-

were gradually increasing their on-n:servation usc of

sumptive use, primarily for agriculture. And for the

their Colorado River rights and were pressing for legal

next three to four decades, federal water policy was

authority to lease watt:r for off-reservation use.

highly supportive of the states' desire to put river water

Additional water development in the Upper Basin was

to consumptive usc.

million acre-feet.88 With the Central Arizona Project

10

eco-

threatened by possible water-related needs to recover
endangered native fishes, and proposals to market

As the economies and demographics in the basin states

water from the Upper Basin to users in the Lower

have changed, so too has the value attached to different

Basin began to emerge. The Upper Division states

uses of water in many locations. Agricultural water use

faced the distinct possibility that some water appor-

remains dominant and is still economically important

tioned to those states wo uld not be used and consumed

throughout most of the basin. However, especially in

within those states.

the Upper Basin, the economic value of water used in
irrigation generally is less than in other consumptive

In short, by 1990 the reality of the limited water supply

uses such as domestic, commercial, and industrial. It is

available in the Colorado River Basin became undeni-

less in some instances than nonconsumptive uses such

ably apparent. Additional demands could no longer be

as hydropower and recreation.

met by enlarging the water supply or utilizing another
state's unused apportionment. Yet there were such

In this regard, both those who live in the basin and

demands, and they seemed certain to increase. A sys-

those who visit its unique attractions expect and want

87 California's use of more than its 4.4 million acre-foot basic apportionment beginning in the early 1950s might be viewed as a
harbinger of these direct issues. At the time, however, it was viewed primarily in terms of its threat to Arizona's ability to eventually utilize its 2.8 million acre-foot apportionment, prompting that state to initiate suit against California clarifying its rights.
The growth of southern Nevada was still in the future, Upper Basin development was slow, and the tribal claims to water had
not been established.
ss For a more thorough description of this situation sec ~New Options:' supra. As mentioned, subsequent analysis by the
Bureau of Reclamation concluded that actual deplt:tions were only about 7 million acre-feet in the Lower Basin.
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fishable, swimmable and boatable rivers and reservoirs.

additional consumptive and recreational uses and to

And as the values of the basin's natural systems are bet-

meet environmental needs. Thus, to respond to eco-

ter understood, many want these systems to be protecr-

logical and recreationa] concerns in the Grand Canyon,

ed in a manner that supports their native plant and

hydropower generation, especially for high value

animal species. In this regard, rivers are viewed as

"peaking power" purposes at Glen Canyon Dam, has

resources in their own right and not just as sources of

been restricted. Hydropower operations at Flaming

water to be applied to economic uses.

Gorge Dam on the Green River have been changed to
make them more consistent with the needs of endan-

To varying degrees the states in the basin are facilitat-

gered fish rather than with the demand for electricity.

ing the transfer of water between different consumptive uses, based primarily on market considerations.

Looking ahead, hydropower generation at basin facili-

However, non-consumptive uses do not fare as well in

ties is also vulnerable to the proposal to "defederalize"

part because states, with their compact shares defined

the hydroelectric production and transmission facilities

in terms of consumptive uses, have no incentive to pro-

at federal dams. Issues raised by this proposal include:

tect or foster non-consumptive uses.

Would non-federal owners be responsible for the payment of project irrigation costs? How much control

Examples of the short shrift given to non-consumptive

over the operation of the facilities might pass to new

uses abound. Thus, a program for protection of endan-

non-federal owners?

gered species is only now under development in the Lower
basin. The Upper Basin RlP is narrowly focused on pre-

As described above, a core policy of the LOR is to

venting the e.xtinction of four species of fish. Virtually no

depend on hydropower revenues to repay federal

attention is given to how additional listings of endangered

investment. These revenues are now vulnerable to

species might be avoided.

~or does

the RIP investigate or

provide the means to address the cumulative impact of the

attack.~

from several quarters. Can this core feature of

the LOR survive these attacks?

dams and consumptive uses on the ecosystem in general.

depends in part is in doubt each year as Congress and the

4. The future availability of federal funding
beyond hydro revenues is also in serious doubt.

administration try to balance the federal budget. Water is

The basin has relied heavily on federal funding to

allocated to additional consumptive uses without regard

develop and use available 'i-vater supplies. Congress

for its impact on hydropower generation. We think these

continues to direct considerable amounts of money

are examples of policy that are out of touch with changing

into the basin each year, but that amount is on a long-

values in riwr water use.

term downward trend. Indeed, with no end in sight to

The fedeml contribution on which program operation

the pressures to cut federal ta.xes and balance the feder-
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3. The federal hydropower system in the basin is
under stress and is the object of proposals for
sale to other public or private power interests.

As described above, federal funding is the carrot used

The production of hydropower ar basin facilities is a

to get the states to resolve their differences over basin

kind of "swing" use, vulnerable to adjustment to enable

water use. There are fewer carrots today, lmd they tend

al budgel, federal revenues for the basin are insecure.

work? More to the point, who will provide the funds

6. The LOR has encouraged the formation of
a political divide between federal and state
governments.

needed for \-\later-related activities in the basin?

The evolution of the LOR has ~ncouraged a political

to be smaUer than they have in the past. \<\'hat wiU take
the place of this federal carrot to make the system

divide, on one ~ide of which the states strive to maxi-

5. Tribal reserved water rights now represent
a significant claim on basin and state apportionments of Colorado River Basin water, and
the legal status of these claims remains
unclear in several key respects.

mize consumptive uses within their apportionments
while federal agencies take primary responsibility for
power, environmental, flood control and other nonconsumptive uses. In addition, the federal government
has a trust responsibtlity to the tribes. For the most

The legal rights of tribes in the basin to water from the

part these roles have been compatible and accommo-

Colorado River system remained u nknown until the

dation of interests has been achieved. ln an era of

1963 Arizona v. Califomin decision. By not only verify-

increasing competition among all uses of the basin's

ing the existence of tribal reserved water rights but also

water, however, this divide may not be in the best inter-

quanrifying th~m on the basis of th~ practicably irriga-

ests of the citizens of the basin.

ble acreage within a reservation, the Court established
the tribe~ a~ major players in the basin.

For one thing, the divide has the effect of causing the
states to emphasize consumptive uses beyond those

Since !963, the tribes, the states, and the federal gov-

that may make good sense. Protection of the ecological

ernment have made some progress in clarifying the

values of the Grand Canyon become a federal concern

meaning and effect of this far reaching decision. Thus,

rather than a basin interest. Protection of endangered

for the most part, the rights of the tribes with reserva-

species is viewed as antagonistic tc state interests, even

tions along the main tern have been quantified. Water

though many western state citizens support the protec-

right settlements ha,•e been reached with several tribes

tion of species as well as other ecological values. States

in the Upper Basin and in Arizona.

seek to promote consumptive uses regardless of their
effect on hydropower. ln short, the divide fo~ters an

A number of tribal clai ms remain unresolved, howev-

"us versus them'' attitude in the basin which ignores

er, perhaps most notably including tho~t: of the

the more fundamental question of how best to usc the

Navajo Nation. Moreover, except in the case of sever-

limited water resources available for the benefit of all

al of the Congressionally approved tribal water right

basin stakeholders.

settlements, the critical question of whether tribe!>

entitlements, it is increasingly difficult to avoid direct-

Ill. MODERNIZING COLORADO
RIVER GOVERNANCE:
PRINCIPLES AND NEW INSTITUTIONS
FOR CONSIDERATION

ly addressing the legal status of these entitlements and

The Law of the River has formed and evolved slowly

the manner in which tribes within th~ basin can

but continuous!}' ~ince 1922. It has evolved largely in

expect to enjoy their benefits.

response to perceived opportunities, such as Delph

may lease water for off-reservation u~e remains unsettled. Now that it is clear that any additional consumptive uses effectively come out of unused tribal
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Carpenter's shrewd insight that a negotiated compact

A. PRINCIPLES TO MODERNIZE BASIN

would better serve the interests of the basin states than

GOVERNANCE

litigation, and recognition that federal funding and

also responded to crisis, as when Arizona filed suit

I. All beneficial uses of the waters of the
Colorado River Basin, consumptive and nonconsumptive, should be equitably considered
future allocation decisions.

against California in the early 1950s because California

In a setting like the Colorado River Basin where so many

users were about to exceed their 4.4 million acre-foot

interests vie for a fixed supply of water, the legal struc-

consumptive use apportionment.

ture should not preclude or limit consideration of any

technical support could be used to make the economic
benefits of the basin's water available to users. 1t has

1n

possible valuable use of water. Human perceptions of
The situation today is somewhere between crisis and

the value of different water uses change over tin1c. The

opportunity. That is, the basin has many problems that

potential uses of water should be able to keep pace with

could ripen into crises if nothing is done about them.

these changing values. The assumption in 1922 that the

Thus, users in southern Nevada press for an increased

states would only be interested in the basin's water for

share of the Colorado River, consumptive uses in the

consumptive use no longer holds true. The Law of the

Lower Basin push up against the 7.5 million acre-foot

River should be changed to reflect this reality.

apportionment, recovery of endangered fish may place
limits on additional consumptive uses, hydroelectric
facilities may be defederalized, and the basin has no
secure internal source of funds to meet needs.

2. The basin's undeveloped water should be
recognized as already serving valuable water
uses.
There is no such thing as unused or surplus water in the

On the other hand, these problems are opportunities as

Colorado River Basin. All of the water in the basin is

much as they are potential crises. If the basin responds

ust:d in some important manner, in fact St'rves multiple

to them by embracing change where it is warranted,

uses. Thus. unused compact apportionments support

there is reason to think that increasing competition to

electric power, recreational and ecological values. \Vater

meet diverse needs for water can be met without crisis.

to which the tribes may be legally entitled is already in

Indeed, careful policy changes can significantly

use supporting consumptive and non-consumptive uses.

improve the status quo.

ln such a situation every allocation decision has implications for other existing valuable uses, whether or not

In our view, to implement new policies and reap the

these uses hold specific legal protection.

opportunity inherent in today's problems will take new
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institutions, including a trust with funds dedicated to

AdditionaJ water within the basin can and will be

protecting and enhancing ecological values, a water

developed. The fiction, however, that such water can

bank or banks to facilitate the trading of water, and a

be developed and used without impairing other valu-

new governance mechanism established under a feder-

able uses- or that there is unapportioned water in the

aUinterstate compact. We begin by o utlining six prin-

basin- or that those with established legal rights to

ciples that guide our thinking in the development of

develop and usc water are free to do so without regard

new institutions for basin governance.

for the effects of those uses - simply cannot continue.

3. Economic uses of water in the basin, especially power use, should be chiefly responsible
for protecting ecological public good uses of
the basin s water.

ties, and - we believe - equitably should share in the
costs of making them compatible with the ecological
needs of the river.l!9

The remarkable structural development that has

Small fees can be assessed on economic uses, especially

occurred in the Colorado River Basin and the valuable

power use, to defray the cost of mitigation and future pro-

economic uses of this water that this development

tection of public good uses.90 Changes can be made in the

makes possible impose substantial burdens on the eco-

manner in which projects are operated, in which water is

logical uses of the basin's water. By and large, private

delivered, and in which water is used. What is needed is a

investment cannot be depended on to protect these

commitment to search for such opportunities and to

uses b~cause they are public goods on which it is diffi-

obtain the funds necessary to take advantage of them.

cult to earn a return. As a result, other sources of
funding and protection must be found.

4. More use of markets should be used to
allocate uses of water.

To date, the region has relied primarily on federal

As competition for river water increases, there is a larg-

funding and river management to restore and protect

er role for markets. Markets would enable the volun-

these values. In our view, reliance on federal funding is

tary reallocation of a portion of the basin's water

now misplaced as federal budgets shrink. As a result,

resources in a way that can work not only for those

we believe that the region must shoulder the lion'lt

involved in the market transaction but also for other

share of the t1nancial burden to protect these values.

interests, including non-consumptive uses. There are a

b~ equitable.

After ail it is basin eco-

number of important issues raised generally when

nomic uses that impair ecological values, now widely

market mechanisms are used to transfer water, but

supported in the basin even if their protection was first

these issues are now much better understood than l 0

a result of national legislation. Put another way, eco-

years ago and creative approaches are emerging to

nomic water users share in the benefits of these facili-

address some of the more troublesome concerns.<!• In

Doing so would

89

Some may view the protection of ecologic;ll values as incompatible with economic usc:) of the river. We reject this view. We
believe that human activities are by no means incompatible with functioning ecological systems. We are bolstered in our view by
the considerable progress that is being made in the context of Rureau of Reclamation facilities around the Wt:st in altering the
operation of these facilities and modifying some of the water uses they provide in a manner that provides increased ecological
benefits without taking away traditional economic benefits. See "Ecosystem Bcndhs," supm.

90

The imposition of fees on economic uses raises complex questions of equity, practicality and efficiency. Equity l>uggc."lits that

all economic uses of the river that depend on basin facilities or which deplete the river should contribute proportionately to the
restoration and protection of ecological values. Other considerations suggest disproportionate assessment on power Ul>CTS.
Assessing power would spread the cost of protecting these values to people who live outside the basin but enjoy the benefits of
the basin. In addition, raising money for ecological va lues by an assessment on power, already in place to a limited degree in the
Upper Basin, would spread the cost of protecting such values so that few electric customers would notice the diffc.:renc(! in rheir
electric bills. However, there may be some, notably agricultural water pumpers, who might well notice the difference in their
power bills. In addition. it will not work to load .:o~ts onto the price for power from basin bydroclcctric facilities if to do so will
render thi, hydropower unmarketable. As a re~ult, we conclude that more thought than we can give in this paper nc-cds be given
to the best way for economic uses to shoulder the financial burden of supporting public good uses.
91 S~e Lawrence

Hastings

J. MacDonnell & Teresa A. Rice," ~1oving Agricultural Water to Cities: The Search for Smarter Approaches." 2

\Ve~t-Nortlii\'I!St].

Evt'l I. & Pol'y 1.7 (1994}.
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this regard, water banking has received attention in

On the other hand, to some in states with unused

the Lower Basin and offers considerable promise as a

apportionment water, it makes little sense that others

mechanism by which to effectively manage transfers

should gain the benefits of this water because there are

of Colorado River

water.92

no present consumptive uses for that water in the state.
This is especially compelling to some when there are

Marketing of Colorado River water on an interstate

others in other states willing to pay to use water from

basis, of course, does raise special concerns. For exam-

unused compact apportionments. Thus, Utah has

ple, an argument can be made that an individual hold-

ex-pressed a willingness to enter into long-term defer-

ing the right to use Colorado River water should be

ment of its right to develop a share of its basic appor-

able to market his right, or some portion of it, to users

tionment in return for payments that it might use to

in other states. For one thing, the water might be put

provide to its citizens today.

to a "higher value" use, creating more value, releasing
competitive pressures and, maybe, raising money for a

We think that the marketing of both types of water-

state or local area as a result of fees on the market

developed and unused-has significant potential to

transaction. On the other hand, very likely the water

meet competitive pressures, raise revenues for the states

marketed would be taken out of agricultural use. As

and help meet non-consumptive use needs. However,

discussed in Part I, agricultural water use carries with it

we respect the complexity of the issues raised. They

its own set of community, public good values. In addi-

deserve the attention of all river basin stakeholders,

tion, like other consumptive uses, agricultural uses may

perhaps within discussion of the Colorado River

support tax bases and secondary economic activity. It

Forum we describe below.

is not surprising that there is opposition to the interstate marketing of water already put to consumptive
use. One place to begin agricultural water marketing
generally

i~

with water that can be conserved from

existing consumptive uses without eliminating them, as
is already well underway in southern California.

The marketing of unused state apportionments raises

Perhaps our most significant principle for considera-

other issues. The allocation of water, first between the

tion is that the region needs to prepare to manage the

basins and then among the states, is regarded by many

river, raise its own funds to meet incremental needs

as a permanent commitment of a ftxed maximum

and resolve issues with decreasing support and involve-

amount of water to be consumptively used >v1thin the

ment from Washington, D.C. In large part, the propri-

state and basin. In a sense, the future ability to use this

ety of assuming greater responsibility stems from the

amount of water can be considered a kind of patrimo-

almost certain reduction in funds to meet the basin's

ny, not unlike a public good, to be safeguarded by the

needs available from Washington.

state on behalf of future citizens.

9l
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5. River basin stakeholders the states, tribes,
federal agencies, irrigators. cities, industry,
environmentalists and others should plan for
the gradual and orderly transfer of services
provided by the federal government to the
reg1on.

See ":-Jew Options," supra.

But there are other benefits from carrying more of the

protection. Funding is needed so that these uses can

load here. One is an opportunity to eliminate the

provide for their own protection. We have argued

"divide" between what federal agencies do and what

above that all economic uses of the river should pro-

slates do in the basin, thereby encouraging integrated

vide support for this purpose. ln particular, we pro-

management and more coordination in facing and

post:: the imposition of a fee on such uses, especially

resolving future issues. Another is the benefit of face-

power, that would be administered by a trust or trusts

to-face interchange among stakeholders within the

who:.e board would include representatives of all

basin, in lieu of each interest running to its favored

affected stakeholders. We say "trust or trusts" because

state or federal agency or subcommittee of Congress to

we are not sure whether a basinwide trust or two

obtain benetits that too often harm interests that do

trusts, once in each basin is best.

not happen to be "in the room" when a deal is cut.
Among the activities that a trust or trusts might per-

6. Transfer of federal functions to the region

form are:

should depend on the willingness of all basin
stakeholders to work together to meet incremental water use needs as well as to try to
resolve problems before they become crises.

1. The design of a fee that would be equitable and

Having advocated an orderly transfer of river

practicable and pursuit of the authority to implement the fee;
2. Development of a long-range plan to:

basin governance responsibilities to the region, we

a. Recover listed endangered species:

believe, however, that Congress and the federal govern-

b. Prevent the listing of additional species;

ment should not approve such transfers w1less the

c. Develop information on other ecological values

region shows that it is up to the task. Such a showing

beyond threatened or endangered species;

would depend on the development of principles for

d. Develop a plan to protect ecological values.

basin governance--no surprise, we favor our Principles
1·4-as well as institutions to implement these princi-

3. In developing the long-range plan:

ples in a manner that is inclusive, allowing all stake-

a. Collect and interpret scientific evidence;

holders a voice in the development of policy. As

b. Take input from all affected stakeholders;

discussed, below, we believe that the basis on which

and

Congress should approve a transfer of authority is a

c. Make sure the plan is developed in the con

federal/interstate compact negotiated within the region

teA't of a larger plan or overall policy that

and carried to Washington, D.C. for approval.

treats all beneficial uses equitably.

B. NEW BASIN INSTITUTIONS FOR

4. Contract with the agencies implementing or, over

CONSIDERATION

time, absorb the Upper Basin Recovery

I. A trust or trusts with funding to restore
and protect ecological values.

Implementation Plan

As discussed above, public good uses cannot depend
on the federal government or privare investors for their

5. Use monies raised through the fee as well as contributions, including federal contributions, if any, to:
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a. Acquire water for fish flow purposes;

already diverted and used. Moreover, except perhaps

b. Provide for the construction and operation of

for Nevada, these new consumptive uses can be met by

facilities, like fish ladders and backwaters, impor-

transfers within the state. We recommend that each

tant to recovery and protection of native fish

b:~sin

species;

managing reallocation of Colorado River System water

c. Work with the operator of the dams on the river

within that state. Transfers through the bank could

to provide for project operation that is sensitive to

even include Colorado River System \'later already

ecological values.

diverted and used as well as unused entitlements to the

6. Figure out how to make more water available for

state establish a water bank for the purpose of

consumptive usc of Colorado River System water.

ecological uses while being mindful of the fact

Transfers could be permanent or they could be man-

that, especially in the Upper Basin, water for con-

aged on a short-term basis. The states would each

sumptive uses is used pursuant to water rights that

manage their bank under rules and procedures deter-

nre private property.

mined to be satisfactory to existing Colorado River
System water users and other interests within that state.

We like the imtitution of a trust with a carefully worded charter and a broadly representative board of

Interstate transfers of Colorado River System water

trustees as the vehicle to spend money raised from

raise more difficult problems. In the long term we

power and other basin economic uses for public good

believe that consumptive use shares of Colorado River

purposes. Trusts have proven effective in building con-

System water will be widely transferable anywhere

fidence behind actions, for example land conservation

within the basin. Before a wide-open interstate market

easements, that arc designed to provide amenities that

is established, however, we believe that there is a need

are not provided in the marketplace.

for agreement among key interests regarding how this
market would work, especially as regards the nature of

2. Water Banks to Facilitate Marketing

the role of states in regulating such a market.

One of the task!. before the basin is the ongoing need
for reallocation of already developed and used water to

3. Towards a Federal/Interstate Compact

new and changing uses. We have suggested that water

The declining capacity of the federal government to

markets are perhaps the most effective means by which

provide financial and technical resources for a broad

such transfers of water between uses can occur. In par-

variety of purposes, the desirability of integrating

ticular, we support the use of water banks as a mecha-

responsibilities for the management and balanced pro-

nism through which market transfers occur.93

tection of all valuable uses of water, and the need to
modernize the principles by which the river is gov·

In our view, most new consumptive water uses in the

erncd argue strongly for new approaches in the basin.

Lower Basin as well as new consumptive uses in the

"Fine tuning" the system is not enough. This is the

Upper Basin can be met through transfers of water

time for the basin states, the tribes within the basin, the

93

For a discussion of experience to date with water banks in the West together with a proposed framework for a bank based on
an evaluation of this experience see uwater Banks," supra. A specific analysis of water banks in the context of the Lower
Colorado River Basin is provided in "New Options:' supra.
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federal government and river users to commit to the

and planning decistons made under a new compact-

development of a federal/interstate compact to provide

dominated process be broadly representative. Since it is

the structure for river management and planning in

questionable whether Congress can delegate authority

the years ahead.

by compact to other than federal agencies and state government, the compact should bind federal agencies and

But first there must be discourse among all interested

state governments to procedures that will assure that an

parties. Regarding the medium for discourse, we are

stakeholders will be invited to be involved in all signifi-

aware of the 7110 meetings that have occurred. If

cant decisions made under the compact.

opened up to interests beyond the states and the tribes,
these meetings could serve as the medium for the broad

Second, it will likely take several years for Forum discus-

discussions which we believe are needed. However, the

sions to develop a compact that is sufficiently broadly

value of a forum that is all-inclusive from the start com-

supported to obtain congressional approval. We are

pels us to believe that it is preferable to create a new

concerned that the discussions, themselves. could pro-

entity, a "Colorado River Forum;' to fill this function. In

vide a basis for postponing the process of modernization

any event it is imperative that all stakeholders be invited

of basin governance. To prevent this from occurring, we

to participate in the discussions.

suggest that the Forum early on discuss how principles
of modern basin governance can begin to be imple-

The case for a new governance structure arising from

mented while a compact is negotiated.

Forum discussions is compelling. First. the existing
management structure-federal agencies primarily

In broad outline, we envision the creation of a

responsible for managing for non-consumptive uses and

Colorado River Commission composed of representa-

the states for consumptive uses-is outmoded, encour-

tives of the 7 basin states, the federal government,

ages difficult-to-resolve disputes and, in any event, does

tribes within the basin, and other interests. The

not reflect the importance of non-consumptive uses to

Commission would have its own professional staff

the inhabitants of the basin and greater hydrocommons.

responsible for management of the river. The

Second, if the region is to accept a greater share of the

Commission would take over management of all feder-

financial burden of managing and governing the river,

al facilities within the basin. It would be entirely self-

more management and control must be exercised within

supporting, primarily from the revenues earned from

the basin. To integrate river management and planning

operation of hydropower facilities, charges for water

while strengthening the basin's role in these functions

deliveries, and fees for recreation usage.

requires a sorting out of roles between federal agencies
and the states which can, we believe, best be attained

The central matter of uses of the basin's waters should

through negotiations aimed at developing a

be addressed directly in the negotiations. Thus we

federal/interstate compact.

believe that the limitation of the basin and state apportionments to consumptive uses should be eliminated.

Certain caveats go with our recommendations that dis-

The existing basic apportionments to the two basins

cussions proceed towards the drafting of a new com-

and to the 7 states might be ratified, however, and the

pact. One is that the compact assure that management

additional apportionment of l million acre-feet to the
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Lower Basin should be regarded as applying to

this settlement turns on payments to the tribes in lieu

Arizona's use of Gila River water. The Commission

of developing and using some portion of their water.

should take over responsibility for delivery of 1.5 million acre-feet annually to Mexico, and the negotiations

The Commission also would become responsible for

should clarify the source of this water. The

managing the river basin in a manner that meet-; the

Commission also should take over responsibility for

full range of interests in the basin's water. Thus, it

meeting the water quality obligations associated with

would work closely with the trusts to ensure that the

this water.

ecological values of the basin are protected and maintained. It would be responsible for flood control man-

Special attention should be given to addressing the

agement. It would have responsibility for managing

manner in which water from the Colorado River

water to meet recreational interests.

System legally available to tribes with reservations
within the basin may be used. The tribes have a dear

IV. POSTSCRIPT

legal claim to the use of a large amount of water not
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presently physically controlled by the tribes. In the

The changes in policy we outline and new institutions we

various settlement acts passed by Congress, agreement

propose in this paper are considerable. For them to be

has been reached regarding both the quantity of water

implemented, substantial shifts in thinking need to take

to which certain tribes are entitled as well as the condi-

place. We also recognize that many may not share our

tions under which that water may be leased for off-

view of the need for or the propriety of these suggestions.

reservation use. The Colorado River negotiations

This paper is offered in the spirit of stimulating further

should clarify a process for settling unresolved claims

discussion and dialogue about future directions for the

of other tribes in the basin. We believe the basis for

basin. We look forward to that discussion.

VII
INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS
SESSION NOTES
The followitJg notes, provided by the conference conveners, serve as a
summary of the plenary discussion on Institutional Options.

R: Might even mw neonle not to develop.
preparers)

A: The 7/10 conference is addressing many problems.
A: Does it take a compact to achieve this? Is there a

Steve Carothers spoke about a new vision for the river.

less onerous mechanism?

Ken Maxey said we need a mechanism for funding in
the future. Volkman spoke about the need to control

A: Nobody has addressed all the things that are right

our own destiny and begins with a dialogue with stake-

with the compact. The compact divides water among

holders. Our discussion recognized the impacts of the

the states; it provides for reclamation projects which

decisions we make - especially those unanticipated

served a need to provide jobs to veterans returning

impads. But l ask what's broken? We have never got-

from WWJ (during a recession). It also helped to

ten an answer to that.

move the population West, which was also part of the
plan. I believe the Compact is capable of handling all

R: We are not in a crisis situation; there are processes

these issues because the policy of the river is driven by

in place; the Lower Basin States have been working on

public demands. People of the states elect their

lower river solutions.

Governors and he appoints the commission. And the
current compact has been tested in the courts so we

A: We spoke of the haves and the have nots and the

know what it means. This is a dynamic, people-driven

limited pie. We need to have something for everyone to

mechanism. Let's concentrate on what is good.

ratify a com pad. In 1922, the haves were afraid they
would get rolled over. They wanted certainty. The

A: Things are evolving. 'v\'hat v.rorked in the past may

1922 compact is built with trades. Today certainty is

not in the future. Such suggestions do not mean to

not so true. How do we get states to accept a mecha-

throw out appropriations to the states. If Feds with-

nism that benefits the federal government, not the

draw their funding, we must find substitute sources.

states? How do we get States to accept new concepts?

A: I am concerned about where this paper fits in the

R: I submit that recreation today, is a state benefit.

written proceedings of this conference. It should not be

Hydropower revenues today do not stay within the

reprsentatived as the views of the participants. The

has in. If they did, we would see hydropower as a bene-

Law of the River has evolved to meet certain needs.

fit. The ESA is the toughest law we have. We suggest a

There should be an open discussion of impact fees.

u~ers'

fee would flnance protection of species because
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We never talk <.~hour the very nature of the rh·er

protection is the law. A modest fee would finance the

A:

ability of <;tates to "step up" to the federal challenge and

itself. Some of the polides we have discussed would

put decisions in Basm hands, not Washington. Values in

change the nature of the river. We need a vision of

water use have been changing in the \·\'Cl>t for the last 20

what we want the river to be, to look like, etc. I submit

to 30 years. The ESA is supported by a majority of the

that the ESA is not the appropriate vehicle to deter-

people. I submit that environmental values arc real.

mine the vision of the river wtth its full spectrum of
geography ... its beaches, floodplains and near bank

A: It has been noted thnt a large part of the basin is

environment. We need someone to be an advocate for

managed by National Park Servtce. These involve 5 or

the river itself.

6 pieces of important legislation. I suggest that in
these National Parks, ecological protection is not

Today the federal government is fulfilling that role, but

working well. This is an example of federal/state

the full spectrum of ecological needs should be

management divide.

addressed more broad!)'·

A: What's broke? Tht: 1922 Compact gave entitle-

A: I want to :.tddrcss the question of the need for cer-

ments to build project~. We need to change

tainty versus uncertainty. Why do we: feel the need

our thinking and recognize the "good" projects have

for certainty? Why must this pervade any discussion

already been buill.

about change?

R: There is a growing environmental sentiment in

R: Uncertainty mnkes peoplt ftel that they have no

the region. There is still an artificial dichotomy

control. A$ long as we rematn dependent on the

which exists between this sentiment the state's think-

Compact for making choices in the Basin, we feel a

ing that they must use their wnter for beneficial con-

need for certainty.

sumptive uses.
A: Other than the inter-regional Commission, we have
A: Lf the vi~ion propmed is implemented, how would

no control.

ecological interests be represented differently? What
would be the n:sults?

A: Since the ESA is the most powerful tool in the
BaJ>in, :mm't we moving toward a council with no legal

R: We do not have a blueprint ready. but we empha-

authority? That seems to be the lesson in the Pacific

size that we cannot live with the current separation of

~orthwest.

values which exist today. We must, for example, give
ecological values equal footing with consumptive uses.

R: It could be different here, but the difference would

We must stop considering these as opposites, but rather

be largely in the details. It is hard to predict exactly

look at them as part of a whole. The paper suggests

how it would work out. We are proposing, however,

that if the states assumed "ownership" of ecological val-

that we have true governance in this basin.

ues (instead of the feds). we (the states) would be able
to make our own decisions.
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A: I am not sure that what we have here b evolution

can only accomplish what needs to be done through

so much as lurching mutations. One of the principal

cooperation. We must open our minds. Extinction is

argument~

happening aU around us - fast. The states must show

i$ regionalization of economic assets in tbe

Basin. Is there a corresponding argument for non-

that they can do it; that they can take over. Agencies

economic regionalization? Should there be regional

don't deal with these problems because they don't want

governance for National Parks?

to step on each others' toes. They recognize each other
sitting at the table.

R: l suggest that we may be moving in that direction. The Basin is already facing tbe potential loss

A: If States take over, they will have to pay for the out-

of funding if the Federal Government directs the

lays and really commit to solving problems.

sale of hydrodectric power. Tucson Electric Power
has submitted a proposal to run the utilities in the

A: To do this, states need flexible spending. Funding is

Lower Basin. We referred to the Power Planning

the key. Fish and Wildlife funding today is biased to

Council in the NW and the authors do not want to

game species. We need to have flexibility to direct

adopt that model.

money toward non-game.

A: The tribal interests were not represented in the dis-

A: \11/e did a series of focus groups and started with the

cussion today. But. for a very good reason, it must be

reservations. We found a fear of regulation, but also a

because tribes have the pie. We are the senior stake-

sense of stewardship. We need systems that will

holders. We have priority. We have every concern

encourage and reward responsibility vis-a-vis the envi-

everyone else in the room has- on a greater scale.

ronment. There ought to be a way to set aside the EPA

For many years, this cou ntry has taken over tribal lands

and make good decisions.

for greed, exploitation and commerce. We were given
one-fifth of the Grand Canyon land base, yet we have

A: Probl~ms are being solved.. Water marketing is

not been able to come to the table because we are regu-

happ~ning; we are seeing Lower Basin transfer pro-

lated. We were always the red-headed stepchild

jects and recovery taking place in the Upper Ba:.in.

nobody wanted until recently when it was discovered

do not sec a good reason for a new structure that

that there was very little left TO exploit except on the

would solve problems better. We would argue over

reservations.

this for 5 years and lose valuable time. We'd be discussing what shape the table should be and not

Yet the species knew where to go. They flocked to us.

addressing the problems.

They know they are protected on our land because we
are part of the system. We don't control it. It deter-

R: We agree that the discussion will take ar least 10

mines what we do with our lives.

years. During that time the authors feel a Trust or
Trusts should be organized. This is important

How can the wholeness of the system be accomplished

because funding is insecure; A discussion on moving

if we continue to use a compact to protect your own

forward on a Trust or Trusts should not await a

interests? [f we all took a step back, we may realize we

change in the Compact.
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A: Recommendations presented in the paper might

use these ideas. knowledge, etc. for their own reasons.

motivate the Federal Government and states to do a

We must take off our masks; must do this for the

better job. Values of water are not discussed now

future generations.

except in terms of costs and economic value.
The most important thing that must come out of this
A: We look at a river differently from the White Men.

is to arrive at consensus recognizing tribes' water

Vlc don't see the river belonging to us; we belong to the

rights. States need to recognize that a state-to-state

river. Therefore. we must always give back to the river.

relationship exists between the Federal government and

Whenever we take from it, we must always give back.

the tribes. Until this is recognized, we will continue to

We don't control the river; it controls us. It brought us

relate as litigation to litigation.

together for this conference. We can pursue the status
quo, or can look at the opportunities to give something

The indians are the most regulated people on this con-

back to the river.

tinent. V..'hen are individual states going to recognize
that a government-to-government relationship exists

Native Americans are all dependent on iL Last night

with the tribes?

we learned that Mr. Powell used science to better
understand the Grand Canyon. My message to Native

A: Water rights need to be settled before we can move

Americans is that many representatives are here

forward on water.

because they are concerned that something will come
out of this conference that will upset their concerns.

A: The existing structure works to soml! e>..'tent. I don't

\Vh:tt is coming out of this conference is a recognition

see a structure that is easier, less e>.'Pensive. A new

that Indians are a powerful force. We are a potential

interstate compact would take at leas{ I 0 years to get

force because we are not organized. But the potential

cstublished and implement- even if everyone agreed

for mischief is also tremendous because Native

on the framework. I don't think that a strong enough

Americans have senior rights by the Constitution. The

argument for change is made.

major difference is that reserved rights guarantee interA.

the use of water, as are other users. Therefore, when

is that it puts the pressure on us. Keep the pressure o n

the Indians get smart and get together, we will threaten

us. Without California, gamblers in Las Vegas and

water marketing because the lndians can say, "You can't

farmers in Arizona, we still wouldn' t be talking about

sell that water without my consent."

the value of water.

Once this is understood, someone will start a process
to restrict and define Indian access to that water. States'
rights and beneficial use, as applied to Indian tribes,
means agricultural use. Indians say we should have
sufficient amount of water to sustain our homelands.
The ideas generated here arc like seeds, yet people will
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"to me, the most valuable thing about this ga{hering

est in perpetuity to tribes who are not dependent on

THE BAY/DELTA ACCORD OF

1994

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE COLORA DO RIVER

Chelsea Congdon

The Colorado River is the most developed, regulated

of the Bay/delta estuary for all stakeholders. The

and fought over river basin in the United States. Its

Bay/delta Accord brought an end to decades of water

water, and water-dependent habitats and species, are

wars in California over the implementation of two fed-

shared by seven states, numerous Indian tribes, and

eral statutes- the Clean Water Act and the

two countries. The San Francisco Bay-Sacramento/San

Endangered Species Act, and it seeks to remove oppor-

Joaquin delta estuary, the Bay/delta, is encompassed

tunities for future controversy over water diversions by

entirely by one state, California, or the State of

linking water quality with flows and with pumping

Northern California, depending on the politics at the

limits. In short, the Bay/delta Accord provides more

time. Still, the decades of bitter controversy and policy

water for the environment, less water but greater cer-

deadlock over water quality standards, endangered

tainty for agricultural and urban water users, and rec-

species protection, and water diversions in the

ogni7..es state primacy in determining water quality

Bay/delta are more or less on par with the competition

policy. In my comments, I will attempt to compare the

conflict in the lower Colorado River.

experience in the Bay/delta the situation in the
Colorado River, focusing primarily on issues in the

In December 1994, an historic peace was declared in

lower Colorado River.

the Bay/delta estuary, with federal and state agencies
signing "Principles for Agreement" on standards for the

THE BAY/ DELTA AGREEMENT

estuary. The Bay/delta Accord also brought together
urban, agricultural, and environmental interests in an

I will not go into the specifics of the water quality and

unprecedented agreement to improve the management

flow standards and other requirements embodied in
the Accord. While I am very familiar with them having

CHELSEA H. CONGDON is a Resource Analyst with the
Environmental Defense fund (EDF) in its Rocky
Mountain office.

Environmental Defense Fund
1405 Arapahoe Ave
Boulder, CO 80302

worked in the EDF office in Oakland for several years
leading up to the signing of the Accord in December
1994, it was primarily John Krautkraemer in that office

who committed himself tirelessly to the science and
diplomacy involved in reach ing that agreement. More
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importantly, for the purposes of this

work..~hop,

the rel-

California's major rivers, the Sacramento and the San

evance and instruction of the Bay/delta experi~nce to

Joaquin, it presents some of the same management

the situation in the Colorado River lies not so much in

issues (administration of water rights.. interdependence

the specific:. of the Accord but in the major factors that

of divcrs1ons and return flows) as the Colorado River.

made it possible::.

But as nn estuary, it is a rich and critical ecological system, one that is arguably more complex that the

Suffice it to say that the contents of the agreement are as

ecosystem of the lower mainstem of the Colorado

follows. The agreement signed by federal and state agen-

River. The delta captures half of California's \.\"ater

cies calls for increased fresh water flows to maintain crit-

runoff and encompasses a diversity of critical wetlands.

ical salinity standards in the delta and flows through the

It provides nursery, rearing. feeding and migratory

delta (400,000 acre-feet of additional flows in normal

habitat for 120 species of fish and supports commercial

years; I J million acres feet of additional flows in criti-

and recreational fisheries. I would note that the

cally dry years). It also calls for pumping controls to

Colorado River delta also is a vast and unique ecologi-

time water exports to meet restrictions on the "taking"

cal resource, providing - even today- critical habi-

of endangered species at the huge pumps operated by

tat, subsistence values and eco:;ystem functions.

federal and state water projects. It includes pulse flow

Unfortunately, the Colorado River delta lies on the far

requirements to aid in anadromous fish migration and a

side of the invisible internation.tl boundary and is

$180 million fund for various non-flow improvements

often overlooked in our deliberations about restoration

(e.g., fish screens, barriers, monitoring, etc.) to improve

and management options in the Colorado River.

habitat conditions. Perhaps equally as important as the
specific requirements, the Accord envisions implementa-

The Bay/delta estuary also is the economic "hub" for

tion of the standards based on principles of "adaptive

many Californians. It is the source of drinking water

management," and provides for the greatest possible

for more that 20 million people, irrigation water for

measure of state control in administering water alloca-

millions of acres of agricultural land. In short, in the

tion policies to meet water quality standards.

terms Californians often use, the delta is a "bottleneck,"
a limited geographic region where the challenges of

The Bay/delta Accord addresses many of the same

balancing public (environmental} interests and private

issues that confront water "users" -

interests in water are played out Willie the lower

states, tribe1., envi-

ronmental interests, ant he federal agencies,- in the

Colorado River provide water supplies for urban and

lower Colorado River. Still, th~re are important differ-

agricultural and tribal users in three states, the physical

ences between the lower Colorado River and the

configuration and ecological conditions in the region

Bay/delta estuary. It is important to bear these in mind

are qUite distinct from those in the Bay/delta region.

because the physical and institutional setting. to some
extent, influences the nature of conflicts and d efines

These differences notwithstanding, I would hasten to

the range of possible solutio ns.

say that there are "lessons" in the Bay/delta experience
that are relevant to current and future management
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The delta is the ecological "heart" of California's largest

decisions in the Colorado River basin. If nothing else,

watershed system. As the confluence of two of

the Bay/delta agreement- and the steps it took to get

there- provide a valuable precedent of water users,

place at the table from the outset, and that needs to

federal and state agencies- warring parties generally

change. Second, environmentalists and scientists work-

-

ing in the lower Colorado face the handicap of not

coming together to chart a course for the long-term

management of shared resource.

knowing exactly what environmental restoration goals
can be achieved, and what their "bottom line" is. They

I will attempt to highlight the linkages between the two

are constrained in large part by the fact that the lower

regions according to the discussion topics for this

river has been so dramatically transformed into what is

workshop.

essentially a water delivery system. In seeking to
address environmental problems in the lower river, it

STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION

may well be that the parties should broaden the geographic scope of their search, and look for restoration

With respect to stakeholder participation, the Bay/delta

opportunities outside the confines of the mainstem.

Accord was negotiated by recognized and respected

This also relates to the role of science, which I will

representatives from all affected user groups- urban,

come to in a moment.

agricultural and environmental, federal and state. No
one was left out.

While I do not know exactly how this relates to the situation in the lower Colorado River, it is interesting to

And every party had a compelling incentive to negoti-

note that in the case of the Bay/delta, the corporate

ate based on the well-founded perception that no one

business community played an unusual and important

interest could solve their "problem" alone. While each

role as a stakeholder in the bringing about an agree-

strove to achieve essentially conflicting objectives -

ment. The continuing gridlock over policy in the delta

more water for the environment, more water for urban

eventually spilled over into the financial sector, threat-

and agricultural users- all interests recognized that

ening the municipal bond ratings in Southern

they stood to lose more by not negotiating than they

California. The business community- including

risked in taking steps to reach an agreement.

CEOs of Bank of America, Wells Fargo, the federal
Reserve Bank of San Francisco and Pacific Gas and

The stakeholders in the Bay/delta experience all brought

Electric- sent letter to the President and Governor

resources and expertise to the table. As in the case of

protesting the lack of progress in setting standards for

Glen Canyon EIS, the environmentalists in the Bay/ddta

the Bay/delta.

region had developed a sound understanding of scientif-

back them up, and they knew what they wanted.

ROLE OF ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT AND
FEDERAl POliCY

In the lower Colorado River. T would observe first, that

The second area of companson deals with the role of

the potential for trade-offs and leverage among inter-

endangered species issues, or, more generally, the role

ests in the lower Colorado River basin has not

of federal agencies in implementing federal environ-

advanced enough to result in a mutual recognition that

mental statues in an arena that is fit..-rcely defended as

nll players, including environmental interests, have a

the domain of the state. The Bay/delta controversy is

ic issues, they had good technical and legal abilities to
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described by many as an "F..SA dispute." Water users

commitment to a long-term solution was achieved

were confronted with the harsh, and unpredictable,

with the creation of Cal-FED, a joint state/federal

reality of living with Fish and Wildlife Service require-

process to identify long-term solutions in the delta, to

ments to avoid jeopardy to the delta smelt and winter-

be advised by the Bay Delta Advisory Council.

run salmon. Reasonable and prudent alternatives
identified by the Service included pumping curtail-

The Colorado River situation is not as much an "ESA"

ments (shutting down the pumps) to avoid sucking

driven dispute- many issues attributable to more tra-

fish into the pumps and other measures. Thus, the list-

ditional "jousting" among water users. Still,

ing of species in 1993 provided considerable leverage in

Department of Interior agencies have considerable

driving stakeholders to the table. '"'ater users were will-

authority in the lower basin, and could -

ing to come together and negotiate because they

-show similar resolve and play an equally important

believed they could make themselves better off than

role in the lower Colorado River, steering states and

they would be under the Service's implementation of

tribes towards a long term solution for protection of

the ESA. The federal agency role in implementing the

ecosystem values.

ESA, and the CWA, provided additional leverage as

Part of accountability is efficiency. The creation of

stakeholders perceived negotiations as a way to recon-

ClubFED by the four agencies in the delta demonstrat-

cile conflicting state and federal positions on those

ed both. In the Colorado River, the Fish and Wildlife

statues, and work toward a state/federal "solution."

Service has many programs and projects in the lower

and should

basin, and as the states have said, it is a good idea to try
Beyond the leverage or influence of the ESA itself, the

to integrate these efforts. But that initiative should

role played by federal agencies in implementing regula-

come from the federal agencies themselves. Federal

tions is critical. Agencies need to demonstrate consis-

agencies need to show they are serious about minimiz-

tency and accountability. In the delta, the four federal

ing costs. Last year, the Bureau demonstrated concern

agencies with authority (EPA, DOl- BOR and FWS

about efficiency in adopting improved policy guide-

-

and Commerce (NMFS)) undertook an unprece-

lines for the salinity control program- and that is a

dented step of resolving to carry out their responsibili-

far more commendable approach to the salinity prob-

tit!s to enforce federal statues, and doing so in a way

lem than any resurrection of plans to activate the

that created consistency and compatibility in the

desalting plant, for example.

administration of the CWA, ESA, and CVPIA. The federal players also worked to ensure that state authority

ROLE OF SCIENCE

would not be compromised, that a "solution" would be
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a state "solution," and that the feds and the state would

Now 1 wi\J turn to the issue of the role of science in

work together to develop a long-term strategy for the

the policy and management of the Bay/delta and the

management of the Bay/delta. The state "solution"

Colorado River. For too long, science has been used

became a reality because EPA agreed to withdraw its

divisively in water policy and management. It can be

standards once the state had adopted its own water

used by one interest group to challenge the demands of

quality standards consistent with the principles of the

another interest group; or alternatively, it is used as an

agreement. That happened in the summer of 1995. The

investigative tool to assess the impact~ of specific water

management decisions, separate from other issues and

The Bay/delta Accord also endorses the contribution of

activities in the same watershed or basin. The discus-

science generally in developing an integrated, long-

sion paper by Carothers and House provides a good

term management plan for the estuary. Federal and

description of this.

state agencies signed a "Framework Agreement" in the
summer of 1994 committing themselves to cooperate

However, there is a growing recognition of the advan-

in a joint long-term strategy for addressing issues in

tages to addressing endangered species issues from an

the Bay/delta. That effort also includes a citizen adviso-

ecosystem, or habitat-based, perspective rather that a

ry council comprised of urban, agricultural and envi-

species by species perspective. The Bay/delta Accord

ronmental interests as I mentioned earlier.

endorses an ecosystem approach to endangered species
issues. (Ironically, in the 1980's when the State Water

The question about the role for science is central to

Project proposed am increase in the number and capac-

negotiations and planning efforts in on-going in the

ity of its pumps in the delta, environmental interests

lower Colorado River. ~WD's Reliability Plus, the

argued for an ecosystem-based assessment of potential

MWD-SNWA Agreement, Arizona's water banking

impacts on the Bay/delta estuary. Water users believed

proposal, the multi-species conservation program, all

that such an approach was too complicated and pre-

have ramifications for the remaining habitat, species

vailed in instituting a species-by-species approach to

protection, and environmental restoration in the

reviewing impacts in the delta. !n the 1990's when envi-

region. Yet none of these initiatives, much less all of

ronmentalists pushed for the listing of individuals

them taken together, embodies a integrated, long-term

species from the "emergency room" application of the

scientific view of ecosystem needs and dynamics, and

Endangered Species Act, environmentalists were criti-

range-wide recovery goals. Now obviously, the multi-

ciz.ed for not taking an "ecosystem" approach.)

species conservation program is intended to address
these issues, but nevertheless, even that substantial

The Bay/delta Accord is based on a regional or ecosys-

effort by lower basin interests is virtually unlinked to

tem-based scientific understanding which was arrived

proposab for changes in quality, timing, place of diver-

at through consensus. Scientists representing nlJ three

sions, changes in reservoir operations, etc., contemplat-

interest groups worked together, through the sponsor-

ed in various plans.

ship of the Estuary Project, to develop a rationale for
the estuary standards. They reached consensus, but not

Science - an understanding of ecosystem needs, an

total agreement, on recovery goals to be achieved

articulation of recovery goals consistent with habitat

through the maintenance of certain habitat conditions.

needs and corresponding conservation measures as

including salinity levels, flows and survival rates. They

well as broader societal goal - should provide an

worked with engineers to devise ways to maximize flex-

overarching framework for planning rather that be

ibility in the ways these goals can be met, using for

used as a "last look over the shoulder," or in a planning

example water budgets, operational changes, etc. And

exercise independent of and unrelated to development

they endorsed a program of adaptive management,

proposals. ln the Colorado River, as in the Bay/delta,

agreeing that the principles and standards they embody

environmental needs are more and more the "limiting

w·ill revisited, and if necessary. adjusted in 3 years.

factor," for both ecological reasons as well as political
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ont's. Understanding the ecosystem, and ensuring some

define the limits ot risk, and a level of certainty, for

flexibility for meeting environmental needs, is critical

water users. For environmental uses, rhe standards pro-

in both contexts.

vide the limit of certainty, i.e., if it b determined that
more water is needed for the environment, the federal

As I mentioned earlier, one advantage in the Bay/delta

government -

the Fish and Wildlife Service-

experience was that a great deal was kno\~, if not

assumes the risk of having to acquire that water

agreed upon, about the science of the ecosystem. The

through transactions with willing sellers.

environmental needs and restoration opportunities in
Color:~do

River seem to be less

Responding to change while protecting intere:;ts is a

well understood, and perhaps more difficult to miti-

question of satisfying the need for efficiency and the

gate. Therefore, principles of adaptive management are

need for equity. These criteria are obviously interrelat-

all the more critical in the case of the Colorado River.

ed, and can therefore best be addressed with an inte-

And that means that proposals for managing reser-

grated or regional approach. The physical

voirs, changing diversions, etc. should ensure more

"management divide" in the Bay/delta is not as great as

flexibility, not less.

that in Colorado River, but the political divide was at

the lower basin of the

least as great. Tn the Bay/delta, urban drinking water

HOW TO MANAGE SCARCE
WATER RESOURCES?

suppJjes, agri<."Ultural water supplies, estuarint' habitat

tor endangered species are depended on flow conditions in a limited geographic area. Even upstream

In both the delta and the Colorado River, there is the

users/uses in the watershed are implicated through the

question of bow best to manage complex is.,ues in a

office of the State Water Resources Control Board

complex institutional setting. What is the best way to

whose authority integrates water supply and water

encourage cooperation, and respond to changes and

qu:~lity

project economic and environmental interests?

Ray/delta provides a physical and institutional setting

oversight and regulation. In other words. the

that is conductive to integrated management of water
In the highly charged conte:o.:t of water policy, we arc

quality, f10ws, and habitat needs.

naive if we; do not recognize that cooperation always
seems to involve some degree of leverage. People cooper-

Efforts should be made in the lower Colorado River to

ate because they perceive that their chances arc better for

minimize the "management divide"- conceptually,

accomplishing their goals if they work with other inter·

through integrated, ecosystem-based problem solving,

ests than if they do not. Cooperation depends on differ-

and institutionally, through the reconciliation of com

ent partie~ seeing the potential pay-offs of negotiating.

peeing- and often conflicting- management goals
and authorities.

Certainty is one pay-off, and to some degree, certainty
requires risk-sharing. Under the Bay/delta Accord, risk

CONClUSION

of shortage is allocated among urban, agricultural and
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environmental uses alike. The water quality standards,

fn opening this workshop. L>avid Getches made the

export budget (pumping), and flow requircml!nts

ohservations that mJnagt>mtmt in the Colorado River

has t~ndt.'d to b~ piecemeal, ha!>ed on inadequate infor-

thJt Jrc relevant to the management of the lower

mation, and based on competition rather than cooper-

Colorado Rivc:r.

ation. Th~ agreement for the Bar/delta altempts to
rectify these arne issues. The question is, is the

The "t"~~ home" points I would emphasize arc these.

Colorado Riwr ready?

The Bay/delt.t Agreement:

Haw the issues in the Colorado basin evolved to the

1. involwd oil 'takeholders, from the outset;

point of pu!.hing stakeholders to take a more holistic

2. integrates and providec; consistency between federal

view? Arc we ready to usc science, and to accept what
we do and do not yet know, to guide along-term decision-making process? Are we prepared to cooperate, not
because we necessarily like one another but because we

re:.ponsibilitie:. and federal agencies;
3. integrates state and federal responsibilities in long-

range planning process;
4. relics on science, developed by all interests to n:ach

have to in :.haring a river, because we have more to gain

a consensus. to define the parameters or boundaries

in the long-term if we decided together now to address

of m3nagement opportunities;

tribal demands, environmental needs, etc.?

5. embra<:c!> principles of adaptive management to
preserve ma.x.imum flexibility for the state in deter-

In the case of California, there is a peace plan. 1t is

mming ho\~ standards arc to be met (annual water

only a peace plan. based on principles to be revisited

budget~ )

in 3 >·ears. And as is maybe true of all water wars,

:.tandJrds ba!>ed on experience (plus triennial

there havl' been signs of dissension within the ranks

review); and

of urban. agricultural and environmental parties to
the agreement. Still what happened in the delt:l wa!t

and Jllows tor review and revisions to

6. encourages cooperation by increasing certainty and
sharing risk.

unprecedented in history of California water wars.
While the c'Cperience in the Bay/delta is unique to

It abo reminds us that there are no short-cu[S- and

that setting- rnany of the developments leading up

these issues t<tkc a long time: to resolve.

to the agrecml!nt evolved in an ad hoc way- 1
bdieve that there are lessons from that experience

Thank you for your attention.
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INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
IN THE COLUMBIA RIVER
John M. Volkman

There are many common themes and issues in the

Management of the river began to change in the late

Colorado and the Columbia: the role of hydropower,

1970s. Historically, the Columbia was the world's pre-

the Endangered Species Act, the role of Indian tribes,

eminent salmon river. Salmon were central to native

adaptive management and many others. We are all

cultures. To a great ex-tent, the Northwest still defines

grappling with these issues and it's important that we

itself by its salmon. Dams, fish harvest and myriad

learn from each other.

forms of development contrib uted to dramatic salmon
decline!> over the la!.'t century and by the 1970s, some

I will talk about one set of issues we are dealing with in

populations were at critical levels. These declines

the Columbia that you arc also discussing: institutional

became an issue in the 1970s, when Indian treaty litiga-

issues- what kind of institutional arrangement best

tion pointed to the dams' impacts on salmon.

enables you to deal with these difficult questions of
river and watershed management?

The Indian treaty litigation overlapped with the region's
efforts to obtain congressional authorization for a new

The Columbia, like the Colorado, was developed

energy planning and development process. In Congress,

through the usual combination of federal money and

the Northwest states argued for central role in the ener-

local interest. The result is a well-dammed river. The

gy planning process to ensure that energy conservation

dams are operated by the federal agencies and driven

was the regio n's foremost resource, and that energy

by the logic of hydropower generation, flood control,

decisions were shaped by the region. Because of the

navigation and other human uses.

dams' impacts on salmon, fish and wildlife issues
became pan of the congressional calculus.

JOHN VOLKMAN is General Counsel to the Northwest
Power Planning Council, which is currently engaged in
major reviews of regional governance of Columbia River,
fish and wildlife recovery and the region's power system.

The result was the Northwest Power Act of 1980. The

Northwest Power Planning Council
851 SW 6th Ave, Suite ll 00
Portland, OR 97204-1348

a long-term regional power plan with a Columbta

Act created a Council with representatives of the four
Northwest states. The Council was directed to develop

ruvcr Basin fish and wildlife p rogram as an element.
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The fish ::tnd wildlife program must: be system'v1<1de in

The Endangered Species Act listings raised a number

scope (the Columbia River, its tributaries, and associat-

of questions. First, although there were succes::.es

ed fish and wildlife spawning grounds and habitat);

under the ~orthwest Power Act, there were implicit

address the fish and wildlife effects of hydropower

tradeoff.~

development and operations; be based on fish and

light of the listings:

in the process that were open to question in

wildlife agency and tribal recommendations; and be
consistent with an adequate regional power supply.

A The ~orthwest Power Act calls for a balance

between energy, fish and wildlife. It does not reach
Fish and wildlife program planning was separated from

other uses of the River: tlood control, irrigation and

implementation. The Council must plan on the basis of

navigation, to name the most prominent. Nor does

fish and wildlife agency and tribal recommendations.

it reach riparian habitat, fish han•est, or th~ land

Federal hydropower revenues must be used consistent

and water uses that vitally affect the river. To what

with the plan. Dam operators -

e>.:tent were the listings due to lack of progress in

the Corps of

Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Federal

these other areas?

Energy Regulatory Commission- are somewhat constrained, to take the plan into account "to the fullest

_., The Council is composed solely of representatives of

extent practicable." The states and tribes are not con-

states and this affects implementation of the result-

strained at all. The Council has no jurisdiction over

ing plan. Indian tribes and federal agencies play

water rights or administration.

major roles in planning and implementation but
they have no representation on the Council itself.

The region has had about fifteen years with this process.

This limits the Council's legitimacy in principle and

Progress was made in many areas: energy conservation,

makes implementation harder in practice.

integrated resource planning, fish and wildlife habitat
protection, augmentation of mainstem flows and many

_., The fish and 'vl<rildlife program development process

other areas. The salmon runs rose in the aggregate dur-

is based on fish and wildlife agency and tribal rec-

ing the mid-1980s and fell precipitously during the late

ommendations, which brings a particular set of

1980s, and especially the wild runs. With this plunge,

biases. Fish and wildlife managers may recommend

the region tripped over the Endangered Species Act.

aggressive action in many areas, especially flows and
habitat restoration. But it also can lead to a harvest-

Snake River salmon were fir::.t listed in 1992. The list-

driven program, with a heavy emphasis on hatchery

ings essentially eclipsed regional authority in many

fish rather than wild populations. In addition to

areas, e pecially in hydro operations. Federal dam

concerns over genetic diversity, this exacerbates

operators are bound by the Endangered Species Act

problems with the Endangered Species Act.

more strictly than they can be bound by the Northwest
Power Act, and make their operational decisions
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A The region got a bigger voice in management of the

accordingly. So, if the 1980s were a decade in which the

River under the Northwest Power Act, but the Act

region assumed more control over the Columbia, in

also diffused ownership of policy development and

the 1990s federal decision again became preeminent.

implementation. Planners must defer to fishery

managers' recommendations; federal implementers

clear that the Endangered Species Act could appropri-

are supposed to defer to the plan. In both planning

ately address River management issues. The Act brings

and implementation deference may not lead to a

legal musd~ that has pushed the region much further

coherent result and hard choices must be made in

toward listed species' needs. At the same time, however.

which fishery managers may be left dissatisfied. In

the region

short. some key decisions are based on deference and

in formulating policy for the ri"er. With the listings.

others an: unenforceable. No one has full ownership

the federal agencies tended to retreat to closed meeting

of the process and implementation problems breed.

rooms where a large collection of important issues was

i~

now accustomed to extensive invoh·ement

being decided "for us~ Then: is a real sense that the

.A The plan itself has only limited authority.

river, its energy and its salmon are regional treasures

Hydropower revenues and the Bonnevill~ Power

and the region, not Washington, D.C., should balance

Administration's activities must be consistent with the

them. The fact that the Endangered Species Act is fed-

plan. But dam operators and licensers -

eral generates its own opposition in local communities.

the Corps of

Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation and Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission - are only somewhat con-

Moreover, the fact that the Endangered Species Act

strained to implement the plan. It is all too easy for

focuses only on listed species can raise conflicts with

them to balance the plan against other interests. The

the :-Jorthwest Power Act's broader focus on all fish and

federal agencies' ambivalence about the planning

wildlife affected by the hydropower system. The two

process feeds resistance to program implementation,

laws may come to different conclusions about how to
balance the flow augmentation needs of listed species

.A States and tribes are not bound by the plan at all.

with the needs of resident fish in upriver areas. If nei-

The assumption was that states and tribes would

ther law achieves a perfect focus on the entire ecosys-

support a plan based on fu;h and wildlife agency

tem, it is by no means evident that the Endangered

and tribal recommendations. But the reality is oth-

Species Act can even approach such questions.

erwise. Individual state agencies and tribes may
sharply disagree with the compromises necessitated

One can drnw different conclusions from this list of

by multi-state decision making. This can be a par-

limitations in the Northwest Power Act and the

ticular problem with monitoring and evaluation,

Endangered Specie~ Act:

without which no adaptive management strategy
can be effective. Monitoring and evaluation can only

l. In many ways, the two laws can complement each

occur if fish land wildlife agency and tribal man-

other by shoring up each other's shortcomings. The

agers participate, but thi!re is no mechanism under

Endangered Species Act provides legal muscle while

the Northwest Power Act for ensuring their partici-

the Korthwest Power Act looks for sustainable ener-

pation. As a result, the dfectiveness of the fish and

gy development and provides political weight for

wildlife program is inevitably open to question.

species protection. The Endangered Species Act p rovides a safety net for listed species while the

But if the Endangered Species Act listings raised ques-

Northwest Power Act addresses the needs of other

tions about the Northwest Power Act, neither was it

species. From this point of view, the question is not
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whether the goals of one law should be pursued at

But it is often overlooked in the rush to get to what we

the expense of the other but how to pursue both.

do best- argue over turf. We have been surprised by
the level of agreemt!nt about objectives. People are

2. The Endangered Species Act has knocked things out

agreed that there is considerable common ground

of balance. The region's influence has been eclipsed

between the Endangered Species Act draft recovery plan

by a narrow agenda administered by decision mak-

and the Power Planning Council's fish and wildlife pro-

ers who report to Washington, D.C. The Northwest

gram, and that efforts should be made ro bridge the

Power Act process needs additional weight so that

remaining differences. People agree that implementa-

decisions are focused in region.

tion is a much bigger problem than planning, that a
more effective implementation structure is needed.

3. The Endangered Species Act and the Northwest

People are agreed on the need for an "action-forcing"

Power Act create competing processes, neither of

dispute resolution mechanism. independent scientific

which strikes the right balance between species,

advice and effective monitoring and evaluation.

ecosystem and economic considerations. The two
laws should be explicitly integrated to strike a more

With some of the objectives, it is easier to ask what

appropriate balance.

role institutions should plan in achieving them. This is
a complicated discussion and there are a lot of things

A big part of the ~orthwe~t's congressional delegation

to think about. Here arc some of the lessons we are

is concerned ·with the second position, that the listings

learning:

have thrown things weU out of balance and the region
has too weak a voice in River management.

A We are seeing a decided humility about the ability of

Accordingly, last fall Congress directed the Power

government institutions to answer these questions

Planning Council to submit a report regarding how

single-handed1y. Government institutions operate in

regions might be more effectively involved in fish and

an environment of politics, law, economics and

wildlife decisions on the river, and whether legislation

institutional culture that can swamp initiatives as

is needed. The Council was given a May 15, 1996 dead-

easily as not. Moreover. these institutional con-

line to submit its report.

straints can put distance between decision makers
and the real conditions of fish, wildlife and neigh-
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The Council is about half wny through the process of

boring communities. Perhaps as a response to this,

developing a report. There has been a productive

we are seeing much stronger interest in local water-

round of discussions about institutional reform. No

shed efforts. There are things that can happen only

one has seen any obvious answers or blinding revela-

at the local level and those things must be encour-

tions. But there have been imights:

aged. Not every problem has a top-down solution.

One insight is procedural: There is an order in which

A At the same time, there is broad recognition that a

ont! ought to ask questions about institutional reform.

centralizing influence is needed- a systematic

The first thing to ask is, what arc our objectives? What

capacity to look for common ground among com-

do we need to get done? rhls is in some sense obvious.

peting interests, to avoid inconsistencies among

watersheds and to address issues that are broader

Much of this changed during the early 1990s. Fish and

than any watershed can address. It is not easy to say

wildlife costs increased dramatically with the

how his centralizing influence should be set up,

Endangered Species Act process. Currently, hydropower

however. Many people are interested in the idea of

is budgeted to contribute something on the order of

an ecosystem-scale entity: an institution that can

$435 million per year- perhaps a four-fold increase

look at the full range of resources and values. But

compared to the late 1980s. Much of this increase is

one needs to ask specifically what such an entity is

due to further lost hydropower revenues.

expected to do: Is coordination and analysis without authority enough? Is an entity like the Power

Moreover, the electric energy industry is becoming

Planning Council needed to provide public access

competitive. Federal power marketing agencies like the

to the debate, neutral analytical capability, to act as

Bonneville Power Administration and the Western Area

a gatekeeper for financing and to exert some

Power Administration now compete for customers

authority over a collection of agencies? Or do you

with a new breed of power producers and marketers.

need something with broad and comprehensive

These competitive forces impose a ceiling on the costs

authority to manage the whole ball of wax-an

that the hydropower system can bear. Nuclear debt,

ecosystem manager?

irrigation assistance, fish and wildlife and other costs
can be heavy baggage in competitive industry. If costs

.A. More than ever there is a need to consider how to

are too high, customers can turn to other suppHers .

finance environmental protection initjatives. And if
hydropower is part of the equation, one needs to he

The lesson for institutional reform and especially

aware of the e:>.:traordinary developments in the

financing ecological mitigation is simple. Hydropower

electric power industry. Historically, hydropower

revenues are an appropriate source of financing- off-

has been given a variety of financial obligations,

setting the ecological effects of the dams is legitimately

irrigation assistance, for example. In the Northwest,

part of the cost of producing power and other benefits.

a huge, vastly unproductive nuclear liability is borne

However, hydropower rates are no longer as elastic as

by the hydropower system, prompting a 600% rate

they once were. The competitive energy market impos-

increase in the early 1980s, and about $600,000,000

es real constraints. It makes sense to look for a more

per year in payments today. Hydropower began to

diverse financing for river basin management and

pay significant fish and wildlife mitigation expenses

ecosystem mitigation.

in 1980. Until the Endangered Species listings, these
costs were about $30-40 mlilion per year in out-of-

A Finally, there are important institutional issues sur-

pocket costs and about $50-75 million per year in

rounding the concept of adaptive management. One

foregone hydropower revenues. While there was

of the participants at this workshop observed that

political pressure to contain fish and wildlife costs,

we seem to be at a point where we are more than

utility rates were perceived as elastic, evidenced by

ever prone to error. At least, we are more often faced

the extraordinary WPPSS rate impacts, and there-

with difficult choices and the consequences of error

fore the system could afford to pay virtually whatev-

are more serious- the loss of a species, for exam-

er it took to rebuild fish and wildlife populations.

ple. We need to recognize this and try to control the
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risk of error. This is the core idea of adaptive man-

and warier of anything more powerful than the cur-

agement: we should think of mitigation acrions as

rently fragmented agencies.

experiments from which we can distinguish success
from failure. Ultimately we can learn what works.

At least in the short term, the Northwest seems headed
toward making better use of what it's got- making a

However, the concept of adaptive management bas

derermined run at bringing people together and trying

proved difficult to implement and one reason for this is

to come closer to consensus. There is interest in aug-

institutional. In the Columbia River Basin, no entity

me-nting the Council's authority as a centralizing influ-

has authority to develop a coherent monitoring and

ence, at leac;e with respect to federal agencies. But at

evaluation program and make it stick. A fish and

this point it is hard to say how serious this prospect is.

wildlife program that does not bind fish and wildlife
managers, or in some way ensure their cooperation,

For the longer term the answer may be different. Because

lacks authority to conduct experiments to learn from

our recovery effort is tightly linked to hydropower, the

ecosystem initiatives.

long term answer may well hinge on whatever emerges in
the debate over the future of a competitive power indus-

Whatever conclusions I might reach on all these issues,

try. All kinds of new arrangements are possible. For

we are seeing little appetite in the Northwest for broad

example, management of the dams might be spun off to

institutional reform. Some of this caution may be due

a nonfederal entity. If so, all the questions of institutional

to wariness in an election year, but some of it is deeper.

reform arise again. How would such an entity compete in

Adapting institutions to ecosystems is unfamiliar terri-

a competitive market and meet public demands for irri-

tory; we must feel our way and "";thout a clear path for

gation water, flood control storage, fish and wildlife,

institutional reform our progress is likely to be incre-

recreation and other public uses? Who ultimately will call

mented. Americans mistrust government; we see value

the shots in that debate?

in checks and balances. And this is particularly true
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when the subject is water. States arc jealous of their

In the Northwest, we are probably not near the end of

prerogatives: water users are wary of state authority

this debate. we are just beginning.

CLOSING REMARKS
Eluid Martinez

Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation

I must begin by extending my sincere appreciation to

spectives on several of the broad issues in the Basin based

all of you for coming to this workshop as well as the

on the input from you as the experts in management.

earlier facilitated meetings and for your willingness to
meet and discuss topics and issues that can be very

Water policy decisions can no longer be purely techni-

contentious, controversial, and difficult to solve

cal. The decision-making process must include input

because of inherent conflicts of uses.

from all interests. decision-makers need to strive for
consensus and buy-in of all parties, and decisions must

As you know, the Bureau of Reclamation entered into a

always consider both public health and economic issues.

Cooperative Agreement with the Grand Canyon Trust
in October 1994 to complete a two year study on the

I recognize that there has been much sensitivity and in

Colorado River Basin.

many cases outright concern about the intent of
Reclamation in completing this study. I must stress

The purpose of this study is to gather information that

that I appreciate and understand this given the com-

identifies and describes current and future Basin man-

plexity of issues facing us all. Because of this, 1 want to

agement issues.

emphasize that I view this study as one important way
to gather useful information that can serve as a bench-

Demands continue to increase for water :md related

mark or snapshot of broad issues and emerging trends

resources in the Basin, resulting in more complex man-

in the Basin.

agement challenges for stakeholders throughout the
Basin. A key challenge facing us all is to use approach-

I also want to stress that this workshop is not intended

es which re~ult in the use of the Colorado River and its

to, designed to, nor will it result in decisions or recom-

resources in a balanced way within the existing frame-

mendations for implementation at its conclusion.

works such as the "Law of the River':

Rather, the key purpose of this workshop (as a part of
the larger study) is to identify, discuss and describe

It is Reclamation's hope that the results of this study will

broad management issues in the Basin through open

accurately capture and reflect diverse thinking and per-

interaction

with you.
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It is my hope that this information might serve as a

reflects and incorporates a set of balanced, diverse

useful tool or reference that could help Reclamation

viewpoints representative be of the study's participants.

and other stakeholders better meet responsibilities in
the Basin.

llook forward to the published proceedings of this
workshop as well as a final report which will summa-

We have been striving throughout this study to refine it

ri~e

as necessary to insure that it provides the opportunity

an opportunity for their input in these products.

all aspects of the study. I will continue to provide

for all stakeholders and interested parties to offer input
to insure that results are accurate, balanced, and reflec-

Again, thank you for all that you've done. I'll close

tive of current thinking. We desire to make this effort

simply by saying that in this day of scarce funding and

inclusive rather than exclusive and feel this is the only

resources, Reclamation is very interested in cooperative

way it can be successful.

efforts at all levels. Very few ventures we're involved in
could be done by one group alone. But with our com-

Results from thi:. effort as well as the Final reporr will

bined resources, we're doing some pretty amazing

be presented as perspectives, ideas, or possible

things with our shared vision of improved water

approaches to addressing major issues or aspect of

resource management. I think this is one of them.

issues. It is our goal to produce a final report that
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ON THE WORKSHOP

A Tribal issues (and endangered species, water rights,

A There is still insufficient discussion on making

etc.) need to be addressed more effectively in the

water users directly responsible for mitigating the

future.

impacts they arc creating. It is not just or equitable
for non-point source impairments to be exempt

.&. More meaningful tribal participation in the process.

.&. Focus ESA concerns on ecological/holistic methods
with a clear recovery goal, including concise defini-

from enforcement action.

.&. Power revenues should not be relied on as the only
source of funding to "fix" the river.

tions and criteria.
A Whatever mechanisms utilized or decisions made
A Have a willingness to make decisions in the face of a

certain degree of uncertainty (Adaptive Management).

related to the operation of the river, should recognize that each tribe has a unique government to
government relationship with the U.S., and that the

.&. A closer relationship bcrween managers needs and

U.S. has a trust responsibility to the tribes. This role

objectives and the role of scientist in answering the

of the U.S. cannot lie assumed by a state or a coali-

paper questions for management.

tion of states. If a regional coalition is formed, each
tribe should be on the coalition with standing equal

.&. Both the physical and ecological components must

to the states.

be considered in the "big picture" issue of future
management and dam operations.

.&. The Colorado River Workshop was a positive step in
bringing together the var ious stakeholders to dis-

.&. We have documented positive changes in Grand

cuss important issues facing all of us. I strongly

Canyon during the past 5 years. We need to have a

encourage Grand Canyon Trust and the Bureau of

better understanding of how and why these have

Reclamation to develop a report of the proceedings

occurred. Can we further heal the system and

that defines some specific "goals and objectives" for

Jearn/apply these basin-wide.

dealing with the concerns expressed by the participants in the workshops, especially Native American

A As we reach the limits of our water resources, it is

Concerns. One point that was not addressed should

essential to redefine beneficial use beyond "con-

involve compliance with the Clean Water Act

sumptive." The river should not be consumed to

(CWA). This regulation was not discussed and how

extinction every year.

certain activities may or may not be impacted? The
issue that should be raised regarding the CWA

.&. Also not every use is necessarily beneficial.

involves the Tribes' right to take over activities from
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EPA for running their own CWA program and set-

groups and entities who espouse such interest must

ting their own water quality standards for surface

all support such programs fmancially. The power

water through tht!ir reservations. How will the vari-

producers and users constitute only one aspect of

ous stakeholders deal with this issue: Again. I

these interests such and should not be totally bur-

emphasize the importance of addressing Tribal

dened with the costs of protection, recovery and

Rights and BOR's trust responsibility to Tribes and

management. Moreover these programs must bear

Indian Trust Assets concerning activities associated

national financial burdens as well, since federal laws

with basin management decisions.

require compliance, as opposed local or regional
mandates.

A While I agree that all stakeholders need to be
involved in developing solutions to the many com-

A The thrust of the Wednesday morning session

pie:-:: issues on the Colorado River, I feel that existing

appears to be water and money and an organization

instirutions can be used to identify and implement

to manage the river to enhance and protect the eco-

those solutions. I agree that the issues should be

logical values of the river.

dealt with on a more comprehensive basis.

Reaction:
The water and the current money derived

A The Law of the River, as currently described,

from the use of the water, i.e. power revenues and

includes only the legislation relating to water stor-

user fcc; are now committed. There is no new water

age, delivery and consumptive usc. There are

or money. So the concern is who gives us the

other laws that also relate to the preservation and

money and water. Congress can be lobbied to

total use of the River and its closely associated

continue or increase funding.

riparian zone. An example is laws establishing
NPS units within the basin, and ~PS legislation

If a regional organization is to take over the

that directs the management of the system of

management, that organization must be able to

National Parks. Much of The Colorado River

assume the responsibility and provide the funding.

mainstem is managed by the NPS within areas of

An awesome task!! Who can handle such task and

the National Park System. Between Boulder City,

fund it better that the present system. The federal

Nevada and Moab, Utah, the entire Colorado

government is a great resource. Do not turn down

River is managed by the NPS on behalf of the

their

:~ssistance!!

American people to attain park purposes and preserve park values. It is evident that a broader and

A Comments Re: Driver/ MacDonnell Perspective

more comprehensive view needs to be taken in
addressing Colorado River values.

1. There is ample authority and, more importantly,

flexibility under the existing Law of the River A If, as expresst·d, there is broad local, regional and
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including compliance with all federal, state

national interest in protecting and recovering

environmental legislations. The LOR is dynamic,

Endangered Species on The Colorado River (and in

witness the 7110 process, salinity control forum, and

the management of the river) then the people,

the Lower Basin Tri-State process.

2. It is an absolutely ridiculous supposition that
through assessing hydropower rate-payers, who

A "8" Fundamental Questions for the Immediate
Moment.

are "representative of the basin': This is
simply not true. I, for example, live in the Basin

l. What overarching roles must be filled at some

yet do not purchase, through my public utilities

level above the states? (consider the roles, not the

service company, any hydroelectric power

institutions assigned to them)

resources. To pay for the values accorded to the
non-consumptive uses in the Basin, it will be

2. Are present federal institutions sufficiently

necessary to develop equitable funding

fulfilling these roles? (assess influence as

mechanisms at the local, regional and national

facilitator/broker/partner/conscience/inspiration)

levels.
3. Can the emerging water market satisfy the major

.A Comments Re: Driver/MacDonnell Perspectives

shift in consumptive demand toward urban
growth without major new changes in the Law

l. Defederalization and the "gradual orderly trans-

of the River?

fer" of federal management and operation of facilities and institutions (compacts, treaties, decrees,

4. Can the accommodation of Tribal water rights be

laws, etc.) to the States and "other stakeholders," but

accompJjshed without major new changes in the

that the federal government will retain the regulato-

Law of the River?

ry authority for administration of the ESA may not,

in the end, be a workable solution. This, in and of
itself will have the effect of diluting or disembowel-

5. How can the full spectrum of ecological needs be
met over the long term?

ing any empowerment grateful or delegated by the
federal government to the states. I challenge you to
give this issue some attention.

6. Arc the stakeholders in the river, including the
agriculture and urban sectors, willing to embrace
pricing mechanisms for influencing consumptive

A A perspective not vocalized in Wednesday morning's
sessions is the concept of Threatened & Endangered

use, as an alternative to legalistic and technocratic
management?

species as surrogate for the raging debate over what
is the highest and best use of this resource.

7. Is the need for certainty in all its diverse
interpretations pervasive enough and intense

A Tf your roots arc not traceable to the founding

enough to advance discourse beyond giving

industries of the West, you have little voice in the

testimony, toward a true engagement on

debate about how best to use the Colorado River.

common ground?

Hence, the surrogate of Endangered Species as a
way of bringing these views into a way of managing
the river.

8. How can our society make the transition from
the paradigm of control to the paradigm of
adaptation, from a dominance over nature to a
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partnership with nature, from a fear of variability

must be accepted as base line. Changes to this base-

to a valuation of variability as a resource for

iille for whatever reason are what should be exam-

fresh. constructive change?

ined for its impacts. In the examination no set of
ideas. values or uses should be allowed to override

A 1. Carothers is right, if it weren't for the ESA there

wouldn't be this kind of interest in the conference.

all others as is now done with the Endangered
Species Act.

Mr. Wigington is also right, we have to look for collaborative opportunities. Unfortunately, there are

The entire proceeding of the conference and any

some green groups that don't advocate, they are

papers resulting from this effort were put under an

only interested in litigating in the name of environ-

unnecessary burden of distrust by the selection of a

mental purity. This polarizes both sides of the

well known special interest group to head up the effort.

debate and will probably result in unacceptable,

I would hope the Bureau and the Grand Canyon Trust

knee jerk changes to

th~

ESA and to KEPA.

would not repeat this mistake in the future.

2. The present system of management on the River

If recreation/fish and wildlife habitat in the Lower

may need incremental change, if any. The confer-

Basin are 75% of the value of the water use then

ence hus shown that change is coming too fast for

this group must pay 75% of the costs.

sumo: and too slow for others. But change is coming
and the present system, fo r the must par£, can

A R~:gionalization: If we asked the question - Do the

accommodate it. For rhose on both sides, the too

American people wish to foc us control of water

fasters and too slowers, the message should be that

resources on a regional basis? I think we'd see that

continued agitation will probably result in a acceler-

this group is overlooking the greater national and

ation of change in a direction opposite from that

international values being attached to free flowing,

which they want.

wild and health, river ecosystems. In this age of a
global community it seems horribly greedy and

3. Driver and MacDonnell mischaracterized others'

short sighted to promote less federal control (control

work and were also wrong or deliberately obtuse

by the citizens of the whole country) and increased

when questioned on th~ e.."<isting LOR and manage-

regional control (control by a sub citizenry).

ment system. This leads me to believe that as
"experts" on the River they are surely Jacking in basic

1. The quantification of federal reserved rights

knowkdge and thus, their entire message is suspect.

(Indian and Federal) has the prospect of dramatically changing the existing Upper Basin allocations

A The principal reason adaptive management does

not operate correctly is because it is being used

particularly the Navajo ~alion's mainstcm claim.
This prospect really didn't seem to be appreciated.

inappropriately to try and bring the river and/or its
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ecosystem back to some point that has already been

2. The assumption that Tribes wilJ be willing to vol-

passed. The river system has been altered and this

untarily forego the exercise of their rights for the

fact must be accepted. \Vhar exists in the river now

henefit of non-consumptive user in exchange for

money or other value is an affronr to :--Jative

6. Marketing discussions should move beyond the

Americans. The Sierra Club's arroganc~ in telling lhe

Lower Basin with its 1 "have" state and 2 "have to"

Utes how they should develop (or not) their reserva-

states to include all 7 Basin States usc inter basin

tions reflects the conflicts that are bound to occur.

marketing.

3. Rod Smith's paper which describes the future

.A l. It is important that the evaluation of the ecosys-

water demand in Southern California also points out

tem and the role (and impact) of the various stake-

that consumptive user will only continue to expand

holders (water users, power, recreation, tribes, etc. )

leading to continued and increasingly heated con-

be river wide not just isolated to specific species.

flicts between advocates for consumptive and nonconsumptive users. Equilibrium seems impossible.

2. Funding - The broad statement was made that
there is a great deal of support by the p ublic and

4. The discussion of basin governance seemed not

stakeholders to preserve/recovery species. If that is

to focus on the Basin but rather the mainsrem of

in fact true then there should be willingness from

the Colorado only. For example, expecting Arizona

all beneficiaries and those impacting the system to

or Arizona Tribes on the Little Colorado or Gila

fund a share of the recovery process.

RJ,·er systems to allow a regional body to regulate
users seems far-fetched.

3. ff the goal is recovery of the species - the focus
should be to get the greatest bang for the buck.

5. Rather than allowing Basin originating revenues

There are limited financial resources, let's make the

to be left for usage in the Basin seems unlikely given

best use.

federal budget constraints and national priorities. It
seem that these hydropower "cash cow" may be

4. Cooperation and collaboration with all parties

taken to the barn in Washington to help fund

is essential.

Medicare/ Medicaid, etc.
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AUTHORS, PANELISTS AND SPEAKERS

D. LARRY ANDERSON has been with the Utah

has been either as a practicing attorney or as a bureau-

Division of Water Resources for 23 years. He has been

crat. He was Executive Director of the Colorado

the Director of the Division for the past 11 years. He is

Department of Natural Resources (water, mining,

Utah's Interstate States Streams commissioner and rep-

parks, wildlife, geology, oil and gas) for Governor

resents Utah on both the Upper Colorado and Bear

Romer from 1987-1990.

River Commissions. He is the Governor's representative on Colorado River issues and is a member of both

His favorite fish with which he identifies closely-

the Colorado River Salinity Control Forum and

probably because of his current job--is the flannel

Western States Water Council.

mouth sucker. He has one of these remarkable fish on
the wall of his office, and it is the only vertebrate in the

HAMLET "CHIPS" BARRY, III's ancestors came to

building with which his looks compare favorably.

the Denver area in 1886. His great grandfather, later a
Colorado Supreme Court Justice, was one of the first

His favorite plant-probably out of nostalgia for the

person in Colorado to fill a wetland for subdivision

lost days of youth- is pubescent wheatgrass.

development (an EPA permit was not needed in
those days). The future Justice then sued the Denver

Barry has been Manager of the Denver Water

Water Company to get water service to the area. That

Department since January 1991. He is still trying to

former wetland is now known as the Montclair

learn the difference between a dam and a diversion;

neighborhood of East Denver. Barry is too cheap to

between absorption and adsorption; and between a

move his domicile away from the ancestral family

conduit and a water main.

lands in Montclair.
STEVEN CAROTHERS is President of SWCA,
Barry was raised in Denver and schooled in the Denver

Environmental Consultants, a Flagstaff based firm with

Public Schools, Yale College, and Columbia Law

several offices throughout the Southwest. Steve has a

School. He was educated while practicing law and liv-

Ph.D. in Zoology from the University of Illinois and

ing in rural Alaska, Micronesia, and Colorado. In one

has studied the ecological relationships of the aquatic

way or another, he has been enmeshed in natural

and terrestrial environment of the Colorado River for

resources and water issues since 1969. His involvement

25 years.
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THOMAS CARR is with the Arizona Department of

policies at the state, tribal and federal levels; agricultur-

Wat~r Resources. He received his B.S. at University of

al non point source pollution control; and protection

Maryland in Water Resources Conservation and

and restoration of aquatic ecosystems. She also has

Management and his M.S. at University of Arizona in

experience in areas of land management policy and

Water Resources Administration.

planning, environmental assessment, and resources and
economic development.

Mr. Carr has 20 years of experience designing and
implementing water conservation regulations for

Chelsea is the co-author of a study on the potential for

municipal, industrial and agricultural in Arizona. He

using incentive-based approaches for addressing agri-

introduced the first State-funded conservation assis-

cultural drainage problems in California's Central

tance program for agriculture, which was expanded to

Valley. She has served as a board member of the

a multi-million dollar grants program available to all

California Irrigation Institute and currently is a mem-

types of water users.

ber of the ).l"ational Academy of Sciences' Committee
on the Future of £rrigation. A native of Colorado, she

In recent years, Mr. Carr has completed an extensive

received her Bachelor of Arts degree from Yale

public process to modify the water conservation

University in 1982 in resource policy and economics.

requirements for the municipal sector. The new

In 1989, Chelsea completed a master's degree in Energy

requir~ments

and Resources at the University of California at

emphasize reductions in mined ground-

water use and the implementation of specific, reason-

Berkeley with emphasis on state and tribal cooperation

able conservation measures.

in water quality regulation.

He produced the Arizona Water Resources Assessment,

KURT E. DONGOSKE has seventeen years of profes-

a comprehensive explanation of the water resources

sional experience in archa~::ology and cultural resource

issues facing the state. His current projects include

management, including five years as the Tribal

administration of the Water Protection Fund

Archaeologist with the Cultural Preservation Office of

Commission activities. The purpose of the Water

the Hopi Tribe. He also has twelve years experience in

Protection Fund is to protect, restore, enhance, and

human osteological analysis. Mr. Dongoske has a M.A.

create perennial stream reaches and the associated

degree in anthropology from the University of Arizona

riparian and aquatic environments.

and a B.A. in anthropology and A.A. degrees from the
University of Minnesota. Mr. Dongoske first became

CHELSEA H. CONGDON is a Resource Analyst with

involved in Native American issues as a volunteer for

the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) in its Rocky

the Wounded Knee Defense/Offense Committee in

Mountain office. Ms. Congdon works primarily on

1974 providing support for defendants Dennis Banks

issuel> related to water resource management and poli-

and Russell Means. Mr. Dongoske has also worked for

cy in the Rocky Mountain region and in California,

the Navajo Nation Archaeology Department.

including strategies to reform and improve water man-
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agement practices and institutions in major river

BRUCE DRlVER is principal in "Sustainability

basins in the West; water allocation and water transfer

Initiatives'~ a natural law and consulting ftrm in

Boulder, Colorado. Driver is a lawyer with considerable

Meteorology from St. Louis University and a M.A. in

experience in electric utility and water issues. He lived

Natural Science from San Jose State University.

in Washington, D.C. from 1970- 1985 where he
worked for the Conservation Foundation and

GORDON W. (JEFF) FASSETT was first appointed

Environmental Policy Center (1970-1975); was minori-

State Engineer for the State of Wyoming on March 16,

ty consultant to the Environmental Subcommittee of

1987. He was reappointed and confirmed by the State

the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

Senate in February, 1993. As State Engineer he is the

( 1973-1975); held various positions in the Office of

lead water resource official representing the State of

General Counsel, U.S. Department of Energy (1975-

Wyoming and the head of the State Agency that is con-

1981 ); and was Counsel to the Energy Conservation

stitutionally empowered with the general supervision

and Power Subcommittee of the House Committee on

and administration of the waters of the State_ Prior to

Energy and Commerce (1981-1985).

his appointment, Mr. Fassett served three years as
Deputy State Engineer for Wyoming. Mr. Fassett was

Driver moved to Colorado in 1985 where he was

previously a principal and Vice-President of Leonard

Scholar-in-Residence at the Western Governors'

Rice Consulting Water Engineers, Inc. in Denver,

Association (WGA) in 1985-1986. He began a legal and

Colorado, a water rights/water resources specialized

consulting business thereafter, advising government

engineering firm, that played an active role of technical

agencies, environmental organizations and other on

service and testimony in the Big Horn River General

energy and water law and policy. From 1991-1994 he

Adjudication. Mr. Fassett's background also includes

started and served as Director of the Energy Policy of

e>..-perience as a Water Resource Engineer with the

the Land and Water Fund of the Rockies. In 1995 Driver

Denver Water Department.

and Larry MacDonnell formed Sustainability Initiatives.
Mr. Fassett received his B.S. in Civil Engineering from
Driver has written extensively in the water and energy

the University of Wyoming in 1974 and has continued

areas, including a study for the WGA on water policy

there with some graduate studies and is a lecturer at the

reform in the West, entitled "Tuning the System." He is

College of Engineering and Law. Mr. Fassett is a regis-

also the principal author of a forthcoming book on the

tered Professional Engineer in Wyoming and Colorado.

West's electric utility system, called "How the West Can
Win: A Vision for a Sustainable Energy Future:' to be

In conjunction with his position, Mr. Fassett serves as

published by the land and Water Fund in early 1996.

President of the State Board of Control and is the VicePresident of the Western States Water Council. He

JIM DYER presently is a consultant in water, sustain-

served on the Board of Directors for the Association of

able agriculture and environmental issues. He previ-

State Dam Safety Officials and is currently a Board

ously was the Director of Water Efficiency, Sustainable

Member of the Interstate Council on Water Policy. He

Agriculture and Intern programs at Rocky Mountain

also is Wyoming's representative on the Bear River

Institute in Snowmass, Colorado, where he produced

Commission, the Upper Colorado River Commission,

and supervised the production of numerous reports

the Yellowstone River Compact Commission, the

and other publications. Mr. Dyer has a B.S. in

Colorado River Basin Salinity Control forum and
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many similar compact and water associations. Mr.

Mr. Getchcs was the founding Executive Director of the

Fassett is active in several professional organizations

'ative American Rights fund (NARF). He developed

and has been a participant in many seminars, work-

the staff, funding, and program of this national, non-

shops and meetings as a speaker on a variety of water

profit Indian-intert>st law firm. Major cases he litigated

resource topics. Mr. Fassett is also on the Wyoming

include a Korthwest fndian fishing rights case (United

Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and

States v. Washington, known locally as "the Boldt deci-

Professional Land Surveyors.

sion," and a case on behalf of Eskimos to establish the
North Slope Borough, the largest municipality in the

DAVID H. GETCHES is the Raphael J. Moses

world, which includes the Prudhoe Bay oil fields. His

Professor of Natural Resources Law at the University

other cases dealt with water rights. land claims, federal

of Colorado School of Law. He leaches and writes on

trust responsibilities, environmental issues, education,

water law, public land law, environmental law and

and civil rights on behalf of Native American clients

Indian law and is called upon to speak and consultant

throughout the West.

in these areas as well. Professor Getches has published
several books including, Searching Out the

Getches serves on sever:1l boards. He chairs the Board

Headwaters: Change and Rediscovery in Western

of Trustees of the Grand Canyon Trust and the Board

W:tter Law nnd Policy. with Bates, MacDonnell and

of Directors of the Land and Water Fund of the

Wilkinson ( 1993), Controlling Water Use: The

Rockies (LAW Fund), and is a member of the Board of

Unfinished Business of Water Quality Control. with

Trustees of the Rock-y Mountain Mineral L:lw

MacDonnell and Rice (1991), Water Law in a

Foundation and the Advisory Board of the Natural

Nutshell, ( 1990), Water Resource Management, with

Resources L:lw Center. He has served on the Colorado

Tarlock and Corbridge ( 1993), and Federal Indian

Water Conservation Board, Colorado River Salinity

Law, with Wilkinson and Williams (1993). He has

Control Forum, Colorado Groundwater Commission,

written many articles and book chapters that appear

Colorado Comm ission of Indian Affairs, Colorado

in diverse scholarly and popular sources.

Mined land Reclamation Board, and Rocky Flats
Environmental Monitoring Council.

In 1983, David Getches was appointed Executive
Director of the Colorado Department of Natural

Professor Getches has consulted widely with govern-

Resources by Governor Richard D. Lamm. The

mental agencies and non-governmental organizations

department includes ten divisions of state govern-

and addressed groups throughout the United States

ment that deal with land, water, and minerals. During

and in several foreign countries.

his three and one-half years in that post he strongly
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advocated water con!:ervation, pressed for groundwa-

CHRlS HARRIS is with the Arizona Department of

ter Jaw reform, advanced ideas for better cooperative

Water Resoun:es. He has been with the Department for

management and control of the Colorado River,

10 years and is presently with the Office of Colorado

urged expansion of state's wilderness areas. and spoke

River Management. Chris is mainly responsible for

out on the importance of recreation and wildlife to

issues involving environmental compliance and

the state's economy.

Ariwna's management of its Colorado River resources.

DOROTHY A. HOUSE received her M.A. at University

In those capactties, Joe was deeply involved in issues

of Denver and her B.A. at State University of New York

relating to Western water resource management.

at Binghamton. Ms. House has 25 years experience as an
information specialist, with broad knowledge of the nat-

From 1981 through 1988, Joe worked on Capitol Hill

ural and cultural history of the Southwest and the

as a Special Assistant to Congressman Bill Emerson of

Colorado Plateau. Technical ell:pertise includes biblio-

Missouri. During his tenure as a congressional Staff

graphic research, technical and popular writing/editing,

member, he worked extensively on legislation affecting

publications, and public interpretation. Most of this

agriculture, mining, flood control, and other resource

work was performed as research librarian and archivist,

management concerns.

editor, special exhibits curator, and interpreter for the
Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff, Her interpre-

PAM HYDE is Director for Southwest Programs for

tive experience includes exhibitions, lectures, guided

American Rivers in Phoeni.x, AZ. She has been with

outdoor expeditions, and written educational materials

American Rivers for over two years, where she has been

for the public and museum tour guides.

involved in a number of river initiatives in the
Colorado River Basin, including the Glen Canyon Dam

Ms. House presently serves as Technical Writer and

EIS. Pam has a law degree and a Masters in natural

Senior Editor for SWCA. Her responsibilities include

resource economics and policy.

writing and editing reports for NEPA, Endangered
Species Act ( ESA) and National Historic Preservation

ERIC KUHN represents the Colorado River mainstem

Act (NHPA) regulatory compliance, and designing and

on the Colorado Water Conservation Board. He is the

writing publications. She edited GCES Phase r Final

current Vice-Chairman of the Board. Within Colorado,

Report and Executive Summaries of Technical Reports

the Colorado Water Conservation board is responsible

for publications.

for interstate water matters. It also manages the
Colorado instream flow program. Eric lives in

JOE HUNTER currently serves as Executive Director of

Glenwood Springs and works for the Colorado River

the Colorado River Energy Distributions Associations

Water Conservation District.

(CREDA), an organization comprised of entities representing more than one-hundred consumer-owned elec-

DAN LUECKE is in the Rocky Mountain regional office

tric systems in Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico,

of the Environmental Defense Fund. With EDF he has

Utah and Wyoming. CREDA's member systems purchase

worked on the Upper Colorado Endangered Fish

and distribute roughly eighty-five percent of the power

Recovery Implementation Program since its inception.

produced by the Colorado River Storage Project.
TED M. LYON was elected to the Imperial Irrigation
Prior to joining the private sector, Joe served in the

District Board in 1988 and 1992. He served as Roard

Bush Administration as an appointee in the U.S.

President in 1992 and as Vice President in 1991. He serves

Department of the Interior, first as Director of External

on the District's Budget, Employee Benefits, Flood Control

Affairs for the Bureau of Reclamation, and subsequent-

and Public Affairs committees. He is also a Director on the

ly, as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Water and Science.

California Water Resources Association Board.
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Mr. Lyon is a Registered Civil Engineer and President

Administration. He was an Assistant Professor in the

of Lyon Engineers, lnc. in El Cen tro, California. He

mineral economics department of the Colorado School

earned a B.S. in Civil Engineering at the California

of Mines between 1974 and 1976. He was also a course

Polytechnic University, Pomona. Later, he taught engi-

director and instructor for the Colorado Outward

neering courses at Imperial Valley College, where he

Bound SchooL

was an instructor for seven years.
Dr. MacDonnell holds a B.A. from the University of
He has served as a school board member for the Seeley

Michigan, a J, D. from the University of Denver College

Elementary School and the Central Union High School

of Law, and a Ph.D. in mineral economics from the

Boards.

Colorado School of Mines.

LAWRENCE J. MACDONNELL is a lawyer and consul-

He is presently a member of the National Academy of

tant in Boulder, Colorado, providing legal and consult-

Sciences/National Research Council Committee on the

ing services for conservation-based land and resources

Future of Irrigation. He recently served as a member of

use. His clients include watershed organizations, water

the Western Regional Team of the Natural Resources

agencies, corporations, and government agencies.

Task Force for the President's Council on Sustainable
Development.

Between 1983 and 1994 he directed the Natural
Resources Law Center at the University of Colorado

VERNON MASAYESVA, whose name means "wings

School of Law. During this time he taught courses in

settling down:· is a member of the Coyote Clan of the

water law, public lands law, oil and gas law, and mining

Hopi Tribe of northern Arizona. He is from Third

law. vVbile Center Director, he served as principal inves-

Mesa, one of the numbered branches of Black Mesa,

tigator for 19 funded research projects with grants from

sacred ground for Hopi. Vernon's village, Hotevilla, on

seven different foundations and si..x different govern-

the southern end of Black Mesa, is about two hour

ment agencies. He co-authored two books, edited or co-

drive north from flagstail The high, north end of

edited three books, authored chapters for eight books,

Black Mesa, overlying some of the world's richest coal.

published nine law review articles and ll journal arti-

looks out 70 miles or so over Hopi ancestral land

cles, and authored or co-authored 15 research papers

toward Page and Lake Powell.

and discussion papers. As the Center's first director he
devdoped its programs and activities and helped to

Vernon, who is fluent in Hopi and English, received a

establish the Center as one of the leading sources of

B.A. at Arizona State in Political Science and a ~tasters

scholarship and education related to environmental and

of Arts from Central Michigan in 1970. He returned to

natural resources law and policy in the country.

Black Mesa as the Head Administrator of the HotevillaBacobi Day School, the first Indian school at Hopi. In
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Prior to joining the University of Colorado, Dr.

1984, he was elected to the Tribal Council and then

MacDonnell was a research economist at the Denver

served at Tribal Chair from I 989 through 1993. He

Research Institute and an adjunct professor at the

immersed himself in the tangled intricacies of the min-

University of Denver Graduate School of Business

ing on Black Mesa and the Hopi-Navajo land dispute,

and is widely respected on and off the reservation.

National Water Resources Association Municipal

Vernon voluntarily retired as Tribal Chair two years

Caucus, and is a member of the Board of Trustees of

ago to serve the Hopi in other ways. Among other

the Colorado River Water Users Association. Pat helped

things, he is beginning a book on Black Mesa water

found and was charter Chair of the Western Urban

and is now heading up a foundation to provide schol-

Water Coalition, an organization with members in

arships for young Indian people.

seven states, committed to progressive Western water
policy and management.

KEN MAXEY is with the Western Area Power
Administration. Most recently, he was WAPi':s Salt Lake

Pat has been a resident of Las Vegas since 1974. Her

City Area Office Manager. In that capacity, he was

husband, Robert, is Assistant to the Comptroller for

responsible for the marketing of hydropower from

Clark County. They have h"'o children.

Colorado River Basin dams such as Glen Canyon. He
has recently been designated as WAPXs Chief Financial

DALE PONTIUS is an experienced western water and

Officer in the Golden, Colorado office. Ken is also a

natural resources attorney and is currently a consultant

seasoned veteran of the Glen Canyon EIS Cooperating

for The Nature Conservancy. From 1992-1995, he was

Agencies Forum.

Vice-President for Conservation Programs and
Southwest Director for American Rivers. He has served

PATRICIA MULROY was appointed as General

as Executive Assistant to Governor Bruce Babbitt and

Manager of the Las Vegas Valley Water District by its

also spent 3 years on the staff of the House

Board of Directors (the Clark County Commission) in

Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment.

September 1989. She began her employment with the
Water District in 1985 as Deputy General Manager.

RODNEY SMITH is Senior Vice President of
Stratecon, lnc. A strategic planning and economics

She was also appointed as General Manager of the

consulting firm specializing in the economics, law, and

Southern Nevada Water Authority by its Board of

finance of natural resources. He has consulted exten-

Directors in January 1993.

sively for public and private sector clients on business
and public policy issues concerning water resources,

Prior to joining the Water District, Pat was Assistant

including California's Drought Water Bank, the govern-

to the County Manager for Clark County from 1979

ment of New South Wales, Australia effort to privatize

to 1984.

irrigation organization, and the economic, financial,
legal, and political dimensions of water transactions in

Pat earned her Master's Degree from the University of

many western states.

Nevada, Las Vegas. She previously attended the
University of Mnnich, and has also pursued doctoral

Dr. Smith has written extensively on the law, econom-

work at Stanford University.

ics, and finance of water resources and water policy. He
is the founding co-author of Stratecon's two paid-cir-

She is a member of the American Water Works

culation publications "Water Strategist: A Quarterly

Association, American Public Works Association, and

Analysis of Water Marketing, Finance, Legislation, and
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Litigation'; and ''Water Intelligence Monthly': a supple-

DAVID L. WEGNER has served as the Program

ment reporting on recent developments in federal, state,

Manager of the Glen Canyon Environmental Studies

and local water policy. He is also known for his books

(GCES), Bureau of Reclamation, since its inception in

"Troubled Waters: Financing Water in the West" and

1983. The GCES program is a scientifically based

"Trading Water: A Legal Framework for Water

ecosystem processes, ecosystem elements and the eco-

Marketing': sponsored by the Ford Foundation through

nomic resources associated with the water and electric-

grants to the Council of Governor's Policy Advisors.

ity produced by Glen Canyon Dam.

Dr. Smith received his Ph.D. in Economics from the

Responsibilities include coordination with the Federal,

University of Chicago and a Bachelor of Arts in

State and Native American groups responsible for

Economics from the University of California at Los

management of the resources of the Colorado River.

Angeles. Dr. Smith is also a professor of economics on-

The GCES program is responsible for the design, devel-

leave from Claremont McKenna College.

opment, implementation and analysis of scientific
research program, an interim flow monitoring pro-

ROBERT WIGINGTON is an in-house water attorney

gram and the development of the long-term monitor-

for The Nature Conservancy at its Western Regional

ing program. Mr. Wegner coordinates the management

Office in Boulder, CO. He has practiced water law since

of the GCES program and the National Academy of

1979, and has worked for the Conservancy since 1956.

Sciences Review Committee and the specific resources

He has been actively involved for the Conservancy in

agencies.
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